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Abstract
Motivated by the work of Jürgen Neukirch and Ivan Fesenko we propose a general definition of an
abelian class field theory from a purely group-theoretical and functorial point of view. This definition
allows a modeling of abelian extensions of a field inside more general objects than the invariants of a
discrete module over the absolute Galois group of the field. The main objects serving as such models
are cohomological Mackey functors as they have enough structure to make several reduction theorems of
classical approaches work in this generalized setting and, as observed by Fesenko, they even have enough
structure to make Neukirch’s approach to class field theories via Frobenius lifts work. This approach is
discussed in full detail and in its most general setting, including the pro-P setting proposed by Neukirch.
As an application and justification of this generalization we describe Fesenko’s approach to class field
theory of higher local fields of positive characteristic, where the modeling of abelian extensions takes
place inside the cohomological Mackey functor formed by the Milnor–Paršin K-groups.
The motivation for this work (which is the author’s Diplom thesis) was the attempt to understand what
a class field theory is and to give a single-line definition which captures certain common aspects of several
instances of class field theories. We do not claim to prove any new theorem here, but we think that our
general and uniform approach offers a point of view not discussed in this form in the existing literature.
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31. Introduction
The author’s first contact with class field theories was Jürgen Neukirch’s presentation of this concept in his
famous book [Neu99, chapter IV] on algebraic number theory. Unfortunately, and this may be explained
by the author’s lack of knowledge and intuition in algebraic number theory, the author did not understand
what the goal of all the investigations was until the very end of the presentation where the main results
were summarized in a theorem. Surprised by the fact that this theorem was not presented at the beginning
as a motivation for all further considerations, the author started to think about the abstract core of this
theorem and tried to define what exactly a class field theory is. Such a single definition did not exist in
the literature and it seemed that this was an obvious concept for people working in algebraic number the-
ory. However, the author’s abstract considerations were further motivated by the exercises in this chapter
where Neukirch proposes a generalization of his approach, mentioning that this generalization has been
applied by Ivan Fesenko in [Fes92]. This thesis is the result of trying to understand what a class field
theory is and trying to give a single-line definition (see 3.4.4) which captures certain aspects of several
explicit class field theories. Although no new theorems are proven and the reader familiar with class field
theories will not find anything surprising in this thesis, the author still hopes to communicate at least a
certain point of view which is not presented in this form in the existing literature.
To give an overview of the contents, we first have to present one result of the above considerations, namely
what the idea of a class field theory is (we will give a more detailed motivation at the beginning of chapter
3). The essence of an abelian class field theory (ACFT for short) is to provide for a field k a description of the
finite abelian extensions of finite separable extensions K |k. There may exist of course several formaliza-
tions of this fuzzy concept and in this thesis we will develop one particular formalization. We understand
an ACFT as consisting of three parts: a group-theoretical part, a functorial or compatibility part and an
arithmetic part.
In the first place, an ACFT should model for each finite separable extension K |k the finite Galois extensions
of K as certain subgroups of some abelian group C(K) in such a way that this model is faithful on the
lattice of abelian extensions of K and such that abelianized Galois groups can be calculated in this model.
More explicitly, there should exist a map Φ(K ,−) : E f(K)→ E a(C(K)) from the set E f(K) of all finite Galois
extensions of K to the set E a(C(K)) of all subgroups of C(K) such that the restriction of Φ(K ,−) to the
latticeL (K)⊆ E f(K) of finite abelian extensions is an injective morphism of lattices and there should exist
an isomorphism, called reciprocity morphism,
ρL|K : Gal(L|K)ab →C(K)/Φ(K ,L)
for each L ∈ E f(K). We can depict the passage from the field internal theory to its model as the following
scheme
K  C(K)
L ∈ E f(K)  Φ(K ,L)≤C(K)
Gal(L|K)  C(K)/Φ(K ,L).
These data are what we will refer to as the group-theoretical part of an ACFT. The functorial part of an
ACFT is the requirement that this passage should satisfy several compatibility relations. It is an essential
part of this thesis to precisely define these compatibility relations and to introduce objects that capture
these relations. These objects will be the RIC-functors introduced in chapter 2. The abbreviation RIC
stands for Restriction-Induction-Conjugation, three natural operations which occur in several places of
mathematics. In particular, such a triplet of operations exists on the abelianizations above and therefore
the abelian groups C(K) should also be connected with such operations, that is, they should form a RIC-
functor C and the reciprocity morphisms should be compatible with these operations, that is, the reciprocity
morphism should be a morphism of RIC-functors. The arithmetic part of an ACFT will remain to be a fuzzy
concept and can be described as the condition that an ACFT should be tied to the “arithmetic” of k. The
meaning of this is two-fold. On the one hand, it means that the groups C(K) should be obtained directly
from k itself. By what we have said about ACFTs, this would imply that all the abelian extensions and their
Galois groups can be computed by data directly connected to k. Claude Chevalley explains this philosophy
in [Che40] as follows:
L’objet de la théorie du corps de classes est de montrer comment les extensions abeliennes d’un
corps de nombres algébriques k peuvent êtres déterminées par des éléments tirès de la connais-
sance de k lui-même ; ou, si l’on veut présenter les choses en termes dialectiques, comment un
corps possêde en soi les éléments de son propre dépassement (et ce, sans aucune contradiction
4interne !).1
To get an idea of this, we note that for local (respectively global) fields there exists an ACFT in the sense
discussed so far, called local class field theory (respectively global class field theory). For a local field k
the RIC-functor C of the local class field theory is given by the multiplicative groups C(K)=GL1(K) with
the obvious conjugation, restriction and induction morphisms. For a global field k the RIC-functor C of
the global class field theory is given by the idèle class groups C(K) =GL1(AK )/GL1(K) with the canonical
conjugation, restriction and induction morphisms, where AK is the adèle ring of K . In both local and global
class field theory it is evident that C is more or less directly obtained from k.
On the other hand, the meaning of being tied to the “arithmetic” of k is that an ACFT should, at least in
the case of local or global fields, provide information about the ring of integers in the extensions such as
ramification. Both the local and global class field theories provide such information. As it is not clear if
all explicit ACFTs share certain arithmetic properties and as our general group-theoretical and functorial
point of view of ACFTs does not allow a formalization of such properties, we will ignore the arithmetic part
of ACFTs in this thesis. These have to be uncovered in explicit situations.
As indicated by the examples of local and global class field theories, the main source of the RIC-functors
C in which the modeling of abelian extensions takes place are the invariants of discrete modules over the
absolute Galois group Gal(k) of the ground field. But from the general point of view using RIC-functors
this would be an unnecessary restriction. In fact, it turns out that important reduction theorems, which
reduce the amount of work necessary to verify that a morphism is a reciprocity morphism and thus gives
a class field theory, already work when C is just a cohomological Mackey functor. Moreover, Neukirch’s ap-
proach to class field theories presented in [Neu99, chapter IV] can be generalized to this setting. This was
observed by Ivan Fesenko in [Fes92] who applied this to get an ACFT describing the abelian extensions
of a higher local field and thus giving Aleksej Paršhin’s original approach to this problem presented in
[Par85] the interpretation as being just another instantiation of Neukirch’s theory, although it is of course
not trivial to see this. The cohomological Mackey functor C in this case is formed by the Milnor–Paršin
K-groups and the point is that the values of C cannot be identified with the invariants of a discrete mod-
ule so that the classical theory, which just deals with discrete modules, cannot be used. This (and further
problems discussed in 3) should be a motivation and justification for the general point of view of this thesis.
In chapter 2 the main objects needed to define an ACFT from the proposed point of view, namely the RIC-
functors, are introduced. Mackey functors are identified as special cases of RIC-functors and the important
examples of discrete modules and abelianization as cohomological Mackey functors are discussed. In chap-
ter 3 a special type of RIC-functors, the representations, are identified as being the right objects to model
abelian extensions. A definition of ACFTs in this language is then given and several abstract theorems
about them are provided, most importantly the reduction theorems. The heart of this thesis is chapter 4
where Neukirch’s approach to class field theories is generalized as far as possible, namely to cohomological
Mackey functors instead of discrete modules and to a pro-P setting, that is, to fields whose absolute Galois
group is a pro-P group which admits a quotient of the form ZP =∏p∈P Zp with P being a set of prime num-
bers. The only reference for the passage from discrete modules to cohomological Mackey functors in this
theory is [Fes92] and the proof given there is kept rather short. Moreover, the passage from the Ẑ to the
ZP -setting, which involves a shift in the interpretation of Neukirch’s theory, is not mentioned elsewhere in
the literature except for an exercise given by Neukirch which was the motivation for this generalization.
Therefore, this theory is discussed full detail. Chapter 5 is an overview about discrete valuations and in
particular discrete valuations of higher rank. This chapter is a preparation for chapter 6 where the way to
obtain the classical local class field theory and Fesenko’s higher local class field theory is described. The
appendix contains a summary of some results about topological groups and projective limits of topological
groups which the author has written to convince himself that all arguments work and to reduce the amount
of external references. Moreover, a general concept of certain universal abelian quotients of compact groups
is introduced which generalizes the theory in the case of profinite groups presented in [RZ00, section 3.4]
but which is not needed elsewhere in this thesis. The reader who is either familiar with topological groups
or is not interested in class field theories describing more special abelian quotients than the maximal abe-
lian quotient can ignore nearly all references to the appendix.
The author’s original plan was to also present in full detail Fesenko’s approach to higher local class field
theory, and in particular to verify the properties of the Milnor–Paršin K-groups needed to get a class field
1“The object of class field theory is to show how the abelian extensions of an algebraic number field k can be determined by objects
taken from our knowledge of k itself; or, if one wishes to present things in dialectical terms, how a field contains within itself the
elements of its own surpassing (and this without any internal contradiction!).”
5theory. Unfortunately, it turned out that too many details are involved in this theory (not only about Milnor
K-theory but also about sequential topologies). The time available for writing this Diplom thesis did not
suffice for the author to work through all these details and therefore some details of Fesenko’s approach
to higher local class field theory are only sketched. However, the author tried to make this everything as
precise as possible and so this thesis may also be viewed as a guide to this approach.
I would like to thank my supervisor, Prof. Dr. Gunter Malle (University of Kaiserslautern), for the motiva-
tion to work on this topic, for the possibility to ask questions at any time and for reading all this. Moreover,
I would like to thank Prof. Ivan Fesenko (University of Nottingham) for sending me copies of some of his
papers which were nowhere else available.
The author wants to close this introduction with the following quote by Alexander Grothendieck found in
[CS01, lettre de 19.9.1956] which describes very accurately the author’s familiarity with class field theory:
[...] j’ai revu un peu la théorie du corps de classes, dont j’ai enfin l’impression d’avoir compris
les énoncés essentiels (bien entendu, pas les démonstrations !).2
Conventions.
As set theoretic foundation we use NBG set theory as presented in [Men97, chapter 4] extended by the
axiom of choice and extended by the axiom of regularity. We assume consistency of this theory.
All constructions concerning limits in categories are formulated in the language of [HM07], although ev-
erything should be standard terminology.
A ring is always a ring with unit and a morphism of rings is always unit preserving. For a ring k the
category of left unital k-modules is denoted by kMod and its full subcategory of finitely generated k-modules
is denoted by kmod.
For a commutative ring k the category of k-algebras is denoted by kAlg and the category of commutative
k-algebras is denoted by kCAlg. We moreover define a general k-algebra to be a k-module A equipped with
a k-bilinear map A×A→ A and we denote the category of general k-algebras by kGenAlg.
Topological spaces are in general not assumed to be separated. The closure of a subset A of a topological
space is denoted by cl(A). . The notions quasi compact and compact are used as in [Bou07a]. The category
of topological groups is denoted by TGrp, the category of topological abelian groups is denoted by TAb and
the category of separated (compact, locally compact) abelian groups is denoted by TAbs (TAbcom, TAblc).
If G is a topological group, then we write H ≤c G (H ≤o G, HCc G, HCo G) to denote that H is a closed
subgroup (open subgroup, closed normal subgroup, open normal subgroup) of G. We denote by E a(G) (E t(G),
E f(G)) the set of all abstract (closed, closed of finite index) normal subgroups of G.
Fields are always commutative. A field extension L ⊇ K is also denoted by L|K . The Galois group of
a field extension L|K is denoted by Gal(L|K) and the absolute Galois group of a field k is denoted by
Gal(k) :=Gal(ks|k), where ks is the separable closure of k. By E f(K) we denote the set of all finite Galois
extensions of K .
2“[...] I have been reviewing class field theory, of which I finally have the impression that I understand the main results (but not
the proofs of course!).”
62. RIC-functors
In this chapter we will introduce a mathematical object that provides a formal framework for the following
situation which is encountered in several places of mathematics: suppose we are given a group G, a set Sb
of “interesting” or “relevant” subgroups of G, a category C and an object Φ(H) of C attached to each H ∈Sb
describing the group H itself or describing objects connected to H. An example would be to take as Sb the
set of all subgroups of G and asΦ(H) the cohomology group Hn(H, A) of a fixed G-module A for fixed n ∈N or
the additive group of the representation ring Rk(H) over a commutative ring k (assuming that G is finite
to be careful with notations). Now, the mathematical context of the map Φ : Sb → Ob(C ) might provide
relations between the objects Φ(H) and Φ(I) for certain H, I ∈ Sb. More precisely, we might have have
a C -morphism resΦI,H :Φ(H)→Φ(I), called restriction morphism, whenever H ∈Sb and I ∈Sr(H), where
Sr(H) is a set containing the subgroups of H to which a restriction is allowed. Similarly, we might have a
C -morphism indΦH,I :Φ(I)→Φ(H), called induction, whenever H ∈Sb and I ∈Si(H). Moreover, we might
have a C -morphism conΦg,H :Φ(H)→Φ(gH), called conjugation, for each H ∈Sb and g ∈G.3 In the case of
the cohomology groups such relations are indeed present: we can take as restriction the usual restriction,
as induction the corestriction and as conjugation the multiplication with the conjugating element. Since
the corestriction is only defined for subgroups of finite index, we see that Si(H) is in this case only allowed
to contain subgroups of finite index of H. For the representation ring we also have such relations: we can
take as restriction, induction and conjugation the morphisms assigning to a representation its restriction,
induction and conjugation.
Φ(gH)
gH
C
Sb
H
J
I
Si(H)
Sr(H)
Sb(H)
Φ
resΦI,H
Φ(I)
Φ(H)
Φ(J)indΦH,J
conΦg,H
The idea of a RIC-functor (note that to make this picture readable, we assumed that Si(H)⊆Sr(H) but we will not assume this in
general).4
If one wants to abstractly characterize what the above mathematical structure is about, then one imme-
diately realizes that the pivot in this characterization is the upper disc in the picture which can be seen
as the template or skeleton of this structure. From a more general point of view, and for our discussion
of class field theories we need a slightly more general point of view, this upper disc can be described as
consisting of a set Db enriched with an action µ of some group G and a family D? = {D?(x) | x ∈Db} of
subsets D?(x)⊆Db for ? ∈ {r, i}. Now, the mathematical structure we are interested in can be characterized
as consisting of such a “domain” D= (Db,Dr,Di,G,µ) together with a map Φ :Db →Ob(C ) into the object
class of a category C and together with restriction, induction and conjugation morphisms between objects
determined by D and Φ.
In general the restriction, induction and conjugation morphisms should satisfy some natural compati-
bility relations, for example the restriction morphisms should satisfy the triviality resΦx,x = idΦ(x) for all
3Here, we have to assume of course that Sb is closed under conjugation with elements from G.
4The two ellipses in the picture are supposed to be seen as discs in 3-space.
7x ∈Db, the transitivity resΦz,y ◦ resΦy,x = resΦz,x for all x ∈Db, y ∈Dr(x) and z ∈Dr(y), and the equivariance
conΦg,y ◦ resΦy,x = resΦgy,gx ◦ conΦg,x for all x ∈ Db, y ∈ Dr(x) and g ∈ G, where gx = µ(g, x). Similar relations
should hold for the induction and conjugation morphisms. But to make these relations always well-defined
we have to put several conditions on the sets D?(x) for ? ∈ {r, i}. For example, to make the transitivity
of the restriction morphisms always well-defined we have to assume that Dr(y) ⊆ Dr(x) for x ∈ Db and
y ∈Dr(x). These conditions lead to the definition of a RIC-domain and the collection of the data Φ(x) to-
gether with restriction, induction and conjugation morphisms satisfying the compatibility relations is what
we will call a C -valued RIC-functor on D or simply RIC-functor, where RIC is of course an abbreviation
for Restriction-Induction-Conjugation. We may summarize the aim of this chapter as being the exploration
of “RIC-phenomena”, that is, of mathematical structures possessing a notion of restriction, induction and
conjugation, and we may now describe this precisely as the study of RIC-functors.5
In 2.1 a precise definition of the category of RIC-functors is given and some of its properties are investi-
gated. In 2.2 a special type of RIC-domains, the G-subgroup systems, are introduced which describe the
structures mentioned at the beginning. Moreover, in this section the notion of a cohomological Mackey
functor is introduced which will be of fundamental importance in class field theory. In 2.3 the main ex-
ample of cohomological Mackey functors, the discrete G-modules, are discussed. In 2.4 another important
type of cohomological Mackey functors, the abelianizations, are discussed.
2.1. Definition and basic properties of RIC-functors
2.1.1. If µ : G×X → X and µ′ : G′×X ′→ X ′ are two left group actions on sets, then we write µ′ ≤ µ if and
only if µ can be restricted to an action of G′ on X ′ and this restriction coincides with µ′, that is, G′ ≤G,
X ′ ⊆ X and µ′(g′, x′)=µ(g′, x′) for all g′ ∈G′ and x′ ∈ X ′.
2.1.2 Definition. A RIC-domain is a tuple (Db,Dr,Di,G,µ) consisting of:
• a non-empty set Db,
• two families Dr = {Dr(x) | x ∈Db} and Di = {Di(x) | x ∈Db} of subsets Dr(x),Di(x)⊆Db,
• a group G,
• a left G-action µ : G×Db →Db, (g, x) 7→ gx, on Db,
such that the following conditions are satisfied for all x ∈Db and ? ∈ {r, i}:
(i) x ∈D?(x).
(ii) If y ∈D?(x), then D?(y)⊆D?(x).
(iii) gD?(x)=D?(gx) for all g ∈G, where we define gD?(x) := {gy | y ∈D?(x)}.
2.1.3. If D′ = (D′b,D′r,D′i,G′,µ′) and D = (Db,Dr,Di,G,µ) are RIC-domains, then we write D′ ≤D if and
only if µ′ ≤ µ and D′?(x) ⊆D?(x) for all x ∈D′b and ? ∈ {r, i}. A RIC-domain of the form (Db,Dr,Di,1,1),
where 1 is the trivial group and 1 denotes the trivial action, is called an RI-domain.
2.1.4. In most situations the RIC-domain is obtained and inherits structure from an enveloping set X
equipped with a partial order and a monotone action of a group. In the following paragraph we will make
this precise. The reader may then already take a look at 2.2.4 for the most important example of RIC-
domains.
2.1.5. A RIC-domain in a partially ordered set (X ,≤) is a RIC-domain (Db,Dr,Di,G,µ) with Db ⊆ X and
Dr(x),Di(x)⊆Db(x) := {y | y ∈Db and y≤ x}
for all x ∈Db. An equiordered set is a tuple (X ,≤,G,µ) consisting of a poset (X ,≤) and a left G-action µ
on X such that y ≤ x implies gy ≤ gx for all x, y ∈ X and g ∈ G, where gx := µ(g, x). Let X = (X ,≤,G,µ)
be an equiordered set and let (Db,Di,Dr,1,1) be an RI-domain in (X ,≤) such that gDb ⊆Db and gD?(x)=
D?(gx) for all g ∈G and x ∈Db. Then (Db,Di,Dr,G,µ|G×Db ) is a RIC-domain.6 Any RIC-domain of this
form is called a RIC-domain in the equiordered set X and we usually just write (Db,Dr,Di) for such RIC-
domains. Let Db = X and for x ∈Db let Dr(x)=Di(x)=Db(x)= {y | y ∈Db and y≤ x}. Then the reflexivity
and transitivity of the order together with the monotonicity of the G-action imply that (Db,Dr,Di) is the
maximal RIC-domain in X .
2.1.6. Let D′ = (D′b,D′r,D′i) and D= (Db,Dr,Di) be two RIC-domains in the equiordered setX = (X ,≤,G,µ)
such that D′b∩Db 6= ;. Then
D′∩D := (D′′b,D′′r ,D′′i )
5There may exist of course other abstract approaches to these phenomena, but our approach is exactly what we will need.
6µ|G×Db denotes here the simultaneous restriction to G×Db and corestriction to Db.
8with D′′b :=D′b∩Db and D′′?(x) :=D′?(x)∩D?(x) for each x ∈D′′b is also a RIC-domain in X .
2.1.7 Definition. A RIC-functor is a tuple consisting of
• a RIC-domain D= (Db,Dr,Di,G,µ), where µ(g, x) is denoted by gx for all g ∈G and x ∈Db,
• a category C ,
• a map Φ :Db →Ob(C ),
• a C -morphism resΦy,x :Φ(x)→Φ(y) for each x ∈Db and y ∈Dr(x), called restriction,
• a C -morphism indΦx,y :Φ(y)→Φ(x) for each x ∈Db and y ∈Di(x), called induction,
• a C -morphism conΦg,x :Φ(x)→Φ(gx) for each x ∈Db and g ∈G, called conjugation,
such that the following properties are satisfied:
(i) (Triviality)
resΦx,x = indΦx,x = conΦ1,x = idΦ(x)
for all x ∈Db.7
(ii) (Transitivity)
resΦz,y ◦resΦy,x = resΦz,x
for all x ∈Db, y ∈Dr(x) and z ∈Dr(y);
indΦx,y ◦ indΦy,z = indΦx,z
for all x ∈Db, y ∈Di(x) and z ∈Di(y); and
conΦg′,gx ◦conΦg,x = conΦg′g,x
for all x ∈Db and all g, g′ ∈G.8
(iii) (Equivariance)
conΦg,y ◦resΦy,x = resΦgy,gx ◦conΦg,x
for all x ∈Db, y ∈Dr(x) and g ∈G; and
conΦg,x ◦ indΦx,y = indΦgx,gy ◦conΦg,y
for all x ∈Db, y ∈Di(x) and g ∈G.9
To simplify notations, we denote the tuple consisting of the map Φ and all the restriction, induction and
conjugation morphisms again by Φ so that the RIC-functor becomes a triple (D,Φ,C ) which we also denote
by Φ :D→C . We call D the domain and C the codomain of the RIC-functor. A RIC-functor with domain a
RI-domain will be called a RI-functor.
A morphism ϕ between two RIC-functors Φ,Ψ :D→C , denoted by ϕ :Φ→Ψ, is a family ϕ= {ϕx | x ∈Db} of
C -morphisms ϕx :Φ(x)→Ψ(x) such that the following diagrams commute for all x ∈Db, y ∈Dr(x), z ∈Di(x)
and g ∈G:
Φ(x)
ϕx //
resΦy,x

Ψ(x)
resΨy,x

Φ(x)
ϕx // Ψ(x) Φ(x)
ϕx //
conΦg,x

Ψ(x)
conΨg,x

Φ(y)
ϕy
// Ψ(y) Φ(z)
ϕz
//
indΦx,z
OO
Ψ(z)
indΨx,z
OO
Φ(gx) ϕgx
// Ψ(gx)
The composition of two morphisms ϕ :Φ→Ψ,ψ :Ψ→ Θ is defined by ψ ◦ϕ = {ψx ◦ϕx | x ∈Db} which is a
morphism ψ◦ϕ :Φ→Θ. With respect to this composition the morphism idΦ :Φ→Φ defined by the family
{idΦ(x) | x ∈Db} is an identity. The set of all RIC-functors with domain D and codomain C together with
morphisms, composition and identity as defined above forms a category which is denoted by Fct(D,C ).
2.1.8 Assumption. For the rest of this section we fix a RIC-domain D= (Db,Dr,Di,G,µ) and a category C .
We write gx :=µ(g, x) for all g ∈G and x ∈Db.
2.1.9. If Φ :D→C is a RIC-functor, then it follows immediately from the triviality and transitivity of the
conjugation morphisms that conΦg,x is an isomorphism with inverse con
Φ
g−1,gx for each x ∈Db and g ∈G.
7These morphisms are defined since x ∈D?(x) by 2.1.2(i).
8As y ∈D?(x), it follows from 2.1.2(ii) that D?(y)⊆D?(x) and consequently z ∈D?(x). Hence, both resΦz,x and indΦx,z are defined.
9This is well-defined by 2.1.2(iii).
92.1.10. If D′ is a RIC-domain with D′ ≤D, then it is easy to verify that we get by restriction a functor
(−)|D′ : Fct(D,C )→ Fct(D′,C ). Let C ′ be another category and let L :C ′→C be a functor. If Φ ∈Fct(D,C ′),
then it is easy to verify that the following data define a functor L ◦Φ ∈Fct(D,C ):
• (L ◦Φ)(x) := L(Φ(x)) for all x ∈Db.
• resL◦Φy,x := L(resΦy,x) for all x ∈Db and y ∈Dr(x).
• indL◦Φx,y := L(indΦx,y) for all x ∈Db and y ∈Di(x).
• conL◦Φg,x := L(conΦg,x) for all x ∈Db and g ∈G.
2.1.11. It is evident that if A ∈C , then the following data define a functor ΦA ∈Fct(D,C ):
• ΦA :Db →C is the constant map x 7→ A.
• resΦAy,x := idA for each x ∈Db and y ∈Dr(x).
• indΦAx,y := idA for each x ∈Db and y ∈Di(x).
• conΦAg,x := idA for each x ∈Db and g ∈G.
The functor ΦA is called the constant functor with value A and is also simply denoted by A.10
2.1.12. It is easy to see that a morphism ϕ in Fct(D,C ) is an isomorphism if and only if ϕx is an isomor-
phism in C for each x ∈Db.
2.1.13 Proposition. The following holds:
(i) Let I be a category and let D :I → Fct(D,C ) be a functor. For x ∈Db let Dx be the following functor:
Dx :I −→ C
i 7−→ D(i)(x)
i
f−→ j 7−→ D(i)(x) D( f )x−→ D( j)(x).
If Dx has a limit in C for all x ∈Db, then D has a limit in Fct(D,C ) and
(lim D)(x)=Dx
for all x ∈Db. In particular, if C has I -limits, then Fct(D,C ) also has I -limits.
(ii) The categorical dual of the above statement also holds.
Proof. This is a standard proof in category theory.
2.1.14 Proposition. Let A be a preadditive category. The following holds:
(i) Fct(D,A ) is canonically preadditive.
(ii) If A has kernels, then a morphism ϕ : Φ→Ψ in Fct(D,A ) is a monomorphism if and only if ϕx :
Φ(x)→Ψ(x) is a monomorphism in A for each x ∈Db.
(iii) The categorical dual of (ii) also holds.
(iv) If A is abelian, then Fct(D,A ) is also abelian.
Proof.
(i) This is straightforward.
(ii) Let ϕ :Φ→Ψ be a morphism in Fct(D,A ). SinceA has kernels, the category Fct(D,A ) also has kernels
by 2.1.13. Let k : K →Φ be the kernel of ϕ. As Fct(D,A ) is preadditive, an application of C.1.1 show that ϕ
is a monomorphism if and only if k = 0. It follows from 2.1.13 that kx : K(x)→Φ(x) is the kernel of ϕx for
each x ∈Db and therefore k = 0 if and only if kx = 0 for all x ∈Db. Again by C.1.1, we have kx = 0 if and
only if ϕx is a monomorphism in A . Hence, ϕ is a monomorphism if and only if ϕx is a monomorphism for
each x ∈Db.
(iii) This is evident.
(iv) By 2.1.13 the category Fct(D,A ) has a zero object and has pullbacks and pushouts so it remains
to show that Fct(D,A ) is normal, that is, every monomorphism is a kernel and every epimorphism is a
cokernel. So, let ϕ :Φ→Ψ be a monomorphism in Fct(D,A ). Let c :Ψ→Coker(ϕ) be the cokernel of ϕ. An
application of 2.1.13 shows that cx is the cokernel of ϕx for each x ∈Db. Since in an abelian category every
monomorphism is the kernel of its cokernel, this implies that ϕx = Ker(cx). But then, again by 2.1.13,
we already have ϕ = Ker(c). This shows that ϕ is a kernel. In the same way one can prove that every
epimorphism in Fct(D,A ) is a cokernel.
10The notation ΦA or A for this functor is slightly imprecise as we are suppressing the domain and codomain. But this should in
general be clear from the context and therefore we stick to this simple notation.
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2.1.15. In the following paragraphs we will introduce subfunctors, quotient functors and certain Hom-
functors. To make the discussion straightforward and as we do not need these constructions in a more
general setting, we will restrict to TAb-valued functors.
2.1.16 Definition. Let Φ ∈ Fct(D,TAb). A functor Φ′ ∈ Fct(D,TAb) is said to be a (closed) subfunctor of Φ,
denoted by Φ′ ≤ Φ (Φ′ ≤c Φ), if Φ′(x) is a (closed) subgroup of Φ(x) for each x ∈Db, and for each x ∈Db,
y ∈Dr(x), z ∈Di(x) and g ∈G the diagrams
Φ′(x) // //
resΦ
′
y,x

Φ(x)
resΦy,x

Φ′(x) // // Φ(x) Φ′(x) // //
conΦ
′
g,x

Φ(x)
conΦg,x

Φ′(y) // // Φ(y) Φ′(z) // //
indΦ
′
z,x
OO
Φ(z)
indΦz,x
OO
Φ′(y) // // Φ(y)
commute, where the horizontal morphisms are the embeddings.
2.1.17. If Φ′ is a subfunctor of Φ ∈Fct(D,TAb), then the following assertions hold:
Φ′(x)≤Φ(x) for all x ∈Db
resΦy,x(Φ
′(x))⊆Φ′(y) for all x ∈Db and y ∈Dr(x)
indΦx,y(Φ
′(y))⊆Φ′(x) for all x ∈Db and y ∈Di(x)
conΦg,x(Φ
′(x))⊆Φ′(gx) for all x ∈Db and g ∈G.
Conversely, if Φ′ :Db →TAb is a map such that the above relations are satisfied, then there is a canonical
way to make Φ′ into a subfunctor of Φ. Similar statements hold for closed subfunctors.
2.1.18 Proposition. Let Φ ∈ Fct(D,TAb) and let Φ′ ≤ Φ. Then there exists a unique functor Φ/Φ′ ∈
Fct(D,TAb), called the quotient of Φ by Φ′, such that (Φ/Φ′)(x) = Φ(x)/Φ′(x) for each x ∈Db, and for each
x ∈Db, y ∈Dr(x), z ∈Di(x) and g ∈G the diagrams
Φ(x) // //
resΦy,x

Φ(x)/Φ′(x)
resΦ/Φ
′
y,x

Φ(x) // // Φ(x)/Φ′(x) Φ(x) // //
conΦg,x

Φ(x)/Φ′(x)
conΦ/Φ
′
g,x

Φ(y) // // Φ(y)/Φ′(y) Φ(z) // //
indΦx,z
OO
Φ(z)/Φ′(z)
indΦ/Φ
′
x,z
OO
Φ(gx) // // Φ(gx)/Φ′(gx)
commute, where the horizontal morphisms are the quotient morphisms.
Proof. Due to the relations in 2.1.17, the morphism resΦy,x induces a morphism
resΦ/Φ
′
y,x :Φ(x)/Φ
′(x)→Φ(y)/Φ′(y)
making the above diagram commutative (note that resΦ/Φ
′
y,x is indeed continuous by A.2.8). In the same way
the induction and conjugation morphisms of Φ/Φ′ are defined and it is evident that these satisfy all the
relations making Φ/Φ′ into a functor. The uniqueness is obvious.
2.1.19. We will now discuss a construction which will be important for our most general point of view of
class field theories. Suppose we are given two functors ∆,Φ ∈ Fct(D,TAb). An application of C.5.10 shows
that HomTAb(∆(x),Φ(x)) is a topological abelian group with respect to the compact-open topology for each
x ∈Db and now it is a natural question whether there is a canonical way to make the map Hom(∆,Φ) :Db →
TAb, x 7→HomTAb(∆(x),Φ(x)), into a functor Hom(∆,Φ) ∈ Fct(D,TAb).11 In the following paragraph we will
see that this is indeed possible under certain conditions on the functors. To discuss this in general, we
introduce the following notion: a dualizing functor onD is a functor D ∈Fct(D,TAblc) whose restriction and
induction morphisms are isomorphisms. The main examples of dualizing functors are constant functors
with value a locally compact abelian group.
2.1.20 Proposition. Let D be a dualizing functor on D and let Φ ∈Fct(D,TAblc). The following data define
a functor Hom(D,Φ) ∈Fct(D,TAb):
• Hom(D,Φ) :Db → TAb is given by x 7→HomTAb(D(x),Φ(x)), where HomTAb(D(x),Φ(x)) is considered
as a topological group with respect to the compact-open topology.
• resHom(D,Φ)y,x : HomTAb(D(x),Φ(x))→HomTAb(D(y),Φ(y)) is given by
χ 7−→ resΦy,x ◦χ◦ (resDy,x)−1
for each x ∈Db and y ∈Dr(x).
11Confer C.5 for a discussion of the compact-open topology.
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• indHom(D,Φ)x,y : HomTAb(D(y),Φ(y))→HomTAb(D(x),Φ(x)) is given by
χ 7−→ indΦx,y ◦χ◦ (indDx,y)−1
for each x ∈Db and y ∈Di(x).
• conHom(D,Φ)g,x : HomTAb(D(x),Φ(x))→HomTAb(D(gx),Φ(gx)) is given by
χ 7−→ conΦg,x ◦χ◦ (conDg,x)−1
for each x ∈Db.12
Proof. First note that the restriction, induction and conjugation morphisms are well-defined morphisms
of abstract groups since the restriction, induction and conjugation morphisms of D and Φ are continuous
by assumption. Moreover, according to C.5.9 these morphisms are indeed continuous with respect to the
compact-open topology. The proof is now straightforward.
2.1.21 Proposition. The following holds:
(i) If D is a dualizing functor on D, then the maps
Hom(D,−) : Fct(D,TAblc) −→ Fct(D,TAb)
Φ 7−→ Hom(D,Φ)
ϕ :Φ→Ψ 7−→ {HomTAb(D(x),ϕx) | x ∈Db}
define a functor.
(ii) Hom(Z,Φ) is canonically isomorphic to Φ for any Φ ∈Fct(D,TAblc).13
Proof.
(i) First, we have to verify that Hom(D,ϕ) = {HomTAb(D(x),ϕx) | x ∈ Db} defines a morphism between
Hom(D,Φ) and Hom(D,Ψ). Since Φ(x) is locally compact, it follows from C.5.9 that
HomTAb(D(x),ϕx) : Hom(D,Φ)(x)→Hom(D,Ψ)(x)
is continuous and therefore it is a morphism in TAb. It is easy to see that
Hom(D,ϕ) : Hom(D,Φ)→Hom(D,Ψ)
is a morphism in Fct(D,TAb) and now it is obvious that Hom(D,−) is a functor.
(ii) For x ∈Db the map
ϕx : Hom(Z,Φ)(x)=HomTAb(Z,Φ(x)) −→ Φ(x)
χ 7−→ χ(1).
is an isomorphism in TAb by C.5.11. It is easy to verify that ϕ= {ϕx | x ∈Db} is compatible with the restric-
tion, induction and conjugation morphisms and therefore ϕ : Hom(Z,Φ)→Φ is a morphism in Fct(D,TAb).
As ϕx is an isomorphism for all x ∈Db, it follows from 2.1.12 that ϕ is also an isomorphism.
2.2. G-subgroup systems
2.2.1. The motivating setting for the introduction of RIC-functors given at the beginning of this chapter is
now revealed by a particular kind of RIC-domains, the G-subgroup systems.
2.2.2 Definition. A G-subgroup system for a group G is a RIC-domain in the equiordered set
(Grp(G),⊆,G,µ),
where Grp(G) := {H |H ≤G} and µ is the conjugation action on Grp(G). We denote the maximal RIC-domain
in this equiordered set again by Grp(G).
2.2.3. As the notion of a G-subgroup system is of great importance, we will make its definition explicit. A
G-subgroup system is a triple (Sb,Sr,Si) consisting of:
• a non-empty set Sb of subgroups of G which is closed under conjugation,
• families {S?(H) |H ∈Sb} of subsets S?(H)⊆Sb(H)= {I ∈Sb | I ≤H} for all H ∈Sb,
12Note that (conDg,x)
−1 = conD
g−1,x.
13Here we consider the constant RIC-functor Z on D and equip Z with the discrete topology.
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such that the following conditions are satisfied for all H ∈Sb:
(i) H ∈S?(H).
(ii) If I ∈S?(H), then S?(I)⊆S?(H).
(iii) gS?(H)=S?(gH) for all g ∈G.
The reason we did not immediately define a G-subgroup system in this (admittedly simpler) way is that
we want to view it as a special type of RIC-domains because later another type of RIC-domains is defined
which will have the same definition as in 2.2.2 but just in another equiordered set and so we can view both
as being essentially the same.
2.2.4. For later applications, we introduce the following list of properties a G-subgroup system S might
satisfy:
(i) If H ∈Sb and I ∈Sr(H), then [H : I]<∞.
(ii) If H ∈Sb and I ∈Si(H), then [H : I]<∞.
(iii) If H ∈Sb, I ∈Sr(H) and J ∈Si(H), then |I /H/J| <∞.
(iv) If H ∈Sb, I ∈Sr(H) and J ∈Si(H), then I∩ J ∈Sr(J) and I∩ J ∈Si(I).
If (i) is satisfied, then S is called R-finite, if (ii) is satisfied, then S is called I-finite and if S is both R-finite
and I-finite, then it is called RI-finite. It follows from C.2.2 that if S is R-finite or I-finite, then (iii) is
already satisfied.
2.2.5 Proposition. Let G be a topological group. The following holds:
(i) Let Sb be the set of closed subgroups of G. For H ∈ Sb and ? ∈ {r, i} let S?(H) = Sb(H). Then
(Sb,Sr,Si) is a G-subgroup system denoted by Grp(G)t.
(ii) Let Sb be the set of closed subgroups of G. For H ∈Sb let
Sr(H)= {I | I ∈Sb(H) and [H : I]<∞}
and Si(H) =Sb(H). Then (Sb,Sr,Si) is an R-finite G-subgroup system denoted by Grp(G)r-f. Sim-
ilarly, the I-finite G-subgroup system Grp(G)i-f and the RI-finite G-subgroup system Grp(G)ri-f are
defined.
(iii) Let Sb be the set of closed subgroups of finite index of G. For H ∈Sb let Sr(H) =Si(H) =Sb(H).
Then (Sb,Sr,Si) is an RI-finite G-subgroup system denoted by Grp(G)f.
Proof. This is easy to verify.
2.2.6. The above G-subgroup systems are also defined for an abstract group G by considering it with the
discrete topology. Note that Grp(G)t is the maximal G-subgroup system consisting of closed subgroups.
Similar statements hold for the other G-subgroup systems defined above. If G is a quasi-compact group,
then Grp(G)fb consists exactly of the open subgroups of G and for H ∈Grp(G)fb both Grp(G)fr and Grp(G)fi
consist exactly of the open subgroups of H (confer also A.2.6.) This is in particular the case if G is profinite.
2.2.7. There are several important RIC-functors with a G-subgroup system as domain and whose restric-
tion, induction and conjugation morphisms satisfy additional relations. In the following paragraphs we
will discuss two such relations, namely the Mackey formula and the cohomologicality14 relation.
2.2.8. A Mackey functor is a RIC-functor with domain being a certain nice enough G-subgroup system and
codomain being a preadditive category such that both a stability condition and the Mackey formula are
satisfied. The stability condition ensures that the conjugations conΦg,H are trivial not only for g = 1 but
also for all g ∈ H. The Mackey formula is a relation involving the restriction, induction and conjugation
morphisms. Although this relation might look strange and complicated at first, it appears surprisingly
often in mathematics and it will be of fundamental importance in generalizing certain concepts in class
field theory. The origin of this relation is group representation theory and it was formulated in this form
by George Mackey in [Mac51].
In order to make the Mackey formula always well-defined we will have to put some additional conditions
on the G-subgroup system leading to the definition of a G-Mackey system.
2.2.9 Definition. LetS be a G-subgroup system. A RIC-functorΦ :S→C is called stable if conΦh,H = idΦ(H)
for all H ∈Sb and h ∈H. The full subcategory of Fct(S,C ) consisting of stable RIC-functors is denoted by
Stab(S,C ).
2.2.10 Definition. Let G be a group. A G-Mackey system is a G-subgroup system satisfying 2.2.4(iii) and
2.2.4(iv).
14It seems that there is no better word. This word is at least also used in [Yos83] and [BB04].
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2.2.11 Proposition. If G is a topological group, then the G-subgroup systems Grp(G)? are G-Mackey
systems for ? ∈ {r-f, i-f,ri-f, f}.
Proof. It is obvious that all these subgroup systems satisfy 2.2.4(iii) and so it remains to show that 2.2.4(iv)
is satisfied. We proof this for S = Grp(G)r-f, the other cases are similar. Let H ∈ Sb, I ∈ Sr(H) and
J ∈Si(H). It is obvious that I∩J is a closed subgroup of I and consequently I∩J ∈Si(I). It is also obvious
that I∩ J is a closed subgroup of J and since the canonical bijection between the left coset spaces J/I∩ J
and JI/I yields the inequality |J/I∩ J| = |JI/I| ≤ |H/I| = [H : I]<∞, we conclude that I∩ J ∈Sr(J).
2.2.12 Definition. A RIC-functorΦ :M→A withM a G-Mackey system for a group G andA a preadditive
category is called a Mackey functor if Φ is stable and for each H ∈Mb, I ∈Mr(H), J ∈Mi(H) and every
complete set R of representatives of I /H/J the relation
resΦI,H ◦ indΦH,J =
∑
h∈R
indΦI,I∩hJ ◦con
Φ
h,Ih∩J ◦res
Φ
Ih∩J,J
holds in HomA (Φ(J),Φ(I)). This relation is called the Mackey formula. We denote the full subcategory of
Fct(M,A ) consisting of Mackey functors by Mack(M,A ).
2.2.13. To see that the Mackey formula is well-defined, first note that |R| <∞ by 2.2.4(iii) and consequently
the sum is finite. Since I ∈Mr(H), we have Ih ∈ h−1Mr(H)h=Mr(Hh)=Mr(H) by 2.1.2(iii). As J ∈Mi(H),
it follows from 2.2.4(iv) that Ih∩ J ∈Mr(J) and therefore resΦIh∩J,J is defined. Similarly,
hJ ∈Mi(H) which
implies I∩ hJ ∈Mi(I) and consequently indΦI,I∩hJ is defined.
2.2.14. If Φ ∈ Stab(M,A ), then the sum on the right hand side of the Mackey formula does not depend
on the choice of the complete set R of representatives of I /H/J and therefore it is enough to verify the
Mackey formula for one R. To see this, let R = {h1, . . . ,hn} and R′ = {h′1, . . . ,h′n} be two complete sets of
representatives of I /H/J and assume without loss of generality that Ihk J = Ih′k J for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. Then
for each k we have h′k = ukhkvk for some uk ∈ I and vk ∈ J. Hence, using the triviality and equivariance
we get
indΦ
I,I∩h′kJ
◦conΦ
h′k ,I
h′k∩J
◦resΦ
Ih
′
k∩J,J
= indΦ
I,I∩uk hkvkJ ◦con
Φ
ukhkvk ,Iuk hkvk∩J
◦resΦ
Iuk hkvk∩J,J
= indΦ
I,I∩uk hkJ ◦con
Φ
uk(hkvk),Ihkvk∩J
◦resΦ
Ihkvk∩J,J
= indΦ
I,I∩uk hkJ ◦
(
conΦ
uk ,hkvk (Ihkvk∩J)
◦conΦ
hkvk ,Ihkvk∩J
)
◦resΦ
Ihkvk∩J,J
=
(
indΦ
I,I∩uk hkJ ◦con
Φ
uk ,I∩hkJ
)
◦conΦ
hkvk ,Ihkvk∩J
◦resΦ
Ihkvk∩J,J
=
(
conΦuk ,I ◦ ind
Φ
I,I∩hkJ
)
◦
(
conhk ,vk (Ihkvk∩J) ◦convk ,Ihkvk∩J
)
◦resΦ
Ihkvk∩J,J
= indΦ
I,I∩hkJ ◦con
Φ
hk ,Ihk∩J
◦
(
convk ,Ihkvk∩J ◦res
Φ
Ihkvk∩J,J
)
= indΦ
I,I∩hkJ ◦con
Φ
hk ,Ihk∩J
◦
(
resΦvk (Ihkvk∩J),vkJ ◦con
Φ
vk ,J
)
= indΦ
I,I∩hkJ ◦con
Φ
hk ,Ihk∩J
◦resΦ
Ihk∩J,J .
This shows that the Mackey formula is independent of the choice of R. Moreover, using the equivariance
we see that the Mackey formula can also be written as
resΦI,H ◦ indΦH,J =
∑
h∈R
indΦI,I∩hJ ◦res
Φ
I∩hJ,hJ ◦con
Φ
h,J .
2.2.15. As the stability relation and the Mackey formula are both functorial, it is easy to see that the
statements of 2.1.12, 2.1.13 and 2.1.14 similarly hold for Mackey functors. If L :A ′ →A is an additive
functor of preadditive categories, then the functor L ◦ (−) : Fct(M,A ′) → Fct(M,A ) restricts to a functor
Mack(M,A ′)→Mack(M,A ) for any G-Mackey system M.
2.2.16 Definition. A RIC-functor Φ with domain a G-subgroup system S and codomain a preadditive
category A is called cohomological if
indΦH,I ◦resΦI,H = [H : I] · idΦ(H)
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holds in HomA (Φ(H),Φ(H)) for all H ∈ Sb and I ∈ Sr(H)∩Si(H). We denote the full subcategory of
Mack(M,A ) consisting of cohomological Mackey functors by Mackc(M,A ). It is easy to see that the state-
ments of 2.2.15 similarly hold for cohomological Mackey functors.
2.2.17. As none of the above is new but is formulated in a slightly more general setting, we should compare
our definitions with the existing ones to see if all notions are compatible.
• If G is a finite group and k is a ring, then the definition of the category Mack(Grp(G), kMod) coincides
with the definition of the category of kMod-valued Mackey functors for G given by Serge Bouc in [Bou97,
section 1.1.1] (there a Mackey functor is only defined in precisely this situation).
• The notion of a restriction functor (respectively a conjugation functor) defined by Robert Boltje in [Bol98,
chapter 1] can be recovered from our definition of a RIC-functor by choosing a subgroup system in which
no non-trivial inductions are allowed (respectively no non-trivial inductions and restrictions are allowed).
• If (C ,O ) is a Mackey system as defined by Werner Bley and Robert Boltje in [BB04, definition 2.1], then
M := (Mb,Mr,Mi) := (C ,C ,O ) is a Mackey system in our sense and if k is a commutative ring, then the
category Mack(M, kMod) (respectively Mackc(M, kMod)) coincides with the category of k-Mackey functors
on (C ,O ) (respectively with the category of cohomological k-Mackey functors on (C ,O )) as defined in
[BB04, definition 2.3].15
2.2.18. The definition of a Mackey functor given by Werner Bley and Robert Boltje in [BB04] is already very
flexible but still too rigid for our purposes. One particular problem with this definition is that the Mackey
system M = (C ,C ,O ) is always I-finite and the restrictions are required to exists for all subgroups, that
is, we always have Mr(H)=Mb(H)= {I | I ∈Mb and I ≤H}. The discussion of the abelianization functors
in 2.4 will show that there exist common situations where these Mackey systems would be unnecessarily
restrictive because in this case the induction morphisms are just inclusions, which of course do not need a
finite index condition, while the restriction morphisms are the transfer morphisms which are only defined
for a finite index.
2.2.19. There exist at least two other definitions of the notion of a Mackey functor. One is due to Andreas
Dress who defines in [Dre73, §4] a Mackey functor from a categoryA with finite coproducts to an arbitrary
category B to be a bifunctor (M∗, M∗) :A →B satisfying certain conditions. It is then proven in [Dre73,
proposition 5.1] that if for a finite group G the category A is the category of finite G-sets and if k is a
commutative ring, then the category of Dress-type Mackey functors (M∗, M∗) :A → kMod is equivalent to
Mack(Grp(G), kMod).
One further definition (or more precisely identification) is due to Harald Lindner who proves in [Lin76,
theorem 4] that the category of Dress-type Mackey functors (M∗, M∗) :A →B is under certain conditions
on A canonically isomorphic to the category of finite product preserving functors from the span Sp(A ) of
A to B.
2.2.20 Open Problem. Is there a definition of a Mackey functor that encompasses the definition given
by Dress and the definition given by Bley and Boltje and perhaps even encompasses our definition? In
[BB04, theorem 2.7] it is proven that for a Mackey system (C ,O ) in the sense of [BB04, definition 2.1]
and a commutative ring k the category Mack((C ,C ,O ), kMod) is k-linearly equivalent to a certain category
of pairs of functors on generalizations of orbit categories which satisfy certain conditions. This extends
the results by Dress mentioned above and the category defined by Bley and Boltje looks very similar to a
category of Dress-type Mackey functors but in general the definitions differ in two details. First, whereas
Dress is considering a pair of functors (M∗, M∗) which are defined on the same category A , Bley and Boltje
consider a pair of functors (M∗, M∗) which are defined on categories that are different in general (one of the
categories might be larger). Second, the pair of functors considered by Dress just has to satisfy a condition
dealing with finite coproducts whereas the functors by Bley and Boltje have to satisfy a condition dealing
with infinite coproducts.
On the other hand, there is the question of how Lindner’s interpretation of Mackey functors as proper
functors from a span category fits into this framework. What happens if the conditions Lindner is imposing
on the domain category is dropped? Is this a generalization into a different direction?
15Note that in [BB04, definition 2.1] the condition H ∈O (H) for each H ∈C is missing but is necessary.
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2.2.21. Generalization. When considering for any (finite) group G the Grothendieck group Gk0(G) :=
G0(kG) for a commutative ring k, we see that this naturally gives an RI-functor Gk0 : Grp
f → kMod, where
Grpf is the RI-domain (Grpf,⊆,1,1). As the representation ring is defined for any group, this functor shows
in particular, that there are interesting RI-functors that are defined for any group (global point of view)
and that a G-subgroup system as RIC-domain for a fixed group G would be unnatural and too restrictive
in this situation (local point of view).
The RI-functor Gk0 moreover suggests the following generalization of our definition: as G
k
0 is not only a
k-module but also a commutative k-algebra, we would like to include this information in the functor, i.e.
we would like to have a kCAlg-valued RI-functor assigning to each finite group G the commutative ring
Gk0(G) and not just an kMod-valued functor. It is obvious that the restrictions are ring morphisms but this
is in general not true for the induction morphisms and so there is no way to get a kAlg-valued RI-functor.
This problem can be solved by generalizing the codomain of an RI-functor as follows: first, we define a
categorical wedge to be a diagram Cr Cb
Froo Fi // Ci of categories. Now, for a RIC-domain D and a
categorical wedge C as above, we define a (generalized) RIC-functor with domain D and codomain C to be
a tuple consisting of
• a map Φ :Db →Ob(Cb),
• a Cr-morphism resΦy,x : Fr(Φ(x))→ Fr(Φ(y)) for each x ∈Db and y ∈Dr(x), called restriction,
• a Ci-morphism indΦx,y : Fi(Φ(y))→ Fi(Φ(x)) for each x ∈Db and y ∈Di(x), called induction,
• a Cb-morphism conΦg,x :Φ(x)→Φ(gx) for each x ∈Db and g ∈G, called conjugation,
such that the following properties are satisfied:
(i) (Triviality)
resΦx,x = idFr(Φ(x)), indΦx,x = idFi(Φ(x)), conΦ1,x = idΦ(x)
for all x ∈Db.16
(ii) (Transitivity)
resΦz,y ◦resΦy,x = resΦz,x
for all x ∈Db, y ∈Dr(x) and z ∈Dr(y);
indΦx,y ◦ indΦy,z = indΦx,z
for all x ∈Db, y ∈Di(x) and z ∈Di(y); and
conΦg′,gx ◦conΦg,x = conΦg′g,x
for all x ∈Db and all g, g′ ∈G.17
(iii) (Equivariance)
Fr(conΦg,y)◦resΦy,x = resΦgy,gx ◦Fr(conΦg,x)
for all x ∈Db, y ∈Dr(x) and g ∈G; and
Fi(conΦg,x)◦ indΦx,y = indΦgx,gy ◦Fi(conΦg,y)
for all x ∈Db, y ∈Di(x) and g ∈G.18
A morphism ϕ between two generalized RI-functors Φ,Ψ : D→ C , denoted by ϕ : Φ→Ψ, is a family ϕ =
{ϕx | x ∈Db} of Cb-morphisms ϕx :Φ(x)→Ψ(x) satisfying the following conditions:
16These morphisms are defined since x ∈D?(x).
17As y ∈D?(x), it follows that D?(y)⊆D?(x) and consequently z ∈D?(x). Hence, both resΦz,x and indΦx,z are defined.
18This is well-defined by the properties of D.
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(i) For each x ∈Db and y ∈Dr(x) the diagram
Fr(Φ(x))
Fr(ϕx) //
resΦy,x

Fr(Ψ(x))
resΨy,x

Fr(Φ(y)) Fr(ϕy)
// Fr(Ψ(y))
commutes.
(ii) For each x ∈Db and y ∈Di(x) the diagram
Fi(Φ(x))
Fi(ϕx) // Fi(Ψ(x))
Fi(Φ(y)) Fi(ϕy)
//
indΦx,y
OO
Fi(Ψ(y))
indΨx,y
OO
commutes.
(iii) For each x ∈Db and g ∈G the diagram
Φ(x)
ϕx //
conΦg,x

Ψ(x)
conΨg,x

Φ(gx) ϕgx
// Ψ(gx)
commutes.
The composition of two morphisms ϕ :Φ→Ψ,ψ :Ψ→ Θ is defined by ψ ◦ϕ = {ψx ◦ϕx | x ∈Db} which is a
morphism ψ◦ϕ :Φ→Θ. With respect to this composition the morphism idΦ :Φ→Φ defined by the family
{idΦ(x) | x ∈ Db} is an identity. The set of all generalized RIC-functors with domain D and codomain C
together with morphisms, composition and identity as defined above forms a category which is denoted by
Fct(D,C ). If Db is a set, then Fct(D,C ) is a category.
When interpreting an RI-domain in the obvious categorical sense, we see that a generalized RI-functor is
just a diagram of categories
Dr
resΦ

D◦i
indΦ

Db
Φ

``
``AAAAAAAA >>
>>}}}}}}}}
Cr Ci
Cb
Fr
aaBBBBBBBB Fi
==||||||||
Now, in the example of the RI-functor Gk0 : Grp
f → kMod discussed above, we can make it into an RI-functor
with kCAlg kCAlg
F // kMod as codomain, where F is the forgetful functor assigning to a com-
mutative k-algebra its underlying k-module. In this way all the information is preserved and thus solving
the problem mentioned above. The categorical wedge kCAlg kCAlg
F // kMod will be called the
Frobenius wedge over k and will be denoted Fk from now on. The notion of a Frobenius functor defined in
[CR94], which is motivated by an additional important property Gk0 satisfies, can now be nicely defined in
our terms: a Frobenius functor over k is an RI-functor Φ : Grpf →Fk satisfying the Frobenius identity:
x · indG,H(y)= indG,H(resH,G(x) · y)
for all inclusions H ⊆G, x ∈Φ(G) and y ∈Φ(H).
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Moreover, the notion of a Green-functor defined in [Gre71], which again is motivated by Gk0 , becomes an
easy instantiation of our notions: first, define the Green wedge over k to be the categorical wedge
kGenAlg
rrr
rrr
rrr
r
rrr
rrr
rrr
r
F
%%JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
J
kGenAlg kMod
and denote it by Gk. Now, for a (finite) group G, a k-linear G-Green functor over k is an RIC-functor
Φ : Grp(G)→Gk such that the underlying RIC-functor into kMod is a Mackey-Functor and the underlying
RI-functor into Fk is a Frobenius functor.
2.3. Discrete G-modules
2.3.1. In this section we will discuss a fascinating interpretation of Mackey functors, namely that for a topo-
logical group G and certain “nice” G-Mackey systems M the Mackey functorsM→Ab can be interpreted as
generalizations of discrete G-modules. More specifically, we will show that, under certain conditions on M
(that are satisfied for example by Grp(G)f for a profinite group G) the category GAbd of discrete G-modules
is equivalent to a full subcategory of Mack(M,Ab) formed by the Mackey functors having Galois descent.
It is probably this equivalence that motivated Jürgen Neukirch to call Mackey functors also modulations.
The equivalence between GAbd for a profinite group G and the Mackey functors Grp(G)f →Ab having Galois
descent was mentioned without proof in [Neu94, section 3], [Neu99, chapter IV, §6] and [NSW08, chapter 1,
§5] (there may of course exist an easy argument the author was not aware of so that no proof is needed). We
will prove a generalized version of this fact and recover in 2.3.23 the situation mentioned in the references.
2.3.2 Assumption. Throughout this section we fix a topological group G and an I-finite G-Mackey system
M. The category of discrete G-modules is denoted by GAbd.
2.3.3. Our first task is to construct a functor GAbd → Mack(M,Ab) and the idea is that we assign to a
discrete G-module A the functor A∗ : M→ Ab assigning to each H ∈Mb the H-invariants of A, that is,
A∗(H) = AH . The restriction will be the canonical inclusion, the induction will be the norm map and the
conjugation will be the G-action on A. This construction works already on a general G-subgroup system
S but we have to assume that S is I-finite because the norm map AI → AH is only defined if I is of finite
index in H.
2.3.4 Proposition. Let S be an I-finite G-subgroup system. Let A ∈ GAbd. The following data define a
cohomological and stable RIC-functor A∗ :=H0S(A) :S→Ab:
• A∗(H) := AH for each H ∈Sb.
• resA∗I,H : A∗(H)→ A∗(I) is given by the canonical inclusion AH AI for each H ∈Sb and I ∈Sr(H).
• indA∗H,I : A∗(I)→ A∗(H),a 7→
∑
h∈T ha for each H ∈Sb, I ∈Si(H) and an arbitrary left transversal T of
I in H.
• conA∗g,H : A∗(H)→ A∗(gH),a 7→ ga, for each H ∈Sb and g ∈G.
Moreover, H0
M
(A) :M→Ab is a cohomological Mackey functor. If the G-subgroup system is fixed, then we
prefer the notation A∗ to H0S(A).
Proof. We first check that the maps defined above are well-defined. Let H ∈Sb, g ∈G and a ∈ A∗(H)= AH .
If g′ ∈ gH, then g′ = ghg−1 for some h ∈H and
g′(conA∗g,H(a))= g′(ga)= ghg−1(ga)= gha= ga= con
A∗
g,H(a).
Hence, conA∗g,H(a) ∈ A
gH = A∗(gH). The map resA∗I,H is obviously well-defined. It remains to check that ind
A∗
H,I
is well-defined and independent of the choice of the left transversal T. Let H ∈ Sb, I ∈ Si(H) and let
T = {h1, . . . ,hn}, T ′ = {h′1, . . . ,h′n} be two left transversals of I in H.19 It is easy to see that there exists a
permutation σ ∈ Sn and elements ui ∈ I such that h′i = hσ(i)uσ(i) for each i = 1, . . . ,n. If a ∈ A∗(I)= AI , we
have
n∑
i=1
h′ia=
n∑
i=1
hσ(i)uσ(i)a=
n∑
i=1
hσ(i)a=
n∑
i=1
hia,
19Note that [H : I]<∞ since S is I-finite by assumption.
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so indA∗H,I is independent of the choice of T. Moreover, if h ∈ H, then hT = {hh1, . . . ,hhn} is also a left
transversal of I in H and because of the independence of the induction morphisms on the choice of the
right transversal we get
n∑
i=1
hia=
n∑
i=1
hhia= h
n∑
i=1
hia.
Hence, indA∗H,I (a) ∈ AH = A∗(H). It is easily verified that the above morphisms satisfy all the relations
making A∗ into a cohomological and stable RIC-functor on S.
It remains to verify the Mackey formula on M. Let H ∈Mb, I ∈Mr(H), J ∈Mi(H) and let R = {h1, . . . ,hn}
be a complete set of representatives of I /H/J. For each i let iT = {ti,1, . . . , ti,ni } be a left transversal of I∩hiJ
in I. Then T = {ti, jhi | i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} and j ∈ {1, . . . ,ni}} is a left transversal of J in H by C.2.4. If a ∈ A∗(J),
this implies ∑
h∈R
indA∗
I,I∩hJ ◦con
A∗
h,Ih∩J ◦res
A∗
Ih∩J,J (a)=
n∑
i=1
indA∗
I,I∩hi J (hia)=
n∑
i=1
ni∑
j=1
ti, jhia
= ∑
h∈T
ha= indA∗H,J (a)= res
A∗
I,H ◦ ind
A∗
H,J (a).
2.3.5. By definition, H0
S
(A)(H)= AH is equal to the (abstract) cohomology group H0(H, A) of the G-module
A. The conjugation, restriction and induction morphisms of H0
S
(A) are precisely the morphisms defined in
group cohomology. Using dimension shifting one can show that the higher (abstract) cohomology groups
define RIC-functors Hn
S
(A) having the same properties as H0
S
(A).
2.3.6 Corollary. Under the conditions of 2.3.4 the following maps define a functor:
−∗ : GAbd −→ Stabc(S,Ab)
A 7−→ A∗
ϕ : A→B 7−→ ϕ∗ : A∗→B∗
ϕ∗,H :=ϕ|AH : A∗(H)→B∗(H)
Proof. First note that if a ∈ AH and h ∈H then hϕ(a)=ϕ(ha)=ϕ(a), so ϕ∗,H is well-defined. The compati-
bility of ϕ∗ with the restriction morphisms is obvious and the compatibility of ϕ∗ with the conjugation and
induction morphisms is due to the G-equivariance of ϕ. Hence, ϕ∗ : A∗→B∗ is a morphism of RIC-functors.
Obviously, (idA)∗ = idA∗ and (ψ◦ϕ)∗ =ψ∗ ◦ϕ∗.
2.3.7. Now that we have a functor −∗ : GAbd → Mack(M,Ab), we want to construct a functor −∗ in the
opposite direction. The idea is that for a Mackey functor Φ : M→ Ab the conjugation morphisms of Φ
define for each U ∈Mb with UCG a G/U-module structure onΦ(U) and then we use C.3.2 to get a canonical
G-module structure on the colimit of the Φ(U), U ∈U , with respect to the restriction morphisms, where
U ⊆Mb is a subset of normal subgroups of G which contains enough groups to make this construction
work. We will now make precise what the set U has to satisfy.
2.3.8 Definition. A descent basis for a G-subgroup system S is a subset U ⊆Sb satisfying the following
conditions:
(i) U is a filter basis on G consisting of open normal subgroups of G.20
(ii) U (H) := {U |U ∈U and U ≤H}⊆Sr(H) for each H ∈Sb.
(iii) U is cofinal in (Sb,⊇).21
2.3.9. Note that condition 2.3.8(iii) already implies that all groups in Sb are open in G.
2.3.10 Proposition. If G is quasi compact and U is the set of all open normal subgroups of G, then U is a
descent basis for Grp(G)f.
Proof. Let M = Grp(G)f. As G is quasi compact, the set Mb consists of all open subgroups of G and
Mr(H) =Mb(H). Hence, U ⊆Mb and both 2.3.8(i) and 2.3.8(ii) are satisfied. To see that 2.3.8(iii) is
satisfied, let H ∈Mb. By C.4.1 the normal core NCG(H) of H in G is an open normal subgroup of G
contained in H. Hence, NCG(H) ∈U (H).
20Confer A.1.11 for the definition of a filter basis.
21This is equivalent to U (H) 6= ; for each H ∈Sb.
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2.3.11 Proposition. Let S be a G-subgroup system, let Φ ∈ Stab(S,Ab), let U ∈Sb and let NG(U) be the
normalizer of U in G. Then the map
(NG(U)/U)×Φ(U) −→ Φ(U)
(g,a) 7−→ conΦg,U (a),
where g ∈NG(U) is a representative of g, defines a NG(U)/U-module structure on Φ(U).
Proof. First note that as U CNG(U), we have gU = U and therefore conΦg,U (a) ∈ Φ(gU) = Φ(U) for each
g ∈ NG(U). Moreover, this map is independent of the choice of the representative: if g, g′ ∈ NG(U) are
two representatives, then g′ = gh for some u ∈U and using the stability of Φ and the transitivity of the
conjugation morphisms we get
conΦg′,U = conΦgu,U = conΦg,uU ◦conΦu,U = conΦg,U ◦ idΦ(U) = conΦg,U .
The triviality, transitivity and additivity of the conjugation morphisms now imply that the given map
defines an NG(U)/U-module structure on Φ(U).
2.3.12 Convention. If U ∈Sb and H ≤ NG(U), then Φ(U) is as an H/U-module always considered with
respect to the NG(U)/U-module structure above.
2.3.13 Proposition. Let S be a G-subgroup system with a descent basis U and let Φ ∈ Stab(S,Ab). The
following holds:
(i) Let Φ∗
U
:= colim I , where I is the inductive system in Ab with index set (U ,⊇), objects Φ(U),U ∈U ,
and morphisms resΦV ,U :Φ(U)→Φ(V ) for each U ⊇V in U .22 Then Φ∗ admits a unique structure of a
discrete G-module such that for each U ∈U and g ∈G the diagram
Φ∗
U
µg // Φ∗
U
Φ(U)
ιU
OO
conΦg,U
// Φ(U)
ιU
OO
commutes, where µg : Φ∗U → Φ∗U denotes the action of g on Φ∗U and ιU : Φ(U) → Φ∗U denotes the
canonical morphism.
(ii) If ϕ :Φ→Ψ is a morphism in Stab(S,Ab), then there exists a unique G-module morphism ϕ∗
U
:Φ∗
U
→
Ψ∗
U
such that for each U ∈U the diagram
Φ∗
U
ϕ∗ // Ψ∗
U
Φ(U)
ιU
OO
ϕU
// Ψ(U)
ιU
OO
commutes.
Proof.
(i) According to 2.3.11 each Φ(U),U ∈U , is a G/U-module, where g ∈G/U acts on Φ(U) by conΦg,U . With
respect to this module structure, the morphism resΦV ,U is G/V -equivariant for each pair U ⊇ V in U since
conΦg,V ◦resΦV ,U = resΦV ,U◦conΦg,U . The existence and uniqueness of the G-module structure onΦ∗U is therefore
just an application of C.3.2.
(ii) Since ϕ is a morphism of functors, we have a commutative diagram
Φ(U)
ϕU //
resΦV ,U

Φ(U)
resΦV ,U

Φ(V )
ϕV
// Ψ(V )
for all U ⊇ V in U . Hence, the existence and uniqueness of the G-module morphism ϕ∗
U
: Φ∗
U
→Ψ∗
U
is
again just an application of proposition C.3.2.
22The assumptions on U imply that I is a well-defined inductive system.
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2.3.14 Corollary. Under the conditions of 2.3.13 the following maps define a functor:
−∗
U
: Stab(S,Ab) −→ GAbd
Φ 7−→ Φ∗
U
ϕ :Φ→Ψ 7−→ ϕ∗
U
:Φ∗
U
→Ψ∗
U
.
Proof. This follows immediately from the uniqueness property of the assigned morphisms.
2.3.15. We will always take the standard presentation of the colimit as a disjoint union of sets modulo an
equivalence relation and we write [U ,a] := ιU (a) ∈Φ∗U for the image of an element a ∈Φ(U) in the colimit
Φ∗
U
.
2.3.16. Now, we can investigate the relation between the functors −∗ and −∗U . We will show that if −∗U is
restricted to Mack(M,Ab), then these functors define an adjunction between GAbd and Mack(M,Ab). In
the proof it will also become apparent that the Mackey formula is needed to get this adjunction, so that
we (unsurprisingly) really have to restrict −∗
U
to Mack(M,Ab). Although we could show this adjunction by
proving that Hom(−∗
U
,−)∼=Hom(−,−∗) as functors, we will prove it instead by setting up a counit-unit pair
between −∗
U
and −∗. The reason for this approach is that we want to find the full subcategories on which
these functors define an equivalence and this can be done easily with the counit-unit pair.
2.3.17 Theorem. Let U be a descent basis for M. Then −∗
U
: Mack(M,Ab)→ GAbd is left-adjoint to −∗ :
GAb
d →Mack(M,Ab).
Proof. To simplify notations, we will write (−)∗ instead of (−)∗
U
. We will prove the existence of an adjunction
by defining a counit-unit pair (ε,η), that is, two morphisms of functors
ε : (−∗)∗ −→ id
GAb
d
η : idMack(S,Ab) −→ (−∗)∗
satisfying the relations
Φ∗ = ε(Φ∗)◦η(Φ)∗ :Φ∗ η(Φ)
∗
−→ ((Φ∗)∗)∗ ε(Φ
∗)−→ Φ∗
A∗ = ε(A)∗ ◦η(A∗) : A∗ η(A∗)−→ ((A∗)∗)∗ ε(A)∗−→ A∗
for all Φ ∈Mack(M,Ab) and A ∈GAbd.
We define ε by
ε(A) : (A∗)∗ −→ A
[U ,a] 7−→ a
for each A ∈ GAbd. To verify that ε indeed defines a morphism of functors, we first check that ε(A) is
well-defined. If [U ,a] ∈ (A∗)∗, then U ∈U and a ∈ A∗(U)= AU ⊆ A, so ε(A) really maps into A. If [U ,a]=
[V ,b] ∈ (A∗)∗, then resA∗W ,U (a) = res
A∗
W ,V (b) for some W ∈ U with W ≤ U ∩V . Since a ∈ A∗(U) = AU ⊆ A,
b ∈ A∗(V )= AV ⊆ A and the maps resA∗W ,U : AU → AW , res
A∗
W ,V : A
V → AW are just the canonical inclusions,
this implies a = b and therefore ε(A)([U ,a]) = ε(A)([V ,b]). Hence, ε(A) is well-defined. Moreover, ε(A) is
additive because
ε(A)([U ,a]+ [U ,b])= ε(A)([W ,resA∗W ,U (a)+res
A∗
W ,V (b)])
= ε(A)([W ,a+b])= a+b= ε(A)([U ,a])+ε(A)([V ,b])
and ε(A) is G-equivariant because
ε(A)(g[U ,a])= ε(A)([U , (g mod U)a])= ε(A)([U ,conA∗g,U (a)])= ε(A)([U , ga])= ga= gε(A)([U ,a]).
This shows that ε(A) ∈Hom
GAb
d ((A∗)∗, A). Finally, if ϕ ∈Hom
GAb
d (A,B), then
(ϕ∗)∗([U ,a])= [U ,ϕ∗,U (a)]= [U ,ϕ(a)]
for each [U ,a] ∈ (A∗)∗ and therefore
(A∗)∗
ε(A)

(ϕ∗)∗ // (B∗)∗
ε(B)

A ϕ
// B
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commutes. This shows that ε is a morphism of functors.
Now, we define η. For Φ ∈Mack(M,Ab) the morphism η(Φ) :Φ→ (Φ∗)∗ is given by the family η(Φ)= {η(Φ)H |
H ∈Mb}, where for each H ∈Mb we choose using 2.3.8(iii) some U ∈U (H)⊆Sr(H) and define
η(Φ)H :Φ(H) −→ (Φ∗)∗(H)= (Φ∗)H
a 7−→ [U ,resΦU ,H(a)].
Again, we have to verify that η is a morphism of functors and we start by proving that η is well-defined. It
is obvious hat η(Φ)H really maps into Φ∗. If h ∈H and a ∈Φ(H), then
hη(Φ)H(a)= h[U ,resΦU ,H(a)]= [U ,conΦh,U ◦resΦU ,H(a)]
= [U ,resΦU ,H ◦conΦh,H(a)]= [U ,resΦU ,H(a)]= η(Φ)H(a)
and therefore η(Φ)H(a) ∈ (Φ∗)H = (Φ∗)∗(H). To see that η(Φ)H is independent of the choice of U , let U ,V ∈
U (H). Since U is a filter basis, there exists W ∈U with W ≤U ∩V and consequently
resΦW ,U ◦resΦU ,H(a)= resΦW ,H(a)= resΦW ,V ◦resΦV ,H(a).
Hence, [U ,resΦU ,H(a)] = [V ,resΦV ,H(a)]. Now, we will verify that η(Φ) is compatible with the conjugation,
restriction and induction morphisms. If H ∈Mb and U ∈U (H), then also U ∈U (gH) for each g ∈G since
UCG. Thus, for any a ∈Φ(H) we have
con(Φ
∗)∗
g,H ◦η(Φ)H(a)= g[U ,resΦU ,H(a)]= [U ,conΦg,U ◦resΦU ,H(a)]
= [U ,resΦU ,gH ◦conΦg,H(a)]= η(Φ)gH ◦conΦg,H(a)
and therefore
Φ(H)
η(Φ)H //
conΦg,H

(Φ∗)∗(H)
con(Φ
∗)∗
g,H

Φ(gH)
η(Φ)gH
// (Φ∗)∗(gH)
commutes. If H ∈Mb, I ∈Mr(H) and U ∈U (I), then also U ∈U (H) and for any a ∈Φ(H) this implies
res(Φ
∗)∗
I,H ◦η(Φ)H(a)= [U ,resΦU ,H(a)]= [U ,resΦU ,I ◦resΦI,H(a)]= η(Φ)I ◦resΦI,H(a).
Hence,
Φ(H)
η(Φ)H//
resΦI,H

(Φ∗)∗(H)
res(Φ
∗)∗
I,H

Φ(I)
η(Φ)I
// (Φ∗)∗(I)
commutes. Finally, let H ∈Mb, I ∈Mi(H) and U ∈U (I). Let T be a left transversal of I in H. As U g =U ≤ I
for all g ∈G, an application of C.2.3 implies that T is also a complete set of representatives of U /H/I. Using
the fact that U ∈U (H), we thus have for any a ∈Φ(I) the relation
η(Φ)H ◦ indΦH,I (a)= [U ,resΦU ,H ◦ indΦH,I (a)]= [U ,
∑
h∈T
indΦU ,U∩hI ◦con
Φ
h,Uh∩I ◦res
Φ
Uh∩I,I (a)]
= [U , ∑
h∈T
indΦU ,U ◦conΦh,U ◦resΦU ,I (a)]= [U ,
∑
h∈T
conΦh,U ◦resΦU ,I (a)]=
∑
h∈T
h[U ,resΦU ,I (a)]=
= ∑
h∈T
hη(Φ)I (a)= ind(Φ
∗)∗
H,I ◦η(Φ)I (a)
and therefore
Φ(H)
η(Φ)H// (Φ∗)∗(H)
Φ(I)
indΦH,I
OO
η(Φ)I
// (Φ∗)∗(I)
ind(Φ
∗)∗
H,I
OO
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commutes. This proves that η(Φ) ∈HomMack(M,Ab)(Φ, (Φ∗)∗). Now, let ϕ ∈HomMack(M,Ab)(Φ,Ψ). Let H ∈
Mb and U ∈U (H). Then, for any a ∈Φ(H) we have
η(Ψ)H ◦ϕH(a)= [U ,resΨU ,H ◦ϕH(a)]= [U ,ϕU ◦resΦU ,H(a)]=ϕ∗([U ,resΦU ,H(a)])
= ((ϕ∗)∗)H([U ,resΦU ,H(a)])= (ϕ∗)∗ ◦η(Φ)H(a)
and consequently
Φ
ϕ //
η(Φ)

Ψ
η(Ψ)

(Φ∗)∗ (ϕ∗)∗
// (Ψ∗)∗
commutes. Hence, η is a morphism of functors.
To prove that (ε,η) is a counit-unit pair, it remains to verify the relations given above. If Φ ∈Mack(M,Ab),
then just by definition of ε and η we have
Φ∗ 3 [U ,a]  η(Φ)
∗
// [U , [U ,a]] 
ε(Φ∗) // [U ,a],
so ε(Φ∗)◦η(Φ)∗ = idΦ∗ . In the same way, for A ∈GAbd and H ∈Mb we have
A∗(H)= AH 3 a 
η(A∗)H // [U ,a] 
ε(A)∗ // a,
and therefore ε(A)∗ ◦η(A∗) = idA∗ . This finally proves that (−)∗ : Mack(M,Ab) → GAbd is left-adjoint to
(−)∗ : GAbd →Mack(M,Ab) via the counit-unit pair (ε,η).
2.3.18 Definition. Let S be a G-subgroup system, let Φ ∈ Stab(S,Ab), let H ∈Sb and let U ∈Sr(H) with
UCH. Then Φ is said to have (H,U)-Galois descent if resΦU ,H :Φ(H)→Φ(U)H/U is an isomorphism. Here
Φ(U)H/U denotes the invariants with respect to the H/U-module structure on Φ(U) described in 2.3.11.
Note that resΦU ,H really maps into Φ(U)
H/U since conΦh,U ◦resΦU ,H = resΦU ,H ◦conΦh,H = resΦU ,H .
2.3.19. If S is an I-finite G-subgroup system and A ∈ GAbd, then it is easy to see that H0S(A) has (H,U)-
Galois descent for all H ∈Sb and U ∈Sr(H) with UCH.
2.3.20 Definition. Let U be a descent basis for M. A Mackey functor Φ ∈Mack(M,Ab) is said to have
U -Galois descent if Φ has (H,U)-Galois descent for all H ∈Mb and U ∈ U (H). The full subcategory of
Mack(M,Ab) consisting of Mackey functors having U -Galois descent is denoted by MackU -Gal(M,Ab).
2.3.21 Proposition. Let U be a descent basis for M The following holds:
(i) The adjunction (ε,η) : (−)∗
U
a (−)∗ induces an equivalence between the full subcategory of GAbd con-
sisting of all A ∈GAbd such that A =⋃U∈U AU and the category MackU -Gal(M,Ab).
(ii) If U is a neighborhood basis of 1 ∈G, then (ε,η) : (−)∗
U
a (−)∗ induces an equivalence between GAbd
and MackU -Gal(M,Ab).
Proof. Again we will write (−)∗ for (−)∗
U
.
(i) Let C be the full subcategory of GAbd consisting of all objects A ∈GAbd such that ε(A) is an isomorphism
and let D be the full subcategory of Mack(M,Ab) consisting of all objects Φ ∈Mack(M,Ab) such that η(Φ)
is an isomorphism. The adjunction (−)∗ a (−)∗ induces an equivalence between the categories C and D
because the conditions on C and D imply that A∗ ∈D for all A ∈C and Φ∗ ∈C for all Φ ∈D so that that
(−)∗ and (−)∗ restrict to functors between C and D and are equivalences with a natural isomorphism given
by the counit-unit pair. Thus, it remains to show that D =MackU -Gal(M,Ab) and that C consists of all
A ∈GAbd such that A =⋃U∈U AU .
First, suppose that Φ ∈ MackU -Gal(M,Ab). We have to show that η(Φ) : Φ → (Φ∗)∗ is an isomorphism.
According to 2.1.12 it is enough to prove that η(Φ)H :Φ(H)→ (Φ∗)∗(H)= (Φ∗)H is an isomorphism for each
H ∈Mb. Let H ∈Mb and let U ∈U (H). If a,b ∈Φ(H) such that η(Φ)H(a)= η(Φ)H(b), then [U ,resΦU ,H(a)]=
[U ,resΦU ,H(b)] and so there exists W ∈U with W ≤U∩V and resΦW ,H(a)= resΦW ,H(b). AsΦ has Galois descent
and as W ∈U (H), the morphism resΦW ,H :Φ(H)→Φ(W)H/W is an isomorphism and therefore a= b. Hence,
η(Φ)H is a monomorphism. Now, let [U ,a] ∈ (Φ∗)∗(H)= (Φ∗)H . Then U ∈U and a ∈Φ(U). Moreover, for any
h ∈H we have
h[U ,a]= [U ,a]=⇒ [U ,conΦh,U (a)]= [U ,a]
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and so there exists V ∈ U (U) such that resΦV ,U ◦ conΦh,U (a) = resΦV ,U (a). This implies conΦh,V ◦ resΦV ,U (a) =
resΦV ,U (a) and therefore res
Φ
V ,U (a) ∈Φ(V )H/V . As Φ has Galois descent and V ∈U (H), the morphism resΦV ,H :
Φ(H)→Φ(V )H/V is an isomorphism. Hence, there exists b ∈Φ(H) with resΦV ,H(b)= resΦV ,U (a) and therefore
[U ,a]= [V ,resΦV ,H(b)]= η(Φ)H(b).
This shows that η(Φ)H is an epimorphism. Thus, η(Φ) is an isomorphism and consequently Φ ∈ D. On
the other hand, let Φ ∈ D. Then η(Φ) is an isomorphism and so η(Φ)H : Φ(H) → (Φ∗)∗(H) = (Φ∗)H is an
isomorphism for each H ∈Mb. We have to show that Φ has Galois descent. Suppose, there exists H ∈Mb
and U ∈U (H) such that resΦU ,H(a)= resΦU ,H(b) for some a,b ∈Φ(H). Then
η(Φ)H(a)= [U ,resΦU ,H(a)]= [U ,resΦU ,H(b)]= η(Φ)H(b)
and this is a contradiction to the fact that η(Φ)H is a monomorphism. Hence, resΦU ,H is a monomorphism
for each H ∈Mb and U ∈U (H). Now, let H ∈Mb, U ∈U (H) and let a ∈Φ(U)H/U . Then [U ,a] ∈ (Φ∗)H and
as η(Φ)H is an epimorphism, there exists b ∈Φ(H) such that [U ,a]= η(Φ)H(b)= [U ,resΦU ,H(b)]. Thus, there
exists W ∈U (U) such that resΦW ,U (a) = resΦW ,U ◦ resΦU ,H(b). Since resΦW ,U is a monomorphism by the above,
this implies a = resΦU ,H(b). Hence, resΦU ,H :Φ(H)→Φ(U)H/U is an epimorphism and thus an isomorphism.
Consequently, Φ has Galois descent.
Now, let A ∈ GAbd such that A = ⋃U∈U AU . The morphism ε(A) : (A∗)∗ → A is given by [U ,a] 7→ a. If
ε(A)([U ,a]) = ε(A)([V ,b]), then a = b and therefore [U ,a] = [V ,b]. Hence, ε(A) is a monomorphism. Let
a ∈ A. By assumption, there exists U ∈U such that a ∈ AU . Hence, a ∈ AU = A∗(U) and therefore [U ,a] ∈
(A∗)∗. As ε(A)([U ,a])= a, this shows that ε(A) is an epimorphism. Consequently, ε(A) is an isomorphism
and we have A ∈C .
On the other hand, let A ∈C . The morphism ε(A) : (A∗)∗→ A is given by [U ,a] 7→ a and is an isomorphism
by assumption. Hence, if a ∈ A, there exists [U ,b] ∈ (A∗)∗ such that ε(A)([U ,b])= a. By definition, U ∈U
and b ∈ A∗(U)= AU . As ε(A)([U ,b])= b, this shows that a= b ∈ AU . Consequently, A =⋃U∈U AU .
(ii) Let A ∈ GAbd. Since A is discrete, we have A =⋃U∈U ′ AU where U ′ is the set of open subgroups of G
(confer C.3.1). As U ′ consists of open subgroups and as U is a filter basis of 1 ∈G, there exists for each
U ∈U ′ some V ∈U such that V ≤U . Hence, A =⋃V∈U AV and consequently the category C from above is
in this case equal to GAbd.
2.3.22 Corollary. Let U be a descent basis for M. Then every Φ ∈MackU -Gal(M,Ab) is cohomological.
Proof. By the above Φ is isomorphic to a functor of the form A∗ for some A ∈ GAbd and as this functor is
cohomological by 2.3.4, it follows that Φ is also cohomological.
2.3.23 Corollary. If G is profinite and ifU is the set of all open normal subgroups of G, then the categories
GAb
d and MackU -Gal(Grp(G)f,Ab) are equivalent.
Proof. As G is quasi compact, the set U is indeed a descent basis for Grp(G)f by 2.3.10. Moreover, since G
is profinite, it follows from B.4.7 that U is a neighborhood basis of 1 ∈G. Now, the statement follows from
2.3.21.
2.3.24 Convention. When considering a profinite group G and the G-Mackey system Grp(G)f, then we will
always use as descent basisU the set of all open normal subgroups of G and we remove the reference to U
from all notations if nothing else is mentioned.
2.4. Abelianizations
2.4.1. We will discuss in this section a general framework for abelianizations of topological groups. More
precisely, we will consider a G-Mackey system M ≤Grpr-f(G) for a topological group G and then turn the
assignment Mb → TAb, H 7→ H/R(H), for general coabelian subgroups R(H)CH into a Mackey functor
M→ TAb by using as induction and conjugation morphisms the obvious morphisms and as restriction
morphism the transfer map which is only defined for subgroups of finite index so that we had to assume
that M is R-finite. But of course the family {R(H) | H ∈Mb} has to satisfy several conditions to make
this work. For example, if H ∈Mb and I ∈Mi(H), then we must have R(I) ≤ R(H) to make the canonical
inclusion I  H induce a morphism I/R(I) → H/R(H). Another condition is needed for the conjugation
and restriction morphisms and this leads to the introduction of an abelianization system on M which is a
family {R(H) |H ∈Mb} as above satisfying all the conditions needed to make this construction work.
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The primary example of an abelianization system is of course the family {Comt(H) | H ∈Mb}, where
Comt(H) is the topological commutator subgroup of H.23 But in the same framework we can now also
discuss for a compact group G and a variety A of compact abelian groups the functor assigning to each
H ∈Mb the maximal complete proto-A quotient of H.24 This includes for example the case of a profinite
group G and the variety A of finite abelian p-groups for a prime number p so that we get a functor assign-
ing the maximal abelian pro-p quotients. This generalization is of course straightforward as it is just about
reducing the conjugation, inclusion and transfer maps modulo a compatible system of coabelian subgroups
but it is still nice to have one general framework and notation for abelianizations.
This section is inspired by [Neu94, section 4], [Neu99, chapter IV, §6], [NSW08, chapter 1, §5] and [Wei07,
section 3].
2.4.2 Assumption. Throughout this section we fix a topological group G and a G-subgroup system S with
S≤Grpr-f(G). Recall that by definition all H ∈Sb are closed in G.
2.4.3 Proposition. Let H be a closed subgroup of finite index of G. Let T = (t1, . . . , tn) be a right transversal
of H in G with a fixed ordering of its elements. The following holds:
(i) The map
VTH,G : G −→ H
g 7−→ ∏ni=1κT (ti g)
is continuous, where κT is the map extracting the H-part of an element of G.25 It is called the
pretransfer from G to H with respect to T.
(ii) If UCG and U ≤H, then VTH,G(U)⊆U .
(iii) Let R(H) be a coabelian26 subgroup of H and let q : H → H/R(H) be the quotient morphism. Then
VR(H)H,G := q◦VTH,G : G→H/R(H) is a morphism of topological groups which is independent of the choice
of T.
Proof.
(i) By A.4.6 the T-remover κT is continuous and as multiplication on G is continuous, the map G → H,
g 7→ κT (ti g) is continuous for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. Hence, VTH,G is continuous.
(ii) Let g ∈U . Since U is a normal subgroup of G, we have tiU =Uti and so there exists ui ∈U such
that ti g = ui ti for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. As U ≤ H, the equation ti g = ui ti implies that κT (ti g) = ui ∈U and
therefore VTH,G(g) ∈U .
(iii) Since VTH,G and q are continuous, V
R(H)
H,G is also continuous. To prove that this map is multiplicative,
let g1, g2 ∈ G. Let f j = σT,g j ∈ Sn be the T-permutation of g j for j ∈ {1,2} (confer A.4.3). Then ti g j =
κT (ti g j)t f j(i) for j ∈ {1,2} and i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. For each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} we have the following relations
t f −11 (i) g1 = κT (t f −11 (i) g1)ti
g2 = t−1i κT (ti g2)t f2(i)
and multiplication of these relations yields
t f −11 (i) g1 g2 = κT (t f −11 (i) g1)κT (ti g2)t f2(i),
so
κT (t f −11 (i) g1 g2)= κT (t f −11 (i) g1)κT (ti g2).
Noting that H/R(H) is abelian, we get
VTH,G(g1 g2)≡
n∏
i=1
κT (ti g1 g2)≡
n∏
i=1
κT (t f −11 (i) g1 g2)≡
n∏
i=1
κT (t f −11 (i) g1)κT (ti g2)
≡
n∏
i=1
κT (t f −11 (i) g1) ·
n∏
i=1
κT (ti g2)≡
n∏
i=1
κT (ti g1) ·
n∏
i=1
κT (ti g2)
≡VTH,G(g1) ·VTH,G(g2) mod R(H)
23Confer A.6
24Confer the appendix B and in particular B.3 and B.3.8 for these notions. However, the reader may simply ignore this additional
application or assume G to be profinite so that this becomes the theory of maximal pro-A quotients as explained in [RZ00, section
3.4]
25Confer A.4.3 for the definition of κT .
26That is, R(H)CH and H/R(H) is abelian.
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and therefore
VR(H)H,G (g1 g2)=VR(H)H,G (g1) ·VR(H)H,G (g2).
Hence, for fixed T the map VR(H)H,G is a morphism of topological groups. To prove independence of the choice
of T, let T ′ = (t′1, . . . , t′n) be another right transversal of H in G. Let g ∈G. Then there exist permutations
f1, f2 ∈Sn such that
t′i = κT (t′i)t f1(i)
and
ti g= κT (ti g)t f2(i) (2.1)
for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. By setting j = f −11 f2 f1(i) in the relation t f1( j) = κT (t′j)−1t′j we get
t f2 f1(i) = κT (t′f −11 f2 f1(i))
−1t′f −11 f2 f1(i)
. (2.2)
It follows that
t′i g= κT (t′i)t f1(i) g =︸︷︷︸
(2.1)
κT (t′i)κT (t f1(i) g)t f2 f1(i) =︸︷︷︸
(2.2)
κT (t′i)κT (t f1(i) g)κT (t
′
f −11 f2 f1(i)
)−1t′f −11 f2 f1(i)
.
and consequently
κT ′ (t′i g)= κT (t′i)κT (t f1(i) g)κT (t′f −11 f2 f1(i))
−1.
Hence, we get
VT
′
H,G(g)≡
n∏
i=1
κT ′ (t′i g)≡
n∏
i=1
κT (t′i)κT (t f1(i) g)κT (t
′
f −11 f2 f1(i)
)−1
≡
n∏
i=1
κT (t′i)κT (ti g)κT (t
′
i)
−1 ≡
n∏
i=1
κT (ti g)≡VTH,G(g) mod R(H).
This proves independence of the choice of T.
2.4.4 Definition. Let H be a closed subgroup of finite index of G. A transfer inducing pair for H in G
consists of a coabelian subgroup R(H) of H and a coabelian subgroup R(G) of G such that R(G)⊆Ker(VR(H)H,G ).
By 2.4.3 this is equivalent to VTH,G(R(G))⊆R(H) for one (and then any) right transversal T of H in G.
2.4.5 Proposition. Let H be a closed subgroup of finite index of G and let {R(H),R(G)} be a transfer
inducing pair for H in G. The following holds:
(i) The morphism VR(H)H,G : G→H/R(H) induces a morphism of topological groups
VerR(H),R(G)H,G : G/R(G)−→H/R(H)
which is explicitly given by
g mod R(G) 7−→VTH,G(g) mod R(H)
for a right transversal T of H in G. This morphism is called the transfer from G to H with respect to
the transfer inducing pair.27
(ii) If G =H, then VerR(G),R(G)G,G = idG/R(G).
(iii) Let H′ be another closed subgroup of G such that H ≤H′ ≤G and let R(H′)CH′ such that {R(H′),R(G)}
is a transfer inducing pair for H′ in G and {R(H),R(H′)} is a transfer inducing pair for H in H′. Then
VerR(H),R(H
′)
H,H′ ◦Ver
R(H′),R(G)
H′,G =Ver
R(H),R(G)
H,G .
Proof.
(i) This follows immediately from A.2.8.
(ii) We can choose the right transversal T = {1} of G in G and then it is obvious that VTG,G = idG . It follows
that VerR(G),R(G)G,G = idG/R(G).
27The German word for transfer is Verlagerung and so, for historical reasons, we denote the transfer by Ver.
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(iii) First note that the assumptions imply that both VerR(H),R(H
′)
H,H′ and Ver
R(H′),R(G)
H′,G are defined. Let T =
{t1, . . . , tm} be a right transversal of H′ in G and let U = {u1, . . . ,un} be a right transversal of H in H′.
Then UT = {u j ti | i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}} is a right transversal of H in G. Let f1 = σT,g ∈ Sm and
f2,i =σUT,κT (ti g) ∈Sn. Then
ti g= κT (ti g)t f1(i)
and
u jκT (ti g)= κU (u jκT (ti g))u f2,i( j)
for all i = 1, . . . ,m and j = 1, . . . ,n. Combining both relations yields
u j ti g= u jκT (ti g)t f1(i) = κU (u jκT (ti g))u f2,i( j)t f1(i)
and therefore
κUT (u j ti g)= κU (u jκT (ti g)).
Hence,
VerR(H),R(G)H,G (g mod R(G))=VUTH,G(g) mod R(H)=
m∏
i=1
n∏
j=1
κUT (u j ti g) mod R(H)
=
m∏
i=1
n∏
j=1
κU (u jκT (ti g)) mod R(H)=
m∏
i=1
VUH,H′ (κT (ti)g) mod R(H)
=
m∏
i=1
VerR(H),R(H
′)
H,H′ (κT (ti g) mod R(H
′))
=VerR(H),R(H′)H,H′ (
m∏
i=1
κT (ti g) mod R(H′))
=VerR(H),R(H′)H,H′ (VTH′,G(g) mod R(H′))
=VerR(H),R(H′)H,H′ (Ver
R(H′),R(G)
H′,G (g mod R(G))).
2.4.6 Definition. An abelianization system on S is a family R = {R(H) | H ∈Sb}, where R(H) is a closed
coabelian subgroup of H for each H ∈Sb, satisfying the following properties:
(i) R(gH)= gR(H)g−1 for all g ∈G.
(ii) R(H)⊆Ker(VR(I)I,H ) for each H ∈Sb and I ∈Sr(H).2829
(iii) R(I)⊆R(H) for each H ∈Sb and I ∈Si(H).
The set of all abelianization systems on S is denoted by Ab(S).
2.4.7 Proposition. The following holds:
(i) For H ∈Sb let Comt(H) be the topological commutator subgroup of H (confer A.6.1). Then Comt,S :=
{Comt(H) |H ∈Sb} is an abelianization system on S. For each H ∈Sb the quotient H/Comt(H) is the
maximal separated abelian quotient of H.
(ii) Assume that G is compact. LetA be a variety of compact abelian groups (confer B.3.4). For H ∈Sb let
RA (H) be the A -radical of H (confer B.3.7). Then RSA := {RA (H) |H ∈Sb} is an abelianization system
on S. For each H ∈Sb the quotient H/RA (H) is the maximal complete proto-A quotient of H.
Proof. This follows from A.6.2(i) and A.6.2(v) respectively from B.3.8(i).
2.4.8 Proposition. If R ∈ Ab(S), then the following data define a cohomological and stable functor piR :
S→TAb:
• piR :Sb →TAb is given by H 7→H/R(H).
• conpiRg,H : piR(H) → piR(gH) is induced by the conjugation H → gH, h 7→ ghg−1, for each H ∈ Sb and
g ∈G.
• respiRI,H :=Ver
R(I),R(H)
I,H :piR(H)→piR(I) for each H ∈Sb and I ∈Sr(H).
• indpiRH,I :piR(I)→piR(H) is induced by the inclusion IH for each H ∈Sb and I ∈Si(H).
28Note that as S ≤ Grp(G)r-f, we know that I is a closed subgroup of finite index of H and therefore VerR(H),R(I)I,H is defined and
continuous.
29This condition is equivalent to VTI,H (R(H))⊆R(I) for one (any) right transversal T of I in H.
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Proof. The given data is well-defined by definition of an abelianization system. The triviality condition is
obviously satisfied by the conjugation and induction morphisms and 2.4.5(ii) implies that it is also satisfied
by the restriction morphisms. The transitivity condition is again obviously satisfied by the conjugation
and induction morphisms and 2.4.5(iii) implies that it is also satisfied by the restriction morphisms. The
equivariance condition obviously holds for the induction morphisms and to prove it for the restriction
morphisms, let g ∈ G, H ∈Sb, I ∈Sr(H) and let T be a right transversal of I in H. Then gT is a right
transversal of gI in gH. If h ∈H and t ∈T, then th= κT (th)t′ for some t′ ∈T and therefore
gthg−1 = gκT (th)t′g−1 =
(
gκT (th)g−1
)(
gt′g−1
) ∈ gI gT
and this implies κgT (gthg−1)= gκT (th)g−1. It follows that
respiRgI,gH ◦con
piR
g,H(h mod R(H))= res
piR
gI,gH(ghg
−1 mod R(gH))
= VerR(gI),R(gH)gI,gH (ghg−1 mod R(gH))=
∏
t∈T
κgT ((gtg−1)(ghg−1)) mod R(gI)
= ∏
t∈T
κgT (gthg−1) mod R(gI)=
∏
t∈T
gκT (th)g−1 mod R(gI)
= g(∏
t∈T
κT (th))g−1 mod R(gI)= conpiRg,I (
∏
t∈T
κT (th) mod R(I))
= conpiRg,I ◦Ver
R(I),R(H)
I,H (h mod R(H))= con
piR
g,I ◦res
piR
I,H(h mod R(H)).
To show that piR is cohomological, first note that TAb is canonically preadditive and therefore the cohomo-
logicality property is defined. Let H ∈Sb, I ∈Sr(H)∩Si(H) and let T = {t1, . . . , tn} be a right transversal of
I in H. For h ∈H let f =σh,T ∈ Sn. Then tih= κT (tih)t f (i) for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. Hence, κT (tih)= tiht−1f (i) and
thus we get
indpiRH,I ◦res
piR
I,H(h mod R(H))= ind
piR
H,I ◦Ver
R(I),R(H)
I,H (h mod R(H))
= indpiRH,I (
n∏
i=1
κT (tih) mod R(I))=
n∏
i=1
κT (tih) mod R(H)
=
n∏
i=1
tiht−1f (i) mod R(H)=
n∏
i=1
hti t−1f (i) mod R(H)
=
n∏
i=1
hti t−1i mod R(H)=
n∏
i=1
h mod R(H)= (h mod R(H))[H:I].
Finally, piR is stable since hH/R(hH)=H/R(H) is abelian for any h ∈H and consequently
conpiRh,H(x mod R(H))= hxh−1 mod R(H)= x mod R(H)
for all x ∈H.
2.4.9 Proposition. If M is a G-Mackey system with M≤Grp(G)r-f and if R ∈Ab(M), then piR is a cohomo-
logical Mackey functor.
Proof. It remains to verify the Mackey formula. Let H ∈Mb, I ∈Mr(H), J ∈Mi(H) and let R = {ρ1, . . . ,ρn}
be a complete set of representatives of I /H/J. For each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} let Ti = {ti,1, . . . , ti,mi } be a right
transversal of Iρ i ∩ J in J. Then T = {ρ i ti, j | i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} and j ∈ {1, . . . ,mi}} is a right transversal of I in H
by C.2.4. Let x ∈ J. For each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} let f i =σTi ,x ∈Smi . Then
ti, j x= κTi (ti, j x)ti, f i( j)
for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,mi}. Multiplication with ρ i yields
ρ i ti, j x= ρ iκTi (ti, j x)ti, f i( j) = (ρ iκTi (ti, j x)ρ−1i )(ρ i ti, f i( j)).
Since ρ iκTi (ti, j x)ρ
−1
i ∈ ρ i(Iρ i ∩ J)= I∩ ρ iJ ≤ I and ρ i ti, f i( j) ∈T, it follows that
κT (ρ i ti, j x)= ρ iκTi (ti, j x)ρ−1i .
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Hence,
n∏
i=1
indpiRI,I∩ρi J ◦con
piR
ρ i ,Iρi∩J ◦res
piR
Iρi∩J,J (x mod R(J))
=
n∏
i=1
indpiRI,I∩ρi J ◦con
piR
ρ i ,Iρi∩J ◦Ver
R(Iρi∩J),R(J)
Iρi∩J,J (x mod R(J))
=
n∏
i=1
indpiRI,I∩ρi J ◦con
piR
ρ i ,Iρi∩J
(
mi∏
j=1
κTi (ti, j x) mod R(I
ρ i ∩ J)
)
=
n∏
i=1
indpiRI,I∩ρi J
(
ρ i
(
mi∏
j=1
κTi (ti, j x)
)
ρ−1i mod R(I∩ ρ iJ)
)
=
n∏
i=1
indpiRI,I∩ρi J
(
mi∏
j=1
ρ iκTi (ti, j x)ρ
−1
i mod R(I∩ ρ iJ)
)
=
n∏
i=1
mi∏
j=1
ρ iκTi (ti, j x)ρ
−1
i mod R(I)=
n∏
i=1
mi∏
j=1
κT (ρ i ti, j x) mod R(I)
= VerR(I),R(H)I,H (x mod R(H))= res
piR
I,H(x mod R(H))= res
piR
I,H ◦ ind
piR
H,J (x mod R(J)).
2.4.10. By the above we have in particular
piSab :=piComt,S ∈ Stabc(S,TAbs).
Moreover, we have
pi
?,G
ab :=pi
Grp(G)?
ab ∈Mackc(Grp(G)?,TAbs)
for ? ∈ {r-f,ri-f, f}. Although by definition piSab is just the restriction of pi
r-f,G
ab to S, the reason for keeping
track of S in the notation is to make precise, where this functor lives. This is important when considering
morphisms between functors. If G is compact and if A is a variety of compact abelian groups, then we
define similarly piS
A
and pi?,G
A
.
2.4.11. If R ∈ Ab(S) and S′ ≤S, then obviously R|S′ := {R(H) | H ∈S′b} is an abelianization system on S′
and piR|S′ =piR|S′ .
2.4.12 Proposition. If R ∈ Ab(S), then piR is canonically isomorphic to a quotient of piSab by a closed sub-
functor. Conversely, a quotient of piSab by a closed subfunctor is canonically isomorphic to piR for some
R ∈Ab(S).
Proof. To simplify notations, we set piab :=piSab. Let R ∈Ab(S) and defineΦ :Sb →TAb, H 7→R(H)/Comt(H).
Since H/R(H) is a separated abelian group, we have R(H) ≥ Comt(H) and therefore Φ is well-defined. An
application of A.2.7(viii) shows that Φ(H) is a closed subgroup of H/Comt(H). Now, it is easy to verify that
Φ is a closed subfunctor of piab and that the canonical isomorphisms
piR(H)=H/R(H)→ (H/Comt(H))/(R(H)/Comt(H))=piab(H)/Φ(H)
define an isomorphism piR ∼=piab/Φ.
Conversely, let Φ be a closed subfunctor of piab. Then Φ(H)=R(H)/Comt(H) for some closed subgroup R(H)
of H with R(H) ≥ Comt(H). It is easy to verify that R = {R(H) | H ∈Sb} is an abelianization system on S
and that the canonical isomorphisms
piab(H)/Φ(H)= (H/Comt(H))/(R(H)/Comt(H))→H/R(H)=piR(H)
define an isomorphism piab/Φ∼=piR.
2.4.13. The above shows that the R-abelianizations piR give a particular presentation of the quotients of
piSab by closed subfunctors. Hence, we could replace the discussion above by a definition of the functor pi
S
ab
and a definition of R-abelianizations as quotients of piSab by closed subfunctors. But on the one hand, the
definition of piSab and piR is very similar (except that we had to define the notion of abelianization systems)
and on the other hand, the presentation of the quotients in the form piR is easier and more natural to work
with.
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2.4.14. In the following proposition we give an alternative presentation of VR(H)H,G that will later be used in
the discussion of Fesenko–Neukirch class field theories.
2.4.15 Proposition. Let H be a closed subgroup of finite index of G. Let g ∈G and let R be a complete set
of representatives of H /G/〈g〉. For ρ ∈R define
λg(ρ) :=min { j | j ∈N>0 and ρg jρ−1 ∈H}.
The following holds:
(i) Let j = kλg(ρ)+ q with k ∈Z and q ∈ {0, . . . ,λg(ρ)−1}. Then
Hρg j =
{
Hρgq if q 6= 0
Hρgλg(ρ) if q= 0.
Moreover, ρg jρ−1 ∈H if and only if q= 0, that is, j ∈λg(ρ)Z.
(ii) The set T = {ρg j | ρ ∈R and j ∈ {1, . . . ,λg(ρ)}} is a right transversal of H in G.
(iii) The relation
VR(H)H,G (g)=
n∏
ρ∈R
ρgλg(ρ)ρ−1 mod R(H)
holds.
Proof. First note that as [G : H]<∞, there exists j ∈N>0 such that ρg jρ−1 = (ρgρ−1) j ∈H so that λg(ρ) is
well-defined. To see this, let NCG(H) be the normal core of H in G. Since [G : H]<∞, it follows from C.4.1
that [G : NCG(H)]<∞. Hence, (ρ i gρ−1i )[G:NCG (H)] ∈NCG(H)≤H.
(i) By definition we have ρgλg(ρ)ρ−1 =: h ∈H. This yields on the one hand ρ = h−1ρgλg(ρ) and on the other
hand ρgkλg(ρ)ρ−1 = (ρgλg(ρ)ρ−1)k = hk which implies ρgkλg(ρ) = hkρ. Hence,
ρgkλg(ρ)+q = ρgkλg(ρ) gq = hkρgq = hkh−1ρgλg(ρ)+q
and so we can write
ρgkλg(ρ)+q =
{
hkρgq if q 6= 0
hk−1ρgλg(ρ) if q= 0.
In particular, we have Hρg j =Hρgq if q 6= 0 and Hρg j =Hρgλg(ρ) if q= 0.
Now, suppose that ρg jρ−1 =: h′ ∈ H. Using the above, we get h′ρ = ρg j = hkρgq and consequently h′ =
hkρgqρ−1. This implies that ρgqρ−1 = h−kh′ ∈H but as q ∈ {0, . . . ,λg(ρ)−1}, we must have q = 0 by defini-
tion of λg(ρ). This shows that necessarily q= 0 and it is obvious that ρg jρ−1 ∈H if q= 0.
(ii) Let σ ∈G. Since G =∐ρ∈R Hρ〈g〉, we can write σ = hρgi for some h ∈ H, ρ ∈ R and i ∈ Z. It follows
from the above that Hρgi = Hρg j for some j ∈ {1, . . . ,λg(ρ)} and consequently σ ∈ HT what shows that
G =⋃t∈T Ht. To see that this union is disjoint, suppose that Hρ1 g j1 =Hρ2 g j2 with j i ∈ {1, . . . ,λg(ρ i)}. Since
G =∐n
ρ∈R Hρ〈g〉, this implies that ρ1 = ρ2 =: ρ and if j1 = j2, then we are done. So, suppose without loss
of generality that j1 > j2. We can write ρg j1 = hρg j2 for some h ∈H and consequently ρg j1− j2ρ−1 = h ∈H.
Since j1− j2 ∈N>0, it follows from the definition of λg(ρ) that j1− j2 ≥ λg(ρ). But as j1, j2 ∈ {1, . . . ,λg(ρ)},
this is not possible. Hence, T is a right transversal of H in G.
(iii) Let T be the right transversal from above. Let ρ ∈ R and let j ∈ {1, . . . ,λg(ρ)}. If j < λg(ρ), then
(ρg j)g = ρg j+1 ∈ T and therefore κT ((ρg j)g) = 1. If j = λg(ρ), then (ρg j)g = (ρgλg(ρ)ρ−1)(ρg) ∈ HT and
consequently κT ((ρgλg(ρ))g)= ρgλg(ρ)ρ−1. Hence,
VR(H)H,G (g)=
∏
t∈T
κT (ti g) mod R(H)=
∏
ρ∈R
j∈{1,...,λg(ρ)}
κT ((ρg j)g) mod R(H)=
∏
ρ∈R
ρgλg(ρ)ρ−1 mod R(H).
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3. Abelian class field theories
We recall from the introduction that an ACFT should model for each finite separable extension K |k of a
field k the finite Galois extensions of K as certain subgroups of some abelian group C(K) in such a way
that this model is faithful on the lattice of abelian extensions of K and such that abelianized Galois groups
can be calculated in this model. More explicitly, there should exist a map Φ(K ,−) : E f(K)→ E a(C(K)) from
the set E f(K) of all finite Galois extensions of K to the set E a(C(K)) of all subgroups of C(K) such that the
restriction of Φ(K ,−) to the lattice L (K) ⊆ E f(K) of finite abelian extensions is an injective morphism of
lattices and there should exist an isomorphism, called reciprocity morphism,
ρL|K : Gal(L|K)ab →C(K)/Φ(K ,L)
for each L ∈ E f(K). We depicted the passage from the field internal theory to its model as the scheme
K  C(K)
L ∈ E f(K)  Φ(K ,L)≤C(K)
Gal(L|K)  C(K)/Φ(K ,L)
and referred to these data as the group-theoretical part of an ACFT because by Galois theory the data
above corresponds to a map Φ(H,−) : E f(H)→ E a(C(H)) for each open subgroup H of G :=Gal(k) which is
injective on the lattice of coabelian open subgroups of H, and to an isomorphism
ρ(H,U) : (H/U)ab →C(H)/Φ(H,U)
for each U ∈ E f(H). We will now entirely shift to this group-theoretical perspective and come to the functo-
rial part of an ACFT. Using the fact that G is profinite and thus compact, we can use A.6.3 to canonically
rewrite the abelianization of H/U as
(H/U)ab = (H/U)/Comt(H/U)= (H/U)/(UComt(H)/U)∼=H/UComt(H)
∼= (H/Comt(H))/((UComt(H))/Comt(H))∼=Hab/((UComt(H))/Comt(H))
and now it is easy to see that the scheme
H  Ctaut(H) :=Hab =H/Comt(H)
U ∈ E f(H)  Φtaut(H,U) :=UComt(H)/Comt(H)≤H/Comt(H)
H/U  Ctaut(H)/Φtaut(H,U)= (H/Comt(H))/(UComt(H)/Comt(H))
with reciprocity morphisms the isomorphisms above satisfies all of the properties discussed above. This
is of course a tautological example because in general the abelianized Galois groups Gal(L|K)ab are hard
to understand and it is one task of an abelian class field theory to provide a more accessible presentation
of them, so from this point of view this tautological example is worthless. But as it captures precisely the
(finite) “abelian theory” of G =Gal(k), we should use it to force a general ACFT to share its “RIC-character”
in the following two-fold sense:
(i) Since the groups Ctaut(H) are equal to the values of the RIC-functor piab = piSab ∈ Fct(S,TAb) with
S = Grp(G)f, we should in general force the single groups C(H) of an ACFT to be the values of a
RIC-functor C ∈Fct(S,TAb).
(ii) It is not hard to see that:
(a) The conjugation of piab induces a morphism
Ctaut(H)/Φtaut(H,U)→Ctaut(gH)/Φtaut(gH, gU)
for all H ∈Sb, U ∈ E f(H) and g ∈G.
(b) The restriction of piab induces a morphism
Ctaut(H)/Φtaut(H,U)→Ctaut(I)/Φtaut(I,U)
for all H ∈Sb, I ∈Sr(H) and U ∈ E f(H)∩E f(I).
(c) The induction of piab induces a morphism
Ctaut(I)/Φtaut(I,V )→Ctaut(H)/Φtaut(H,U)
for all H ∈Sb, I ∈Si(H) and V ∈ E f(I), U ∈ E f(H) with V ≤U .
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Consequently, the conjugation, restriction and induction morphisms of the RIC-functor C of a gen-
eral ACFT should also have this property. Moreover, these induced morphisms should correspond to
those induced by piab under the isomorphisms θ(H,U) : Ctaut(H)/Φtaut(H,U)→ C(H)/Φ(H,U) obtained
by composing the canonical isomorphism Ctaut(H)/Φtaut(H,U)→ (H/U)ab with ρ(H,U).
This “RIC-character” of an ACFT is what we will refer to as the functorial part of an ACFT. We already note
that under the canonical isomorphisms Ctaut(H)/Φtaut(H,U)→ (H/U)ab the morphism in (b) corresponds to
the transfer morphism
VerCom
t(I/U),Comt(H/U)
I/U ,H/U : (H/U)
ab → (I/U)ab
so that the functorial part really gives an ACFT the natural internal structures of abelianizations.
By considering an appropriate RIC-domain E consisting of pairs (H,U) with H an open subgroup of G and
U an open normal subgroup of H, the functorial part can be compressed into the conditions that the maps
Φ(H,−) define a subfunctor Φ of a lifting CE of C to E and the isomorphisms θ(H,U) define an isomorphism
θ : CEtaut/Φtaut → CE/Φ in Fct(E,TAb). This fact was one of the motivations for the introduction of the gen-
eral notion of RIC-domains.
Some non-classical ACFTs make it necessary that we generalize the group-theoretical and functorial parts
so that also these theories become part of our framework. The following is a list of the intended general-
izations and their origins:
• It is easy to see that the RIC-functors C in the local and global class field theories mentioned in the
introduction are cohomological Mackey functors having Galois-descent and are thus obtained by taking
invariants of a discrete G-module (in the local class field theory we obviously have C = (GL1(ks))∗ and in
the global class field theory it is not hard to see (although it is not entirely obvious, confer [Neu99, chapter
VI, proposition 2.5]) that C has Galois-descent). This would serve as a motivation for always assuming
that the RIC-functor C of an ACFT is a cohomological Mackey functor with Galois descent. This is, in the
language of discrete G-modules instead of cohomological Mackey functors with Galois-descent, precisely
what is assumed in “classical approaches” to ACFTs as Jürgen Neukirch’s class field theory discussed
in [Neu99, chapter IV] and the (classical) Nakayama–Tate duality discussed in [NSW08, chapter 3].
Ignoring that from our point of view the usage of a general RIC-functor is absolutely natural, the Galois-
descent assumption would unnecessarily restrict the realm of ACFTs. The reason for this is that Ivan
Fesenko has demonstrated in [Fes92] that it is possible to extend Neukirch’s class field theory to an
ACFT with C being a general cohomological Mackey functor (not necessarily having Galois descent) and
then instantiated this theory for higher local fields with C indeed being a cohomological Mackey functor
not necessarily having Galois descent. This shows that there exist ACFTs with C not being isomorphic
to a discrete G-module and thus not being part of the classical approaches to ACFTs. Moreover, it shows
that it is possible to extend an entire classical theory, the Neukirch theory, to cohomological Mackey
functors. We take these two observations as the final motivation for discussing ACFTs with C being a
general RIC-functor. The assumption of C being a cohomological Mackey functor is in most parts of our
abstract discussion of ACFTs not needed but it will later be a central point in abstract theorems about
class field theories and in the Neukirch theory.
• The abelian local p-class field theory for totally ramified extensions discussed by Fesenko in [Fes95]
provides in its easiest situation (that is, when the Galois group ΓK of the maximal abelian unramified
p-extension K˜ |K is isomorphic to Zp) reciprocity morphisms
ρL|K : Gal(L|K)ab →C(K)/Φ(K ,L)
only for totally ramified p-extensions L|K . Moreover, although this theory has a functorial part as
discussed above, it only exists when passing between totally ramified extensions. We will solve this
problem by the introduction of two-dimensional G-subgroup systems and in particular G-spectra which
can be considered as being composed of a G-subgroup system S ≤ Grp(G)r-f with a set of “extensions”
E (H) attached to each of the “base groups” H ∈Sb. The functor C of an ACFT is then just defined on
Sb and reciprocity morphisms just exist for the selected extensions. All this can be easily defined in the
language of RIC-functors. For the above situation one can then chooseSb as the set of all open subgroups
of G =Gal(k) but as S?(H) only open subgroups which correspond to totally ramified extensions of (ks)H
and as E (H) only open normal subgroups which correspond to totally ramified p-extensions of (ks)H .
• Another problem that occurs in Fesenko’s abelian local p-class field theory is the fact that the composi-
tion of totally ramified extensions is not necessarily totally ramified so that the abelian totally ramified
extensions do not necessarily form a lattice. Therefore a definition of the faithfulness of an ACFT as
discussed above does not make sense in this situation. We solve this problem by requiring an ACFT to
be faithful on any lattice consisting of coabelian subgroups.
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• The general reciprocity morphisms of Fesenko’s abelian local p-class field theory for totally ramified
extensions (that is, when ΓK is not necessarily isomorphic to Zp) are isomorphisms
ρL|K : HomTAb(ΓK ,Gal(L|K)ab)→C(K)/Φ(K ,L)
for totally ramified p-extensions L ⊇ K . To include also this ACFT in our discussion, we will allow an
ACFT to carry just the internal structure of a “dualized” tautological ACFT which can easily be defined
in the language of RIC-functors.
• The p-class field theories discussed by Thomas Weigel in [Wei07] are ACFTs which describe just the
maximal abelian p-quotient of the Galois groups instead of the maximal abelian quotient. This motivates
to consider ACFTs which carry the internal structure of general abelianizations which is again easy to
define in the language of RIC-functors.
• In our abstract discussion of ACFT it makes no difference to replace the profinite group G =Gal(k) by a
general compact group G.
Nearly all objects discussed so far (including their straightforward generalizations) have been introduced
to make it possible to define a notion of ACFTs that takes care of all the above generalizations and restric-
tions, while still possessing enough structure to make certain abstract theorems work. This highly general
approach has unfortunately the disadvantage of bringing a major complexity to our theory because we have
to take care of a lot of extra data. At the end of each abstract consideration we will therefore provide a
corollary for the most relevant situations.
In 3.1 the notions of two-dimensional G-subgroup systems and representations of them are defined. In
3.2 the tautological class field theory is formalized and in 3.3 an important type of representations, the
induction representations, is defined. Finally, in 3.4 the definition of an ACFT is given and several abstract
theorems are proven and in 3.5 a very important further reduction theorem is proven. The last section 3.6
is just intended to fix some notations in the case of field extensions.
3.1. Two-dimensional G-subgroup systems
3.1.1. In order to formulate the functorial part of an ACFT in the language of RIC-functors we have to
find the proper RIC-domains. These will be a special case of the two-dimensional G-subgroup systems that
we will introduce in this section. We also define the notion of representations of regular two-dimensional
G-subgroup systems which capture the “modeling process” described at the beginning of the introduction.
3.1.2 Assumption. Throughout this section G is a topological group.
3.1.3 Definition. We define
Grp2(G) := {(H,U) |H ≤c G and UCc H}
and equip this set with the partial order
(I,V )≤ (H,U) :⇐⇒ I ≤H and V ≤U .
We let p1 : Grp2(G)→Grp(G), (H,U) 7→H, be the projection onto the first factor and p2 :Grp2(G)→Grp(G),
(H,U) 7→U , be the projection onto the second factor. The group G acts on Grp2(G) via component-wise
conjugation g(H,U) := (gH, gU). We define a two-dimensional G-subgroup system as a RIC-domain in the
equiordered set (Grp2(G),≤,G,µ), where µ is the conjugation action.
3.1.4 Definition. We mostly just write (Eb,Er,Ei) for a two-dimensional G-subgroup system (Eb,Er,Ei,G,µ).
Moreover, we define E[b := p1(Eb) and Ext(E,H) := p2(p−11 (H)) for H ∈ E[b. We say that E is E-finite if
[H : U]<∞ for all (H,U) ∈Eb and we say that E is finite if it is E-finite and [G : H]<∞ for all H ∈E[b.
3.1.5 Definition. Let E be a two-dimensional G-subgroup system. For ? ∈ {r, i} and H ∈ E[b let E[?(H) :=
p1(
⋃
(H,U)∈Eb E?(H,U)) and E
[
? := {E[?(H) | H ∈ Eb}. Then E is called regular if E[ := (E[b,E[r,E[i ) is a G-
subgroup system.
3.1.6. A regular two-dimensional G-subgroup system can thus be thought of as consisting of a G-subgroup
system E[ with a set of “extensions” Ext(E,H) attached to each H ∈E[b.
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Ext(E, I)
I
J
H E
[
i (H)
E[r(H)
E[b(H)
E[b
Ext(E,H)
Ext(E, J)
A regular two-dimensional G-subgroup system.
3.1.7 Proposition. Let E be a regular two-dimensional G-subgroup system, let C be a category and let
C ∈Fct(E[,C ). Then the following data define a RIC-functor CE ∈Fct(E,C ):
• CE(H,U) :=C(H) for each (H,U) ∈Eb.
• resC
E
(I,V ),(H,U) := resCI,H for each (H,U) ∈Eb and (I,V ) ∈Er(H,U).
• indC
E
(H,U),(I,V ) := indCH,I for each (H,U) ∈Eb and (I,V ) ∈Ei(H,U).
• conC
E
g,(H,U) := conCg,H for each (H,U) ∈Eb and g ∈G.
Proof. This is evident, noting that the definition of E[?(H) ensures that the restriction and induction mor-
phisms are always well-defined.
3.1.8 Definition. A representation of a regular two-dimensional G-subgroup system E is a quotient CE/Φ ∈
Fct(E,TAb) with C ∈ Fct(E[,TAb) and a subfunctor Φ ∈ Fct(E,TAb) of CE. The RIC-functor C is called the
class functor of the representation and Φ is called the extension functor of the representation. The full
subcategory of Fct(E,TAb) consisting of representations of E is denoted by Rep(E).
3.1.9 Convention. If nothing else is mentioned, then we always assume for a representation CE/Φ that
the abelian groups C(H) are written multiplicatively. This convention is due to our intended application of
representations in class field theory.
3.1.10. In the following we will introduce some notations that will be used in the subsequent sections.
3.1.11 Definition. Let E be a regular two-dimensional G-subgroup system.
• We define
Ecycb := {(H,U) | (H,U) ∈Eb and H/U is cyclic}.
For n ∈N>0 we define
Enb := {(H,U) | (H,U) ∈Eb and H/U is cyclic of order n}
and
Extn(E,H) := {U |U ∈Ext(E,H) and H/U is cyclic of order n}.
• A lattice in E is a family L = {L (H) | H ∈ E[b}, where L (H) ⊆ Ext(E,H) is a lattice with respect to
products and intersections.
• If R ∈Ab(E[), then we define
ERb := {(H,U) | (H,U) ∈Eb and U ≥R(H)}
and
ExtR(E,H) := {U |U ∈Ext(E,H) and U ≥R(H)}.
• We define ER,cycb =E
cyc
b ∩ERb . Similarly we define E
R,n
b and Ext
n
R(E,H).
• An R-lattice in E is a lattice L = {L (H) |H ∈E[b} in E such that L (H)⊆ExtR(E,H).
• A representation CE/Φ of E is called L -faithful if Φ(H,−)|L (H) : L (H) → E a(C(H)) is an injective
morphism of lattices.
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3.2. Tautological class field theories
3.2.1. In this section we define the tautological class field theories as motivated in the introduction. These
can be considered as representations which are naturally defined on a special type of regular two-dimen-
sional G-subgroup systems, the G-spectra. After defining the tautological class field theories we give two
alternative presentations which are easier to work with.
3.2.2 Assumption. Throughout this section G is a topological group.
3.2.3 Definition. A G-spectrum is a regular two-dimensional G-subgroup system E satisfying the following
additional properties:
(i) If (H,U) ∈Eb and (I,V ) ∈Er(H,U), then V =U .
(ii) E[ is R-finite.
3.2.4. In the following we will discuss a general concept for how to construct a canonical G-spectrum from
a G-subgroup system with extensions. All G-spectra used in applications will be obtained in this way, in
particular the one necessary for Fesenko’s p-class field field theories.
3.2.5 Definition. An extension of a G-subgroup system S is a family E = {E (H) |H ∈Sb} with E (H) a non-
empty set of closed normal subgroups of H such that the following conditions are satisfied for each H ∈Sb
and ? ∈ {r, i}:
(i) H ∈ E (H).
(ii) gE (H)= E (gH) for all g ∈G.
3.2.6. If S is a G-subgroup system, then it is evident that E? := E?S := {E?(H) | H ∈Sb} is an extension of
S for ? ∈ {t, f}.
3.2.7 Proposition. Let E be an extension of a G-subgroup system S≤Grp(G)r-f. Let
Eb := {(H,U) |H ∈Sb and U ∈ E (H)}
and for (H,U) ∈Eb let
Er(H,U) := {(I,U) | I ∈Sr(H) and U ∈ E (I)}
Ei(H,U) := {(I,V ) | I ∈Si(H) and V ∈ E (I) and V ≤U}.
Then E= (Eb,Er,Ei) is a regular two-dimensional G-subgroup system with E[ =S and Ext(E,H)= E (H) for
all H ∈Sb. We write E=Sp(S,E ).
Proof. This is easy to verify.
3.2.8. We define Spt(G) :=Sp(Grp(G)r-f,E t) and Sp?(G) :=Sp(Grp(G)?,E f) for ? ∈ {r-f,ri-f, f}.
3.2.9 Definition. A coabelian classification datum for G is a triple K= (E,R,D) consisting of a G-spectrum
E, an abelianization system R ∈Ab(E[) and a dualizing functor D ∈ Fct(E[,TAblc). The set of all coabelian
classification data for G is denoted by CCD(G). If (E′,R′,D′) and (E,R,D) are coabelian classification data
for G, then we define
(E′,R′,D′)≤ (E,R,D) :⇐⇒E′ ≤E and R′ =R|(E′)[ and D′ =D|(E′)[ .
3.2.10. A coabelian classification datum is the initial datum for an ACFT. The G-subgroup system E[ con-
tains the “base groups” H whose extensions Ext(E,H) are to be described. The abelianization system R
describes how the “Galois groups” H/U are abelianized and the dualizing functor D describes how these
Galois groups are “dualized”.
3.2.11. The main example of a coabelian classification datum for G is K(E)ab := (E,Comt,E[ ,Z) for a G-
spectrum E and in particular K(G)?ab := K(Sp(G)?)ab for ? ∈ {t,r-f,ri-f, f}. Assuming that G is compact,
another important example is K(G)?
A
:= (Sp?(G),RA ,Grp(G)? ,Z) for a variety A of compact abelian groups
and ? ∈ {t,r-f,ri-f, f}.
3.2.12 Assumption. For the rest of this section we fix a coabelian classification datum K= (E,R,D) for G.
3.2.13. As motivated in the introduction, we will now define the tautological K-class field theory which
extracts from G the information as prescribed by K in a tautological way, namely as follows
H ∈E[  CK,taut(H)=H/R(H)
U ∈Ext(E,H)  ΦK,taut(H,U)=UR(H)/R(H)≤H/R(H)
H/U  CK,taut(H)/ΦK,taut(H,U).
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3.2.14 Proposition. The map
ΦK,taut :Eb −→ TAb
(H,U) 7−→ UR(H)/R(H)
is a subfunctor of piER = (piR)E ∈ Fct(E,TAb). The representation piER /ΦK,taut ∈ Fct(E,TAb) of E is denoted by
Π̂K and is called the tautological K-class field theory.
Proof. Let Φ = ΦK,taut and let (H,U) ∈ Eb. It is obvious that Φ(H,U) = UR(H)/R(H) is a subgroup of
piER (H,U)=piR(H)=H/R(H). By 2.4.6(i) we have
g(UR(H))g−1 = (gU g−1)(gR(H)g−1)= gUR(gH)
and therefore
con
piER
g,(H,U)(Φ(H,U))= con
piR
g,H(Φ(H,U))= con
piR
g,H(UR(H)/R(H))= gUR(gH)/R(gH)
=Φ(gH, gU)=Φ(g(H,U)).
Now, let (I,U) ∈Er(H,U). Then I ∈E[r(H). Moreover, UCH and UC I. Let T be a right transversal of I in
H. Then, using 2.4.3(ii), 2.4.3(iii) and 2.4.6(ii), we get
res
piER
(I,U),(H,U)(Φ(H,U))= res
piR
I,H(Φ(H,U))= res
piR
I,H(UR(H)/R(H))=Ver
R(I),R(H)
I,H (UR(H)/R(H))
=VR(I)I,H (UR(H))=VR(I)I,H (U) ·VR(I)I,H (R(H))=VR(I)I,H (U)=VTI,H(U) mod R(I)
⊆U mod R(I)=UR(I)/R(I)=Φ(I,U).
Finally, let (I,V ) ∈ Ei(H,U). Then I ∈ E[i (H) and so it follows from 2.4.6(iii) that R(I) ≤ R(H). Moreover,
V ≤U and therefore VR(I)≤VR(H)≤UR(H). Hence, we get
ind
piER
(H,U),(I,V )(Φ(I,V ))= ind
piR
H,I (Φ(I,V ))= ind
piR
H,I (VR(I)/R(I))= (VR(I))R(H)/R(H)
=VR(H)/R(H)⊆UR(H)/R(H)=Φ(H,U).
3.2.15 Proposition. Π̂K ∈ Fct(E,TAb) is canonically isomorphic to the functor ΠK ∈ Fct(E,TAb) given by
the following data:
• ΠK(H,U) :=H/UR(H) for each (H,U) ∈Eb.
• conΠKg,(H,U) : H/UR(H) → gH/gUR(gH) is induced by the conjugation H → gH, h 7→ ghg−1, for each
(H,U) ∈Eb and g ∈G.
• resΠK(I,U),(H,U) :=Ver
UR(I),UR(H)
I,H : H/UR(H)→ I/UR(I) for each (H,U) ∈Eb and (I,U) ∈Er(H,U).
• indΠK(H,U),(I,V ) : I/VR(I)→H/UR(H) is induced by the inclusion I →H for each (H,U) ∈Eb and (I,V ) ∈
Ei(H,U).
Proof. This follows using the isomorphism Π̂K(H,U) = (H/R(H))/(UR(H)/R(H)) ∼= H/UR(H) and 2.4.3(ii),
2.4.3(iii) and 2.4.6(ii).
3.2.16 Lemma. Let H be a closed subgroup of finite index of G and let U be a normal subgroup of G such
that U ≤ H. Assume that H/U is closed in G/U .30 Let q : G → G/U be the quotient morphism and let
T = (t1, . . . , tn) be a right transversal of H in G. Then T := q(T) = (q(t1), . . . , q(tn)) is a right transversal of
H/U in G/U and the diagram
G
VTH,G //
q

H
q

G/U
VTH/U ,G/U
// H/U
commutes.
30This is for example satisfied if G is quasi-compact and U is closed in G because in this case the quotient morphism G →G/U is
closed by the closed map lemma.
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Proof. It is evident that q(T) is a right transversal of H/U in G/U and that q◦κT = κT ◦q (confer also A.4.5).
Hence, for g ∈G we have
q ◦VTH,G(g)= q(
n∏
i=1
κT (ti g))=
n∏
i=1
q(κT (ti g))=
n∏
i=1
κT (q(ti g))=
n∏
i=1
κT (q(ti)q(g))=VTH/U ,G/U (q(g)).
3.2.17 Proposition. Assume that G is compact and that K ≤ Kt
A
(G) for a variety A of compact abelian
groups. Then ΠK ∈Fct(E,TAb) is canonically isomorphic to piK ∈Fct(E,TAb) given by the following data:
• piK(H,U) :=piA (H/U) for each (H,U) ∈Eb.
• conpiKg,(H,U) :=piA (cong,(H,U)), where cong,(H,U) : H/U → gH/gU is the morphism induced by the conjuga-
tion H→ gH, h 7→ ghg−1.
• respiK(I,U),(H,U) :=Ver
RA (I/U),RA (H/U)
I/U ,H/U for each (H,U) ∈Eb and (I,U) ∈Er(H,U).
• indpiK(H,U),(I,V ) := piA (ind(H,U),(I,V )), where ind(H,U),(I,V ) : I/V → H/U is the morphism induced by the
inclusion I →H for each (H,U) ∈Eb and (I,V ) ∈Ei(H,U).
Proof. First, we have to verify that the definition of piK is well-defined. Let (H,U) ∈Eb. Since G is compact
and H is closed in G, it follows that H is also compact. Moreover, as U is closed in H, the quotient H/U is
compact. Hence, piA (H/U) is defined and piA (H/U) ∈ cplproto-A . The conjugation and induction morphisms
are obviously well-defined. To see that the restriction morphisms are well-defined, let (H,U) ∈ Eb and let
(I,U) ∈Er(H,U). Due to the closed map lemma the quotient morphism q : H→H/U is closed and therefore
I/U is a closed subgroup of H/U . Moreover, it follows from 3.2.16 that I/U is of finite index in H/U and that
{URA (I)/U ,URA (H)/U} is a transfer inducing pair for I/U in H/U . Hence, Ver
URA (I)/U ,URA (H)/U
I/U ,H/U is defined.
According to B.3.9 we have URA (I)/U =RA (I/U) and URA (H)/U =RA (H/U). This shows that respiK(I,U),(H,U)
is defined.
Now, it is easy to see that the canonical isomorphisms
ϕ(H,U) :ΠK(H,U)=H/URA (H)→ (H/U)/(URA (H)/U)= (H/U)/RA (H/U)=piA (H/U)=piK(H,U)
are compatible with the conjugation, restriction and induction morphisms. As ΠK ∈ Fct(E,TAb), this im-
plies that piK ∈Fct(E,TAb) and that ϕ is an isomorphism between these RIC-functors.
3.3. Induction representations
3.3.1. Motivated by the structure the tautological K-class field theory has in certain situations we will
discuss a special type of representations in this section. These representations are of particular importance
in class field theory.
3.3.2 Assumption. Throughout this section G is a topological group.
3.3.3. Let K = (E,R,D) ∈ CCD(G). If Ext(E,H) ⊆ E[i , then we have UR(H)/R(H) = ind
piR
H,UpiR(U) and conse-
quently
Π̂K =piER /indpiR ,
where indpiR (H,U) := indpiRH,UpiR(U). This observation leads us to consider in general representations of the
form CE/indC with C ∈Fct(E[,TAb) and indC(H,U)= indCH,U C(U). But even if indC is well-defined (that is,
Ext(E,H)⊆E[i ), it is not clear whether this is a subfunctor of CE. To provide a general situation in which
this works, we will introduce the notion of Mackey covers of a G-spectrum.
3.3.4 Definition. Let E be a G-spectrum. A cover of E is a G-subgroup system S such that E[ ≤S and
Ext(E,H)⊆Si(H) for each H ∈E[b. A Mackey cover of E is a cover M of E which is a G-Mackey system such
that additionally the following condition holds: if (H,U) ∈Eb and (I,V ) ∈Ei(H,U), then V ∈Mi(U).
3.3.5. It is obvious that Grp(G)r-f is a Mackey cover of any G-spectrum and that Grp(G)f is a Mackey cover
of any finite G-spectrum.
3.3.6 Definition. Let E be a G-spectrum. For a cover S of E and C ∈Fct(S,TAb) we define the map
indCE :Eb −→ TAb
(H,U) 7−→ indCH,U C(U).
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If indCE is a subfunctor of C
E ∈Fct(E,TAb), then we define
Ĥ0E(C) :=CE/indCE ∈Rep(E).
Any representation of E of the form Ĥ0
E
(C) is called an induction representation.
3.3.7. Let K= (E,R,D) ∈CCD(G). If Ext(E,H)⊆E[i , then Π̂K = Ĥ0E(piR) by 3.3.3. In particular, if K≤K(G)tab,
then Π̂K = Ĥ0E(pi
t,G
ab ). Similarly, if G is compact and K ≤KtA (G) for a variety A of compact abelian groups,
then Π̂K = Ĥ0E(pi
t,G
A
). The last two examples are important because isolated on E they might not look like
an induction representation.
3.3.8 Proposition. Let E be a G-spectrum, let M be a Mackey cover of E and let C ∈Mack(M,TAb). Then
indCE is a subfunctor of C
E ∈Fct(E,TAb) and consequently CE/indCE is a representation of E.
Proof. Let (H,U) ∈ Eb. First note that indCH,U C(U) is defined since U ∈ Ext(E,H) ⊆Mi(H). Obviously,
indCE(H,U) is a subgroup of C
E(H,U)=C(H). Moreover, using the equivariance of C, we get
conC
E
g,(H,U)(ind
C
E(H,U))= conCg,H(indCE(H,U))= conCg,H ◦ indCH,U C(U)= indCgH,gU ◦conCg,U (C(U))
⊆ indCgH,gU C(gU)= indC(gH,gU)= indCE(g(H,U)).
Let (I,U) ∈ Er(H,U) and let R be any complete set of representatives of I /H/U . By definition, we have
I ∈E[r(H)⊆Mr(H) and U ∈Ext(E,H)⊆Mi(H). Using the fact that U is normal in H, an application of the
Mackey formula yields
resC
E
(I,U),(H,U)(ind
C
E(H,U))= resCI,H(indCE(H,U))= resCI,H ◦ indCH,U C(U)
= ∏
h∈R
indCI,I∩hU ◦con
C
h,Ih∩U ◦res
C
Ih∩U ,U C(U)
= ∏
h∈R
indCI,U ◦conCh,U ◦resCU ,U C(U)
⊆ indCI,U C(U)= indCE(I,U).
Finally, let (I,V ) ∈Ei(H,U). Then I ∈E[i (H)⊆Mi(H) and V ∈Ext(E, I)⊆Mi(I). Moreover, U ∈Ext(E,H)⊆
Mi(H) and V ∈Mi(U). Consequently, we can use the transitivity of the induction morphisms to get
indC
E
(H,U),(I,V )(ind
C
E(I,V ))= indCH,I (indCE(I,V ))= indCH,I ◦ indCI,V C(V )= indCH,V C(V )
= indCH,U ◦ indCU ,V C(V )⊆ indCH,U C(U)= indCE(H,U).
3.3.9. Let E ≤ Sp(G)ri-f and let M ≤Grp(G)i-f be a Mackey cover of E. Let C ∈ GAbd and let C∗ =H0M(C) ∈
Mackc(M,Ab). Then Ĥ0
E
(C∗) is defined and for any (H,U) ∈Eb we have
Ĥ0E(C∗)(H,U)=C∗(H)/indC∗H,U C∗(U)=CH /NH/U CU = Ĥ0(H/U ,CU ),
where NH/U : CU →CH is the norm map in Tate cohomology and Ĥ0(H/U ,CU ) is the zeroth Tate cohomology
group of the H/U-module CU .
3.4. Definition and basic properties of abelian class field theories
3.4.1. In this section we finally discuss abelian class field theories. After giving the definition we will prove
several abstract statements about class field theories which are modeled upon the corresponding results in
[Fes92], [Fes95] and [Neu99]. We restrict here to compact groups so that the dualization will not produce
problems and the tautological class field theories have the correct interpretation.
3.4.2 Assumption. Throughout this section G is a compact group and K= (E,R,D) is a coabelian classifi-
cation datum for G.
3.4.3. We call Hom(DE,Π̂K) ∈ Fct(E,TAb) the dualization of the tautological K-class field theory. Note that
as G is compact and as (H,U) ∈ Eb implies that H is a closed subgroup of G and that U is a closed sub-
group of H, the values Π̂K(H,U) ∼= H/UR(H) are compact by A.3.4 so that Π̂K ∈ Fct(E,TAbcom). Hence,
Hom(DE,Π̂K) is defined by 2.1.20.
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3.4.4 Definition. A K-reciprocity morphism is an isomorphism θ : Hom(DE,Π̂K) → CE/Φ in Fct(E,TAb),
where CE/Φ is a representation of E. A K-class field theory is a K-reciprocity morphism θ : Hom(DE,Π̂K)→
CE/Φ such that the representation CE/Φ is L -faithful for any R-lattice L in E.
3.4.5. All what we have discussed in the introduction, including all generalizations, is now captured by this
single definition.
3.4.6. The identity on the tautological K-class field theory is obviously a K-class field theory. A similar
statement does not hold for the dualization of the tautological K-class field theory because it is not a
representation.
3.4.7. Since Π̂K ∼=ΠK, an application of 2.1.21 shows that Hom(DE,Π̂K)∼=Hom(DE,ΠK). If D =Z, then an
application of 2.1.21 shows that Hom(ZE,Π̂K)∼= Π̂K.
3.4.8. Suppose that K ≤ K(G)tab. In this case we have Π̂K ∼= ΠK ∼= piK and so we can identify a morphism
θ : Hom(DE,Π̂K)→CE/Φ with a morphism Hom(DE,piK)→CE/Φ and if D =Z, we can identify this with a
morphism piK→CE/Φ. If Ĥ0E(C) is an induction representation of E which is isomorphic to the tautological
K-class field theory, then we have the symmetric picture
Ĥ0
E
(pit,Gab )
oo ∼= // Ĥ0
E
(C)
E
ccF
F
F
F
F
==z
z
z
z
The same holds for G being compact and a variety A of compact abelian groups. This observation is a hint
that class field theories are in general induction representations.
3.4.9. Proving that a given morphism θ : Hom(DE,ΠK)→CE/Φ is a K-class field theory might require a lot
of work. Therefore it is important to find abstract theorems about class field theories which, at least in
good situations, help to reduce the amount of work. The rest of this section and also the next section is
concerned with such reduction theorems. The first important result is that, under very mild conditions,
the fact that θ is an isomorphism already implies that it is a class field theory so that we do not have
to care about the L -faithfulness any more. Then the question is if there are conditions that imply that
θ is already an isomorphism. One answer we can provide is that it is enough to check that θ(H,U) is
an isomorphism only for all (H,U) ∈ ER,`mb for any prime number ` and m ∈ N. But as this is a strong
reduction, several assumptions on K and C have to hold. In the following definition we will already give
some of these conditions. Although this looks like a long and complicated list, the conditions are obvious in
most situations coming from applications.
3.4.10 Definition.
• K is called L-coherent if the following condition holds for all H ∈E[b:
(i) If U1,U2 ∈ExtR(E,H) with U2 ≤U1, then (H,U2) ∈Ei(H,U1).
(ii) If U1,U2 ∈ExtR(E,H) with U2 ≤U1 and HomTAb(D(H),U1/U2)= 1, then U1 =U2.31
• K is called I-coherent if E≤Sp(G)r-f and the following conditions hold for each H ∈E[b:
(iii) Ext(E,H)⊆E[i (H).
(iv) If U ∈Ext(E,H) and U1Cc H with U ≤U1, then:
(a) U1 ∈Ext(E,H) and U ∈Ext(E,U1).32
(b) (U1,U) ∈Ei(H,U) and (H,U) ∈Ei(H,U1).
(v) If U ∈Ext(E,H) and I is an open subgroup of H with U ≤ I ≤H, then (I,U) ∈Ei(H,U).
(vi) If U1,U2 ∈Ext(E,H) with U2 ≤U1, then indHom(D
E,ΠK)
(H,U1),(H,U2)
is surjective.
• K is called coherent if it is L-coherent and I-coherent.
3.4.11. Conditions (ii) and (vi) are obviously satisfied if D =Z. If K is I-coherent, then (i) is already satisfied.
It is easy to see that any K = (Sp(G)?,R,Z) and so in particular K(G)?ab is coherent for ? ∈ {r-f,ri-f, f}. The
coabelian classification datum that can be used to describe Fesenko’s p-class field theories is also coherent.
3.4.12. Before we start with the reduction theorems we will discuss one important point that was already
highlighted in 3.3.7. In most situations coming from applications the class functor C of a class field theory
31Note that as U2 ≥R(H), the quotient H/U2 is abelian and consequently U1/U2 ≤H/U2 is abelian.
32Note that this is well-defined by (iii).
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is naturally defined on Grp(G)f or even on Grp(G)i-f and thus on Grp(G)ri-f. This is in particular the case if
C comes from a discrete G-module. For some reduction theorems and in general for setting up class field
theories like the Fesenko–Neukirch class field theory a lot of auxiliary constructions are necessary and
these auxiliary constructions will require C to be defined on arbitrary open subgroups of a group H ∈ E[b.
Hence, we have to make sure that C comes from a big enough G-subgroup system. This leads to the notion
of arithmetic G-subgroup systems of which Grp(G)f and Grp(G)ri-f are examples. The general setup for
these advanced theorems and class field theories is then to require that C is defined on an arithmetic
Mackey cover of E. As stated above, this holds in most situations coming from applications. Moreover, this
assumption does not contradict our general point of view since the class field theory itself still lives just on
E and the smaller E is the smaller is the amount of work necessary to prove that a given morphism is a
class field theory.
M
CE/Φ
auxiliary constructions
C
E
The class functor C is defined on an arithmetic Mackey cover M of E. To prove that the representation CE/Φ of E is a class field
theory, auxiliary constructions outside E are necessary.
3.4.13 Definition. A G-subgroup system S is called arithmetic if the following condition holds: if H ∈Sb,
then S?(H) contains all open subgroups of H for ? ∈ {r, i}.
3.4.14 Theorem. Suppose that K is L-coherent. Let CE/Φ ∈Rep(E) and let θ : Hom(DE,ΠK)→CE/Φ be an
isomorphism. The following holds for (H,U) ∈Eb:
(i) Φ(H,U) is closed in C(H).
(ii) If U is open in H and either D =Z or D ∈Fct(E[,TAbcom), then Φ(H,U) is open in C(H).
(iii) If UR(H) ∈Ext(E,H), then Φ(H,UR(H))=Φ(H,U).
(iv) If g ∈G, then conCg,H(Φ(H,U))=Φ(g(H,U)).
(v) The map Φ(H,−) : Ext(E,H)→ E t(C(H)) is monotone.
(vi) Let U1,U2 ∈Ext(E,H) such that U2 ≤U1. Identify
HomTAb(D(H),U1R(H)/U2R(H))⊆HomTAb(D(H),H/U2R(H))=Hom(DE,ΠK)(H,U2)
using HomTAb(D(H), ι), where ι : U1R(H)/U2R(H)→H/U2R(H) is the inclusion. Then
θ(H,U2)(HomTAb(D(H),U1R(H)/U2R(H)))=Φ(H,U1)/Φ(H,U2)≤C(H)/Φ(H,U2).
(vii) If U1,U2 ∈ExtR(E,H) such that U1U2 ∈Ext(E,H) and U1∩U2 ∈Ext(E,H), then
Φ(H,U1U2)=Φ(H,U1) ·Φ(H,U2).
(viii) If U1,U2 ∈ExtR(E,H) such that U1∩U2 ∈Ext(E,H), then
Φ(H,U1∩U2)=Φ(H,U1)∩Φ(H,U2).
(ix) Let L be an R-lattice in E. Then
Φ(H,−)|L (H) :L (H)→ E t(C(H))
is injective.
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Proof.33
(i) Since H is compact and both U and R(H) are closed in H, the product UR(H) is also closed in H by
A.3.4. Hence, H/UR(H) is separated and therefore Hom(DE,ΠK)(H,U)=HomTAb(D(H),H/UR(H)) is also
separated by C.5.7. As
θ(H,U) : Hom(DE,ΠK)(H,U)→C(H)/Φ(H,U)
is an isomorphism, it follows that C(H)/Φ(H,U) is also separated and thereforeΦ(H,U) is a closed subgroup
of C(H) (confer also A.2.7).
(ii) Since U is open, the product UR(H) is open in H. If D = Z, then the canonical isomorphism ΠK →
Hom(Z,ΠK) composed with θ is an isomorphism ϑ : ΠK→ CE/Φ so that in particular ϑ(H,U) : H/UR(H)→
C(H)/Φ(H,U) is an isomorphism. Since UR(H) is open in H, the quotient H/UR(H) is discrete and conse-
quently, C(H)/Φ(H,U) is discrete (confer A.2.7). But this implies that Φ(H,U) is open in C(H).
If D ∈ Fct(E[,TAbcom), then an application of C.5.8 shows that Hom(DE,ΠK)(H,U) is discrete and conse-
quently C(H)/Φ(H,U) is discrete. This again implies that Φ(H,U) is open in C(H).
(iii) Since θ is a morphism, we have the following commutative diagram
HomTAb(D(H),H/UR(H)) HomTAb(D(H),H/((UR(H))R(H)))
Hom(DE,ΠK)(H,U)
θ(H,U) ∼=

ind
Hom(D,ΠK)
(H,UR(H)),(H,U) // Hom(DE,ΠK)(H,UR(H))
θ(H,UR(H))∼=

C(H)/Φ(H,U)
indC
E /Φ
(H,UR(H)),(H,U) // C(H)/Φ(H,UR(H))
C(H)
OOOO
C(H)
OOOO
As H/((UR(H))R(H)) = H/UR(H), we have indHom(D,ΠK)(H,UR(H)),(H,U) = id and therefore indC
E/Φ
(H,UR(H)),(H,U) is an iso-
morphism. But as this morphism is induced by the quotient morphism C(H) → C(H)/Φ(H,UR(H)), this
implies Φ(H,U)=Φ(H,UR(H)).
(iv) Since Φ is a subfunctor of CE, we have
conCg,H(Φ(H,U))⊆Φ(g(H,U)).
Similarly, we have conC
g−1,H(Φ(
g(H,U)))⊆Φ(H,U) which implies that
Φ(g(H,U))⊆ conCg,H(Φ(H,U)).
Hence, conCg,H(Φ(H,U))=Φ(g(H,U)).
(v) Let U1,U2 ∈ Ext(E,H) with U2 ≤U1. Then (H,U2) ∈ Ei(H,U1) by 3.4.10(i), and as Φ is a subfunctor of
CE we have
Φ(H,U2)= indCH,H(Φ(H,U2))= indC
E
(H,U1),(H,U2)(Φ(H,U2))⊆Φ(H,U1).
Hence, Φ(H,−) is monotone.
(vi) Since (H,U2) ∈Ei(H,U1), we have the following commutative diagram
HomTAb(D(H),H/U1R(H))
θ(H,U1)
∼=
// C(H)/Φ(H,U1)
HomTAb(D(H),U1R(H)/U2R(H)) HomTAb(D(H),ι)
// HomTAb(D(H),H/U2R(H))
θ(H,U2)
∼= //
ind
Hom(DE ,ΠK)
(H,U1),(H,U2)
OO
C(H)/Φ(H,U2)
indC
E /Φ
(H,U1),(H,U2)
OO
Noting that indHom(D
E,ΠK)
(H,U1),(H,U2)
=HomTAb(D(H), q), where q : H/U2R(H)→H/U1R(H) is the morphism induced
by the quotient morphism H→H/U1R(H), we see that the sequence
HomTAb(D(H),U1R(H)/U2R(H))→HomTAb(D(H),H/U2R(H))→HomTAb(D(H),H/U1R(H))
33The proof given here is partially based on the proof of [Fes95, corollary to the theorem in section 1.8].
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in the diagram above is exact in Ab. This yields
indC
E/Φ
(H,U1),(H,U2) ◦θ(H,U2)(HomTAb(D(H),U1R(H)/U2R(H)))
= θ(H,U1) ◦ indHom(D
E,ΠK)
(H,U1),(H,U2)
(HomTAb(D(H),U1R(H)/U2R(H)))
= θ(H,U1)(1)= 1
and therefore
θ(H,U2)(HomTAb(D(H),U1R(H)/U2R(H)))⊆Ker(indC
E/Φ
(H,U1),(H,U2))
=Φ(H,U1)/Φ(H,U2)
⊆C(H)/Φ(H,U2),
where we used that Φ(H,U2)⊆Φ(H,U1).
Conversely, we have
1= θ−1(H,U1)(1)= θ
−1
(H,U1) ◦ ind
CE/Φ
(H,U1),(H,U2)(Φ(H,U1)/Φ(H,U2))
= indHom(DE,ΠK)(H,U1),(H,U2) ◦θ
−1
(H,U2)(Φ(H,U1)/Φ(H,U2))
and therefore
θ−1(H,U2)(Φ(H,U1)/Φ(H,U2))⊆Ker(ind
Hom(DE,ΠK)
(H,U1),(H,U2)
)=HomTAb(D(H),U1R(H)/U2R(H))
which implies that
Φ(H,U1)/Φ(H,U2)⊆ θ(H,U2)(HomTAb(D(H),U1R(H)/U2R(H))).
(vii) Note that Ui =UiR(H) since Ui ∈ExtR(E,H). We identify
HomTAb(D(H),Ui/U1∩U2)⊆HomTAb(D(H),H/U1∩U2)=Hom(DE,ΠK)(H,U1∩U2)
and
HomTAb(D(H),U1U2/U1∩U2)⊆HomTAb(D(H),H/U1∩U2)=Hom(DE,ΠK)(H,U1∩U2)
as in (vi). Then we have
HomTAb(D(H),U1U2/U1∩U2)=HomTAb(D(H),U1/U1∩U2) ·HomTAb(D(H),U2/U1∩U2).
Hence, using (vi), we get
Φ(H,U1U2)/Φ(H,U1∩U2)
= θ(H,U1∩U2)(HomTAb(D(H),U1U2/U1∩U2))
= θ(H,U1∩U2)(HomTAb(D(H),U1/U1∩U2) ·HomTAb(D(H),U2/U1∩U2))
= θ(H,U1∩U2)(HomTAb(D(H),U1/U1∩U2)) ·θ(H,U1∩U2)(HomTAb(D(H),U2/U1∩U2))
= (Φ(H,U1)/Φ(H,U1∩U2)) · (Φ(H,U2)/Φ(H,U1∩U2))
= (Φ(H,U1) ·Φ(H,U2))/Φ(H,U1∩U2).
Since Φ(H,−) is monotone, we have Φ(H,Ui)≥Φ(H,U1∩U2) and Φ(H,U1U2)≥Φ(H,U1∩U2). Hence, the
equation above implies that
Φ(H,U1U2)=Φ(H,U1) ·Φ(H,U2).
(viii) We identify
HomTAb(D(H),Ui/U1∩U2)⊆HomTAb(D(H),H/U1∩U2)=Hom(DE,ΠK)(H,U1∩U2)
as in (vi). Using (vi) we get
1=Φ(H,U1∩U2)/Φ(H,U1∩U2)
= θ(H,U1∩U2)(HomTAb(D(H),U1∩U2/U1∩U2))
= θ(H,U1∩U2)(HomTAb(D(H), (U1/U1∩U2)∩ (U2/U1∩U2)))
= θ(H,U1∩U2)(HomTAb(D(H),U1/U1∩U2)∩HomTAb(D(H),U2/U1∩U2))
= θ(H,U1∩U2)(HomTAb(D(H),U1/U1∩U2))∩θ(H,U1∩U2)(HomTAb(D(H),U2/U1∩U2))
= (Φ(H,U1)/Φ(H,U1∩U2))∩ (Φ(H,U2)/Φ(H,U1∩U2))
= (Φ(H,U1)∩Φ(H,U2))/Φ(H,U1∩U2).
Hence,
Φ(H,U1)∩Φ(H,U2)=Φ(H,U1∩U2).
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(ix) We prove the injectivity of the map Φ(H,−)|L (H) by proving that it is strongly monotone. We have
already proven that Φ(H,−) is monotone, so suppose that U1,U2 ∈L (H) with Φ(H,U2) ≤Φ(H,U1). Then
we can apply (viii) to get
Φ(H,U2)=Φ(H,U2)∩Φ(H,U1)=Φ(H,U1∩U2).
According to (vi) we have
1=Φ(H,U2)/Φ(H,U1∩U2)= θ(H,U2)(HomTAb(D(H),U2/U1∩U2))
and as θ(H,U2) is an isomorphism, we get
HomTAb(D(H),U2/U1∩U2)= 1.
Now, it follows from 3.4.10(ii) that U2 =U1∩U2, that is, U2 ≤U1.
3.4.15 Corollary. Suppose that K is L-coherent. If θ : Hom(DE,ΠK)→ CE/Φ is an isomorphism, then it is
already a K-class field theory.
Proof. This is now obvious.
3.4.16. A central aspect of an established class field theory θ :ΠK→CE/Φ is to provide an explicit descrip-
tion of the image of Φ(H,−)|L (H) for certain R-lattices L in E. Theorems about the structure of these
images are usually called existence theorems. One such theorem is the following which states that (in the
non-dualized case) the property of L (H) being a filter on (E t(H),⊆) is preserved by Φ.
3.4.17 Proposition. Suppose that K is L-coherent. Let θ :ΠK→ CE/Φ be a K-class field theory and let L
be an R-lattice in E. Let H ∈ E[b. If L (H) is a filter on (E t(H),⊆), then {Φ(H,U) |U ∈L (H)} is a filter on
(E t(C(H)),⊆).
Proof.34 Since L (H) is a filter, we have L (H) 6= ; and therefore also {Φ(H,U) |U ∈L (H)} 6= ;. Moreover,
as Φ(H,U) is a subgroup of C(H) for each U ∈L (H), we also have ; ∉ {Φ(H,U) |U ∈L (H)}. This shows
that A.1.3(iii) is satisfied. According to 3.4.14(viii) we have Φ(H,U1)∩Φ(H,U2) = Φ(H,U1 ∩U2) for all
U1,U2 ∈L (H) and this shows that A.1.3(ii) is satisfied. Finally, let Ω ∈ E t(C(H)) such that Φ(H,V )⊆Ω for
some V ∈L (H). We have to show that Ω =Φ(H,U) for some U ∈L (H). Let qCH|V : C(H)→ C(H)/Φ(H,V )
and qH|V : H→H/V be the quotient morphisms. Let
U := q−1H|V (θ−1(H,V ) ◦ qCH|V (Ω)).
Since Ω is closed in C(H) and Φ(H,V )≤Ω, it follows from A.2.7(viii) that qCH|V (Ω) is closed in C(H)/Φ(H,V )
and therefore U is a closed normal subgroup of H. As V ≤U and V ∈L (H), we have U ∈L (H) by assump-
tion. In particular, (H,V ) ∈Ei(H,U) by 3.4.10(i) and as θ is a morphism, we have the following commutative
diagram
H
qH|U // H/U
θ(H,U) // C(H)/Φ(H,U) C(H)
qCH|Uoo
H qH|V
// H/V
θ(H,V )
//
ind
ΠK
(H,U),(H,V )
OO
C(H)/Φ(H,V )
indC
E /Φ
(H,U),(H,V )
OO
C(H)
qCH|V
oo
This diagram yields the implications
x ∈Ω=⇒ θ−1(H,V ) ◦ qCH|V (x) ∈ qH|V (U)=⇒ indΠK(H,U),(H,V ) ◦θ−1(H,V ) ◦ qCH|V (x)= 1
=⇒ θ−1(H,U) ◦ qCH|U (x)= 1=⇒ qCH|U (x)= 1=⇒ x ∈Φ(H,U),
and
x ∈Φ(H,U)=⇒ qCH|U (x)= 1=⇒ θ−1(H,U) ◦ qCH|U (x)= 1=⇒ indΠK(H,U),(H,V ) ◦θ−1(H,V ) ◦ qCH|V (x)= 1
=⇒ θ−1(H,V ) ◦ qCH|V (x) ∈Ker(indΠK(H,U),(H,V ))= qH|V (U)= qH|V (q−1H|V (θ−1(H,V ) ◦ qCH|V (Ω)))= θ−1(H,V ) ◦ qCH|V (Ω)
=⇒ qCH|V (x) ∈ qCH|V (Ω)=⇒ (∃y ∈Ω)(qCH|V (x)= qCH|V (y))=⇒ xy−1 ∈Ker(qCH|V )=Φ(H,V )
=⇒ x ∈Φ(H,V ) · y⊆Ω.
Hence, Ω=Φ(H,U).
34The proof given here is based on the proof of [Neu99, chapter IV, theorem 6.7].
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3.4.18 Definition. A K-prime power morphism (respectively a K-prime morphism) is a morphism θ :Φ→Ψ
in Fct(E,TAb) such that θ(H,U) is an isomorphism for all (H,U) ∈ ER,`
m
b for any prime number ` and any
m ∈N (respectively if θ(H,U) is an isomorphism for all (H,U) ∈ER,`b for any prime number `).
3.4.19 Lemma. If
A //
α

B //
β

C //
γ

0
A′
δ
// B′ // C′
is a commutative diagram in Ab with exact rows and with α and γ surjective, then β is also surjective.
Proof. Let A′′ := A′/Ker(δ), let α′ : A → A′′ be the morphism obtained by composing α with the quotient
morphism A′→ A′′ and let δ′ : A′′→B′ be the injective morphism induced by δ. Then the following diagram
is commutative with exact rows:
A //
α′

B //
β

C //
γ

0
0 // A′′
δ′
// B′ // C′
As α′ and γ are surjective, the snake lemma implies that β is also surjective.
3.4.20 Theorem. Suppose that K is I-coherent. Let CE/Φ ∈ Rep(E) and let θ : Hom(DE,ΠK)→ CE/Φ be a
K-prime power morphism. Then θ(H,U) is already an isomorphism for all (H,U) ∈ ERb . Moreover, θ(H,U) is
already injective for all (H,U) ∈Eb.
Proof.35 We first prove by induction on n ∈ N that θ(H,U) is an isomorphism for all (H,U) ∈ Eb with U ∈
ExtR(E,H) such that the number of (non-trivial) direct summands in the primary decomposition of the
finite abelian group H/U is equal to n. For n = 0 and n = 1 this holds by assumption, so suppose that
n> 1. Let ϕ : H/U ∼=→⊕ri=1 A i =: A be the primary decomposition of H/U with A i =Z/(`mii ) for some distinct
prime numbers `i and mi ∈N>0. Let q : H →H/U be the quotient morphism and let B j :=⊕ri=1,i 6= j A i ≤ A.
Then U j := q−1(ϕ−1(B j)) is an open normal subgroup of H with U ≤U j. An application of 3.4.10(iv) shows
that U j ∈ExtR(E,H) and U ∈Ext(E,U j). Since U j ∈Ext(E,H)⊆E[i (H), it follows that R(U j)≤R(H)≤U and
consequently, U ∈ExtR(E,U j). As U j/U ∼=B j, the number of direct summands in the primary decomposition
of U j/U is equal to r−1 and so θ(U j ,U) is an isomorphism by induction assumption. As H/U j ∼= A j, the
number of direct summands in the primary decomposition of H/U j is equal to 1 and consequently θ(H,U j) is
an isomorphism. By 3.4.10(vi) we now have the following commutative diagram with exact rows in Ab
HomTAb(D(H),U1/U) //
θ(U1 ,U)
∼=

HomTAb(D(H),H/U) //
θ(H,U)

HomTAb(D(H),H/U1) //
θ(H,U1)
∼=

1
C(U1)/Φ(U1,U)
indC
E /Φ
(H,U),(U1 ,U)
// C(H)/Φ(H,U)
indC
E /Φ
(H,U1),(H,U)
// C(H)/Φ(H,U1)
where the upper horizontal morphisms are the corresponding induction morphisms of Hom(DE,ΠK). An
application of 3.4.19 shows that θ(H,U) is surjective.
It remains to prove that θ(H,U) is injective. Let χ ∈ HomTAb(D(H),H/U) with θ(H,U)(χ) = 1. Since θ is a
morphism, the following diagram commutes for each j ∈ {1, . . . , r}:
Hom(D(H),H/U j)
θ(H,U j )
∼=
// C(H)/Φ(H,U j)
Hom(D(H),H/U)
θ(H,U)
//
ind
Hom(DE ,ΠK)
(H,U j ),(H,U)
OO
C(H)/Φ(H,U)
indC
E /Φ
(H,U j ),(H,U)
OO
Let q j : H/U → H/U j be the morphism induced by the quotient morphism H → H/U j. Then the commuta-
tivity of the diagram implies that
1= indHom(DE,ΠK)(H,U j),(H,U) (χ)= q j ◦χ.
35The proof given here is based on the proof of [Fes92, theorem 1.1].
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It is easy to see that the diagram
H/U j
∼= // A j
D(H)
χ
// H/U
q j
OO
ϕ
∼= // A
p j
OO
commutes, where p j is the projection and the upper vertical isomorphism is induced by ϕ. This shows that
q j ◦χ= 1 for all j implies that χ= 1 and consequently θ(H,U) is injective.
Now, if (H,U) ∈ Eb with U ∈ ExtR(E,H), then as [H : U] <∞, it follows from the above that θ(H,U) is an
isomorphism. This proves the first assertion.
It remains to show that θ(H,U) is injective for all (H,U) ∈Eb. Since U ≤UR(H)CoH, it follows from 3.4.10(iv)
that UR(H) ∈ExtR(E,H). In particular, θ(H,UR(H)) is an isomorphism by the above. As θ is a morphism, the
following diagram commutes:
HomTAb(D(H),H/UR(H)) Hom(DE,ΠK)(H,UR(H))
θ(H,UR(H))
∼=
// C(H)/Φ(H,UR(H))
HomTAb(D(H),H/UR(H)) Hom(DE,ΠK)(H,U) θ(H,U)
//
ind
Hom(DE ,ΠK)
(H,UR(H)),(H,U)
OO
C(H)/Φ(H,U)
indC
E ,Φ
(H,UR(H)),(H,U)
OO
It follows immediately that θ(H,U) is injective.
3.4.21 Theorem. Suppose that K≤K(G)tab is I-coherent. Let CE/Φ ∈Rep(E) with C ∈Fctc(S,TAb) for some
arithmetic cover S of E. If θ : Hom(DE,ΠK)→ CE/Φ is a K-prime power morphism, then θ is already an
isomorphism.
Proof.36 We prove by induction on n ∈N>0 that θ(H,U) is an isomorphism for all (H,U) ∈Eb with [H : U]= n.
By 3.4.20 it is enough to prove that θ(H,U) is surjective. For n = 1 this holds by assumption, so suppose
that n > 1. If H/U is abelian, then U ∈ ExtR(E,H) and θ(H,U) is an isomorphism by 3.4.20. Suppose
that H/U is solvable but not abelian. Then there exists LCH/U with H/U > L > 1 and (H/U)/L abelian.
Let q : H → H/U be the quotient morphism. Then U1 := q−1(L) is an open normal subgroup of H with
U ≤U1. Hence, U1 ∈ Ext(E,H) and U ∈ Ext(E,U1) by 3.4.10(iv). We have H >U1 >U and consequently
[H : U]> [H : U1] and [H : U]> [U1 : U]. Hence, both θ(H,U1) and θ(U1,U) are isomorphisms by the induction
assumption. By 3.4.10(vi) we have the following commutative diagram with exact rows in Ab:
Hom(DE,ΠK)(U1,U) //
θ(U1 ,U)
∼=

Hom(DE,ΠK)(H,U) //
θ(H,U)

Hom(DE,ΠK)(H,U1)
θ(H,U1)
∼=

// 1
C(U1)/Φ(U1,U)
indC
E /Φ
(H,U),(U1 ,U)
// C(H)/Φ(H,U)
indC
E /Φ
(H,U1),(H,U)
// C(H)/Φ(H,U1)
The upper horizontal morphisms are the corresponding induction morphisms of Hom(DE,ΠK). It follows
from 3.4.19 that θ(H,U) is surjective and thus is an isomorphism.
Now, let (H,U) ∈ Eb be arbitrary. Let ` be a prime number and let S be a Sylow `-subgroup of H/U . Let
q : H → H/U be the quotient morphism. Then I := q−1(S) ∈ E[i (H) and U ∈ Ext(E, I) by 3.4.10(v). Since
I/U = S is an `-group and thus solvable, it follows from the above that θ(I,U) is an isomorphism. Let T be
the Sylow `-subgroup of C(H)/Φ(H,U). Using the fact that C is defined on an arithmetic cover of E and
36The proof given here is based on the proof of [Neu99, chapter IV, theorem 6.3].
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that C is cohomological, we get the following commutative diagram:
Hom(DE,ΠK)(I,U) //
θ(I,U) ∼=

Hom(DE,ΠK)(H,U)
θ(H,U)

C(I)/Φ(I,U)
indC
E /Φ
(H,U),(I,U) // C(H)/Φ(H,U)
C(H)/Φ(H,U)
resC
E /Φ
(I,U),(H,U)
OO
(−)[H:I]
33hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
T
OO
OO
T
OO
OO
(−)[H:I]
33 33ggggggggggggggggggggggggggg
Here we used that [H : I] is relatively prime to ` so that exponentiation by [H : I] maps T onto T. The
commutativity of the diagram now shows that T lies in the image of indC
E/Φ
(H,U),(I,U) and thus T lies in the
image of θ(H,U). Hence, any Sylow subgroup of C(H)/Φ(H,U) lies in the image of θ(H,U). As C(H)/Φ(H,U)
is abelian and can thus be decomposed into the direct sum of its Sylow subgroups, it follows that θ(H,U) is
surjective.
3.5. The case of induction representations
3.5.1. In the case of induction representations there exists a further very important reduction theorem.
This reduction theorem involves a cohomological assumption on the class functor C and so we start by
defining the cohomology groups Ĥ−1(C)(H,U).
3.5.2 Assumption. Throughout this section G is a group and S is a G-subgroup system. For H ∈Sb we
define SC? (H) to be the subset of S?(H) consisting of normal subgroups of H.
3.5.3 Definition. Let C ∈ Stab(S,Ab). For H ∈Sb and g ∈G with gH =H we define the Ab-morphism
conCg−1,H : C(H) −→ C(H)
x 7−→ con
C
g,H (x)
x .
3.5.4. Note that the condition gH = H implies that conCg−1,H is well-defined. Also note that as G is mul-
tiplicatively written, the notion g− 1 should not produce confusions. If U ∈ Sb and H ≤ NG(U), then
conC
h−1,U := con
C
h−1,U is defined for any h ∈ H/U and this definition is independent of the choice of the
representative h of h due to the stability of C. If H ∈ Sb and U ∈ SCi (H), then it is easy to see that
Im(conCh−1,U )⊆Ker(indCH,U C(U)).
3.5.5 Definition. Let C ∈ Stab(S,Ab). For H ∈Sb and U ∈SCi (H) we define
Ĥ0(C)(H,U) :=Coker(indCH,U )=C(H)/indCH,U C(U)
and
Ĥ−1(C)(H,U) :=Ker(indCH,U C(U))/I(H,U),
where
I(H,U) := 〈{conCh−1,U (x) | h ∈H/U and x ∈C(U)}〉 ≤C(U).
3.5.6. Suppose that S is I-finite, let C ∈GAbd and let C∗ =H0S(C) ∈ Stabc(S,Ab). If H ∈Sb and U ∈SCi (H),
then
Ĥ0(C∗)(H,U)=C∗(H)/indC∗H,U C∗(U)=CH /NH/U CU = Ĥ0(H/U ,CU )
and
Ĥ−1(C∗)(H,U)=Ker(indCH,U C(U))/I(H,U) =Ker(NH/U )/I(H,U) = Ĥ−1(H/U ,CU ),
where NH/U : CU → CH is the norm map in Tate cohomology and Ĥn(H/U ,CU ) are the Tate cohomology
groups of the H/U-module CU .
3.5.7 Proposition. Let C ∈ Stab(S,Ab). If H ∈Sb and U ∈SCi (H) with H/U being a finite cyclic group,
then I(H,U) = Im(conCh−1,U ), where h ∈H/U is a generator.
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Proof. Let h ∈H be a representative of the generator h ∈H/U . As conCh,U is an endomorphism of the abelian
group C(H), we can consider C(U) as a Z[X ]-module with X acting via conCh,U . For n ∈N>0 we have
X n−1= (X −1) · (
n−1∑
i=0
X i)
in Z[X ]. Consequently, for x ∈C(U) we have
conC
h
n−1,U (x)= con
C
hn−1,U (x)= (X n−1)x= (X −1) · (
n−1∑
i=0
X i)x= conCh−1,U ((
n−1∑
i=0
X i)x) ∈ Im(conC
h−1,U ).
3.5.8 Definition. Let C ∈ Stab(S,Ab), let H ∈Sb and U ∈SCi (H). Then C is said to satisfy Hilbert 90 for
(H,U) if Ĥ−1(C)(H,U)= 1 and C is said to satisfy the class field axiom for (H,U) if
|Ĥ0(C)(H,U)| = [H : U] and Ĥ−1(C)(H,U)= 1.
3.5.9 Lemma. Let ` be a prime number and let n ∈N>0. Then the relation
(X −1)`n = X`n −1+`g(X )
holds in Z[X ] for some polynomial g(X ) ∈Z[X ].
Proof. Let 0< i < `n. Then (`ni )= (`n−1i ) `n`n−i and therefore (`n− i)(`ni )= (`n−1i )`n. This shows that `n divides
(`n− i)(`ni ) and due to the assumptions on i we conclude that ` divides (`ni ). Hence,
(X −1)`n =
`n∑
i=0
(
`n
i
)
X`
n−i(−1)i = X`n +`g(X )+ (−1)`n ,
where g(X ) := 1
`
∑`n−1
i=1
(`n
i
)
X`
n−i(−1)i ∈Z[X ]. If ` is odd, then the equation above is of the desired form. If
`= 2, then (X −1)`n = X`n −1+`g′(X ) with g′(X ) := g(X )+1.
3.5.10 Theorem. Suppose that G is a compact group, let K = (E,R,Z) ∈ CCD(G) be I-coherent and let
C ∈Mackc(M,Ab) for an arithmetic Mackey cover M of E. Suppose that C satisfies the class field axiom
for all (H,U) ∈ ER,`b with ` being any prime number. If θ :ΠK→ Ĥ0E(C) is a K-prime morphism, then θ is
already an isomorphism for all (H,U) ∈ERb . Moreover Ĥ−1(C)(H,U)= 1 for all (H,U) ∈E
R,`m
b with ` being
any prime number and m ∈N.
Proof.37 By 3.4.20 it is enough to show that θ is a K-prime power morphism. Let ` be a prime number. We
prove simultaneously by induction on m ∈ N that Ĥ−1(C)(H,U) = 1 and that θ(H,U) is an isomorphism for
each (H,U) ∈ER,`mb
The assertions are obvious for m = 0 and for m = 1 they hold by assumption, so let m > 1. Let Z be the
subgroup of order ` of H/U and let U1 := q−1(Z), where q : H →H/U is the quotient morphism. Since K is
I-coherent, it follows that U1 ∈Ext`m−1R (E,H) and U ∈Ext`R(E,U1). Hence, the induction assumption implies
that θ(H,U1) and θ(U1,U) are isomorphisms. We will first show that
ϕ := indĤ
0
E
(C)
(H,U),(U1,U)
: Ĥ0E(C)(U1,U)→ Ĥ0E(C)(H,U)
is injective. Suppose that this morphism is not injective. As |Ĥ0(C)(U1,U)| = ` by assumption, we must
have Ker(ϕ) = Ĥ0
E
(C)(U1,U) = C(U1)/indCU1,U C(U). Hence, if x ∈ C(U1), then ind
C
H,U1 (x) ∈ ind
C
H,U C(U), that
is,
indCH,U1 (x)= ind
C
H,U (y)= indCH,U1 ◦ ind
C
U1,U (y)
for some y ∈C(U) and consequently
x · indCU1,U (y)
−1 ∈Ker(indCH,U1 (x)).
By induction assumption we have Ĥ−1(C)(H,U1)= 1 and so there exists x1 ∈C(U1) such that conCh−1,U1 (x1)=
x · indCU1,U (y)−1, that is,
x= conC
h−1,U1
(x1) · indCU1,U (y), (3.1)
37The proof given here is based on the proof of [Fes92, theorem 1.1].
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where h is a generator of H/U1. Let h ∈ H be a representative of h. We can apply the above arguments
again to x1 and get
x1 = conCh−1,U1 (x2) · ind
C
U1,U (y1)
for some x2 ∈C(U1) and y1 ∈C(U). Plugging this into 3.1 yields
x= conC
h−1,U1
(conC
h−1,U1
(x2) · indCU1,U (y1)) · ind
C
U1,U (y)
= (conC
h−1,U1
)2(x2) · (conCh−1,U1 ◦ ind
C
U1,U (y1)) · ind
C
U1,U (y)
= (conC
h−1,U1
)2(x2) · indCU1,U (con
C
h−1,U (y1)) · indCU1,U (y)
= (conC
h−1,U1
)2(x2) · indCU1,U (con
C
h−1,U (y1) · indCU1,U (y)).
If we repeat this process `m−1-times, then we get for any x ∈C(U1) an equation
x= (conC
h−1,U1
)`
m−1
(x′) · indCU1,U (y
′) (3.2)
for some x′ ∈C(U1) and y′ ∈C(U). Since conCh−1,U1 is an endomorphism of the abelian group C(U1), we can
consider C(U1) as a Z[X ]-module with X acting via conCh−1,U1 . Using 3.5.9 we get
(conC
h−1,U1
)`
m−1
(x′)= (X −1)`m−1 x′ = (X`m−1 −1+`g(X ))x′
= X
`m−1 x′
x′
· (g(X )x′)` =
(conCh,U1 )
`m−1 (x′)
x′
· (g(X )x′)`
=
conC
h`m−1 ,U1
(x′)
x′
· (g(X )x′)`
for some polynomial g(X ) ∈Z[X ]. Since H/U1 is of order `m−1, we have h`m−1 ∈U1 and consequently
conC
h`m−1 ,U1
(x′)
x′
= x
′
x′
= 1.
As g(X )x′ ∈ C(U1) and |Ĥ0(C)(U1,U)| = ` by assumption, it follows that (g(X )x′)` ∈ Im(indCU1,U ). Taken
together, we have proven that x ∈ Im(indCU1,U ) and consequently Ker(ϕ) = 1 contradicting the assumption
that ϕ is not injective. Hence, ϕ has to be injective. We now have the following commutative diagram with
exact rows in Ab
ΠK(U1,U) //
θ(U1 ,U)
∼=

ΠK(H,U) //
θ(H,U)

ΠK(H,U1) //
θ(H,U1)
∼=

1
1 // Ĥ0E(C)(U1,U)
ind
Ĥ0
E
(C)
(H,U),(U1 ,U)
// Ĥ0
E
(C)(H,U)
ind
Ĥ0
E
(C)
(H,U1),(H,U)
// Ĥ0
E
(C)(H,U1)
where the upper horizontal morphisms are the corresponding induction morphisms of ΠK. The exactness
of the upper sequence is obvious and the exactness of the lower sequence follows from the above. An appli-
cation of the snake lemma now shows that θ(H,U) is an isomorphism.
It remains to show that Ĥ−1(C)(H,U) = 1. We first show that C(U1) = resCU1,HC(H) · ind
C
U1,U C(U). Since
θ(H,U) is an isomorphism, the group Ĥ0(C)(H,U) is of order |ΠK(H,U)| = |H/U | = `m and consequently
C(H)`
m−1 * indCH,U C(U). As C is cohomological, the composition ind
C
H,U1 ◦ resCU1,H is equal to exponenti-
ation by [H : U1] = `m−1 on C(H) and now it follows from the preceding observation that resCU1,HC(H)*
indCU1,U C(U) because if res
C
U1,H
C(H)⊆ indCU1,U C(U), then
C(H)`
m−1 = indCH,U1 ◦res
C
U1,HC(H)⊆ ind
C
H,U1 ◦ ind
C
U1,U C(U)= ind
C
H,U C(U).
Since |Ĥ0(C)(U1,U)| = ` by assumption, we conclude that C(U1)= resCU1,HC(H) · ind
C
U1,U C(U).
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To prove that Ĥ−1(C)(H,U)= 1, it suffices to show that
Ker(indCH,U )⊆ I(H,U) = Im(conC(h mod U)−1,U )= Im(conCh−1,U ),
where we use the fact that h mod U generates H/U . Let x ∈Ker(indCH,U ). Then
1= indCH,U (x)= indCH,U1 ◦ ind
C
U1,U (x)
and consequently indCU1,U (x) ∈ Ker(ind
C
H,U1 ). Hence, as Ĥ
−1(C)(H,U1) = 1 by induction assumption, there
exists y ∈C(U1) such that indCU1,U (x)= conCh−1,U1 (y). By the above we can write y as
y= resCU1,H(z) · ind
C
U1,U (w)
for some z ∈C(H) and w ∈C(U). This yields
indCU1,U (x)= con
C
h−1,U1
(y)= conC
h−1,U1
(resCU1,H(z) · ind
C
U1,U (w))
= conC
h−1,U1
(resCU1,H(z)) ·con
C
h−1,U1
(indCU1,U (w))
= conC
h−1,U1
(indCU1,U (w))= ind
C
U1,U (con
C
h−1,U (w))
and consequently x · conCh−1,U (w)−1 ∈ Ker(indCU1,U ). Since h`
m−1
mod U is a generator of U1/U and since
Ĥ−1(C)(U1,U)= 1 by assumption, we have
Ker(indCU1,U )= Im(con
C
(h`m−1 mod U)−1,U )= Im(con
C
h`m−1−1,U )
and so there exists w1 ∈C(U) such that x ·conCh−1,U (w)−1 = conCh`m−1−1,U (w1). As Im(con
C
h`m−1−1,U
)⊆ I(H,U) =
Im(conCh−1,U ), there exists w2 ∈C(U) such that conCh`m−1−1,U (w1)= con
C
h−1,U (w2) and consequently
x= conCh−1,U (w) ·conCh−1,U (w2)⊆ Im(conCh−1,U )= I(H,U).
This shows that Ĥ−1(C)(H,U)= 1.
3.5.11 Corollary. Let G be a compact group, let K= (E,R,Z)≤K(G)tab be coherent and let C ∈Mackc(M,Ab)
for an arithmetic Mackey cover M of E. Suppose that C satisfies the class field axiom for all (H,U) ∈ E`b
with ` being any prime number. Then a K-prime morphism ρ :piK→ Ĥ0E(C) is already a K-class field theory.
Proof. This follows immediately from 3.5.10 and 3.4.21.
3.6. Class field theories for profinite groups
3.6.1. Suppose that G = Gal(k′|k) is the Galois group of a Galois extension and that S ≤ Grp(G)t is a G-
subgroup system. As all H ∈ Sb are closed subgroups of G, we can also interpret the groups in Sb as
extensions of k under the Galois correspondence. Hence, if C ∈ Fct(S,C ) and H ∈Sb, then we will also
write C(K) instead of C(H), where K = (k′)H is the corresponding extension of k. Similarly, we modify the
notations of the restriction, induction and conjugation morphisms. Here, one has to be careful with the di-
rections of the restriction and induction morphisms, but the reader who is familiar with the contravariance
of the Galois correspondence will not be confused by this.
3.6.2. The classical situation of class field theories is about a profinite group G, the coabelian classification
datum K = K(G)fab and K-class field theories of the form Ĥ0Sp(G)f (C) with C ∈Mack
c(Grp(G)f,Ab). As K is
coherent and as Grp(G)f is an arithmetic Mackey cover of Sp(G)f, it follows from the above sections that we
“only” have to take the following three steps to get a K-class field theory:
(i) Construct a morphism ρ :piK→ Ĥ0Sp(G)f (C).
(ii) Verify that C satisfies the class field axiom for all H ≤o G and UCo H with H/U being a cyclic group
of prime order.
(iii) Verify that ρ(H,U) is an isomorphism for all H ≤o G and UCo H with H/U being a cyclic group of prime
order.
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3.6.3. Suppose that G =Gal(k). In the context of a fixed K-class field theory ρ : piK→ Ĥ0Sp(G)f (C) as in 3.6.2
and a finite separable extension K |k the groups indCK ,LC(L) ≤ C(K) with L ∈ E f(K) are called the norm
subgroups of C(K). If N is a norm subgroup of C(K), then the unique abelian extension of K such that
indCK |LC(L)=N is called the class field of N ≤C(K).
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4. Fesenko–Neukirch class field theories
In this chapter we will discuss in detail the Fesenko–Neukirch class field theories. These are K(G)fab-class
field theories of the form Ĥ0
Sp(G)f
(C) for a profinite group G and a cohomological Mackey functor C, where
both G and C have to satisfy several conditions to make this theory work. This purely group-theoretical
and non-cohomological approach to class field theories was discovered by Jürgen Neukirch who presented
it in [Neu86] and later again in [Neu99], where in this context C was only a discrete G-module. The
fundamental principle of these class field theories is the correspondence between Frobenius automorphisms
and prime elements in local class field theory for unramified extensions: if (k,v) is a local field and L|K is
a finite unramified Galois extension of a finite separable extension K |k, then
ΥL|K : Gal(L|K) −→ K×/NL|K L×
ϕL|K 7−→ piK mod NL|K L×
is an isomorphism, where ϕL|K is the Frobenius automorphism of the extension L|K and piK is a prime
element in K× (with respect to the normalization vK of the unique extension of v to K). This isomorphism
is canonical since up to equivalence modulo the norm group NL|K L× there exists only one prime element
in K×. Moreover, the collection of these isomorphisms is compatible with the conjugation, transfer and
inclusion morphisms so that in the end we get a K(E)ab-class field theory Υ :piK(E)ab → Ĥ0E(GL1(ks)∗) for the
Gal(k)-spectrum E made up by the finite unramified extensions. The composition of the quotient morphism
K× → K×/NL|K L× with Υ−1L|K yields an epimorphism (−,L|K) : K× → Gal(L|K) which is called the norm
residue symbol of the extension L|K . By definition we have (a,L|K)=ϕvK (a)L|K for each a ∈K×.
The central question is now if and how this beautiful unramified local class field theory can be extended to
a K(G)fab-class field theory. One approach to such an extension is the group-cohomological Nakayama–Tate
duality which applied to the discrete Gal(L|K)-module K× for any finite Galois extension L|K of a finite
separable extension K |k yields a complete duality
Ĥ0(Gal(L|K),K×)× Ĥ2(Gal(L|K),Z)→ Ĥ2(Gal(L|K),K×) inv∼= 1
[L : K]
Z/Z⊆Q/Z
given by the cup product ∪(θ)(−,γ) with a fundamental class γ ∈ Ĥ2(Gal(L|K),K×), where θ : K××Z→ K×
is the action of Z on the Z-module K×. As this is a complete duality, it induces an isomorphism
K×/NL|K L× = Ĥ0(Gal(L|K),K×)∼= Ĥ2(Gal(L|K),K×)∨ ∼=H1(Gal(L|K),K×)∼=Gal(L|K)ab.
With these isomorphisms one can indeed show that Ĥ0
Sp(G)f
(GL1(ks)∗) is a K(G)fab-class field theory extend-
ing the unramified local class field theory above. However, to make the Nakayama–Tate duality work one
has to verify that the Gal(L|K)-module K× is a class module which requires the vanishing of Ĥ1(H,K×) and
requires Ĥ2(H,K×) to be cyclic of order |H| for all subgroups H ≤Gal(L|K). Such cohomological input, deal-
ing with cohomology groups Ĥi for i ∉ {−1,0,1} and in particular involving the cohomological machinery in
general, is the reason why this approach carries the attribute cohomological. As Ivan Fesenko and Sergei
Vostokov describe in [FV93], the real disadvantage of this cohomological approach is its unexplicitness and
this raises the question if there is a more straightforward way to extend the unramified local class field
theory, avoiding group cohomology. Neukirch addresses this problem in his first (cohomological treatment)
of class field theories [Neu69, page 143]:
Der Satz (4.8) [über die explizite Darstellung des Normrestsymbols für unverzweigte Erweite-
rungen eines lokalen Körpers] wirft die Frage auf, ob man nicht den cohomologischen Kalkül
und den Begriff der Klassenformationen vermeiden und auf einem viel natürlicheren Wege zum
Reziprozitätzgesetz gelangen kann, indem man nämlich das Normrestsymbol einfach explizit
durch die Formel (a,L|K) = ϕvK (a)L|K definiert und alle wesentlichen Eigenschaften in direkter
Weise verifiziert. Dies ist im unverzweigten Fall in der Tat möglich. Bei genauerer Betrach-
tung haben wir sogar nichts anderes getan, als diesen Gedanken künstlich – über die für den
vorliegenden Fall unangemessen kompliziert erscheinende Invariantenabbildung – in eine co-
homologische Form zu zwingen. Der Grund dafür liegt in dem Problem, auch die verzweigten
Erweiterungen der klassenkörpertheoretischen Behandlung zugänglich zu machen. Historisch
hat gerade an diesem Punkt die Cohomologie (über die Algebrentheorie) ihren Einzug in die
Klassenkörpertheorie gehalten. Für die verzweigten Erweiterungen nämlich läßt sich eine ex-
plizite Definition des Normrestsymbols nicht so ohne weiteres angeben, wohl aber eine Inva-
riantenabbildung, die die hier konstruierte in kanonischer Weise auf den Bereich beliebiger
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normaler Erweiterungen fortsetzt.38
It looks like Neukirch was already at that time searching for a non-cohomological approach and finally,
seventeen years after the appearance of [Neu69], he found an elementary solution. In the preface to the
presentation of his discovery in [Neu86] he reflects on this solution:
My earlier presentation of the theory [Neu69] has strengthened me in the belief that a highly
elaborate mechanism, such as, for example, cohomology, might not be adequate for a number-
theoretical law admitting a very direct formulation, and that the truth of such a law must be
susceptible to a far more immediate insight. I was determined to write the present, new account
of class field theory by the discovery that, in fact, both the local and the global reciprocity laws
may be subsumed under a purely group-theoretical principle, admitting an entirely elementary
description. This description makes possible a new foundation for the entire theory.
Neukirch observed that for any finite Galois extension L|K of a finite separable extension K |k and any
element σ ∈Gal(L|K) =Gal(K)/Gal(L) there exists a representative σ˜ ∈Gal(K), called Frobenius lift of σ,
such that the fixed field Σ = (ks)σ˜∩Lur = (Lur)σ˜ is a finite extension of K and ΣL|Σ is a finite unramified
Galois extension with σ˜|ΣL =ϕΣL|Σ, where Lur is the maximal unramified extension of L. This means that
by moving σ to the right position, it can be interpreted as the Frobenius automorphism of some finite
unramified Galois extension. If Υ : piK(G)fab
→ Ĥ0
Sp(G)f
(GL1(ks)∗) is now any morphism, then one has the
following commutative diagram:
σ˜|ΣL =ϕΣL|Σ_

Gal(ΣL|Σ) ΥΣL|Σ //
(−)|L

Σ×/NΣL|Σ(ΣL)×
NΣ|K

σ mod Coma(Gal(L|K)) Gal(L|K)ab
ΥL|K
// K×/NL|K L×
If this morphism should extend the unramified local class field theory, then the commutativity of this
diagram immediately forces
ΥL|K (σ mod Coma(Gal(L|K)))=NΣ|K (piΣ) mod NL|K L×
for a prime element piΣ ∈ Σ×. This observation implies that if there exists an extension of the unramified
local class field theory at all, its reciprocity morphism already has to be given by this equation. What is left
is to verify that this indeed defines an isomorphism which is independent of all choices. This is the only
crux in Neukirch’s approach because the verification of the multiplicativity of ΥL|K defined in this way is
rather technical and as Fesenko and Vostokov mention in [FV93]:
[...] that proof does not seem to induce a lucid understanding of what is going on.
Another disadvantage is that this approach does of course not provide information about higher cohomo-
logy groups in the first place and that the calculation of the Frobenius lifts and their fixed fields is still
not explicit. However, the striking fact is that Neukirch did not only give the local class field theory in
this way a new foundation but that he constructed a whole abstract group-theoretical framework based on
the above from which also global class field theory can be obtained. He observed that the main ingredient
of the Frobenius lifting mechanism is the maximal unramified extension kur of k and the corresponding
epimorphism
d : Gal(k)Gal(kur|k)∼=Gal(κs|κ)∼= Ẑ,
where κ is the residue field of k. With this epimorphism the ramification theory of k can be formulated
in a purely group-theoretical context. Neukirch thus considered an arbitrary profinite group G together
with an epimorphism d : G Ẑ and formulated a corresponding abstract ramification theory induced by d.
In this abstract context the whole Frobenius lifting mechanism can be shown to work. Moreover, to get a
38“The theorem (4.8) [on the explicit presentation of the norm residue symbol for unramified extensions of a local field] raises the
question if it is possible to avoid the cohomological calculus and the notion of a class formation and instead get to the reciprocity law
on a more natural way by defining the norm residue symbol explicitly as (a,L|K)=ϕvK (a)L|K and then verifying all essential properties
directly. This is indeed possible in the unramified case. On closer examination, we did nothing else than artificially squeezing this
idea – by means of the in the present case inadequately complicated appearing invariant map – into a cohomological form. The reason
lies within the problem to make also the ramified extensions accessible to the class field theoretic treatment. Historically, this was
precisely the point where the cohomology theory (via the theory of algebras) found its way into class field theory. Namely, for the
ramified extensions an explicit definition of the norm residue symbol cannot be given without further ado, however an invariant map
which canonically extends the one constructed here to arbitrary normal extensions can be given.”
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notion of prime elements, he considered a discrete G-module C equipped with an epimorphism v : CG →Z
satisfying several properties and based on v he defined a surjective morphism vH : CH →Z for every open
subgroup H of G which generalize the normalized valuations vK : K×→ Z. Finally, he demonstrated that
under certain conditions, one gets a class field theory Υ : piK(G)fab
→ Ĥ0
Sp(G)f
(C) with Υ(H,U) defined as above
using Frobenius lifts.
A striking fact, relying on the elementary nature of Neukirch’s approach and serving as both a motivation
and justification of our RIC-functorial point of view of class field theories, is that Ivan Fesenko demon-
strated in [Fes92] that Neukirch’s approach still works when C is replaced by a cohomological Mackey
functor. This generalization is not only of theoretical value because Fesenko could in this way instantiate a
class field theory for higher local fields of positive characteristic generalizing local class field theory. In this
class field theory C is given by the Milnor–Paršin K-groups which form a cohomological Mackey functor not
necessarily having Galois descent. Although around ten years earlier Kazuya Kato¯ has proven in [Kat80]
the existence of a class field theory for such fields using the non-modified Milnor K-groups, this construction
relies heavily on cohomological considerations and is hard to grasp for people not having Kato¯’s insight.
The advantage of Fesenko’s approach is that it is not only easier but that after the discussion in this and
the preceding chapter we know exactly what we have to do to get this class field theory. However, it should
be self-evident that this approach still involves a lot of work.
The description of the extension from discrete G-modules to cohomological Mackey functors was kept rather
short in [Fes92]. Therefore we will discuss this extension in full detail. Moreover, as proposed by Neukirch
in an exercise, we extend the theory to epimorphisms d : G ZP with a set of prime numbers P and a
pro-P group G. It seems that this is not discussed elsewhere in the literature.
As we will keep the abstract discussion in this chapter free from examples, the reader should already take
a look at chapter 6.1, where all abstract notions are instantiated for a local field.
4.1. Abstract ramification theory for compact groups
4.1.1. In this section we will discuss the abstract ramification theory introduced by Neukirch in [Neu86]
as an abstract model of the ramification theory of a local field. Instead of just considering an epimorphism
d : G Ẑ from a profinite group as motivated in the introduction, we will define this concept for a general
epimorphism d : G A from a compact group to a separated abelian group. The reason for this general-
ization is not only that in the abstract discussion it makes no difference but that the Fesenko–Neukirch
class field theory still works for an epimorphism d : GZP with a set of prime numbers P and moreover
Fesenko’s totally ramified p-class field theory in [Fes95] is based on an epimorphism d : G A with A
being a free pro-p group.
4.1.2 Definition. A ramification theory for a compact group G is a surjective morphism d : G  A of
topological groups, where A is an additively written separated abelian group.39
4.1.3 Assumption. For the rest of this section we fix a compact group G and a ramification theory d : G A
for G. The discussion in this section will be relative to this theory.
4.1.4 Definition. The relative inertia degree of a pair K ≤H of closed subgroups of G is defined as fH|K :=
[d(H) : d(K)]. The absolute inertia degree of a closed subgroup H of G is defined as fH := fG|H := [A : d(H)].
4.1.5 Definition. The inertia subgroup of a closed subgroup H of G is defined as IH := H ∩Ker(d) and
the maximal unramified quotient of H is defined as ΓH :=H/IH . The relative ramification degree of a pair
K ≤H of closed subgroups of G is defined as eH|K := [IH : IK ]. The absolute ramification degree of a closed
subgroup H of G is defined as eH := eG|H = [Ker(d) : IH].
4.1.6. Since A is separated and d is continuous, the kernel of d is closed in G and therefore the inertia
subgroup IH = H∩Ker(d) of a closed subgroup H of G is also closed in G. In particular, both IH and ΓH
are compact.
4.1.7 Definition. An inertially finite subgroup of G is a closed subgroup H of G such that fH < ∞. An
unramified subgroup of a closed subgroup H of G is a closed subgroup K of H such that eH|K = 1. A totally
ramified subgroup of a closed subgroup H of G is a closed subgroup K of H such that fH|K = 1.
39Note that this already implies that A is compact by A.3.2.
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4.1.8 Proposition. The following holds:
(i) If L≤K ≤H is a triple of closed subgroups of G, then
fH|L = fH|K · fK |L and eH|L = eH|K · eK |L.
(ii) If K ≤H is a pair of closed subgroups of G, then
[H : K]= eH|K · fH|K .
(iii) If H is an open subgroup of G, then eH <∞ and fH <∞.
(iv) If H is a closed subgroup of G, then a closed subgroup K of H is an unramified subgroup of H if and
only if K ≥ IH .40
(v) If H is a closed subgroup of G, then a closed subgroup K of H is a totally ramified subgroup of H if
and only if K · IH =H.
Proof.
(i) This is obvious.
(ii) Consider the following commutative diagram of abstract groups
IH // // H // // H/IH
(d|H )′
∼=
// d(H)
IK // //
OO
OO
K // //
OO
OO
K /IK
(d|K )′
∼= //
OO
OO
d(K)
OO
OO
where the vertical morphisms are the inclusions and the morphism (d|H)′ respectively (d|K )′ is induced
by d|H respectively d|K . If K is a normal subgroup of H, then this diagram induces the following exact
sequence
IH /IK −→H/K d−→ d(H)/d(K)−→ 1.
Since
IH ∩K =H∩Ker(d)∩K =Ker(d)∩K = IK ,
the map IH /IK −→H/K is injective and so we have an exact sequence
1→ IH /IK −→H/K −→ d(H)/d(K)−→ 1.
This sequence yields the relation
[H : K]= [IH : IK ] · [d(H) : d(K)]= eH|K · fH|K .
This proves the assertion in the case where K is a normal subgroup of H. Now, let K be an arbitrary closed
subgroup of H. Let N = NCH(K) be the normal core of K in H (confer C.4.1). Then NCH and N ≤ K .
Moreover, since N =⋂h∈H Kh and since K is closed in H, it follows that N is closed in H. Hence, we can
apply the above to the pair N ≤H and get
[H : N]= eH|N · fH|N .
As H ≤c G, NCc H and N ≤ K , we also have NCc K . Thus, we can also apply the above to the pair N ≤ K
and get
[K : N]= eK |N · fK |N .
These two relations yield
[H : K]= [H : N]
[K : N]
= eH|N · fH|N
eK |N · fK |N
= eH|N
eK |N
· fH|N
fK |N
= eH|K · fH|K .
(iii) We have [G : H]<∞ since G is compact and by the above we have
eH · fH = eG|H · fG|H = [G : H]<∞.
Hence, eH <∞ and fH <∞.
40This justifies that we called the quotient ΓH =H/IH the maximal unramified quotient of H.
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(iv) For a closed subgroup K ≤H we have the following equivalences
eH|K = 1⇐⇒ [IH : IK ]= 1⇐⇒ IH = IK ⇐⇒ IH =K ∩Ker(d)⇐⇒ IH ≤K .
Hence, K is an unramified subgroup if and only if IH ≤K .
(v) If K · IH =H, then d(K)= d(K · IH)= d(H) and therefore fH|K = 1. Conversely, if fH|K = 1, then
d(K)= d(H)=⇒ d|H(K)= d|H(H)=⇒ (d|H)′(K · IH /IH)= (d|H)′(H/IH)
=⇒K · IH /IH =H/IH =⇒K · IH =H,
where (d|H)′ : H/IH → d(H) is the isomorphism induced by d|H .
4.1.9 Proposition. Let S≤Grp(G)r-f. For H ∈Sb let R(H) := IH . Then R= {R(H) | H ∈Sb} is an abelian-
ization system on S. We denote Γ :=ΓS :=piR ∈ Stabc(S,TAb).
Proof. It is evident that I gH = g(IH) and therefore 2.4.6(i) is satisfied. Let H ∈ Sb, K ∈ Sr(H) and let
T = {t1, . . . , tn} be a right transversal of K in H. Let h ∈R(H)= IH . Then there exists a permutation f ∈ Sn
such that tih= κT (tih)t f (i) for all i = 1, . . . ,n and so we have
VTK ,H(h)=
n∏
i=1
κT (tih)=
n∏
i=1
tiht−1f (i) ∈K .
Hence,
d(VTK ,H(h))= d(
n∏
i=1
tiht−1f (i))=
n∑
i=1
d(tiht−1f (i))=
n∑
i=1
d(ti)+
n∑
i=1
d(h)−
n∑
i=1
d(t f (i))=
n∑
i=1
d(h)= 0
and this shows that VTK ,H(h) ∈K ∩Ker(d)= IK =R(K). Consequently, VTK ,H(IH)⊆ IK and therefore 2.4.6(ii)
is satisfied. Finally, if H ∈Sb and K ∈Si(H), then
IK =K ∩Ker(d)⊆H∩Ker(d)= IH
and therefore 2.4.6(iii) is satisfied.
4.1.10 Definition. An inertially finite G-subgroup system is a G-subgroup system S≤Grp(G)r-f such that
fH <∞ for each H ∈Sb.
4.1.11 Proposition. The following holds:
(i) Let Sb be the set of all inertially finite subgroups of G. For H ∈Sb let Si(H)=Sb(H) and let Sr(H)
be the set of all open subgroups of H. Then S is the maximal inertially finite G-subgroup system for
G. It is denoted by Grp(G)in-f.
(ii) Every G-subgroup system S≤Grp(G)f is inertially finite.
(iii) If S≤Grp(G)in-f, then eH|K <∞ for each H ∈Sb and K ∈Sr(H), and fH|K <∞ for each H ∈Sb and
K ∈Si(H).
Proof. This is easy to verify.
4.1.12 Definition. Let S ≤ Grp(G)in-f and let Ω be an additively written abelian topological group. The
following data define a RIC-functor Ωd =ΩSd ∈ Stabc(S,TAb):
• Ωd(H) := A for each H ∈Sb.
• conΩdg,H := idA for each H ∈Sb and g ∈G.
• resΩdK ,H is multiplication by eH|K on A for each H ∈Sb and K ∈Sr(H).
• indΩdH,K is multiplication by fH|K on A for each H ∈Sb and K ∈Si(H).
Proof. The assumption thatS is inertially finite ensures that both the restriction and induction morphisms
are well-defined. The rest is easy to verify.
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4.2. Abstract valuation theory for compact groups
4.2.1. In this section we will discuss the abstract valuation theory introduced by Neukirch in [Neu86] as
an abstract model of the unique normalized valuation on the finite separable extensions of a local field.
The notion of a valuation on a RIC-functor C :S→TAb is relative to a ramification theory d : G A and
we will first discuss valuations whose value group Ω is not necessarily equal to A. Later in the Fesenko–
Neukirch class field theory these two groups will be equal. To define the notion of prime elements in C, we
additionally have to choose an element ω ∈Ω. In the Fesenko–Neukirch class field theory this element has
to be a topological generator of Ω.
4.2.2 Assumption. Throughout this section G is a compact group, d : G A is a ramification theory, Ω is
an additively written abelian topological group and ω is a fixed element of Ω. Moreover, S is an inertially
finite G-subgroup system.
4.2.3 Definition. A d-compatible Ω-valued valuation with generator ω on a RIC-functor C ∈Fct(S,Ab) is a
morphism v : C→ΩSd in Fct(S,Ab) such that ω ∈ Im(vH) for each H ∈Sb. The set of all such morphisms is
denoted by ValΩ,ωd (C).
4.2.4. If Ω′ is a subgroup of Ω containing ω, then composition with the morphism Ω′d →Ωd given by the
canonical inclusions induces an injective map ValΩ
′,ω
d (C)Val
Ω,ω
d (C). We will make use of this map with-
out explicitly mentioning this. We will mainly be interested in valuations ValZ,1d (C)⊆Val
Ẑ,1
d (C).
4.2.5 Definition. Let C ∈ Fct(S,Ab), let v ∈ ValΩ,ωd (C) and let H ∈ Sb. An element pi ∈ C(H) is called a
prime element (or uniformizer) with respect to v if vH(pi)=ω.
4.2.6. Note that since ω ∈ Im(vH) by definition, there exists at least one prime element in C(H) for each
H ∈Sb.
4.2.7 Proposition. Let C ∈ Fct(S,Ab), let v ∈ ValΩ,ωd (C), let H ∈ Sb and let U ∈ Si(H). If indKer(v)H,U :
Ker(vU ) → Ker(vH) is surjective, then all prime elements in C(H) are equivalent modulo indCH,U C(U).
Hence, up to equivalence modulo indCH,U C(U) there exists a unique prime element in C(H).
Proof. Let piH ,pi′H ∈ C(H) be two prime elements. Then vH(piH) = ω = vH(pi′H), that is, vH(pi′Hpi−1H ) = 0 and
therefore pi′Hpi
−1
H ∈Ker(vH). Hence, there exists ε ∈Ker(vH) such that pi′H = εpiH . Since indKer(v)H,U is surjective
by assumption, there exists ζ ∈Ker(vU ) with indCH,U (ζ)= ε and consequently
pi′H = εpiH = indCH,U (ζ)piH ≡piH mod indCH,U C(U).
4.2.8. The following proposition gives a method for how to construct a valuation from a morphism v : C(G)→
Ω, assuming that G ∈Sb. The idea behind this is the way in which the normalized valuation vK : K×→Z
of a finite extension K |k of a local field (k,v) is obtained from v : k×→Z.
4.2.9 Proposition. Suppose that Ω has trivial Z-torsion. Moreover, suppose that G ∈Sb and Si(G)=Sb.
Let C ∈ Stabc(S,Ab). Let v : C(G)→Ω be a morphism such that
v(indCG,HC(H))= fHΩ
for each H ∈Sb.41 For H ∈Sb define
vH := 1fH
v◦ indCG,H : C(H)→Ω.
Then v= {vH |H ∈Sb} ∈ValΩ,ωd (C).
Proof. First, we have to verify that v : C →ΩSd is a morphism. Since Ω has trivial Z-torsion, the multipli-
cation map 1/ fH : fHΩ→Ω is defined for each H ∈Sb (confer A.5.2). If H ∈Sb and g ∈G, then using the
equivariance of the induction morphisms we get
vgH ◦conCg,H =
1
f gH
v◦ indG,gH ◦conCg,H =
1
fH
v◦conCg,G ◦ indCG,H =
1
fH
v◦ indCG,H = vH = conΩdg,H ◦vH .
41Note that Sb =Si(G) and therefore indCG,H is defined.
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If H ∈Sb and K ∈Sr(H), then using the transitivity of the induction morphisms and the fact that C is
cohomological we get
vK ◦resCK ,H =
1
fK
v◦ indCG,K ◦resCK ,H =
1
fK
v◦ indCG,H ◦ indCH,K ◦resCK ,H =
[H : K]
fK
v◦ indCG,H
= eH|K fH|K
fG|K
v◦ indCG,H =
eH|K
fG|H
v◦ indCG,H = eH|K vH = resΩdK ,H ◦vH .
Finally, if H ∈Sb and K ∈Si(H), then
vH ◦ indCH,K =
1
fH
v◦ indCG,H ◦ indCH,K =
1
fG|H
v◦ indCG,K =
fH|K
fG|K
v◦ indCG,K = fH|K vK = indΩdH,K ◦vK .
4.3. Class field theories for unramified extensions
4.3.1. In this section we will generalize the class field theory for unramified extensions of a local field
described in the introduction to our abstract setting. To get a notion of Frobenius elements, we now have
to consider a ramification theory d : GΩ with a Z-torsion-free procyclic group Ω and a fixed topological
generator ω of Ω. It follows from B.5.11 that already Ω ∼= ZP =∏p∈P Zp for a set of prime numbers p. As
the fundamental principle of this class field theory is the correspondence between Frobenius elements and
prime elements, we then have to consider valuations v ∈ValΩ,ωd (C). The main example for these choices is
Ω= Ẑ, ω= 1 and v ∈ValZ,1d (C)⊆Val
Ẑ,1
d (C).
4.3.2 Assumption. Throughout this section we fix a compact group G and a ramification theory d : GΩ,
where Ω is an additively written Z-torsion-free procyclic group with a fixed topological generator ω.
4.3.3 Proposition. Let H be an inertially finite subgroup of G. The following holds:
(i) dH := 1fH d|H : H→Ω is surjective.
(ii) dH induces an isomorphism of compact groups d′H : H/IH →Ω.
(iii) If K ≤H is a pair of inertially finite subgroups of G, then the diagram
H
dH // Ω
K
OO
OO
dK
// Ω
fH|K
OO
commutes, where the right vertical morphism denotes multiplication by fH|K
Proof.
(i) Since [Ω : d(H)]= fH , it follows from B.5.10 that d(H)= fHΩ. The assertion now follows.
(ii) Let x ∈G. Since fHΩ→ A, x 7→ 1fH x is an isomorphism, we have x ∈Ker(dH) if and only if x ∈Ker(d|H)=
H∩Ker(d) = IH and therefore Ker(dH) = IH . Hence, dH induces an isomorphism d′H : H/IH →Ω by the
closed map lemma.
(iii) By 4.1.8 we have fG|K = fG|H · fH|K . Since K is an inertially finite subgroup of G, the inertia degree
fG|K is finite and so are fG|H and fH|K . Hence, for x ∈K we have
fH|K dK (x)= fH|K · 1fK
d|K (x)=
fH|K
fG|K
d(x)= 1
fG|H
d(x)= 1
fH
d(x)= dH(x).
4.3.4 Proposition. LetS≤Grp(G)in-f. Then the family {d′H |H ∈Sb} defines an isomorphism d′ :ΓS→ΩSd
in Fct(S,TAb).
Proof. For each H ∈Sb the map d′H :Γ(H)=H/IH →Ω=Ωd(H) is an isomorphism of topological groups by
4.3.3 and therefore it remains to show that d′ is a morphism of functors. Let H ∈Sb and g ∈G. Then for
h ∈H we have
d′gH ◦conΓg,H(h mod IH)= d′gH(ghg−1 mod I gH)=
1
f gH
d(ghg−1)
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= 1
fH
d(h)= dH(h)= d′H(h mod IH)= conΩdg,H ◦d′H(h mod IH)
and this shows that d′ commutes with the conjugation morphisms. Let H ∈Sb and K ∈Sr(H). Let T =
{t1, . . . , tn} be a right transversal of K in H and let h ∈H. Then there exists a permutation f ∈Sn such that
tih= κT (tih)t f (i) for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. Hence,
d′K ◦resΓK ,H(h mod IH)= d′K ◦VerIK ,IHK ,H (h mod IH)= d′K (
n∏
i=1
κT (tih) mod IK )
= 1
fK
d(
n∏
i=1
κT (tih))= 1fK
d(
n∏
i=1
tiht−1f (i))=
1
fK
n∑
i=1
d(h)= [H : K]
fG|K
d(h)
= eH|K fH|K
fG|H fH|K
d(h)= eH|K
fG|H
d(h)= eH|K d′H(h mod IH)= resΩdK ,H ◦d′H(h mod IH)
and this shows that d′ commutes with the restriction morphisms. Finally, let H ∈Sb and K ∈Si(H). If
x ∈K , then it follows from 4.3.3(iii) that
d′H ◦ indΓH,K (x mod IK )= d′H(x mod IH)= dH(k)
= fH|K dK (x)= fH|K d′K (x mod IK )= indΩdH,K ◦d′K (x mod IK )
and this shows that d′ commutes with the induction morphisms.
4.3.5 Definition. Let H be an inertially finite subgroup of G and let K be an unramified subgroup of H.
The relative Frobenius element of the pair K ≤H is defined as the element
ϕH|K := qH|K ◦ (d′H)−1(ω) ∈H/K ,
where qH|K : H/IH → H/K is induced by the quotient morphism H → H/K .42 The absolute Frobenius ele-
ment of H is defined as the element
ϕH :=ϕH|IH = (d′H)−1(ω) ∈H/IH .
4.3.6 Proposition. Let H be an inertially finite subgroup of G and let K be an unramified normal subgroup
of H. The following holds:
(i) ϕH|K is a topological generator of H/K . In particular, ϕH is a topological generator of ΓH .
(ii) If K is open in H, then H/K is a finite cyclic group which is abstractly generated by ϕH|K .
Proof.
(i) Since d′H : H/IH → Ω is an isomorphism and since ω topologically generates Ω, it follows that ϕH =
(d′H)
−1(ω) topologically generates ΓH = H/IH . As qH|K is a morphism of compact groups, it is closed and
therefore ϕH|K = qH|K (ϕH) topologically generates H/K .
(ii) This is obvious as H/K is discrete in this case.
4.3.7 Definition. For a closed subgroup H of G the set of all unramified open normal subgroups of H is
denoted by E ur(H).
4.3.8 Proposition. For a closed subgroup H of G the set E ur(H) is a filter on (E t(H),⊆). In particular,
E ur(H) is a lattice.
Proof. This is easy to verify.
4.3.9. It is obvious that the family E ur = {E ur(H) | H ∈Grp(G)in-fb } is an extension of Grp(G)in-f. We define
Sp(G)ur := Sp(Grp(G)in-f,E ur) ≤ Sp(G)r-f and K(G)urab := K(Sp(G)ur)ab. We define additionally Sp(G)ur,f :=
Sp(Grp(G)f,E ur)≤Sp(G)ur and K(G)ur,fab :=K(Sp(G)ur,f)ab ≤K(G)urab.
4.3.10 Assumption. For the rest of this section we fix a G-spectrum E≤Sp(G)ur and set K :=K(E)ab.
4.3.11 Proposition. The following holds:
(i) If (H,U) ∈Eb and g ∈G, then conpiKg,(H,U)(ϕH|U )=ϕgH,gU .
(ii) If (H,U) ∈Eb and (K ,U) ∈Er(H,U), then respiK(K ,U),(H,U)(ϕH|U )=ϕ
eH|K
K |U .
42Note that IH ≤K since K is an unramified subgroup of H.
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(iii) If (H,U) ∈Eb and (K ,V ) ∈Ei(H,U), then indpiK(H,U),(K ,V )(ϕK |V )=ϕ
fH|K
H|U .
Proof. This is straightforward using the isomorphism d′ :ΓE
[ →ΩE[d .
4.3.12 Definition. An unramified Fesenko–Neukirch datum on E is a pair (C,v) consisting of a Mackey
functor C ∈Mack(M,Ab) defined on an inertially finite Mackey cover M of E and a valuation v ∈ValΩ,ωd (C)
satisfying the following conditions for each (H,U) ∈Eb:
(i) The quotient Im(vH)/[H : U]Im(vU ) is of order [H : U] and is abstractly generated by the image of ω.43
(ii) The morphism indKer(v)H,U : Ker(vU )→Ker(vH) is surjective.
(iii) |Ĥ0(C)(H,U)| ≤ [H : U].
The set of all such pairs (C,v) is denoted by urFNDωd (E).
4.3.13 Convention. In the following we will define a morphism Υ depending on the choice of (C,v) ∈
urFNDωd (E) (and of course also on d and E). To simplify notations we will not include a reference to this
choice.
4.3.14 Theorem. Let (C,v) ∈ urFNDωd (E). For each H ∈E[b let piH ∈C(H) be a prime element (with respect
to v). Then for (H,U) ∈Eb the assignment
Υ(H,U) :piK(H,U)=H/U −→ C(H)/indCH,U C(U)= Ĥ0(C)(H,U)
ϕkH|U 7−→ pikH mod indCH,U C(U)
is an Ab-morphism which is independent of the choice of the prime element. The family Υ = {Υ(H,U) |
(H,U) ∈Eb} defines a canonical isomorphism
Υ :piK
∼=−→ Ĥ0E(C)
in Fct(E,Ab). This isomorphism is called the Fesenko–Neukirch reciprocity morphism for (C,v) on E.
Proof. Let (H,U) ∈ Eb. Then the relative Frobenius element ϕH|U abstractly generates H/U by 4.3.6. As
C(H)[H:U] ⊆ indCH,U C(U) by 4.3.12(iii), it follows that Υ(H,U) is a well-defined Ab-morphism. An application
of 4.2.7 shows that Υ(H,U) is independent of the choice of the prime element. Now we prove that ΥH|U is an
isomorphism. Let n := [H : U]= eH|U fH|U = fH|U . Then
nIm(vU )= [H : U]Im(vU )= fH|UIm(vU ).
Since vH ◦ indCH,U = ind
Ωd
H,U ◦ vU = fH|U ◦ vU = nvU , it follows that vH(Im(indCH,U )) ⊆ nIm(vU ). Hence, vH
induces a morphism v′H : C(H)/ind
C
H,U C(U)→ Im(vH)/nIm(vU ). This morphism is obviously surjective and
to prove that it is also injective, let x ∈ C(H) such that v′H(x mod indCH,U C(U)) = 0. This implies vH(x) ∈
nIm(vU ) and so there exists y ∈ C(U) such that vH(x) = nvU (y). Using the fact that v is a morphism we
conclude that
vH(x)= fH|U vU (y)= indΩdH,U ◦vU (y)= vH ◦ indCH,U (y)
and accordingly there exists ε ∈ Ker(vH) such that x = ε · indCH,U (y). Since indKer(v)H,U is surjective, there
exists ζ ∈ Ker(vU ) such that ε = indCH,U (ζ). Hence, x = indCH,U (ζ) · indCH,U (y) = indCH,U (ζy) and therefore
x≡ 1 mod indCH,U C(U).
This shows that v′H is an isomorphism. According to 4.3.12(i) the quotient Im(vH)/nIm(vU ) is of order n
and is abstractly generated by ω mod nIm(vU ). Since vH(piH)=ω, we have
v′H(piH mod ind
C
H,U )=ω mod nIm(vU )
and so it follows that C(H)/indCH,U C(U) is also of order n and is generated by piH mod ind
C
H,U C(U). Finally,
as H/U is of order n and as this quotient is generated by ϕH|U and moreover
Υ(H,U)(ϕH|U )=piH mod indCH,U C(U),
we conclude that Υ(H,U) is an isomorphism. The compatibility relations of Υ are straightforward using
4.3.11.
43Note that [H : U] < ∞ since U is open in H. Moreover, note that since v is a morphism and U ∈ Ext(E,H) ⊆Mi(H), we have
vH ◦ indCH,U = ind
Ωd
H,U ◦ vU = fH|U ◦ vU and therefore Im(vH ) ⊇ fH|U Im(vU ) = eH|U fH|U Im(vU ) = [H : U]Im(vU ). Also note that
ω ∈ Im(vH ).
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4.3.15 Corollary. Suppose that K is L-coherent and let (C,v) ∈ urFNDωd (E). Then Υ : piK → Ĥ0E(C) is a
K-class field theory. This holds in particular for both K=K(G)urab and K=K(G)ur-fab .
Proof. This is an application of 3.4.15.
4.4. Class field theories for all coabelian extensions
4.4.1. As described in the introduction, it is the main task to extend the Fesenko–Neukirch reciprocity
morphism Υ on Sp(G)ur,f to Sp(G)f so that we get a K(G)fab-class field theory. The Fesenko–Neukirch class
field theory, which we will discuss in this section in full detail and in its most general form, gives a (and if
the spectrum has enough groups, like Sp(G)f, the unique) solution to this problem using the machinery of
Frobenius lifts. To make this work, we have to restrict to ramification theories d : GZP with P a set of
prime numbers and G a pro-P group. Neukirch originally just considered ramification theories d : G Ẑ
but proposed this extension in an exercise in [Neu99]. The theory obtained for P being a proper subset
of the set of prime numbers is significantly different from the Ẑ-theory. Although these theories also are
extensions of the class field theory for unramified extensions, the Frobenius lifts can in general not be
considered as the absolute Frobenius elements of some extension so that these theories cannot be properly
motivated in this way. As far as the author understands this theory, the primary motivation for the ZP -
theory is merely the fact that the proofs for the Ẑ-theory can be modified to also work in the ZP -situation.
All this seems to be not discussed in the existing literature.
4.4.2 Assumption. Throughout this section we fix a set of prime numbers P, a pro-P group G and a
ramification theory d : G  Ω, where Ω is isomorphic to ZP := ∏p∈P Zp. Moreover, we fix a topological
generator ω of Ω. We set Ω+ := {nω | n ∈N>0} and for x ∈Ω+ we denote the unique n ∈N>0 with x = nω by
mult(x). Moreover for an inertially finite subgroup H of G and h ∈H with dH(h) ∈Ω+, we set P(dH(h)) :=
P(mult(dH(h))) and P ′(dH(h)) := P ′(mult(dH(h))).44
4.4.3. The following definition of Frobenius groups axiomatizes the fixed field of a Frobenius lift as moti-
vated in the introduction to this chapter. We will see that these groups are already uniquely determined.
4.4.4 Definition. Let H be an inertially finite subgroup of H, let U be an open subgroup of H and let
h ∈H. A Frobenius group for h relative to U is an open subgroup Σ= Σh,H|U of H satisfying the following
conditions:
(i) h ∈Σ.
(ii) dH(h) ∈Ω+ and fH|Σ = P(dH(h)).
(iii) IΣ = IU .
4.4.5 Theorem. Let H be an inertially finite subgroup of G, let U be an open subgroup of H and let h ∈H
with dH(h) ∈Ω+. Then there exists a unique Frobenius group Σh,H|U for h relative to U which is explicitly
given by Σh,H|U = 〈h〉c · IU .
Proof. Let Σ=Σh,H|U . We first verify that Σ is a Frobenius group relative to U . The group Σ is closed as a
product of closed subgroups of a compact group. Let n=mult(dH(h)). According to B.5.13 we have
fH|Σ = [d(H) : d(Σ)]= [d(H) : d(〈h〉c · IU )]= [d(H) : d(〈h〉)c]
= [ fH dH(H) : fH dH(〈h〉c)]= [ fHΩ : fH〈dH(h)〉c]
= [ fHΩ : fH〈nω〉c]= [ fHΩ : fH nΩ]
= [Ω : nΩ]= P(n)= P(dH(h)).
Since Σ ≤ H, we have IΣ ≤ IH . Moreover, as IU ≤ Σ, we have IU = IU ∩Ker(d) ≤ Σ∩Ker(d) = IΣ. Hence,
IU ≤ IΣ ≤ IH . As U is an open subgroup of H, we have eH|U · fH|U = [H : U] < ∞ and so in particular
eH|U <∞. The combination of the above observations yields
eH|Σ = [IH : IΣ]≤ [IH : IU ]= eH|U <∞.
Now, we get
[H :Σ]= eH|Σ · fH|Σ ≤ eH|U ·mult(dH(h))<∞
and so Σ is a closed subgroup of H of finite index, that is, Σ is open in H.
Now, we verify that IU = IΣ. The group Σ is an open subgroup of the pro-P group H and is therefore also
a pro-P group. Moreover, as IU is a closed subgroup of H and IU ≤ Σ, we conclude that IU is a closed
44P(n) respectively P ′(n) denote the P-part respectively the P ′-part of n. Confer B.5.12.
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subgroup of Σ and so the quotient Γ := Σ/IU is a pro-P group. Let q : Σ→ Σ/IU be the quotient morphism.
By the closed map lemma q is a closed map and so we get
Γ= q(Σ)= q(〈h〉c · IU )= q(〈h〉c)= 〈q(h)〉c.
In particular, Γ is a profinite group which is topologically generated by one element and so it follows from
B.5.6 that Γ is procyclic.
As IU ≤ IΣ, the quotient morphism Σ→Σ/IΣ induces a morphism q′ :Γ=Σ/IU →Σ/IΣ. Let ψ := d′Σ ◦ q′ :Γ→
Ω. Since q′ is surjective and d′Σ is an isomorphism, the morphism ψ is surjective. For n ∈N>0 let ψn be the
morphism determined by the diagram
Γ
ψ // //
qn

Ω

Γ/Γn
ψn
// Ω/ψ(Γn)
where the vertical morphisms are the quotient morphisms. Let ∆(Ω) be the set of supernatural divisors of
#Ω. Then according to B.5.10 the open subgroups of Ω are precisely the groups nΩ for n ∈∆(Ω)∩N. Hence,
as Ω is profinite and as ψ(Γn) = nψ(Γ) = nΩ, the set U := {ψ(Γn) | n ∈ ∆(Ω)∩N} is a neighborhood basis of
0 ∈Ω. By B.2.3 this implies that Ω ∼= lim Ω/U and that ψ is the unique morphism induced by the family
{ψn ◦ qn | n ∈N>0}. As ψ is surjective, each ψn is also surjective. Moreover, it follows from B.5.10 that
[Γ :Γn]≤ n= [Ω : nΩ]= [Ω :ψ(Γn)]
for each n ∈∆(Ω)∩N. Hence, the surjectivity of ψn implies the injectivity of ψn. Now, let ∆(Γ) be the set of
supernatural divisors of #Γ. As Γ is a pro-P group and as Ω∼=ZP , we have ∆(Γ)⊆∆(Ω) and so, according to
B.5.10, the groups Γn for n ∈∆(Ω)∩N run through all open subgroups of Γ. In particular, as Γ is separated,
we get
Ker(ψ)⊆ ⋂
n∈∆(Ω)∩N
Ker(ψn ◦ qn)=
⋂
n∈∆(Ω)∩N
Ker(qn)=
⋂
n∈∆(Ω)∩N
Γn = 1.
This shows that ψ = d′Σ ◦ q′ is an isomorphism and as d′Σ is an isomorphism, we conclude that q′ is an
isomorphism implying that IU = IΣ.
Hence, Σ is a Frobenius group for h relative to U .
It remains to show that Σ is unique, so let Σ′ be another Frobenius group for h relative to U . Since h ∈Σ′
and IU = IΣ′ ≤ Σ′, it follows that Σ ≤ Σ′. As IΣ = IU = IΣ′ , we have eH|Σ = eH|U = eH|Σ′ . If we assume that
Σ<Σ′, then
eH|U · fH|Σ = eH|Σ · fH|Σ = [H :Σ]> [H :Σ′]= eH|Σ′ · fH|Σ′ = eH|U · fH|Σ′
and consequently
P(dH(h))= fH|Σ > fH|Σ′
but this is a contradiction to 4.4.4(ii). Hence, Σ=Σ′.
4.4.6 Theorem. Let H be an inertially finite subgroup of G. The following holds:
(i) The set FrobH := {h ∈H | dH(h) ∈Ω+}= d−1H (Ω+) is a dense sub-semigroup of H.
(ii) Let U be an open subgroup of H and let q : H→H/U be the quotient morphism. Then the semigroup
morphism q|FrobH : FrobH →H/U is surjective. For h ∈H/U the elements in q−1(h)∩FrobH are called
the Frobenius lifts of h.
Proof.
(i)45 Let h1,h2 ∈FrobH . Then d(hi)= niω for some ni ∈N>0 and
d(h1h2)= d(h1)+d(h2)= n1ω+n2ω= (n1+n2)ω ∈Ω+.
Hence, h1h2 ∈FrobH and therefore FrobH is a sub-semigroup of H.
As Ω is profinite, the set U of all open normal subgroups of Ω is a neighborhood basis of 0 ∈Ω. Let U ∈U .
Since dH is a strict surjective morphism, it is an open map. Hence, dH(U) is an open subgroup of Ω and as
〈ω〉 is dense in Ω, we conclude that dH(U)∩〈ω〉 6= ;. If dH(U)∩〈ω〉 = {0}, then the image of ω in Ω/dH(U)
would have infinite order which is a contradiction since dH(U) is an open subgroup of Ω and is therefore of
finite index. Thus, dH(U)∩Ω+ 6= ; and this shows that U ∩FrobH 6= ;.
45The proof given here is partially based on the proof of [Neu94, proposition 1.2].
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Now, let h ∈H. As hU is open in H, it follows that dH(hU) is open in Ω and so dH(hU)∩〈ω〉 6= ;. Let m ∈Z
such that mω ∈ dH(hU) and let u′ ∈U such that dH(hu′)=mω. Since dH(U)∩Ω+ 6= ;, there exists n ∈N>0
and u ∈U such that dH(u)= nω. Let k ∈N such that m+kn> 0. Then
Ω+ 3 (m+kn)ω=mω+knω= dH(hu′)+dH(uk)= dH(hu′uk) ∈ dH(hU).
Hence, dH(hU)∩Ω+ 6= ; and so hU ∩FrobH 6= ;. As hU is a filter basis of the neighborhood filter of h,
we have proven that the intersection of FrobH with any non-empty open subset of H is non-empty, that is,
FrobH is dense in H.
(ii) Since U is open in H, the quotient H/U is discrete. Hence, if h ∈H/U , then {h} is open in H/U and as q
is continuous, it follows that q−1(h) is open in H. As FrobH is dense in H, there exists h ∈FrobH ∩ q−1(h).
In particular, h ∈FrobH and q(h)= h. This shows that q|FrobH is surjective.
4.4.7 Assumption. For the rest of this section we fix a G-spectrum E and set K :=K(E)ab.
4.4.8 Definition. We define the underlying unramified G-spectrum of E as Eur :=E∩Sp(G)ur.
4.4.9 Definition. A Fesenko–Neukirch datum on E is a pair (C,v) consisting of a cohomological Mackey
functor C ∈Mackc(M,Ab) defined on an arithmetic and inertially finite Mackey cover M of E and a valua-
tion v ∈ValΩ,ωd (C) satisfying the following conditions:
(i) (C,v) ∈ urFNDωd (Eur).
(ii) For each open subgroup U of a group H ∈E[b and each V ∈ E ur(U) the sequence
1 // Ker(vU )
resCV ,U // Ker(vV )
conC
ϕU |V −1,V // Ker(vV )
indCU ,V // Ker(vU ) // 1
is exact.46
The set of all such pairs (C,v) is denoted by FNDωd (E).
4.4.10. In practice it will be easier to have conditions only on C which imply that (C,v) ∈FNDωd (E) because
then we do not have to additionally understand Ker(v). The following proposition provides such conditions.
4.4.11 Proposition. Let C ∈Mackc(M,Ab) be defined on an arithmetic and inertially finite Mackey cover
M of E and let v ∈Val〈ω〉,ωd (C)⊆Val
Ω,ω
d (C). Suppose the following conditions hold:
(i) |Ĥ0(C)(H,U)| = [H : U] for each (H,U) ∈Eurb .
(ii) For each open subgroup U of a group H ∈E[b and each V ∈ E ur(U) the sequence
1 // C(U)
resCV ,U // C(V )
conC
ϕU |V −1,V // C(V )
indCU ,V // C(U)
is exact.
Then (C,v) ∈FNDωd (E).
Proof. It is easy to see that (C,v) ∈ urFNDωd (Eur). Let H ∈E[b, U ≤o H and V ∈ E ur(U). Let y ∈Ker(vV ) with
conC
ϕU |V−1,V (y)= 1. Then by assumption there exists x ∈C(V ) with res
C
V ,U (x)= y. Since
0= vU (y)= vU ◦resCV ,U (x)= eU |V ·vV (x)= vV (x),
we have x ∈Ker(vV ) and this shows the exactness at the first Ker(vV ). Now, let y ∈Ker(vV ) with indCU ,V (y)=
1. By assumption there exists x ∈C(V ) with conC
ϕU |V−1,V (x)= y.
If pi ∈ C(U) is a prime element, then resCV ,U (pi) ∈ C(V ) is also a prime element as eU |V = 1. Hence, we can
write vV (x)= kω= kvV (resCV ,U (pi))= vV (resCV ,U (pik)) for some k ∈Z and so there exists ε ∈Ker(vV ) such that
x= ε ·resCV ,U (pik). Since
conCϕU |V−1,V (x)= con
C
ϕU |V−1,V (ε) ·con
C
ϕU |V−1,V (res
C
V ,U (pi
k))= conCϕU |V−1,V (ε),
we have proven the exactness at the second Ker(vV ). It remains to show that indCU ,V : Ker(vV )→Ker(vU )
is surjective, so let y ∈ Ker(vU ). Let n := [U : V ] and let v′U : C(U)/indCU ,V C(V ) → Im(vU )/nIm(vV ) be
46Note that this sequence is well-defined as C is defined on an arithmetic cover of E. Moreover, it is easy to see that this sequence
is a complex.
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the morphism induced by vU as in the proof of 4.3.14. This morphism is obviously surjective and as
|Ĥ0(C)(U ,V )| = n by assumption, we conclude that v′U is an isomorphism. Hence, as vU (y)= 0, there exists
x ∈C(V ) with y= indCU ,V (x) and as
0= vU (y)= vU ◦ indCU ,V (x)= fU |V vV (x),
we also have x ∈Ker(vV ). This shows that 4.4.9(ii) holds.
4.4.12. We note that condition 4.4.11(ii) is precisely the condition that C has (U ,V )-Galois descent and
satisfies Hilbert 90 for (U ,V ).
4.4.13 Lemma. Let S be a G-subgroup system and let C ∈ Stab(S,TAb). The following holds:
(i) If H ∈Sb, g ∈H and U ∈Sr(H) with gU =U , then for any n ∈N>0 the relation
conCgn−1,U ◦resCU ,H = conCg−1,U
(
n−1∏
j=0
conCg j ,U ◦res
C
U ,H
)
holds in C(U).
(ii) If H ∈Sb, U ∈Si(H) and g ∈G with gH =H, then for any n ∈N>0 the relation
conCgn−1,H ◦ indCH,U = conCg−1,H
(
n−1∏
j=0
conCg j ,H ◦ ind
C
H,U
)
holds in C(H).
Proof. This is easy to verify.
4.4.14 Lemma. Let H be an inertially finite subgroup of G, let U be an open subgroup of H, let h ∈FrobH
and let Σ :=Σh,H|U . Let ϕ ∈ d−1H (ω), let W :=NCH(Σ∩U) and let W0 :=W · IH . Then {ϕ j | 0≤ j < P(dH(h))} is
a complete set of representatives of W0 /H/Σ.
Proof. Let n :=mult(dH(h)) and let k := P(dH(h))= P(n). Since ΣIH ≥ IH , we have eH|ΣIH = 1 and therefore
[H :ΣIH]= fH|ΣIH = [d(H) : d(ΣIH)]= [d(H) : d(Σ)]= fH|Σ = P(dH(h))= k.
Suppose that ϕ j ∈ΣIH for some j ∈N>0. Then
jω= dH(ϕ j) ∈ dH(ΣIH)= dH(Σ)= dH(〈h〉c · IU )= dH(〈h〉c)= 〈dH(h)〉c = 〈nω〉c
and consequently jΩ⊆ nΩ. Hence, using B.5.13 we get
[Ω : jΩ]= [Ω : nΩ] · [nΩ : jΩ]= k · [nΩ : jΩ]
and therefore k | [Ω : jΩ]. Since [Ω : jΩ] | j by B.5.9, we thus get k | j, that is, j ∈ kZ. Hence, the elements
{ϕ j | 0≤ j < k}⊆H are pairwise inequivalent modulo ΣIH and since [H :ΣIH]= k, we conclude that {ϕ j | 0≤
j < k} is a complete set of representatives of H/ΣIH . Since WCΣ, we have W0 =WIHCΣIH and therefore
an application of C.2.3 shows that {ϕ j | 0≤ j < k} is also a complete set of representatives of W0 /H/ΣIH . As
IH is normal in H, we can write ϕ jΣIH = IHϕ jΣ for all j ∈N>0 and as IH ≤W0, we get
H =
k−1∐
j=0
W0ϕ jΣIH =
k−1∐
j=0
W0IHϕ jΣ=
k−1∐
j=0
W0ϕ jΣ.
This shows that {ϕ j | 0≤ j < k} is a complete set of representatives of W0 /H/Σ.
4.4.15 Convention. In the following we will construct morphisms Υ˜, Υ′ and Υ depending on the choice of
(C,v) ∈FNDωd (E). To simplify notations we will not include a reference to this choice.
4.4.16 Theorem. Let (C,v) ∈FNDωd (E). For each (H,U) ∈Eb the assignment
Υ˜(H,U) : FrobH −→ C(H)/indCH,U C(U)
h 7−→ indCH,Σh,H|U (pih)
P ′(dH (h)) mod indCH,U C(U),
where pih ∈ C(Σh,H|U ) is a prime element, is a semigroup morphism which is independent of the choice of
the prime elements.
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Proof. Let h ∈FrobH and let Σ :=Σh,H|U . Note that as Σ is an open subgroup of H and asM is an arithmetic
cover of E, we have Σ ∈Mi(H)∩Mr(H). We will first prove that Υ˜(H,U) is independent of the choice of the
prime elements. Let pi,pi′ ∈ C(Σ) be two prime elements. Since Σ∩U ≥ (Σ∩U)∩Ker(d) = IU ∩ IΣ = IΣ, we
have eΣ,Σ∩U = 1. Hence, the morphism indCΣ,Σ∩U : Ker(vΣ∩U )→ Ker(vΣ) is surjective according to 4.4.9(ii)
and now it follows from 4.2.7 that pi and pi′ are equivalent modulo indCΣ,Σ∩U C(Σ∩U). Since indCH,Σ∩U =
indCH,U ◦ indCU ,Σ∩U , we have indCH,Σ∩U C(Σ∩U)⊆ indCH,U C(U) and therefore
indCH,Σ(pi
′pi−1) ∈ indCH,Σ(indCΣ,Σ∩U C(Σ∩U))= indCH,Σ∩U C(Σ∩U)⊆ indCH,U C(U).
This shows that indCH,Σ(pi)
P ′(dH (h)) and indCH,Σ(pi
′)P
′(dH (h)) are equivalent modulo indCH,U C(U).
Now we prove that Υ˜(H,U) is multiplicative. Let h1,h2 ∈FrobH and let h3 := h1h2. Let Σi :=Σhi ,H|U and let
pii ∈ C(Σi) be a prime element. Let mi := P ′(dH(hi)) and ki := P(dH(hi)). Then ni := miki =mult(dH(hi))
and n3 = n1+n2. We have to show that
indCH,Σ1 (pi
m1
1 ) · indCH,Σ2 (pi
m2
2 )≡ indCH,Σ3 (pi
m3
3 ) mod ind
C
H,U C(U)
what is equivalent to
indCH,Σ1 (pi
m1
1 ) · indCH,Σ2 (pi
m2
2 ) · indCH,Σ3 (pi
−m3
3 ) ∈ indCH,U C(U). (4.1)
The proof proceeds in several steps beginning with one simplification step.
Step 1. As dH : H → Ω is surjective by 4.3.3, there exists ϕ ∈ d−1H (ω) ⊆ FrobH . Let Σ := Σϕ,H|U and let
U1 be the normal core of Σ∩Σ1 ∩Σ2 ∩Σ3 ∩U in H. An application of C.4.1(iv) shows that U1 is open
in H. We have IΣ = IU = IΣi for i ∈ {1,2,3} and obviously IU ≤ U , IΣ ≤ Σ and IΣi ≤ Σi for i ∈ {1,2,3}.
Hence, IU ≤ Σ∩Σ1∩Σ2∩Σ3∩U . But as IU =U ∩Ker(d) is normal in H and as U1 is the normal core of
Σ∩Σ1∩Σ2∩Σ3∩U in H, this implies immediately that IU ≤U1 and consequently IU ≤ IU1 . On the other
hand, since U1 ≤U , we have IU1 ≤ IU . This shows that IU = IU1 and so we can write
Σi =Σhi ,H|U = 〈hi〉c · IU = 〈hi〉c · IU1 =Σhi ,H|U1 .
Hence, if we would have proven that Υ˜(H,U1) is multiplicative, then, since U1 ≤U ∈Mi(H), we would get
Υ˜(H,U1)(h1) · Υ˜(H,U1)(h2)= Υ˜(H,U1)(h3), thus
indCH,Σ1 (pi
m1
1 ) · indCH,Σ2 (pi
m2
2 )≡ indCH,Σ3 (pi
m3
3 ) mod ind
C
H,U1 C(U1)⊆ ind
C
H,U C(U)
and therefore
Υ˜(H,U)(h1) · Υ˜(H,U)(h2)= Υ˜(H,U)(h3),
so that this would prove the multiplicativity of Υ˜(H,U). Hence, it suffices to prove the multiplicativity in the
case U =U1, that is, U ≤Σ∩Σ1∩Σ2∩Σ3.
Step 2. So, assume that U =U1. The element h4 :=ϕn2 h1ϕ−n2 is obviously contained in FrobH and so we
can define Σ4 :=Σh4,H|U . Since U ≤Σ1, we have
U = ϕn2 U ≤ ϕn2Σ1 =ϕn2 (〈h1〉c · IU )ϕ−n2 = 〈ϕn2 h1ϕ−n2〉c · IU =Σ4.
Let pi4 := conCϕn2 ,Σ1 (pi1) ∈C(
ϕn2Σ1)=C(Σ4). Then
vΣ4 (pi4)= vϕn2 Σ1 ◦con
C
ϕn2 ,Σ1 (pi1)= con
Ωd
ϕn2 ,Σ1
◦vΣ1 (pi1)= vΣ1 (pi1)=ω
and therefore pi4 is a prime element in C(Σ4). Because of the relation
indCH,Σ4 (pi4)= ind
C
H,Σ4 (con
C
ϕn2 ,Σ1 (pi1))= ind
C
H,ϕn2 Σ1
◦conCϕn2 ,Σ1 (pi1)
= conCϕn2 ,H ◦ indCH,Σ1 (pi1)= ind
C
H,Σ1 (pi1)
the logical assertion in 4.1 above now becomes
indCH,Σ4 (pi
m1
4 ) · indCH,Σ2 (pi
m2
2 ) · indCH,Σ3 (pi
−m3
3 ) ∈ indCH,U C(U). (4.2)
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Step 3. Let m4 := P ′(dH(h4)) = m1, k4 := P(dH(h4)) = k1 and n4 := m4k4 = mult(dH(h4)) = n1. Let i ∈
{2,3,4}. By the choice of ϕ, we have dH(hi) = niω = nidH(ϕ) = dH(ϕni ) and so there exists an element
τi ∈ IH =Ker(dH) such that hi = τ−1i ϕni . These elements satisfy the following relation:
τ4τ2 =ϕn4 h−14 ϕn2 h−12 =ϕn1 (ϕn2 h1ϕ−n2 )−1ϕn2 h−12 =ϕn1 (ϕn2 h−11 ϕ−n2 )ϕn2 h−12
=ϕn1+n2 h−11 h−12 =ϕn3 (h2h1)−1 =ϕn3 h−13 = τ3. (4.3)
Moreover, due to the equivariance of the conjugation morphisms and the fact that hi ∈Σi, we have
conCτi ,Σi (pii)= con
C
ϕni h−1i ,Σi
(pii)= conC
ϕni ,h
−1
i Σi
◦conC
h−1i ,Σi
(pii)= conCϕni ,Σi (pii). (4.4)
Since Σi ∈Mb and since U is open in Σi, we have U ∈Mr(Σi). This allows us to define
p̂ii :=
ni−1∏
j=0
conC
ϕ j ,U ◦res
C
U ,Σi (pii) ∈C(U).
Using 4.4.13(i) we get the following relation for i ∈ {2,3,4}:
conC
ϕni−1,U ◦resCU ,Σi (pii)= con
C
ϕ−1,U
(
ni−1∏
j=0
conC
ϕ j ,U ◦res
C
U ,Σi (pii)
)
= conCϕ−1,U (p̂ii). (4.5)
Let
ε := p̂i3p̂i−12 p̂i−14 ∈C(U).
As U ∈ E ur(Σi) and as v : C→Ωd is a morphism, we get
vU (p̂ii)=
ni−1∑
j=0
vU (conCϕ j ,U ◦res
C
U ,Σi (pii))=
ni−1∑
j=0
vU (resCU ,Σi (pii))=
ni−1∑
j=0
vΣi (pii)=
ni−1∑
j=0
ω= niω.
Hence,
vU (ε)= vU (p̂i3)−vU (p̂i2)−vU (p̂i4)= n3ω−n2ω−n1ω= n3ω− (n1+n2)ω= 0
and this shows that ε ∈Ker(vU ). Now, define
ε2 := resCU ,Σ3 (pi3) ·res
C
U ,Σ2 (pi
−1
2 ) ∈Ker(vU )
ε4 := resCU ,Σ4 (pi
−1
4 ) · (resCU ,τ2Σ3 ◦con
C
τ2,Σ3 (pi3)) ∈Ker(vU ).
We have the following relation in C(U):
conCτ2−1,U (ε2) ·con
C
τ4−1(ε4)=
conC
τ2,U
(ε2)
ε2
·
conC
τ4,U
(ε4)
ε4
=
conC
τ2,U
(resCU ,Σ3 (pi3) ·resU ,Σ2 (pi
−1
2 ))
resCU ,Σ3 (pi3) ·res
C
U ,Σ2
(pi−12 )
·
conC
τ4,U
(resCU ,Σ4 (pi
−1
4 ) · (resCU ,τ2Σ3 ◦con
C
τ2,Σ3
(pi3)))
resCU ,Σ4 (pi
−1
4 ) · (resCU ,τ2Σ3 ◦con
C
τ2,Σ3
(pi3))
=
conC
τ2,U
◦resCU ,Σ3 (pi3) ·con
C
τ2,U
◦resCU ,Σ2 (pi
−1
2 )
resCU ,Σ3 (pi3) ·res
C
U ,Σ2
(pi−12 )
·
conC
τ4,U
◦resCU ,Σ4 (pi
−1
4 ) ·conCτ4,U ◦res
C
U ,τ2Σ3
◦conC
τ2,Σ3
(pi3)
resCU ,Σ4 (pi
−1
4 ) · (resCU ,τ2Σ3 ◦con
C
τ2,Σ3
(pi3))
=
(resC
U ,τ2Σ3
◦conC
τ2 ,Σ3
(pi3))·resCU ,τ2Σ2
◦conC
τ2 ,Σ2
(pi−12 )
resCU ,Σ3
(pi3)·resCU ,Σ2 (pi
−1
2 )
·
resC
U ,τ4Σ4
◦conC
τ4 ,Σ4
(pi−14 )·res
C
U ,τ4τ2Σ3
◦conC
τ4 ,
τ2Σ3
◦conC
τ2 ,Σ3
(pi3)
resCU ,Σ4
(pi−14 )·(res
C
U ,τ2Σ3
◦conC
τ2 ,Σ3
(pi3))
=
resCU ,τ2Σ2 ◦con
C
τ2,Σ2
(pi−12 )
resCU ,Σ3 (pi3) ·res
C
U ,Σ2
(pi−12 )
·
resCU ,τ4Σ4 ◦con
C
τ4,Σ4
(pi−14 ) ·resCU ,τ4τ2Σ3 ◦con
C
τ4τ2,Σ3
(pi3)
resCU ,Σ4 (pi
−1
4 )
4.3=
resCU ,τ2Σ2 ◦con
C
τ2,Σ2
(pi−12 )
resCU ,Σ3 (pi3) ·res
C
U ,Σ2
(pi−12 )
·
resCU ,τ4Σ4 ◦con
C
τ4,Σ4
(pi−14 ) ·resCU ,τ3Σ3 ◦con
C
τ3,Σ3
(pi3)
resCU ,Σ4 (pi
−1
4 )
=
resCU ,τ2Σ2 ◦con
C
τ2,Σ2
(pi−12 )
resCU ,Σ2 (pi
−1
2 )
·
resCU ,τ3Σ3 ◦con
C
τ3,Σ3
(pi3)
resCU ,Σ3 (pi3)
·
resCU ,τ4Σ4 ◦con
C
τ4,Σ4
(pi−14 )
resCU ,Σ4 (pi
−1
4 )
=
resCU ,Σ2 (pi2)
resCU ,τ2Σ2 ◦con
C
τ2,Σ2
(pi2)
·
resCU ,τ3Σ3 ◦con
C
τ3,Σ3
(pi3)
resCU ,Σ3 (pi3)
·
resCU ,Σ4 (pi4)
resCU ,τ4Σ4 ◦con
C
τ4,Σ4
(pi4)
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4.4=
resCU ,Σ2 (pi2)
resC
U ,ϕn2 Σ2
◦conC
ϕn2 ,Σ2
(pi2)
·
resC
U ,ϕ
n3 Σ3
◦conC
ϕn3 ,Σ3
(pi3)
resCU ,Σ3 (pi3)
·
resCU ,Σ4 (pi4)
resC
U ,ϕn4 Σ4
◦conC
ϕn4 ,Σ4
(pi4)
=
resCU ,Σ2 (pi2)
conC
ϕn2 ,U ◦resCU ,Σ2 (pi2)
·
conC
ϕn3 ,U ◦resCU ,Σ3 (pi3)
resCU ,Σ3 (pi3)
·
resCU ,Σ4 (pi4)
conC
ϕn4 ,U ◦resCU ,Σ4 (pi4)
= 1
conC
ϕn2−1,U ◦resCU ,Σ2 (pi2)
·conCϕn3−1,U ◦resCU ,Σ3 (pi3) ·
1
conC
ϕn4−1,U ◦resCU ,Σ4 (pi4)
4.5= 1
conC
ϕ−1,U (p̂i2)
·conCϕ−1,U (p̂i3) ·
1
conC
ϕ−1,U (p̂i4)
= conCϕ−1,U (p̂i3p̂i−12 p̂i−14 )= conCϕ−1,U (ε)
and this yields
conCτ2−1,U (ε2) ·con
C
τ4−1(ε4)= conCϕ−1,U (ε). (4.6)
Step 4. The group U0 :=U · IH is an open normal subgroup of H. Let σ ∈FrobU0 with dU0 (σ)= n := [H : U]
and let Σ0 := IU0 ·Σσ,H|U ≤o U0. As IU0 ≤Σ0, we have eU0|Σ0 = 1 and as G is a pro-P group, an application of
B.5.13 yields
[U0 :Σ0]= eU0|Σ0 · fU0|Σ0 = fU0|Σ0 = [d(U0) : d(Σ0)]= [ fU0 dU0 (U0) : fU0 dU0 (Σ0)]
= [ fU0Ω : fU0 dU0 (IU0 · 〈σ〉c · IU )]= [ fU0Ω : fU0 dU0 (〈σ〉c)]= [ fU0Ω : fU0 nΩ]
= [Ω : nΩ]= P(n)= n.
Since H∩Ker(d)= IH ≤U0 ≤H, we have H∩Ker(d)≤U0∩Ker(d)≤H∩Ker(d). Hence, IH ≤ IU0 ≤ IH and
therefore IH = IU0 . As Σ0 = IH ·Σσ,H|U ≥ IH and as H/IH = ΓH is abelian, we conclude that Σ0 is normal in
H. Moreover, as U0Co H and Σ0 ≤o U0, we have Σ0Co H.
Let W := Σ0∩UCo H. From IU ≤U and IU ≤ IH ≤ IH ·Σσ,H|U = Σ0, it follows that IU ≤U ∩Σ0 =W ≤U
and this shows that eU |W = 1. Hence, according to 4.4.9(ii), the morphism indCU ,W : Ker(vW )→ Ker(vU ) is
surjective and so there exist η,η2,η4 ∈Ker(vW ) such that
ε= indCU ,W (η), ε2 = indCU ,W (η2), ε4 = indCU ,W (η4).
Now, equation 4.6 yields
conCτ2−1,U ◦ ind
C
U ,W (η2) ·conCτ4−1,U ◦ ind
C
U ,W (η4)= conCϕ−1,U ◦ indCU ,W (η),
that is,
conC
τ2,U
◦ indCU ,W (η2)
indCU ,W (η2)
·
conC
τ4,U
◦ indCU ,W (η4)
indCU ,W (η4)
=
conC
ϕ,U ◦ indCU ,W (η)
indCU ,W (η)
.
Using the equivariance we get
indCU ,W ◦conCτ2,W (η2)
indCU ,W (η2)
·
indCU ,W ◦conCτ4,W (η4)
indCU ,W (η4)
=
indCU ,W ◦conCϕ,W (η)
indCU ,W (η)
,
that is,
indCU ,W
(
conC
τ2,W
(η2)
η2
)
· indCU ,W
(
conC
τ4,W
(η4)
η4
)
= indCU ,W
(
conC
ϕ,W (η)
η
)
and therefore
indCU ,W (con
C
ϕ−1,W (η) ·conCτ2−1,W (η2) ·con
C
τ4−1,W (η4))= 1.
It is obvious that conC
ϕ−1,W (η) · conCτ2−1,W (η2) · con
C
τ4−1,W (η4) ∈ Ker(vW ) and therefore 4.4.9(ii) implies that
there exists β ∈Ker(vW ) such that
conCϕU |W−1,W (β)= con
C
ϕ−1,W (η) ·conCτ2−1,W (η2) ·con
C
τ4−1,W (η4). (4.7)
Since τ2 ∈ IH and IH ≤Σ0, we have
indC
Σ0,W ◦conCτ2,W (η2)= con
C
τ2,Σ0
◦ indC
Σ0,W (η2)= indCΣ0,W (η2)
and similarly
indC
Σ0,W ◦conCτ4,W (η4)= ind
C
Σ0,W (η4).
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Hence, equation 4.7 yields
indC
Σ0,W ◦conCϕU |W−1,W (β)= ind
C
Σ0,W ◦conCϕ−1,W (η) · indCΣ0,W ◦conCτ2−1,W (η2) · ind
C
Σ0,W ◦conCτ4−1,W (η4)
= indC
Σ0,W ◦conCϕ−1,W (η) ·
indC
Σ0,W ◦conCτ2,W (η2)
indC
Σ0,W (η2)
·
indC
Σ0,W ◦conCτ4,W (η4)
indC
Σ0,W (η4)
= indC
Σ0,W ◦conCϕ−1,W (η)
and this implies
indC
Σ0,W ◦conCϕU |W ,W (β)
indC
Σ0,W (β)
=
indC
Σ0,W ◦conCϕ,W (η)
indC
Σ0,W (η)
. (4.8)
Since U0 ≥ IH , we have eH|U0 = 1 and therefore fH|U0 = [H : U0]. Obviously, ϕ[H:U0] ∈U0 and so we can
apply 4.3.3(iii) to get
dU0 (ϕ
[H:U0])= 1
fH|U0
dH(ϕ[H:U0])= 1[H : U0]
dH(ϕ[H:U0])=ω.
Let ψ ∈ d−1U (ω). Since U · IU0 =U · IH =U0, we have fU0|U = 1 and so a further application of 4.3.3(iii) shows
that
ω= dU (ψ)= 1fU0|U
dU0 (ψ)= dU0 (ψ).
Hence, ϕ[H:U0]ψ−1 ∈ Ker(dU0 ) = IU0 = IH ≤ Σ0 and therefore ϕ[H:U0] ≡ ψ mod Σ0. Using the fact that
ψ mod W =ϕU |W this yields
indC
Σ0,W ◦conCϕU |W ,W = ind
C
Σ0,W ◦conCψ,W = conCψ,Σ0 ◦ indΣ0,W = conCϕ[H:U0],Σ0 ◦ ind
C
Σ0,W .
In particular, equation 4.8 is now equivalent to
conC
ϕ[H:U0],Σ0
◦ indC
Σ0,W (β)
indC
Σ0,W (β)
=
indC
Σ0,W ◦conCϕ,W (η)
indC
Σ0,W (η)
=
conC
ϕ,Σ0
◦ indC
Σ0,W (η)
indC
Σ0,W (η)
and this is equivalent to
conC
ϕ[H:U0]−1,Σ0 ◦ ind
C
Σ0,W (β)= conCϕ−1,Σ0 ◦ indCΣ0,W (η). (4.9)
Step 5. Let
γ :=
[H:U0]−1∏
j=0
conC
ϕ j ,W (β) ∈Ker(vW )⊆C(W).
Then it follows from 4.4.13(ii) and equation 4.9 that
conC
ϕ−1,Σ0 ◦ indCΣ0,W (γ)= conCϕ[H:U0]−1,Σ0 ◦ ind
C
Σ0,W (β)= conCϕ−1,Σ0 ◦ indCΣ0,W (η)
As Σ0 ≥ IH , we have eH|Σ0 = 1 and therefore the sequence
Ker(vH)
resC
Σ0 ,H // Ker(vΣ0 )
conC
ϕH|Σ0−1,Σ
0
// Ker(vΣ0 )
is exact by 4.4.9(ii). Hence, there exists δ ∈Ker(vH) such that
indC
Σ0,W (η)= indCΣ0,W (γ) ·resCΣ0,H(δ). (4.10)
Since eH|U0 = 1, we have H/U0 = 〈ϕH|U0〉 and so {1,ϕ, . . . ,ϕ[H:U0]−1} is a complete set of representatives
of the right cosets U0 /H. As W CU0, an application of C.2.3 shows that this is also a complete set of
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representatives of U0 /H/W . Now we can use the Mackey formula for C to get
resCU0,H ◦ ind
C
H,W =
[H:U0]−1∏
j=0
indC
U0,H∩ϕ jW
◦resC
U0∩ϕ jW ,ϕ jW
◦conC
ϕ j ,W
=
[H:U0]−1∏
j=0
indCU0,H∩W ◦res
C
U0∩W ,W ◦con
C
ϕ j ,W
=
[H:U0]−1∏
j=0
indCU0,W ◦res
C
W ,W ◦conCϕ j ,W
=
[H:U0]−1∏
j=0
indCU0,W ◦con
C
ϕ j ,W
and this immediately implies that
indCU0,W (γ)= res
C
U0,H ◦ ind
C
H,W (β).
Using this relation and the cohomologicality of C we derive from equation 4.10 that
indCU0,U (ε)= ind
C
U0,U ◦ ind
C
U ,W (η)= indCU0,W (η)= ind
C
U0,Σ0
◦ indC
Σ0,W (η)
= indCU0,Σ0 (ind
C
Σ0,W (γ) ·resCΣ0,H(δ))= indCU0,W (γ) · ind
C
U0,Σ0
(resC
Σ0,H(δ))
= indCU0,W (γ) · ind
C
U0,Σ0
◦resC
Σ0,U0
◦resCU0,H(δ)= ind
C
U0,W (γ) ·res
C
U0,H(δ
[U0:Σ0])
= indCU0,W (γ) ·res
C
U0,H(δ
[H:U])= indCU0,W (γ) ·res
C
U0,H(ind
C
H,U ◦resCU ,H(δ))
= resCU0,H ◦ ind
C
H,W (β) ·resCU0,H(ind
C
U ,H ◦resCH,U (δ))
= resCU0,H(ind
C
H,W (β) · indCH,U ◦resCU ,H(δ))
= resCU0,H(ind
C
H,U ◦ indCU ,W (β) · indCU ,H ◦resCH,U (δ))
= resCU0,H(ind
C
H,U (ind
C
U ,W (β) ·resCU ,H(δ))). (4.11)
Step 6. As U =NCH(Σ∩U), it follows from 4.4.14 that {ϕ j | 0≤ j < ki} is a complete set of representatives
of U0 /H/Σi. An application of the Mackey formula for C now shows that
resCU0,H ◦ ind
C
H,Σi (pii)=
ki−1∏
j=0
indC
U0,U0∩ϕ jΣi
◦resC
U0∩ϕ jΣi ,ϕ jΣi
◦conC
ϕ j ,Σi
(pii).
It is obvious that U ≤U0 ∩Σi. But the converse inclusion also holds. To see this, let h ∈U0 ∩Σi. Then
h = uh′ = s for some u ∈U , h′ ∈ IH and s ∈ Σi. Hence, h′ = u−1s ∈UΣi = Σi and therefore h′ ∈ IH ∩Σi =
IΣi = IU ≤U which implies that h= uh′ ∈U . Now, we also have U0∩ϕ
j
Σi = (U0∩Σi)ϕ j =Uϕ j =U and so the
above equation becomes
resCU0,H ◦ ind
C
H,Σi (pii)=
ki−1∏
j=0
indCU0,U ◦res
C
U ,ϕ jΣi
◦conC
ϕ j ,Σi
(pii)
= indCU0,U
(
ki−1∏
j=0
resC
U ,ϕ jΣi
◦conC
ϕ j ,Σi
(pii)
)
= indCU0,U
(
ki−1∏
j=0
conC
ϕ j ,U ◦res
C
U ,Σi (pii)
)
. (4.12)
For arbitrary l ∈N we have the following relation:
resCU0,H ◦ ind
C
H,Σi (pii)= res
C
U0,H ◦ idC(H) ◦ ind
C
H,Σi (pii)= res
C
U0,H ◦con
C
ϕlki ,H
◦ indH,Σi (pii)
= conC
ϕlki ,U0
◦resCU0,H ◦ ind
C
H,Σi (pii)
= conC
ϕlki ,U0
◦ indCU0,U
(
ki−1∏
j=0
conC
ϕ j ,U ◦res
C
U ,Σi (pii)
)
= indCU0,U ◦con
C
ϕlki ,U
(
ki−1∏
j=0
conC
ϕ j ,U ◦res
C
U ,Σi (pii)
)
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= indCU0,U
(
ki−1∏
j=0
conC
ϕlki ,U
◦conC
ϕ j ,U ◦res
C
U ,Σi (pii)
)
= indCU0,U
(
ki−1∏
j=0
conC
ϕlki+ j ,U
◦resCU ,Σi (pii)
)
= indCU0,U
(
(l+1)ki−1∏
j=lki
conC
ϕ j ,U ◦res
C
U ,Σi (pii)
)
Hence, it follows from equation 4.12 that
resCU0,H ◦ ind
C
H,Σi (pi
mi
i )= indCU0,U
(
mi ki−1∏
j=0
conC
ϕ j ,U ◦res
C
U ,Σi (pii)
)
= indCU0,U
(
ni−1∏
j=0
conC
ϕ j ,U ◦res
C
U ,Σi (pii)
)
= indCU0,U (p̂ii).
Now, we have
resCU0,H(ind
C
H,Σ3 (pi
m3
3 ) · indCH,Σ2 (pi
−m2
2 ) · indCH,Σ4 (pi
−m4
4 ))
= resCU0,H ◦ ind
C
H,Σ3 (pi
m3
3 ) ·resCU0,H ◦ ind
C
H,Σ2 (pi
−m2
2 ) ·resCU0,H ◦ ind
C
H,Σ4 (pi
−m4
4 )
= indCU0,U (p̂i3) · ind
C
U0,U (p̂i
−1
2 ) · indCU0,U (p̂i
−1
4 )
= indCU0,U (p̂i3p̂i
−1
2 p̂i
−1
4 )
= indCU0,U (ε)
4.11= resCU0,H(ind
C
H,U (ind
C
U ,W (β) ·resCU ,H(δ))). (4.13)
We have
vH(resCU0,H(ind
C
H,U (ind
C
U ,W (β) ·resCU ,H(δ))))= eH|U0 · fH|U · ( fU |W vW (β)+ eH|U vH(δ))= 0
and
vH(indCH,Σ3 (pi
m3
3 ) · indCH,Σ2 (pi
−m2
2 ) · indCH,Σ4 (pi
−m4
4 ))=m3 fH|Σ3ω−m2 fH|Σ2ω−m1 fH|Σ4ω
=m3k3ω−m2k2ω−m1k1ω
= n3ω−n2ω−n1ω= 0.
Hence
resCU0,H(ind
C
H,U (ind
C
U ,W (β) ·resCU ,H(δ))) ∈Ker(vH)
and
indCH,Σ3 (pi
m3
3 ) · indCH,Σ2 (pi
−m2
2 ) · indCH,Σ4 (pi
−m1
4 ) ∈Ker(vH).
As eH|U0 = 1, the morphism resKer(v)U0,H is injective by 4.4.9(ii) and therefore equation 4.13 implies that
indCH,Σ3 (pi
m3
3 ) · indCH,Σ2 (pi
−m2
2 ) · indCH,Σ4 (pi
−m1
4 )= indCH,U (indCU ,W (β) ·resCU ,H(δ)) ∈ indCH,U C(U).
This proves the multiplicativity.
4.4.17 Proposition. Let (C,v) ∈FNDωd (E). Then for each (H,U) ∈Eb the assignment
Υ′(H,U) : H/U −→ C(H)/indCH,U C(U)
h 7−→ Υ˜(H,U)(h),
where h ∈ FrobH is a Frobenius lift of h, is a group morphism which is independent of the choice of the
Frobenius lifts. Moreover, the diagram
FrobH
Υ˜(H,U) //

C(H)/indCH,U C(U)
H/U
Υ′(H,U)
55kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
commutes, where the vertical morphism is the restriction of the quotient morphism H→H/U .
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Proof. We will first show that Υ′(H,U) is independent of the choice of the Frobenius lifts. Let h1,h2 ∈FrobH
be two Frobenius lifts of h. Let Σi :=Σhi ,H|U and let pii ∈C(Σi) be a prime element. Then
Υ˜(H,U)(hi)= indCH,Σi (pi
P ′(dH (hi))
i ) mod ind
C
H,U C(U).
by definition. First, suppose that dH(h1) = dH(h2). Then h1 ≡ h2 mod IH and as both hi are Frobenius
lifts of h, we also have h1 ≡ h2 mod U . Hence, h1 ≡ h2 mod IH ∩U = IU what implies that Σ1 = Σ2 and
consequently Υ′(H,U)(h) does not depend on the choice of the Frobenius lift in this case. Now, suppose that
dH(h1)< dH(h2). Then τ := h−11 h2 ∈FrobH and since both h1 and h2 are Frobenius lifts of h, we also have
τ ∈U . In particular, Σ :=Στ,H|U ⊆U and if pi ∈C(Σ) is a prime element, then
Υ˜(H,U)(τ)= indCH,Σ(piP
′(dH (τ))) mod indCH,U C(U)= indCH,U ◦ indCU ,Σ(piP
′(dH (τ))) mod indCH,U C(U)= 1.
Hence, using the multiplicativity of Υ˜(H,U) we get
Υ˜(H,U)(h2)= Υ˜(H,U)(h1τ)= Υ˜(H,U)(h1) · Υ˜(H,U)(τ)= Υ˜(H,U)(h1)
and this shows that Υ′(H,U) is independent of the choice of the Frobenius lifts. It remains to show that
Υ′(H,U) is multiplicative. Let h1,h2 ∈H/U and let h1,h2 ∈FrobH be Frobenius lifts. It is obvious that h1h2
is a Frobenius lift of h1h2 and therefore
Υ′(H,U)(h1h2)= Υ˜(H,U)(h1h2)= Υ˜(H,U)(h1) · Υ˜(H,U)(h2)=Υ′(H,U)(h1) ·Υ′(H,U)(h2).
The commutativity of the diagram is evident.
4.4.18 Theorem. Let (C,v) ∈ FNDωd (E). For (H,U) ∈ Eb let Υ(H,U) : (H/U)ab → C(H)/indCH,U C(U) be the
unique morphism induced by Υ′(H,U), that is,
Υ(H,U) : (H/U)ab −→ C(H)/indCH,U C(U)
h mod Coma(H/U) 7−→ indCH,Σh,H|U (pi
P ′(dH (h))
h ) mod ind
C
H,U C(U),
where h ∈ FrobH is a Frobenius lift of h ∈ H/U and pih ∈ C(Σh,H|U ) is a prime element. Then the family
Υ= {Υ(H,U) | (H,U) ∈Eb} is a canonical morphism
Υ :piK→ Ĥ0E(C)
in Fct(E,TAb), called the Fesenko–Neukirch morphism for (C,v) on E. Moreover, this morphism is an
extension of the Fesenko–Neukirch reciprocity morphism for (C,v) on Eur.
Proof. We have to show that Υ is compatible with the conjugation, restriction and induction morphisms.
Let (H,U) ∈Eb and let g ∈G. Let h ∈H/U , let h ∈FrobH be a Frobenius lift of h, let Σ :=Σh,H|U and let pi ∈
C(Σ) be a prime element. Let cong,(H,U) : H/U → gH/gU be the morphism induced by the conjugation H →
gH, h 7→ ghg−1. It is obvious that ghg−1 ∈FrobgH is a Frobenius lift of cong,(H,U)(h) and gΣ=Σghg−1,gH|gU .
Since conCg,Σ(pi) ∈C(gΣ) is a prime element, it follows that
Υ′(gH,gU) ◦cong,(H,U)(h)= Υ˜(gH,gU)(ghg−1)
= indCgH,gΣ(conCg,Σ(pi)P
′(dgH (ghg−1))) mod indCgH,gU C(
gU)
= indCgH,gΣ(conCg,Σ(pi)P
′(dH (h))) mod indCgH,gU C(
gU)
= conCg,H ◦ indCH,Σ(piP
′(dH (h))) mod indCgH,gU C(
gU)
= conĤ
0
E
(C)
g,(H,U)(ind
C
H,Σ(pi
P ′(dH (h))) mod indCH,U C(U))
= conĤ
0
E
(C)
g,(H,U)(Υ˜(H,U)(h))
= conĤ
0
E
(C)
g,(H,U)(Υ
′
(H,U)(h))
and consequently the diagram
H/U
Υ′(H,U) //
cong,(H,U)

C(H)/indCH,U C(U)
con
Ĥ0
E
(C)
g,(H,U)
gH/gU
Υ′(gH,gU)
// C(gH)/indCgH,gU C(
gU)
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commutes. An application of the functor (−)ab now shows that the diagram
(H/U)ab
Υ(H,U) //
con
piK
g,(H,U)

C(H)/indCH,U C(U)
con
Ĥ0
E
(C)
g,(H,U)
(gH/gU)ab
Υ(gH,gU)
// C(gH)/indCgH,gU C(
gU)
commutes, that is, Υ is compatible with the conjugation morphisms.
Now, we prove the compatibility with the restriction morphisms. Let (H,U) ∈ Eb, (I,U) ∈ Er(H,U) and
let h ∈ H/U . Moreover, let h ∈ FrobH be a Frobenius lift of h, let Σ := Σh,H|U and let pi ∈ C(Σ) be a prime
element. Let R = {ρ1, . . . ,ρn} be a complete set of representatives of I /H/Σ and let q : H → H/U be the
quotient morphism. Then
q(Σ)= q(〈h〉c · IU )= q(〈h〉c)= 〈q(h)〉c = 〈h〉,
where the last equality follows from the fact that H/U is discrete. Hence, as H =∐ni=1 Iρ iΣ, we have
H/U = q(H)=
n⋃
i=1
q(I)q(ρ i)q(Σ)=
n⋃
i=1
(I/U) · q(ρ i) · 〈h〉.
This union is also disjoint since ; 6= q(Iρ iΣ)∩ q(Iρ jΣ) implies that
; 6= q−1(q(Iρ iΣ)∩ q(Iρ jΣ))= q−1(q(Iρ iΣ))∩ q−1(q(Iρ jΣ))
= Iρ iΣU ∩ Iρ jΣU
=UIρ iΣ∩UIρ jΣ
= Iρ iΣ∩ Iρ jΣ
and consequently i = j. In particular, if ρ i := q(ρ i), then R := {ρ1, . . . ,ρn} is a complete set of representatives
of (I/U) /(H/U)/〈h〉 and so it follows from 2.4.15 that
VerCom
t(I/U),Comt(H/U)
I/U ,H/U (h mod Com
t(H/U))=
n∏
i=1
ρ ih
f (i)
ρ−1i mod Com
t(I/U),
where
f (i) :=λh(ρ i)=min { j | j ∈N>0∧ρ ih
j
ρ−1i ∈ I/U ≤H/U}.
First note that as G is a pro-P group and as f (i) divides [H/U : I/U], the prime factors of f (i) are contained
in P so that P( f (i))= f (i) and P ′( f (i))= 1.
Let i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. We define Σi := ρ iΣ= 〈ρ ihρ−1i 〉c · IU . As ρ ih
f (i)
ρ−1i ∈ I/U , we can conclude that ρ ih f (i)ρ−1i ∈
I. Since fH|I dI = (dH)|I , we have fH|IΩ= fH|I dI (I)= dH(I) and with m :=mult(dH(h)) we thus get
f (i)mω= dH(ρ ih f (i)ρ−1i ) ∈ dH(I)= fH|IΩ.
This implies that f (i)mΩ⊆ fH|IΩ and therefore
[Ω : f (i)mΩ]= [Ω : fH|IΩ] · [ fH|IΩ : f (i)mΩ]= P( fH|I ) · [ fH|IΩ : f (i)mΩ]= fH|I · [ fH|IΩ : f (i)mΩ].
Hence, fH|I | [Ω : f (i)mΩ] and as [Ω : f (i)mΩ] | f (i)m we conclude that fH|I | f (i)m. Consequently,
dI (ρ ih f (i)ρ−1i )=
1
fH|I
dH(ρ ih f (i)ρ−1i )=
f (i)m
fH|I
ω ∈Ω+
and accordingly ρ ih f (i)ρ−1i ∈ FrobI . This allows us to define Σ∗i := Σρ i h f (i)ρ−1i ,I|U = 〈ρ ih
f (i)ρ−1i 〉c · IU . We
already note that the above yields the relation
P ′(dI (ρ ih f (i)ρ−1i ))= P ′
(
f (i)m
fH|I
)
= P ′(m)= P ′(dH(h)).
As Σ∗i ≤Σi and as IΣ = IU = IΣ∗i ≤Σ
∗
i , we have eΣi |Σ∗i = 1. We will now prove that I∩Σi =Σ
∗
i . The inclusion
Σ∗i ⊆ I ∩Σi follows from the fact that ρ ih f (i)ρ−1i ∈ I. To prove the converse inclusion, we will first show
that (〈ρ ihρ−1i 〉 · IU )∩ I ⊆ Σ∗i . If x ∈ (〈ρ ihρ−1i 〉 · IU )∩ I, then x = ρ ih jρ−1i u for some j ∈ Z and u ∈ IU . Now,
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q(x)= ρ ih
j
ρ−1i ∈ I/U and so it follows from 2.4.15 that j ∈ f (i)Z. Hence, x ∈ 〈ρ ih f (i)ρ−1i 〉·IU ⊆Σ∗i . It is easy to
see that cl(〈ρ ihρ−1i 〉)·IU ⊆ cl(〈ρ ihρ−1i 〉·IU ).47 Moreover, noting that I is of finite index in H and is thus open
in H, we can use [Bou07a, chapitre I, §1.6, proposition 5] to get cl(〈ρ ihρ−1i 〉 · IU )∩ I ⊆ cl((〈ρ ihρ−1i 〉 · IU )∩ I).
Combining the above results, we finally get
Σi∩ I = (〈ρ ihρ−1i 〉c · IU )∩ I = (cl(〈ρ ihρ−1i 〉) · IU )∩ I
⊆ cl(〈ρ ihρ−1i 〉 · IU )∩ I ⊆ cl((〈ρ ihρ−1i 〉 · IU )∩ I)
⊆ cl(Σ∗i )=Σ∗i .
Now, the Mackey formula for C yields
resCI,H ◦ indCH,Σ =
n∏
i=1
indCI,I∩ρiΣ ◦resCI∩ρiΣ,ρiΣ ◦conCρ i ,Σ
=
n∏
i=1
indCI,I∩Σi ◦res
C
I∩Σi ,Σi ◦con
C
ρ i ,Σ
=
n∏
i=1
indCI,Σ∗i
◦resCΣ∗i ,Σi ◦con
C
ρ i ,Σ.
Since eΣi |Σ∗i = 1, we conclude that pi
∗
i := resCΣ∗i ,Σi ◦ con
C
ρ i ,Σ
(pi) ∈ C(Σ∗i ) is a prime element. Recalling that
ρ ih f (i)ρ−1i ∈FrobI is a Frobenius lift of ρ ih
f (i)
ρ−1i ∈ I/U and that Σ∗i =Σρ i h f (i)ρ−1i ,I|U , we get
Υ(I,U) ◦respiK(I,U),(H,U)(h mod Comt(H/U))
= Υ(I,U) ◦VerCom
t(I/U),Comt(H/U)
I/U ,H/U (h mod Com
t(H/U))
= Υ(I,U)
(
n∏
i=1
ρ ih
f (i)
ρ−1i mod Com
t(I/U)
)
=
n∏
i=1
Υ(I,U)(ρ ih
f (i)
ρ−1i mod Com
t(I/U))
=
n∏
i=1
Υ′(I,U)(ρ ih
f (i)
ρ−1i )
=
n∏
i=1
Υ˜(I,U)(ρ ih f (i)ρ−1i )
=
n∏
i=1
indCI,Σ∗i
(pi∗i )
P ′(dI (ρ i h f (i)ρ−1i )) mod indCI,U C(I)
=
n∏
i=1
indCI,Σ∗i
(pi∗i )
P ′(dH (h)) mod indCI,U C(I)
=
n∏
i=1
indCI,Σ∗i
◦resCΣ∗i ,Σi ◦con
C
ρ i ,Σ(pi
P ′(dH (h))) mod indCI,U C(I)
= resCI,H ◦ indCH,Σ(piP
′(dH (h))) mod indCI,U C(U)
= resĤ
0
E
(C)
(I,U),(H,U)(ind
C
H,Σ(pi
P ′(dH (h))) mod indCH,U C(U))
= resĤ
0
E
(C)
(I,U),(H,U)(Υ˜(H,U)(h))
= resĤ
0
E
(C)
(I,U),(H,U) ◦Υ(H,U)(h mod Comt(H/U)).
This proves the compatibility with the restriction morphisms. It remains to verify the compatibility with
the induction morphisms. Let (H,U) ∈ Eb, (I,V ) ∈ Ei(H,U) and let x ∈ I/V . Let x ∈ FrobI be a Frobenius
lift of x, let Σ :=Σx,I|V and let pi ∈C(Σ) be a prime element. Let ind(H,U),(I,V ) : I/V →H/U be the morphism
induced by the inclusion IH. The relation fH|I dI = (dH)|I implies that FrobI ⊆ FrobH and therefore it
is evident that x ∈FrobH is a Frobenius lift of ind(H,U),(I,V )(x). Let Σ′ :=Σx,H|U . Then
Σ′ = 〈x〉c · IU = (〈x〉c · IV ) · IU =Σ · IU =Σ · IΣ′
47If A,B are subgroups of H, then A,B ⊆ AB, hence cl(A)⊆ cl(AB) and cl(B)⊆ cl(AB). Using the fact that cl(AB) is a subgroup, we
get cl(A) ·cl(B)⊆ cl(AB). In the above, we also use that IU =U ∩Ker(d) is closed in H.
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and this shows that Σ is a totally ramified subgroup of Σ′, that is, fΣ′|Σ = 1. Hence, pi′ := indCΣ′,Σ(pi) ∈C(Σ′) is
a prime element. Using the relation
P ′(dI (x))= 1 ·P ′(dI (x))= P ′( fH|I ) ·P ′(dI (x))= P ′( fH|I dI (x))= P ′(dH(x))
we conclude that
ind
Ĥ0
E
(C)
(H,U),(I,V ) ◦Υ′(I,V )(x)
= indĤ
0
E
(C)
(H,U),(I,V )(ind
C
I,Σ(pi
P ′(dI (x))) mod indCI,V C(V ))
= indCH,I (indCI,Σ(piP
′(dH (x)))) mod indCH,U C(U)
= indCH,Σ(piP
′(dH (x))) mod indCH,U C(U)
= indCH,Σ′ ◦ indCΣ′,Σ(piP
′(dH (x))) mod indCH,U C(U)
= indCH,Σ′ (pi′)P
′(dH (x)) mod indCH,U C(U)
= Υ′(H,U)(ind(H,U),(I,V )(x)).
This shows that the diagram
H/U
Υ′(H,U) // C(H)/indCH,U C(U)
I/V
Υ′(I,V )
//
ind(H,U),(I,V )
OO
C(I)/indCI,V C(V )
ind
Ĥ0
E
(C)
(H,U),(I,V )
OO
commutes and an application of the functor (−)ab finally shows that the diagram
(H/U)ab
Υ(H,U) // C(H)/indCH,U C(U)
(I/V )ab
Υ(I,V )
//
ind
piK
(H,U),(I,V )
OO
C(I)/indCI,V C(V )
ind
Ĥ0
E
(C)
(H,U),(I,V )
OO
commutes. Hence, Υ is compatible with the induction morphisms and we conclude that Υ : piK→ Ĥ0E(C) is
a morphism in Fct(E,TAb).
It remains to show that Υ is an extension of the Fesenko–Neukirch reciprocity morphism for (C,v) on Eur.
For this, let (H,U) ∈ Eb such that eH|U = 1. Let ϕ ∈ d−1H (ω). Then ϕ ∈ FrobH and ϕ mod U = ϕH|U . Let
Σ :=Σϕ,H|U . Then
[H :Σ]= eH|Σ · fH|Σ = [IH : IΣ] ·P(dH(ϕ))= [IH : IU ] ·1= 1
and therefore H =Σ. If piH ∈C(H) is a prime element, then
Υ(H,U)(ϕH|U )= Υ˜(H,U)(ϕ)= indCH,H(pi
P ′(dH (ϕ))
H ) mod ind
C
H,U C(U)=piH mod indCH,U C(U).
Hence, Υ(H,U) coincides with the morphism in 4.3.14.
4.4.19 Proposition. Let (C,v) ∈FNDωd (E). Assume that K is coherent and assume that C satisfies the class
field axiom for all (H,U) ∈E`b with ` being any prime number. If Υ(H,U) is injective for all (H,U) ∈E`b with
fH|U = 1 and ` being any prime number, then Υ :piK→ Ĥ0E(C) is already a K-class field theory.
Proof. According to 3.5.11 it is enough to show that Υ is a K-prime morphism, so let ` be a prime number
and let (H,U) ∈ E`b. Since ` = [H : U] = eH|U · fH|U , we have either eH|U = 1 or fH|U = 1. If eH|U = 1, then
Υ is an isomorphism according to 4.3.14 because (C,v) ∈ urFNDΩ,ωd (Eur). If fH|U = 1, then Υ(H,U) : H/U →
Ĥ0(C)(H,U) is injective by assumption and as |Ĥ0(C)(H,U)| = [H : U], this morphism is already surjective
and is thus an isomorphism. Hence, Υ is a K-prime morphism.
4.4.20 Corollary. Assume that E=Sp(G)f. Let M=Grp(G)f, let C ∈Mackc(M,Ab) and let v ∈Val〈ω〉,ωd (C)⊆
ValΩ,ωd . Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied:
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(i) C satisfies the class field axiom for all (H,U) ∈Eurb and for all (H,U) ∈E`b with fH|U = 1 and ` being a
prime number.
(ii) C has (H,U)-Galois descent for all (H,U) ∈Eurb .
(iii) Υ(H,U) is injective for all (H,U) ∈E`b with fH|U = 1 and ` being a prime number.
Then (C,v) ∈FNDωd (E) and Υ :piK(G)fab → Ĥ
0
E
(C) is a K(G)fab-class field theory.
Proof. First note that M is an arithmetic and inertially finite Mackey cover of E. The class field axiom
and the Galois descent for all (H,U) ∈Eurb are precisely the conditions in 4.4.11 and thus imply that (C,v) ∈
FNDωd (E). Now, it follows immediately from 4.4.19 that Υ is an isomorphism.
4.4.21 Proposition. Let (C,v) ∈FNDωd (E). Assume that the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) Ĥ−1(C)(H,U)= 1 for all (H,U) ∈E`b with fH|U = 1 and ` being any prime number.
(ii) For each open subgroup U of a group H ∈E[b and each V Co U with fU |V = 1 and U /V being cyclic of
prime degree the sequence
C(U)
resCV ,U // C(V )
conCu−1,V // C(V )
is exact, where u is a generator of U /V .
Then Υ(H,U) is injective for all (H,U) ∈E`b with fH|U = 1 and ` being a prime number.
Proof.48 Let (H,U) ∈E`b with fH|U = 1 and ` being a prime number. Since fH|U = 1, we have UIH =H and so
there exists h ∈ IH such that h mod U is a generator of H/U . Let ϕ ∈ d−1U (ω). Since dU = fH|U dU = (dH)|U ,
we have ω = dU (ϕ) = dH(ϕ) and therefore ω = dH(hϕ). This implies that hϕ ∈ FrobH is a Frobenius lift of
the generator h mod U ∈H/U . Let Σ :=Σhϕ,H|U . Then fH|Σ = P(dH(hϕ))= 1. Let W :=NCH(U ∩Σ) and let
W0 :=WIH . Since IU is normal in H and Σ∩U ≥ IΣ∩ IU = IU , we have W ≥ IU and thus IW ≥ IU . But as
U ≥W , we also have IU ≥ IW and so we can conclude that IΣ = IU = IW . Moreover, we have
IH ≥ IW0 =W0∩Ker(d)= (WIH)∩Ker(d)≥ IH ∩Ker(d)= IH
and consequently IH = IW0 . Since fH|U = 1, we have [H : U] = eH|U = [IH : IU ] and this implies that the
canonical inclusion
IH /IU = (H∩Ker(d))/(U ∩Ker(d))H/U
is an isomorphism. As WIW0 =WIH =W0, we also have fW0|W = 1 and the same argument as above implies
that
IW0 /IWW0/W
is an isomorphism. Hence, we have an isomorphism
H/U // IH /IU IW0 /IW // W0/W
hϕ mod U  // h mod IU
 // h mod IW
 // h mod W .
In particular, W0/W is a cyclic group of order ` with generator h mod W . Since W0∩U ≥W , we have
`= [W0 : W]= [W0 : W0∩U] · [W0∩U : W]
and therefore [W0 : W0∩U] = 1 or [W0∩U : W] = 1. In the first case, we would have W0 =W0∩U and this
would imply that IH ≤W0 ≤U and so H =U what is a contradiction to [H : U] = `. Hence, we must have
W0∩U =W . Similarly, since W0∩Σ≥W , we have
`= [W0 : W]= [W0 : W0∩Σ] · [W0∩Σ : W]
and if [W0∩Σ : W0] = 1, then IH ≤ Σ and therefore ` = [H : U] = eH|U = eH|Σ = 1 what is a contradiction.
Hence, W0∩Σ=W .
Now, let piΣ ∈C(Σ) be a prime element. Then
Υ(H,U)(h mod U)= Υ˜(H,U)(hϕ)= indCH,Σ(pi
P ′(dH (hϕ))
Σ ) mod ind
C
H,U C(U)= indCH,Σ(piΣ) mod indCH,U C(U)
and therefore
Υ(H,U)(hk mod U)= indCH,Σ(pikΣ) mod indCH,U C(U)
48The proof given here is partially based on the proof of [Neu99, chapter IV, theorem 6.3].
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for all k ∈ Z. Hence, to show that Υ(H,U) is injective, we have to show that indCH,Σ(pikΣ) ∈ indCH,U C(U) for
0≤ k< [H : U] implies k= 0. So, suppose that indCH,Σ(pikΣ)= indCH,U (z) for some z ∈C(U).
Let piU ∈ C(U) be a prime element. As eU |W = 1 and eΣ|W = 1, both resCW ,U (piU ) ∈ C(W) and resCW ,Σ(piΣ) ∈
C(W) are prime elements. Consequently, there exists ε ∈Ker(vW ) such that ε · resCW ,U (pikU )= resCW ,Σ(pikΣ). As
W0Σ =WIHΣ =WH = H, it follows that {1} is a complete set of representatives of W0 /H/Σ. By the same
argument, the set {1} is a complete set of representatives of W0 /H/U . Hence, an application of the Mackey
formula yields
resCW0,H ◦ ind
C
H,Σ = indCW0,W0∩Σ ◦res
C
W0∩Σ,Σ = ind
C
W0,W ◦res
C
W ,Σ
and
resCW0,H ◦ ind
C
H,U = indCW0,W0∩U ◦res
C
W0∩U ,U = ind
C
W0,W ◦res
C
W ,U .
These relations yield
indCW0,W (ε ·res
C
W ,U (pi
k
U ))= indCW0,W ◦res
C
W ,Σ(pi
k
Σ)= resCW0,H ◦ ind
C
H,Σ(pi
k
Σ)
= resCW0,H ◦ ind
C
H,U (z)= indCW0,W ◦res
C
W ,U (z)
and we get
indCW0,W (ε)= ind
C
W0,W (res
C
W ,U (z) ·resCW ,U (pi−kU ))= indCW0,W (res
C
W ,U (δ))
with δ := zpi−kU ∈C(U). Since
vU (z)= fH|U vU (z)= vH ◦ indCH,U (z)= vH ◦ indCH,Σ(pikΣ)= fH|ΣvΣ(pikΣ)= kω,
we conclude that δ ∈Ker(vU ). Now, indCW0,W (ε−1 · resCW ,U (δ)) = 1 and as Ĥ−1(C)(W0,W) = 1 by assumption,
there exists an element a ∈C(W) such that
ε−1 ·resCW ,U (δ)= conCh mod W−1,W (a)= conCh−1,W (a).
As the canonical morphism
H/IU =H/(IH ∩U)→H/IH ×H/U
is injective, it follows that H/IU is abelian and as W ≥ IU , we conclude that H/W is also abelian. In
particular, hϕ≡ϕh mod W and this implies that
conChϕ−1,W ◦conCh−1,W = conCh−1,W ◦conChϕ−1,W .
Now, using the fact that ϕ ∈U and hϕ ∈Σ, we get
conCh−1,W (res
C
W ,U (pi
k
U ·δ))=
conCh,W ◦resCW ,U (pikU ·δ)
resCW ,U (pi
k
U ·δ)
=
resCW ,U ◦conCh,U (pikU ·δ)
resCW ,U (pi
k
U ·δ)
=
resCW ,U ◦conChϕ,U (pikU ·δ)
resCW ,U (pi
k
U ·δ)
=
conhϕ,W ◦resCW ,U (pikU ·δ)
resCW ,U (pi
k
U ·δ)
= conChϕ−1,W (resCW ,U (pikU ·δ))= conChϕ−1,W (ε−1 ·resCW ,Σ(pikΣ) ·resCW ,U (δ))
= conChϕ−1,W (conCh−1,W (a)) ·conChϕ−1,W (resCW ,Σ(pikΣ))
= conCh−1,W (conChϕ−1,W (a)) ·resCW ,Σ ◦conChϕ−1,Σ(pikΣ)
= conCh−1,W (conChϕ−1,W (a))
and therefore
x := resCW ,U (pikU ·δ) ·conC1−hϕ,W (a) ∈Ker(conCh−1,W )= Im(resCW ,W0 )
by assumption. Let y ∈C(W0) such that x= resCW ,W0 (y). Then
kω= vW (x)= vW ◦resCW0,W (y)= eW0|W ·vW0 (y)= eH|U ·vW0 (y)= [H : U] ·vW0 (y)
and since 0≤ k< [H : U], this implies k= 0. Hence, Υ(H,U) is injective.
4.4.22 Corollary. Assume that E = Sp(G)f. Let M = Grp(G)f, let C ∈ GAbd, let C∗ := H0M(C) and let v ∈
Val〈ω〉,ωd (C∗) ⊆ Val
Ω,ω
d (C∗). Suppose that C∗ satisfies the class field axiom for all (H,U) ∈ Eurb and for all
(H,U) ∈E`b with fH|U = 1 and ` being a prime number. Then (C∗,v) ∈FNDωd (E) and Υ :piK(G)fab → Ĥ
0
E
(C∗) is
a K(G)fab-class field theory.
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Proof. This follows immediately from 4.4.20 and 4.4.21, recalling that C∗ has (H,U)-Galois descent for all
(H,U) ∈Eb so that in particular both 4.4.20(ii) and 4.4.21(ii) are also satisfied.
4.4.23. We rewrite the definition of the Fesenko–Neukirch morphism once in the language of field exten-
sions under the Galois correspondence to make it more explicit. Let G =Gal(k) be a pro-P group and let
(C,v) ∈FNDωd (E). Let K ∈E[b, let L ∈Ext(E,K) and let σ ∈Gal(L|K). Then
ΥL|K : Gal(L|K)ab −→C(K)/indCK ,LC(L)
is a morphism which maps the element σ mod Coma(Gal(L|K)) to indCK ,Σ(piP
′(dΣ(σ))
Σ ) mod ind
C
K ,LC(L), where
Σ is the fixed field of the restriction σ˜|Lur of a Frobenius lift σ˜ ∈ Gal(K) of σ to the maximal unramified
extension Lur of L and piΣ ∈ Σ is a prime element. The automorphism σ˜ is characterized by σ˜|L = σ and
dK (σ˜)=ω. We see that it is enough to lift σ to Gal(Lur|K).
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5. Discrete valuation fields of higher rank
In this chapter we will review the basic notions necessary to describe Fesenko’s approach to higher local
class field theory. After 5.2 the reader may already go to 6.1 to see how classical local class field theory is
obtained as a Fesenko–Neukirch class field theory.
In 5.1 and 5.2 some basic material about valuations on fields is recalled which may for the reader familiar
with this material be thought of as fixing notations. In 5.3 discrete valuations of higher (finite) rank are
introduced and basic properties are discussed. In 5.4 the basic notions of Milnor K-theory and in 5.5 the
Paršin topology on a higher local field is sketched.
5.1. Basic facts about valuations on fields
5.1.1. In this section we will recall some basic facts about valuations on fields. The references for all the
unexplained material presented here are [Neu99, chapter 2], [Bou72, chapter VI], [Ser79, chapter II] and
[FV93, chapter I and II].
5.1.2 Assumption. Throughout this section k denotes a field.
5.1.3 Definition. Let Γ be a totally ordered abelian group. A (non-trivial) Γ-valuation on k is a map
v : k×→Γ satisfying the following conditions:
(i) v is a morphism, that is, v(xy)= v(x)+v(y) for all x, y ∈ k×.
(ii) v satisfies the ultrametric inequality, that is, v(x+ y)≥min{v(x),v(y)} for all x, y ∈ k× with x+ y 6= 0.
(iii) v is non-trivial, that is, there exists x ∈ k× with v(x) 6= 0.
5.1.4. The map v is usually extended to all of k as follows: the total order and the addition of Γ are extended
to Γ∞ := Γq {∞} by defining ∞+∞=∞, x+∞=∞ and x <∞ for all x ∈ Γ. This makes Γ∞ into a totally
ordered commutative monoid. Now, by defining v(0) :=∞, one gets a map v : k→ Γ∞ satisfying 5.1.3(i) and
5.1.3(ii) for all x, y ∈ k. We will use this canonical extension of a valuation to the whole field from now on
without explicitly mentioning this.
5.1.5. The set of all Γ-valuations on k is denoted by ValΓ(k). Two valuations v : k×→Γv and w : k×→Γw are
called equivalent if there exists an isomorphism of ordered groups f : v(k×)→ w(k×) such that w = f v on
k×. The set of all equivalence classes of valuations on k is denoted by Val(k).
5.1.6. If k is a field and v ∈ValΓ(k), then the following properties are well-known:
(i) v(1)= 0 and v(x)=∞ if and only if x= 0.
(ii) v(x−1)=−v(x) and v(−x)= v(x) for all x ∈ k×.
(iii) The set Ov := {x ∈ k | v(x)≥ 0} is a subring of k which is called the valuation ring of v.
(iv) Ov is local with maximal ideal mv := {x ∈ k | v(x) > 0} and unit group O×v = {x ∈ k | v(x) = 0}. The field
κv := Ov/mv is called the residue field of v.
(v) If x ∈ k×, then x ∈ Ov or x−1 ∈ Ov.
(vi) If w : k×→Γw is another valuation, then Ov = Ow if and only if v and w are equivalent.
(vii) Ov, O×v and mv just depend on the equivalence class of v.
(viii) The value group v(k×) depends up to isomorphism of ordered groups only on the equivalence class of
v.
5.1.7. A domain O such that there exists a field k with O < k and such that x ∈ k× implies x ∈ O or x−1 ∈ O
is called a (non-trivial) valuation ring. In this case the field k is already equal to the quotient field Q(O)
of O . Any valuation ring O is a normal Bézout domain and the ideals in O are totally ordered by inclusion.
In particular, the Krull dimension of O is equal to the number of non-zero prime ideals in O . Moreover any
ring O ′ with O ≤ O ′ < k is again a valuation ring and the map p 7→ Op is a decreasing bijection from the set
of non-zero prime ideals of O to the set of such intermediate rings. In particular, the set of such rings is
totally ordered by inclusion and the number of such rings is equal to the number of non-zero prime ideals
of O .
According to 5.1.6(v) the valuation ring Ov of a valuation v on a field k is a valuation ring. But the converse
also holds: if O is a valuation ring and k :=Q(O), then ΓO := k×/O× is totally ordered by x≤ y⇔ yx−1 ∈ O and
the quotient morphism v : k×→ ΓO is a valuation with valuation ring O . Hence, there exists a canonical
bijection between the valuation rings in k and Val(k). If O is a valuation ring in k, then a valuation v on
k with Ov = O is called an admissible valuation for O . All equivalence-invariant notions for valuations will
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interchangeably be used for valuation rings.49
5.1.8. A valuation ring O in k with residue field κ is said to be of equal characteristic if char(k) = char(κ).
Otherwise it is said to be of mixed characteristic. In this case necessarily char(k)= 0 and char(κ)= p> 0.
5.1.9. If v : k×→ Γ is a valuation, then the sets kv>γ := {x ∈ k | v(x) > γ}, γ ∈ v(k×), form a compatible filter
basis on the additive group k+ of k and give k+ the structure of a separated topological group. Moreover,
with this topology, which we denote by Tv, the field k is a topological field and the map v : k× → Γ is
continuous with respect to the discrete topology on Γ. The topology Tv is equivalence-invariant. But two
valuations v,w on k with Tv =Tw are not necessarily equivalent. Such valuations are called dependent.
5.1.10 Convention. Subgroups of R are always considered with the natural order.
5.1.11. A real valuation (also valuation of height 1 or valuation of rank 1) on k is a valuation v on k
whose value group v(k×) is as an ordered group isomorphic to a subgroup of R. This notion is obviously
equivalence-invariant and the subset of Val(k) consisting of the equivalence classes such that one (and then
any) representative is a real valuation is denoted by Valr(k). There exists a canonical bijection between
Valr(k) and the set of non-archimedian places of k, that is, the equivalence classes of non-archimedian
norms on k. The topologies defined by a real valuation and the corresponding non-archimedian norm
coincide and this fact implies that two real valuations v,w on k are equivalent if and only if Tv =Tw and
this is equivalent to the existence of s ∈ R>0 such that w = sv on k×. In particular, real valuations are
equivalent if and only if they are dependent.
5.1.12. A discrete valuation on k is a valuation v on k whose value group v(k×) is as an ordered group
isomorphic to Z. This is obviously an equivalence-invariant notion and any discrete valuation is real. If
v : k× → Γ is a discrete valuation, then as the ordered group Z has no non-trivial automorphisms, there
exists an already unique isomorphism ϕ of ordered groups from the value group v(k×) to Z. The valuation
v is called normalized if v(k×)=Z. The composition ϕ◦v is obviously a normalized discrete valuation which
is equivalent to v and this valuation is called the normalization of v. If γ := ϕ−1(1) ∈ Γ, then any element
pi ∈ k with v(pi) = γ is called a uniformizer of v. Any uniformizer is a prime element of Ov and generates
the maximal ideal mv. Any non-zero ideal of Ov is of the form mnv for a unique n ∈N and the set of ideals
is a neighborhood basis of 0 ∈ k. The higher unit groups U (n)v := 1+mnv ≤ O×v , n ∈ N, form a neighborhood
basis of 1 ∈ k×. The group U (1)v is called the group of principal units. Discrete valuation rings, that is,
valuation rings of discrete valuations, can be characterized as valuation rings of Krull dimension 1 or as
local Dedekind domains.
5.1.13. If A is a Dedekind domain and k :=Q(A) is its quotient field, then for any p ∈mSpec(A) and a ∈ A
one defines ordp(a) := sup{n ∈N | pn ⊇ (a)}. For a ∈ A \{0} the natural number ordp(a) is equal to the power
of p in the prime ideal decomposition of (a) and using the properties of Dedekind domains one can show
that the map ordp : k×→ Z, ab 7→ ordp(a)−ordp(b), is a normalized discrete valuation on k which is called
the p-adic valuation. Its valuation ring is equal to the localization Ap ⊆ k and its residue field is canonically
isomorphic to A/p. Moreover, the map mSpec(A)→Vald(k), p 7→ ordp, is injective.
5.1.14. The field of formal Laurent series k((X )) over a field k is defined as the quotient field of k[[X ]]. Any
element of k((X )) can be written as f =∑n≥n0 an X n with n0 ∈Z and an ∈ k. The order valuation on k((X )) is
defined as ord(
∑
n∈Z an X n) := inf{n ∈Z | an 6= 0}. It is easy to see that this is an equal characteristic normal-
ized discrete valuation on k((X )) with valuation ring k[[X ]] and with residue field canonically isomorphic
to k. If nothing else is mentioned, then we always consider k((X )) with this valuation.
5.1.15. Let K |k be a field extension and let v ∈ ValΓ(k). If w ∈ ValΓ′(K) such that Γ ≤ Γ′ as ordered groups
and w|k = v, then w is called an extension of v and we denote this by w|v or by (K ,w)|(k,v). In this case the
diagram
K×
w // Γ′
k× v
//
OO
OO
Γ
OO
OO
commutes, where the vertical morphisms are the canonical inclusions. Moreover, Ov = Ow∩ k, mv =mw∩ k
and there exists a canonical embedding κv  κw. We denote by Extv(K) the set of all valuations on K
which extend v. If (K ,w)|(k,v) is an algebraic extension, then the residue field extension κw|κv is algebraic
49The value group v(k×) itself is for example not an equivalence-invariant notion. But its isomorphism class as an ordered group is
an equivalence-invariant notion and so are Ov, O×v and mv.
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and w is a real valuation if and only if v is a real valuation. In this case, the alternative characterization
of the equivalence of real valuations in 5.1.11 implies that if v is a real valuation and w,w′ ∈Extv(K) are
equivalent, then already w = w′. If (K ,w)|(k,v) is a finite extension, then w is discrete if and only if v is
discrete.
5.1.16. A valuation v ∈ ValΓ(k) is called complete if the topological group k+ is complete. The Cauchy-
completion kv := k̂ ⊇ k of k with respect to Tv is again a topological field and the valuation v extends
uniquely to a valuation v̂ ∈ValΓ(k̂) such that v̂ : k×→ Γ is continuous with respect to the discrete topology
on Γ. The value group of v̂ is that of v and the topology on the Cauchy-completion k̂ is that of v̂. For
γ ∈ v(k×) = v̂(k̂×) the set k̂v̂>γ is equal to the closure of kv>γ in k̂. The valuation ring O v̂ respectively the
maximal ideal mv̂ is canonically isomorphic to the Cauchy-completion of Ov respectively of mv. Finally, the
residue fields of v̂ and v are canonically isomorphic.
5.1.17. A valuation v ∈ValΓ(k) is called henselian if v admits a unique extension to every algebraic extension
K of k. This is equivalent to Ov being a henselian ring. If v is henselian and nothing else is mentioned,
then we will always equip an algebraic extension of k with the unique extension of v. If v is henselian and
(K ,w)|(k,v) is an algebraic extension, then by definition (K ,w) is also henselian. If v is a real henselian
valuation and if (K ,w)|(k,v) is an algebraic extension, then Ow is equal to the integral closure of Ov in K .
If additionally [K : k] = n <∞, then w is explicitly given by w = 1n v(NK |k(·)) : K×→ R. Any complete real
valuation v is henselian and its unique extension w to an algebraic extension K |k is again real by 5.1.15.
If additionally [K : k]<∞, then w is also complete.
5.1.18. A complete discrete valuation field is a field k equipped with a complete discrete valuation. If p is a
prime number, then the completion Qp of Q with respect to the (p)-adic valuation is according to 5.1.16 a
mixed characteristic complete discrete valuation field with valuation ring Zp, maximal ideal pZp and with
residue field canonically isomorphic to Fp. It is not hard to verify that the field of formal Laurent series
k((X )) over any field k is a complete discrete valuation field. As a finite extension K of a complete field k is
again complete with respect to the unique extension of the valuation on k to K , it follows from 5.1.17 that
the class of complete discrete valuation fields is closed under forming finite extensions.
5.1.19. A consequence of Hensel’s lemma and the approximation theorem for discrete valuations is that on
a complete discrete valuation field there exists up to equivalence no other discrete valuation. Therefore the
omission of the valuation in the notation of complete discrete valuation fields will not produce ambiguities.
Moreover, this implies that if ϕ : k→ k′ is a field isomorphism, v is a complete discrete valuation on k and v′
is a discrete valuation on k′, then v′ is already complete and equivalent to the valuation v◦ϕ−1. Moreover,
ϕ is already a homeomorphism.
An important property of a complete discrete valuation field (k,v) is the fact that after choosing a set R ⊆ Ov
of representatives of Ov/mv = κv and a uniformizer pi ∈ Ov any element x ∈ k admits a unique representation
as a convergent series x = ∑n≥n0 rnpin with rn ∈ R and n0 ∈ Z. Using this, one can show that for a com-
plete discrete valuation field (k,v) the set of field isomorphisms ϕ : κv((X ))→ k is in canonical one-to-one
correspondence with pairs (λ,pi) consisting of a prime element pi ∈ Ov and a coefficient field λ of k, that is,
a subfield λ ⊆ Ov such that q|λ : λ→ κv is an isomorphism, where q : Ov → κv is the quotient morphism.
If such a pair (λ,pi) is given, then ϕ(
∑
n∈Z an X n) 7→
∑
n∈Z s(an)pin is the corresponding isomorphism, where
s is the inverse of q|λ : λ→ κv. If an isomorphism ϕ : κv((X )) → k is given, then (ϕ(κv),ϕ(X )) is the cor-
responding pair. If (k,v) is an equal characteristic complete discrete valuation field, then one can prove
the existence of a coefficient field and thus concludes that k is as a topological field already isomorphic to
κv((X )). If Char(k) = p > 0 and κv is perfect, then there exists indeed only one coefficient field formed by
the Teichmüller lifts. If Char(k)= 0 or κv is imperfect, then there exist many coefficient fields in general.
5.1.20. If v ∈ ValΓ(k), then the topology Tv is locally compact if and only if v is complete and discrete and
the residue field κv is finite. In this case the valuation ring Ov is compact and the pair (k,v) is called a local
field. Obviously Qp and Fpr ((X )) are local fields for any prime number p and r ∈N>0. Moreover, the class of
local fields is closed under finite extensions. Any local field k is as a topological field already isomorphic to
either a finite extension of Qp or to Fq((X )) for a prime number p and q= p f with f ∈N>0.
5.2. Ramification theory
5.2.1. In this section we will recall the basic notions concerning ramification of valuations. The references
for all the unexplained material mentioned here are the same as in 5.1.
5.2.2. Let K |k be a field extension, let v be a valuation on k and let w ∈Extv(K). The ramification index of
w over v is defined as ew|v := [w(K×) : v(k×)] and the inertia index is defined as fw|v := [κw : κv]. All these
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notions obviously equivalence-independent and both the ramification and the inertia index are transitive
on extensions. Suppose from now on that [K : k] = n < ∞. Then ew|v · fw|v ≤ n and therefore both the
ramification and inertia index are finite in these cases. Equality holds if v is complete or if v is discrete
and the extension K |k is separable. The extension w|v is called unramified if [K : k] = [κw : κv] and the
residue field extension κw ⊇ κv is separable, otherwise it is called ramified. It is called totally ramified if
it is ramified and fw|v = 1. If w is discrete, then mvOw =me(w|v)w and therefore ew|v is equal to the algebraic
ramification index emw|mv .
5.2.3. If v is a henselian valuation on a field K , then an arbitrary algebraic extension K |k is called unram-
ified, if K ′|k is unramified for all intermediate extensions K ⊇K ′ ⊇ k with K ′|k finite.
5.2.4. Let K |k be an extension with [K : k]= n <∞. Let v be a normalized discrete valuation on k and let
w = 1n v(NK |k(·)) : K× → 1nZ ⊆ R be the unique extension of v to K . Then w(K×) = 1eK |kZ and eK |kw is the
normalization of w.
5.2.5. Let K |k be a Galois extension, let v be a real valuation on k and let G = Gal(K |k). If w ∈ Extv(K),
then w ◦σ ∈ Extv(K) for each σ ∈ G and consequently G acts on the set Extv(K). This action is indeed
transitive. From now on we fix w ∈Extv(K). The decomposition group of w|v is defined as Dw|v := {σ ∈G |
w ◦σ = w} and the inertia group of w|v is defined as Iw|v := {σ ∈ Dw|v | σx ≡ x mod mw for all x ∈ Ow}. Both
the decomposition and the inertia group are closed subgroups of G. The fixed field Zw|v := KDw|v is called
the decomposition field of w|v and the fixed field Tw|v := K Iw|v is called the inertia field of w|v. The map
Dw|v /G →Extv(K), Dw|vσ 7→w ◦σ, is a bijection and therefore we have in particular [Zw|v : k]= #Extv(K).
Of great importance is the fact that the residue field extension κw|κv is normal and that the sequence
1→ Iw|v →Dw|v →Gal(κw|κv)→ 1
is exact, where the morphism Iw|v →Dw|v is the canonical inclusion and the morphism Dw|v →Gal(κw|κv)
is given by σ 7→σ with σ(x) :=σ(x) for x ∈ κw and a representative x ∈ Ow. In particular, we have a canonical
isomorphism Gal(Tw|v|Zw|v) ∼= Gw|v/Iw|v ∼= Gal(κw|κv). Moreover, if κv is perfect, then κw|κv is a Galois
extension and consequently
[Dw|v : Iw|v]= #(Dw|v/Iw|v)= #Gal(κw|κv)= [κw : κv]= fw|v.
5.2.6. Let v be a real henselian valuation on a field k. For a Galois extension K |k we simply write eK |k :=
ew|v, fK |k := fw|v, DK |k :=Dw|v, IK |k := Iw|v, ZK |k := Zw|v and TK |k := Tw|v, where w is the unique extension
of v to K . Moreover, we write ek := eks|k, fk := fks|k, Dk :=Dks|k, Ik := Iks|k, Zk := Zks|k and Tk := Tks|k. For
any Galois extension K |k we have DK |k = Gal(K |k) and thus ZK |k = k because #Extv(K) = 1. If K is any
intermediate extension of ks|k, then obviously
IK = IKs|K = Iks|K = Iks|k∩Gal(ks|K)= Ik∩Gal(K).
We say that K |k is unramified if w|v is unramified, where w is the unique extension of w to K . The
compositum of all intermediate extensions K of ks|k such that K |k is a finite unramified extension is called
the maximal unramified extension of (k,v) and is denoted by kur. The extensions of k contained in kur are
precisely the separable unramified extensions of k. Moreover, kur|k is a Galois extension and the residue
field of kur is equal to κsv.
If K is a finite unramified Galois extension of k and w is the unique extension of v to K , then κw|κv
is a Galois extension and as Gal(K |k) = [K : k] = [κw : κv] = Gal(κw|κv), the epimorphism Gal(K |k) =
DK |k → Gal(κw|κv) from the exact sequence in 5.2.5 is an isomorphism. In particular, IK |k = 1. Now, if
σ ∈ Ikur|k ⊆Dkur|k =Gal(kur|k), then obviously σ|K ∈ IK |k = 1 and as kur is composed of such extensions K |k,
it follows that Ikur|k = 1. In particular, the epimorphism Dkur|k =Gal(kur|k)→Gal(κsv|κv) from the sequence
in 5.2.5 is an isomorphism. We denote this isomorphism by d′k and we denote by dk the composition of
the quotient morphism Gal(k) = Gal(ks|k)→ Gal(ks|k)/Gal(ks|kur) ∼= Gal(kur|k) with d′k. If vs denotes the
unique extension of v to ks, then κvs |κv is an algebraic extension containing κsv and as the diagram
Dkur|k
∼= // Gal(κsv|κv)
1 // Iks|k // Dks|k //
(−)|kur
OOOO
Gal(κvs |κv)
(−)|κsv∼=
OO
commutes, where we used the common fact that the restriction on the right is an isomorphism, it follows
that Ik is the kernel of the restriction Dk →Dkur|k and consequently Gal(ks|kur)= Ik. In particular, kur =Tk
and the kernel of dk is equal to Ik. Moreover, a separable extension K |k is unramified if and only if
Gal(K)≥ Ik.
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5.2.7. Let (k,v) be a local field. Let vs be the unique extension of v to ks. As ks ⊇ kur, we have κvs ⊇ κsv ⊇ κv.
As κvs |κv is algebraic and as κv is finite, we thus have κvs = κsv.
Let q := #κv. Then Gal(κv)∼= Ẑ is procyclic with canonical topological generator being the Frobenius auto-
morphism Frq : κsv → κsv, x 7→ xq. It follows that ϕk := (d′k)−1(Frq) is a topological generator of Gal(kur|k)
which is called the absolute Frobenius automorphism of k. By definition of d′k this automorphism is
uniquely determined by ϕk(x) ≡ Frq(x) mod mvur for all x ∈ Ovur , where vur is the unique extension of v
to kur. As Ẑ∼=Gal(κv)∼=Gal(kur|k) has for each supernatural number n a unique closed subgroup of index
n, it follows that k has a unique separable unramified extension of degree n.
Let K |k be a separable extension and let w be the unique extension of v to K . Since w is henselian, an
application of the theory in 5.2.6 to (K ,w) yields an epimorphism dK : Gal(K)→Gal(κw). As
Gal(ks|kur)= Ik ≥ Ik∩Gal(ks|K)= IK =Gal(Ks|Kur)=Gal(ks|Kur),
we conclude that kur ⊆Kur. Now it is not hard to see that the diagram
Gal(K) // //
dK
**
Gal(ks|K)/Gal(ks|Kur)


(−)|Kur // Gal(Kur|K) //
(−)|kur

Gal(κw)


Gal(K) // //
dk
44Gal(k
s|k)/Gal(ks|kur)
(−)|kur
// Gal(kur|k) // Gal(κv)
commutes, that is, dk|Gal(K) = dK . The restriction of dk to Gal(K)⊆Gal(k) has kernel Ik∩Gal(K)= IK and
consequently
[κsv : κw]= fks|K = [Dks|K : Iks|K ]= [Gal(K) : IK ]= #dk(Gal(K))= [dk(Gal(K)) : 1]
as supernatural numbers. Since Gal(κv) ∼= Ẑ has a unique closed subgroup of order [κsv : κw] and as [κsv :
κw]= [Gal(κw) : 1], it follows that dk(Gal(K))=Gal(κw). Hence, if L|k is a further separable extension with
L⊇K and if u is the unique extension of v to L, then
[dk(Gal(K)) : dk(Gal(L))]= [Gal(κw) : Gal(κu)]= [κu : κw]= fL|K .
If we assume that fK |k <∞ then as Gal(κv)∼= Ẑ and as [Gal(κv) : Gal(κw)]= [κw : κv]= fK |k, it follows that
fK |kGal(κv)=Gal(κw) and consequently 1fK |k Gal(κw)=Gal(κv). Hence, the morphism
dK |k :=
1
fK |k
(dk)|Gal(K) : Gal(K)→Gal(κv)
is surjective with kernel IK . We denote the induced isomorphism Gal(Kur|K) = Gal(K)/IK → Gal(κv) by
d′K |k. Obviously, d
′
K |k = 1fK |k d
′
K and therefore
(d′K |k)
−1(Frq)= ( 1fK |k
d′K )
−1(Frq)= (d′K )−1 ◦ ( fK |kFrq)= (d′K )−1(Frq fK |k )=ϕK .
5.3. Discrete valuation fields of higher rank
5.3.1. In this section we will discuss some basics about discrete valuations of higher rank and discuss the
notion of higher local fields. Although any reference on valuations discussing the height of valuations
might already contain all results of this chapter, the author did not find a reference discussing the material
in the way the author thought about it. In particular, the author could (except for some parts in [MZ95, §1]
which motivated this section) not find a reference explaining the passage between a discrete valuation of
higher rank and a sequence of discrete valuations of rank 1 and vice versa. Therefore all this is discussed
in detail with the remark that this section may be obvious for a reader having a broader knowledge than
the author.
5.3.2 Proposition. Let (Γi,≤i), i = 1, . . . ,n, be totally ordered abelian groups. The reverse lexicographical
order (RLO for short) on the direct sum Γ := Γ1⊕ . . .⊕Γn is for a= (a1, . . . ,an),b = (b1, . . . ,bn) ∈ Γ defined as
follows:
a≤ b⇐⇒ a= b or there exists 1≤m≤ n with am <m bm and am+1 = bm+1, . . . ,an = bn.
The following holds:
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(i) Γ is a totally ordered abelian group with respect to the RLO.
(ii) Let Γ′ := Γ1⊕ . . .⊕Γn−1 be equipped with the RLO. Then the RLO on Γ is the RLO on the direct sum
Γ′⊕Γn.
(iii) For 1≤ r ≤ n let Γ(r) :=Γn−r+1⊕ . . .⊕Γn be equipped with the RLO. Then the map
Γ −→ Γ(r)
(a1, . . . ,an) 7−→ (an−r+1, . . . ,an)
is a morphism of ordered groups.
(iv) Let Γ0 := {(a1, . . . ,an−1,0) ∈Γ}<Γ. Then the map
Γ0 −→ Γ′
(a1, . . . ,an−1,0) 7−→ (a1, . . . ,an−1)
is an isomorphism of ordered groups.
Proof. All assertions are straightforward.
5.3.3 Convention. For n ∈ N>0 the abelian group Zn = Z⊕ . . .⊕Z is always considered with the reverse
lexicographical order.
5.3.4 Definition. Let n ∈N>0. A discrete valuation of rank n on a field k is a surjective valuation v : k×→
Zn. The pair (k,v) is then called a discrete valuation field of rank n. A discrete valuation ring of rank n
is a valuation ring O whose value group is as an ordered group isomorphic to Zn, or equivalently, O is the
valuation ring of a discrete valuation of rank n.
5.3.5. The reason why we did not (compared to the definition of a discrete valuation in 5.1.12) define a
discrete valuation of rank n to be a valuation with value group only being isomorphic to Zn but already
being equal to Zn is that the ordered group Zn has non-trivial automorphisms for n> 1 and therefore there
does not exist a unique normalization. Our definition already forces a choice of an isomorphism from the
value group to Zn.
5.3.6. As the height (confer [Bou72, chapter VI, §4.4]) of the totally ordered group Zn is equal to n, the
number of non-zero prime ideals in a discrete valuation ring O of rank n is equal to n and therefore also
the Krull dimension of O is equal to n. Hence, according to 5.1.7 the intermediate rings between O and k
are given by the chain
O =: O (n) < O (n−1) < . . .< O (2) < O (1) < k,
where O (r) is the localization of O at its prime ideal m(r) of height r for all 1 ≤ r ≤ n. The next proposition
provides explicit admissible valuations for the rings O (r) in terms of v if O = Ov for a discrete valuation v of
rank n.
5.3.7 Proposition. Let v= (v1, . . . ,vn) : k×→Zn be a discrete valuation of rank n on a field k. The following
holds:
(i) For any 1≤ r ≤ n the map v(r) := (vn−r+1, . . . ,vn)→Zr is a discrete valuation of rank r on k.
(ii) Ov(r) is equal to the localization of Ov = Ov(n) at the prime ideal of height r for all 1 ≤ r ≤ n, that is,
Ov(r) = O (r)v in the notation of 5.3.6.
Proof.
(i) The map v(r) is obviously multiplicative. Let x, y ∈ k× with x+ y 6= 0. Then v(x+ y) ≥ min{v(x),v(y)}.
Without loss of generality we can assume that v(x)≤ v(y). An application of 5.3.2(iii) shows that v(r)(x+ y)≥
v(r)(x) and v(r)(x)≤ v(r)(y). Hence, v(r)(x+ y)≥min{v(r)(x),v(r)(y)}. Since v is surjective, the map v(r) is also
surjective and we conclude that v(r) is a discrete valuation of rank r.
(ii) If v(n)(x) ≥ 0, then also v(r)(x) ≥ 0 for all 1 ≤ r ≤ n by 5.3.2(iii), that is, Ov(n) ≤ Ov(r) . Hence, Ov(r) is an
intermediate ring of Ov(n) = Ov and k of Krull dimension r and therefore it already has to be equal to O (r)v by
5.3.6.
5.3.8 Corollary. If O is a discrete valuation ring of rank n in a field k, then the intermediate ring O (r) as in
5.3.6 is a discrete valuation ring of rank r.
Proof. This follows immediately from 5.3.7.
5.3.9. The above shows that a discrete valuation of rank n automatically induces discrete valuations of
ranks r ≤ n. In the next paragraphs we will introduce the concepts of pushforward and pullback of val-
uation rings which allow to inductively transform a discrete valuation of rank n into a family of discrete
valuations of rank 1 and vice versa. We note that pushforward and pullback are not standard terminology.
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5.3.10 Proposition. For two valuation rings Ov,Ow in a field k the following are equivalent:
(i) Ov < Ow.
(ii) O×v < O×w.
(iii) mv >mw.
(iv) q(Ov) < κw is a valuation ring with maximal ideal q(mv), where q : Ow → Ow/mw = κw is the quotient
morphism
If these conditions are satisfied, then Ov is said to be finer than Ow. The valuation ring q(Ov) = Ov/mw is
called the pushforward of the pair (Ov,Ow) and is denoted by (Ov,Ow)∗. The above equivalences also hold
with < replaced by ≤.
Proof.
(i) ⇒ (ii): Obviously, O×v ≤ O×w. Let x ∈ Ow \Ov. If x−1 ∉ Ow, then as Ov ≤ Ow, we would also have x−1 ∉ Ov but
this is a contradiction since Ov is a valuation ring. Hence, x ∈ O×w. Since x ∉ Ov and since Ov is a valuation
ring, we have x−1 ∈ Ov and therefore x−1 ∈ O×w \O×v .
(ii) ⇒ (iii): We have Ov \mv = O×v < O×w = Ow \mw. Hence, if x ∈mw, then x ∉ Ow \mw and therefore x ∉ Ov \mv,
that is, x ∈mv. Let x ∈ O×w \O×v . Then x ∉mw and x−1 ∉mw. If x ∈ Ov, then as x ∉ O×v , we have x ∈mv and
consequentlymv >mw. Otherwise, we have x−1 ∈ Ov because Ov is a valuation ring. Hence, x−1 ∈ Ov\O×v =mv
and therefore x−1 ∈mv \mw.
(iii)⇒ (i): If x ∉ Ow, then x−1 ∈ Ow\O×w =mw <mw since Ow is a valuation ring and this implies x ∉ Ov. Hence,
Ov ≤ Ow. Let x ∈mv \mw. Then x−1 ∉ Ov and as Ov ≤ Ow, we have x ∈ Ow \mw = O×w. Hence, x−1 ∈ Ow \Ov.
(i)⇒ (iv): Sincemv >mw by (i)⇔ (iii), we have 0< Ov/mw < Ow/mw and therefore q(Ov)= Ov/mw is an integral
domain and a proper subset of κw. If x ∈ Ow such that q(x) ∉ q(Ov), then x ∉ Ov and therefore x−1 ∈ Ov < Ow
so that q(x)−1 = q(x−1) ∈ q(Ov). Hence, q(Ov) is a valuation ring. It is easy to see that q(mv) is the maximal
ideal of q(Ov).
(iv) ⇒ (i): Since q(Ov)< κw = Ow/mw, it follows immediately that Ov < Ow.
5.3.11 Proposition. Let Ow be a valuation ring in a field k, let Ov be a valuation ring in κw and let q :
Ow → Ow/mw = κw be the quotient morphism. Then q−1(Ov) is a valuation ring in k with q−1(Ov) < Ow and
maximal ideal q−1(mv). This valuation ring is called the pullback of the pair (Ov,Ow) and is denoted by
(Ov,Ow)∗.
Proof. The ring q−1(Ov) is a domain since mw ≤ q−1(Ov). Obviously q−1(Ov) ≤ Ow and if q−1(Ov) would be
equal to Ow, then Ov = q(q−1(Ov)) = q(Ow) = κw and this is a contradiction since Ov is a valuation ring.
Hence, q−1(Ov)< Ow. Let x ∈ k \ q−1(Ov). If x ∈ Ow, then x ∉mw because mw ≤ q−1(Ov) and therefore x ∈ O×w
with q(x) ∈ κ×w \Ov. As Ov is a valuation ring, we get q(x−1)= q(x)−1 ∈ Ov and this implies that x−1 ∈ q−1(Ov).
On the other hand, if x ∉ Ow, then x−1 ∈mw ≤ q−1(Ov). This shows that q−1(Ov) is a valuation ring. It is easy
to see that q−1(mv) is the maximal ideal of q−1(Ov).
5.3.12. One can think of pushforward respectively pullback as an operation (−,Ow)∗ respectively (−,Ow)∗
with a fixed valuation ring Ow in a field k that transforms in the case of pushforwards a valuation ring Ov <
Ow into a certain valuation ring in the residue field κw and transforms in the case of pullbacks a valuation
ring in κw into a certain valuation ring in k. The next proposition shows that these two constructions are
inverse to each other.
5.3.13 Proposition. Let Ow be a valuation ring in a field k. The following holds:
(i) If Ov is a valuation ring in k with Ov < Ow, then
(
(Ov,Ow)∗ ,Ow
)∗ = Ov.
(ii) If Ov is a valuation ring in κw, then ((Ov,Ow)∗ ,Ow)∗ = Ov.
Proof. Let q : Ow → Ow/mw = κw be the quotient morphism. In the first case we have(
(Ov,Ow)∗ ,Ow
)∗ = (q(Ov),Ow)∗ = q−1(q(Ov))= Ov
because mw <mv < Ov. In the second case we have(
(Ov,Ow)∗ ,Ow
)
∗ =
(
q−1(Ov),Ow
)
∗ = q(q−1(Ov))= Ov.
Note that the pushforward is defined as (Ov,Ow)∗ < Ow.
5.3.14 Proposition. Let Ov < Ow be valuation rings in a field k and let v : k×→Γ be an admissible valuation
for Ov. For an element x ∈ κ×w let (v,Ow)∗(x) := v(x), where x ∈ Ow \mw = O×w is a representative of x. Then
(v,Ow)∗ : κ×w →Γ is an admissible valuation for (Ov,Ow)∗, that is, its valuation ring is equal to Ov/mw.
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Proof. To simplify notations, let u := (v,Ow)∗. First, we have to verify that u is well-defined. Let x, y ∈ O×w
such that x ≡ y mod mw. Then there exists a ∈mw such that x = a+ y and using the fact that mw <mv we
get
xy−1 = ay−1+1 ∈ 1+mw ≤ 1+mv ≤ O×v .
Hence, v(xy−1)= 0 and therefore v(x)= v(y). This shows that u is well-defined. To see that u is non-trivial,
note that as Ov < Ow, there exists x ∈mv \mw. Then x ∈ O×w and u(x)= v(x)> 0. It is obvious that u satisfies
the remaining properties and thus is a valuation on κw.
Let 0 6= x ∈ Ou and let x ∈ O×w be a representative. Then 0≤ u(x)= v(x) and therefore x ∈ Ov, that is, x ∈ Ov/mw.
Conversely, if x ∈ Ov with x 6= 0, then x ∈ O×w and consequently u(x)= v(x)≥ 0, that is, x ∈ Ou.
5.3.15 Proposition. Let v = (v1, . . . ,vn) : k×→ Zn be a discrete valuation of rank n on a field k. Then the
map
v˜ : κ×vn = κ×v(1) −→ Z
n−1
x 7−→ (v1(x), . . . ,vn−1(x)),
where x ∈ O×
v(1)
= O×vn is a representative of x, is a discrete valuation of rank n−1 with
O v˜(r) = (Ov(r+1) ,Ov(1) )∗
for all 1≤ r ≤ n−1.
Proof. As Ov = Ov(n) < Ov(1) = Ovn , the map
u := (v,Ov(1) )∗ : κ×v(1) −→ Z
n
x 7−→ (v1(x), . . . ,vn(x)),
where x ∈ O×
v(1)
= O×vn is a representative, is a well-defined valuation by 5.3.14. But as vn(x) = 0 and as
vi(O×vn )=Z for i < n, the value group of u is equal to (Zn)0 in the notation of 5.3.2(iv) and so the composition
of u with the canonical isomorphism (Zn)0 ∼= Zn−1 of 5.3.2(iv) shows that v˜ is a discrete valuation of rank
n−1 on κv(1) = κvn .
Let q : Ov(1) → Ov(1) /mv(1) = κv(1) be the quotient morphism. Then (Ov(r+1) ,Ov(1) )∗ = q(Ov(r+1) ) and so we have to
verify that q(Ov(r+1) ) = O v˜(r) for all 1 ≤ r ≤ n−1. Let 0 6= x ∈ O v˜(r) and let x ∈ O×vn be a representative. Then
0≤ v˜(r)(x)= (vn−1−r+1(x), . . . ,vn−1(x)) and now it follows from 5.3.2(iv) that also
0≤ (vn−r(x), . . . ,vn−1(x),0)= (vn−r(x), . . . ,vn−1(x),vn(x))= v(r+1)(x),
that is, x ∈ Ov(r+1) and therefore x ∈ q(Ov(r+1) ). The converse inclusion follows similarly.
5.3.16 Corollary. Let O be a discrete valuation ring of rank n in a field k and let
O =: O (n) < O (n−1) < . . .< O (2) < O (1) < k
be the chain of intermediate rings between O and k. Then O (r)n−1 := (O (r+1),O (1))∗ is a discrete valuation ring
of rank r in the residue field kn−1 of O (1) for all 1≤ r ≤ n−1 and
O
(n−1)
n−1 < O (n−2)n−1 < . . .< O (2)n−1 < O (1)n−1 < kn−1
is the chain of intermediate rings between O (n−1)n−1 and kn−1.
Proof. This follows immediately from 5.3.15.
5.3.17. Using the concept of pushforwards inductively, we can extract the whole valuation theoretic struc-
ture of lower rank out of a discrete valuation ring O of rank n in a field k. For this, we inductively define
the following data for all 1≤ i ≤ n:
• O =: O (n)n < O (n−1)n < . . . < O (2)n < O (1)n < kn := k is the chain of intermediate rings between O and k, and
kn−1 is defined as the residue field of O (1)n .
• O (r)i := (O (r+1)i+1 ,O (1)i+1)∗ and q(r+1)i+1 : O (r+1)i+1 → O (r)i is induced by the quotient morphism q(1)i+1 : O (1)i+1 → ki for
all 1≤ r ≤ i, and ki−1 is the residue field of O (1)i .
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According to 5.3.16 these data yield the following commutative diagram:
k0 k1 k2 k3 . . . . . . kn−2 kn−1 kn
O
(1)
1
OO
OO
q(1)1
____??????
O
(1)
2
OO
OO
q(1)2
____??????
O
(1)
3
OO
OO
q(1)3
____??????
. . .
____?????? OO
OO
. . .
____?????? OO
OO
O
(1)
n−2
OO
OO````AAAAAAA
O
(1)
n−1
OO
OO
q(1)n−1
aaaaBBBBBBB
O
(1)
n
OO
OO
q(1)n
aaaaBBBBBBB
O
(2)
2
OO
OO
q(2)2
____??????
O
(2)
3
OO
OO
q(2)3
____??????
. . .
____?????? OO
OO
. . .
____?????? OO
OO
O
(2)
n−2
OO
OO````AAAAAAA
O
(2)
n−1
OO
OO
q(2)n−1
aaaaBBBBBBB
O
(2)
n
OO
OO
q(2)n
aaaaBBBBBBB
O
(3)
3
q(3)3
____?????? OO
OO
. . .
____?????? OO
OO
. . .
____?????? OO
OO
O
(3)
n−2
OO
OO````AAAAAAA
O
(3)
n−1
OO
OO
q(3)n−1
aaaaBBBBBBB
O
(3)
n
OO
OO
q(3)n
aaaaBBBBBBB
. . .
____?????? OO
OO
. . .
____?????? OO
OO
. . .
````AAAAAAA OO
OO
. . .
aaaaBBBBBBB OO
OO
. . .
aaaaBBBBBBB OO
OO
. . .
____?????? OO
OO
O
(n−3)
n−2
OO
OO````AAAAAA
O
(n−3)
n−1
OO
OOaaaaBBBBBBB
O
(n−3)
n
OO
OOaaaaBBBBBBB
O
(n−2)
n−2
OO
OO````AAAAAA
O
(n−2)
n−1
OO
OO
q(n−2)n−1
aaaaBBBBBB
O
(n−2)
n
OO
OO
q(n−2)n
aaaaBBBBBB
O
(n−1)
n−1
OO
OO
q(n−1)n−1
aaaaBBBBBB
O
(n−1)
n
OO
OO
q(n−1)n
aaaaBBBBBB
O
(n)
n
OO
OO
q(n)n
aaaaBBBBBBB
If O = Ov for a discrete valuation v of rank n on k, then we also have explicit admissible valuations for
each of the rings in the diagram in terms of v. For this we define by induction vn := v and vi := v˜i+1 for
1 ≤ i ≤ n−1, where v˜i+1 denotes the discrete valuation of rank i induced by vi+1 on ki as in 5.3.15. The
ring O (r)i is then equal to the valuation ring of v
(r)
i . By definition of the vi we have v
(1)
i (x)= vi(x) for x ∈ k×,
where x ∈ k×n = k× is a lift of x along the zig-zag line between the first two rows in the diagram.
5.3.18. By 5.3.13 we have
O
(r+1)
i+1 = ((O (r+1)i+1 ,O (1)i+1)∗,O (1)i+1)∗ = (O (r)i ,O (r)i+1)∗,
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n−1 and 1 ≤ r ≤ i. This shows that we can reconstruct the whole diagram (and thus the
discrete valuation v of rank n on k= kn up to equivalence) inductively via pullbacks from only the first two
rows of the diagram. Hence, the diagram provides an invertible transformation from a discrete valuation of
rank n on k (the n-th column) to a family of discrete valuations of rank 1 (the first two rows). This family is
an important tool in studying discrete valuations of higher rank and therefore we formalize this situation
in the next paragraph.
5.3.19 Definition. Let n ∈ N>0. A discrete valuation ring stack of rank n is a family O = {O i | i = 1, . . . ,n},
where O i is a discrete valuation ring of rank 1 whose residue field is equal to the quotient field of O i−1 for
all i = 2, . . . ,n. A discrete valuation stack of rank n is a family K = {(ki,wi) | i = 1, . . . ,n}, where (ki,wi) is a
discrete valuation field of rank 1 for all i and κwi = ki−1 for all i = 2, . . . ,n.
5.3.20. IfK = {(ki,wi) | i = 1, . . . ,n} is a discrete valuation stack of rank n, then O (K ) := {Owi | i = 1, . . . ,n} is
obviously a discrete valuation ring stack of rank n. If O is a discrete valuation ring of rank n, then using
the notation of 5.3.17 we see that O∗ := {O (1)i | i = 1, . . . ,n} is a discrete valuation ring stack of rank n. If
v is a discrete valuation of rank n on a field k, then using the notation of 5.3.17 with O = Ov we see that
(k,v)∗ := {(ki,v(1)i ), i = 1, . . . ,n} is a discrete valuation stack of rank n with O ((k,v)∗)= (Ov)∗.
5.3.21. To see that a general discrete valuation ring stack O = {O i | i = 1, . . . ,n} induces via inductive pull-
backs a discrete valuation ring of rank n in the quotient field of On, we first have to determine an explicit
admissible valuation for the pullbacks.
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5.3.22 Proposition. Let n ∈ N>0. Let w : k× → Z be a discrete valuation of rank 1 on a field k and let
v : κ×w →Zn be a discrete valuation of rank n. Then the map
(v◦w)t : k× −→ Zn⊕Z=Zn+1
x 7−→ (v◦ q(xt−w(x)),w(x)),
where t ∈ Ow is a uniformizer and q : Ow → κw is the quotient morphism, is a discrete valuation of rank n+1
on k whose valuation ring is equal to (Ov,Ow)∗.
Proof. To simplify notations, let u := (v ◦w)t and let u1 be the first component of u. Since w(xt−w(x)) =
w(x)−w(x)= 0, we have xt−w(x) ∈ O×w and therefore q(xt−w(x)) ∈ κ×w so that u1(x) is well-defined. If x, y ∈ k×,
then
v◦ q(xyt−w(xy))= v◦ q(xyt−w(x)−w(y))= v(q(xt−w(x)) · q(yt−w(y)))= v◦ q(xt−w(x))+v◦ q(yt−w(y))
and therefore u is multiplicative. To see that u is surjective, let an+1 ∈Z. Since w is surjective, there exists
x ∈ k× with w(x)= an+1. Then w(xO×w)= {an+1}. If ε ∈ O×w, then u1(ε)= v◦ q(ε). Hence, since q(O×w)= κ×w and
since v is surjective, it follows that
u1(xO×w)= u1(x)+u1(O×w)= u1(x)+v◦ q(O×w)= u1(x)+Zn =Zn.
This shows that u(xO×w)=Zn× {an+1} and as an+1 was arbitrary, we conclude that u(k×)=Zn+1.
It remains to verify the ultrametric inequality. Let x, y ∈ k× with x+ y 6= 0. First suppose that w(x)<w(y).
Then u(x)< u(y) and w(x+ y)≥w(x). If w(x+ y)>w(x), then
u(x+ y)= (u1(x+ y),w(x+ y))> (u1(x),w(x))= u(x)=min{u(x),u(y)}.
Otherwise, we have w(x+ y) = w(x). Since w(yt−w(x)) = w(y)−w(x) > 0, we conclude that yt−w(x) ∈mw and
therefore
u1(x+ y)= v◦ q((x+ y)t−w(x+y))= v◦ q(xt−w(x)+ yt−w(x))= v(q(xt−w(x))+0)= u1(x).
Hence,
u(x+ y)= (u1(x+ y),w(x+ y))= (u1(x),w(x))= u(x)=min{u(x),u(y)}.
The case w(x)>w(y) is similar, so it remains to consider the case w(x)=w(y). First suppose that u(x)≤ u(y).
Then u1(x)≤ u1(y). If w(x+ y)>min{w(x),w(y)}=w(x), then
u(x+ y)= (u1(x+ y),w(x+ y))> (u1(x),w(x))= u(x)=min{u(x),u(y)}.
If w(x+ y)=min{w(x),w(y)}=w(x), then
u1(x+ y)= v◦ q((x+ y)t−w(x+y))= v(q(xt−w(x)+ yt−w(y)))
≥min{v◦ q(xt−w(x)),v◦ q(yt−w(y))}= u1(x)
and therefore
u(x+ y)= (u1(x+ y),w(x+ y))= (u1(x+ y),w(x))≥ (u1(x),w(x))= u(x)=min{u(x),u(y)}.
The case u(x)≥ u(y) is similar. This shows that u satisfies the ultrametric inequality and is thus a discrete
valuation of rank n+1.
It remains to verify that Ou = (Ov,Ow)∗. We already know that (Ov,Ow)∗ is a valuation ring with (Ov,Ow)∗ <
Ow and maximal ideal m := q−1(mv). Hence, mw <m. Now, if x ∈ Ou, then (u1(x),w(x)) = u(x) ≥ 0 and this
inequality leaves two cases. The first case is that u1(x) ≥ 0 and w(x) = 0. Then 0 ≤ u1(x) = v ◦ q(xt−w(x)) =
v ◦ q(x) and therefore q(x) ∈ Ov, that is, x ∈ q−1(Ov) = (Ov,Ow)∗. The second case is that w(x) > 0. Then
x ∈mw <m< (Ov,Ow)∗. Hence, Ou ≤ (Ov,Ow)∗.
According to 5.3.10 we can prove the converse inclusion Ou ≥ (Ov,Ow)∗ by proving that mu ≤m. If x ∈mu,
then u(x) > 0 and this leaves two cases. The first case is that w(x) > 0 and this implies x ∈ mw < m.
The second case is that w(x) = 0 and v ◦ q(xt−w(x)) > 0. Then v ◦ q(x) > 0, that is, q(x) ∈mv and therefore
x ∈ q−1(mv)=m.
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5.3.23 Corollary. Let O (1)n be a discrete valuation ring of rank 1 in a field kn. Let On−1 be a discrete
valuation ring of rank n−1 in the residue field kn−1 of O (1) and let
On−1 =: O (n−1)n−1 < O (n−2)n−1 < . . .< O (2)n−1 < O (1)n−1 < kn−1
be the chain of intermediate rings between On−1 and kn−1. Then O (r)n := (O (r−1)n−1 ,O (1)n )∗ is a discrete valuation
ring of rank r in kn for all 2≤ r ≤ n and
O
(n)
n < O (n−1)n < . . .< O (2)n < O (1)n < kn
is the chain of intermediate rings between O (n)n and kn.
Proof. This follows immediately from 5.3.22.
5.3.24. Let O = {O i | i = 1, . . . ,n} be a discrete valuation ring stack of rank n. We inductively define the
following data for all r = 1, . . . ,n:
• If r = 1, then O (1)i := O i and ki is the residue field of O i for all 1≤ i ≤ n.
• If r > 1, then O (r)i := (O (r−1)i−1 ,O (1)i )∗ and q(r)i : O (r)i → O (r−1)i−1 is the quotient morphism for all r ≤ i ≤ n.
According to 5.3.23 the above data yield a commutative diagram as in 5.3.17 and the ring O∗ := O (n)n is a
discrete valuation ring of rank n in kn. If K = {(ki,wi) | i = 1, . . . ,n} is a discrete valuation stack of rank n
and O =O (K ), then using 5.3.22 an admissible valuation for O∗ is given as follows: for each i = 1, . . . ,n let
t′i ∈ O (1)i be a uniformizer and let ti ∈ O (n−i+1)n be a lift of t′i along the diagonal between O (1)i and O (n−i+1)n in
the diagram. The family (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ (k×n)n is then called a local system of parameters for K . An inductive
application of 5.3.22 now shows that((
(w1 ◦w2)t′2 ◦w3
)
t′3
◦ . . .◦wn
)
t′n
=: v= (v1, . . . ,vn) : k×n →Zn
is a discrete valuation of rank n on kn which is admissible for O∗. The vi are determined inductively as
follows:
• vn =wn.
• vi =wi ◦ q(1)i+1
(
q(1)i+2
(
. . .
(
q(1)n
(
xt−wn(x)n t
−wn−1(x)
n−1 . . . t
−wi+1(x)
i+1
))))
for i < n.
We define K ∗(t1,...,tn) := (kn,v). To get an intuition for v
i note that any x ∈ kn can be projected along the zig-
zag line in the diagram between the first two rows from the right to the left into ki as follows: multiplying
x with t−wn(x)n pushes x into the units of the valuation ring O
(1)
n and then q
(1)
n can be applied which gives an
element in kn−1. This element is now again pushed by multiplication with a certain power of t′n−1 into the
units of O (1)n−1 and we can apply q
(1)
n−1 to get an element in kn−2 and so on.
5.3.25. Using 5.3.13 we see that the constructions in 5.3.17 and 5.3.24 are inverse to each other: if O is a
discrete valuation ring of rank n, then (O∗)∗ = O and if O is a discrete valuation ring stack of rank n, then
(O∗)∗ =O .
5.3.26 Definition. A discrete valuation stack K = {(ki,wi) | i = 1, . . . ,n} of rank n is said to be complete if
wi is complete for all i. A local field of rank n is a discrete valuation field (k,v) of rank n such that the
corresponding stack (k,v)∗ = {(ki,wi) | i = 1, . . . ,n} is complete and (k1,w1) is a local field, that is, k0 = κw1 =
κv is finite.
5.3.27. Let (k1,w1) be a complete discrete valuation field. We define inductively for i = 2, . . . ,n the field
ki := ki−1((Ti)) and denote the order valuation on this field by wi. The residue field of ki can canonically be
identified with ki−1 and therefore K = {(ki,wi) | i = 1, . . . ,n} is a complete discrete valuation stack of rank
n. A local system of parameters for this stack is (pi,T2, . . . ,Tn) ∈ kn = k1((T2)) . . . ((Tn)), where pi ∈ k1 is a
uniformizer. Hence, if (k1,w1) is a local field, then K ∗(pi,T2,...,Tn) = (k1((T2)) . . . ((Tn)),v) is a local field of rank
n. We will always equip k1((T2)) . . . ((Tn)) with this induced discrete valuation of rank n if nothing else is
mentioned.
5.3.28 Proposition. If (k,v) is a local field of rank n and of characteristic p > 0, then k is as a topological
field already isomorphic to Fq((T1)) . . . ((Tn)) with q= p f and f ∈N>0.
Proof. This is proven in [Par85, §1] and follows by induction from the classification of equal characteristic
complete discrete valuation fields mentioned in 5.1.19.
5.3.29 Proposition. Let (k,v) be a local field of rank n. Then any finite extension K of k is canonically a
local field of rank n. Hence, the class of local fields of fixed rank is closed under finite extensions.
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Proof. Let (k,v)= {(ki,vi) | i = 1, . . . ,n} be the corresponding stack. As Kn :=K is a finite extension of kn = k
and as vn is complete, there exists according to 5.1.17 a unique extension wn of vn to Kn which is again
discrete and complete. Moreover, according to 5.2.2 the residue field extension Kn−1 := κwn |κvn = kn−1 is
finite. Hence, repeating this process yields a complete discrete valuation stack {(K i,wi) | i = 1, . . . ,n}, where
(K i,wi)|(ki,vi) is a finite extension. As (K1,w1) is a local field, it follows that K is an n-dimensional local
field.
5.4. Milnor K-theory
5.4.1. In this section we will provide the definition of Milnor K-groups and mention some of their properties.
A certain quotient of Milnor K-theory will be the class functor in Fesenko’s approach to higher local class
field theory.
5.4.2. Milnor K-theory is an algebraic invariant, more precisely a sequence of abelian groups, attached to
a field which was introduced by John Milnor in [Mil70] (although not under this name of course). Milnor
studied quadratic forms over a field k of characteristic not equal to 2 and observed that the first three
algebraic K-groups of k reduced modulo 2 are closely related to the Witt ring W(k) of anisotropic quadratic
modules over k. More precisely, there exist canonical isomorphisms In/In+1 ∼=Kn(k)/2Kn(k) for n ∈ {0,1,2},
where I is the maximal ideal of W(k). Milnor tried to generalize this to higher degree by introducing
the Milnor K-groups KMn (k) for all n ∈ N and his motivation for their definition was Hideya Matsumoto’s
presentation of the second algebraic K-group of a field which was for a general ring R defined earlier by
Milnor as the center of the Steinberg group St(R). Matsumoto showed that K2(k) is for a field k equal to
the abelian group k×⊗Z k×/〈a1⊗a2 | a1+a2 = 1〉. Milnor simply took this presentation, generalized it to an
n-fold tensor product modulo a similar subgroup and defined the Milnor K-groups KMn (k) in this way. He
then showed in [Mil70] the existence of a canonical epimorphism In/In+1 →KMn (k)/2KMn (k) and conjectured
that this is an isomorphism for all n ∈N. This became the famous Milnor conjecture which was proven by
Vladimir Voevodskij in 1997 using very advanced techniques.
Milnor himself states in [Mil70] that his definition of KMn (k) is purely ad hoc.
50 In spite of its simple
definition, Milnor K-theory is incredibly hard to compute and it turned out that deep information about
the arithmetic of the field is encoded in it. One hint in this direction is the Bloch-Kato¯ conjecture which
generalizes the above isomorphisms to reductions of the Milnor K-groups modulo any natural number
prime to the characteristic of the field and replaces the ideal quotient by a Galois cohomology group. This
conjecture has (probably) also just recently been proven by Vladimir Voevodskij, Markus Rost, Charles
Weibel and perhaps further people.
5.4.3. As indicated in the footnote above, the Milnor K-groups may also be characterized as being the
universal codomains of symbols. We motivate this by the following example. Let p be a prime number
and let k :=Qp (the following indeed works for any local field of characteristic not equal to 2). The Hilbert
symbol of Qp is for a,b ∈ k× defined as follows:
(a,b)p :=
{
1 ax2+by2 = z2 has a solution (x, y, z) ∈ k3 \{(0,0,0)}
−1 otherwise.
One can show (confer [Ser73, chapter III, proposition 2]) that (·, ·)p : k×× k× → Z/(2) is a Z-bilinear map
with the additional property that (a,b)p = 1 if a+b= 1.
We take this as a motivation for defining for n ∈N>0 an n-symbol (or Steinberg n-cocycle) on a field k with
values in a multiplicatively written abelian group A to be a Z-multilinear map ϕ : (k×)n → A satisfying the
Steinberg property:
if (a1, . . . ,an) ∈ (k×)n such that ai+a j = 1 for some i 6= j, then ϕ(a1, . . . ,an)= 1.
A universal n-symbol is now defined as an n-symbol {·} : (k×)n →KMn (k) which is universal among n-symbols
on k, that is, for any n-symbol ϕ on k with values in A there exists a unique morphism ϕ˜ : KMn (k) → A
making the diagram
(k×)n
ϕ //
{·} ##HH
HH
HH
HH
H A
KMn (k)
ϕ˜
OO
50The author believes that Milnor’s deep insight into the theory is mainly responsible for this definition because it leads to such
deep connections. As the author unfortunately does not share this insight, further motivations for this definition cannot be given
and also seem not to be given in the literature. Another motivation may be provided in terms of symbols as given below, but this is
essentially just a reformulation of the definition.
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commutative. The group KMn (k) is then unique up to unique isomorphism. Using the universal property of
tensor products it is easy to see that the map
{·} : (k×)n −→ (k×)⊗nZ /Sn
(a1, . . . ,an) 7−→ {a1, . . . ,an} := a1⊗·· ·⊗an mod Sn
is a universal n-symbol, where (k×)⊗
n
Z denotes the n-fold tensor product of k× over Z and Sn := 〈a1⊗·· ·⊗an |
ai+a j = 1 for some i 6= j〉. We will now fix KMn (k) := (k×)⊗
n
Z /Sn for all n ∈N including n= 0 where KM0 (k)=Z,
and call this group the n-th Milnor K-group. The groups KMn (k) are usually written additively.
5.4.4. It is not hard to see that the cup-product
∪ : KMn (k)×KMm(k) −→ KMn+m(k)
({a1, . . . ,an}, {b1, . . . ,bm}) 7−→ {a1, . . . ,an,b1, . . . ,bm}
for n,m ∈N>0 and ∪ : KM0 (k)×KMn (k)→KMn (k), ∪ : KMn (k)×KM0 (k)→KMn (k) given by the Z=KM0 (k)-action on
the abelian group KMn (k) for all n ∈N are well-defined morphisms which make KM∗ (k) :=
⊕
n∈NKMn (k) into an
N-graded ring, the Milnor ring of k.
5.4.5. As mentioned at the beginning, we have KM2 (k) =K2(k) and we obviously have KM1 (k) = k× =K1(k).
Hence, Milnor K-theory coincides with (Quillen) algebraic K-theory in degrees 0≤ n≤ 2 and as mentioned
in [Kuk07, 5.1.5(ii)] and [Kah05, section 4.3.1] there exist canonical morphisms KMn (k)→Kn(k) which are
however in general only isomorphisms for n≤ 2, that is, Milnor K-theory and algebraic K-theory split into
different directions in higher degree.
5.4.6. Let n ∈N>0. If σ : k→K is a morphism of fields, then composition of the induced map (k×)n → (K×)n
with the universal n-symbol {·} : (K×)n →KMn (K) is a symbol and thus induces due to the universal property
a unique morphism σ∗ : KMn (k)→KMn (K) such that the diagram
KMn (k)
σ∗ // KMn (K)
(k×)n
{·}
OO
σ
// (K×)n
{·}
OO
commutes. If n = 0, then we define σ∗ : KM0 (k)=Z→Z=KM0 (K) to be the identity and this yields a degree
zero morphism σ∗ : KM∗ (k)→KM∗ (K). This morphism obviously satisfies the following properties:
(i) (idk)∗ = idKM∗ (k).
(ii) (τ◦σ)∗ = τ∗ ◦σ∗ if τ : K → L is a further morphism.
Hence, KM∗ (−) is a (covariant) functor from the category of fields to the category of graded rings. If K |k
is a field extension, then we will denote the morphism KM∗ (k)→KM∗ (K) induced by the canonical inclusion
k→K by jK |k.
5.4.7. In the above we have lifted a natural relation between field extensions, the inclusion, to the Milnor
K-theory. Another natural relation for a finite extension of fields is the norm map and so the question is
if this map can also be lifted to Milnor K-theory. This question was raised by Hyman Bass and John Tate
in [BT73, chapter I, §5] and an idea of a construction was given. The idea is to choose a tower of simple
intermediate extensions for which a lift of the norm map to the Milnor K-theory could be defined and then
take the composition of all these norm maps in the tower. The problem was that the independence of the
choice of the tower could not be proven. It took several years before this was proven by Kazuya Kato¯
in [Kat80, §1.7]. Even the definition of the norm map is intricate and therefore we will just review its
definition and basic properties and refer the reader to the nice expositions in [GS06, chapter 7] and [FV93,
chapter IX] for the proofs.
5.4.8. The basis for the definition of the norm map is the so-called tame symbol: if (k,v) is a discrete
valuation field, then for each n ∈N>0 one can prove that there exists a unique morphism ∂M = ∂Mv : KMn (k)→
KMn−1(κv), called the tame symbol, such that ∂
M({pi,u2, . . . ,un}) = {u2, . . . ,un} for all uniformizers pi and all
(u2, . . . ,un) ∈ (O×v )n−1. For n = 1 the tame symbol ∂M : KM1 (k) = k×→ Z =KM0 (κv) is just the valuation v. If
(K ,w)|(k,v) is an extension of discrete valuation fields, then ∂Mw ◦ jK |k = e(w|v) · jκw|κv ◦∂Mv .
5.4.9. The discrete valuations on a function field k(X ) which are trivial on k are up to equivalence either
the p-adic valuations for a prime element p ∈ k[X ] or the degree valuation which can also be identified as
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the (1/X )-adic valuation of the polynomial 1/X ∈ k[1/X ] ⊆ k(X ). Hence, the equivalence classes of discrete
valuations on the function field k(X ) which are trivial on k are in one-to-one correspondence with the
closed points of the scheme P1k. We define ∞ := (1/X ) and for P ∈ P1k we set ∂MP := ∂MvP , where vP is the
corresponding discrete valuation on k(X ). A theorem by Milnor and Tate ([GS06, theorem 7.2.1]) now
states that for n ∈N>0 the sequence
0 // KMn (k)
jk(X )|k // KMn (k(X ))
⊕
∂MP // ⊕P∈P1k\{∞} KMn−1(κ(P)) // 0
is split exact. A consequence of this theorem is that there exist unique morphisms NP : KMn (κ(P))→KMn (k)
for all P ∈ P1k \ {∞} such that −∂M∞(x) =
∑
P∈P1k\{∞} NP ◦∂
M
P (x) for all x ∈KMn (k(X )). If we additionally define
N∞ = idKMn (k), then we get the Weil reciprocity formula
∑
P∈P1k NP∂
M
P (x)= 0 for all x ∈KMn (k(X )).
Now, suppose that K |k is a simple extension, that is, K = k(θ) for some θ which is algebraic over k. If µ is
the minimal polynomial of θ, then (µ) is a maximal ideal in k[X ] and thus a closed point in P1k with residue
field isomorphic to k(θ)=K . Hence, we have a norm map Nθ|k :=N(µ) : KMn (K)→KMn (k) for all n ∈N. If K |k
is any finite extension, then we choose algebraic elements θ1, . . . ,θl such that K = k(θ1, . . . ,θl) and so we get
a tower
k< k(θ1)< k(θ1,θ2)< ·· · < k(θ1, . . . ,θl)=K
of simple extensions. Now we define the norm NK |k : KMn (K)→KMn (k) as the composition of the norm maps
of the simple extensions. As mentioned above, it is a non-trivial result by Kato¯ that this definition is
independent of the tower of simple extensions. We denote the map KM∗ (K)→KM∗ (k) given by the norm map
in each degree again by NK |k. This map has the following properties:
(i) In degree zero NK |k is multiplication by [K : k].
(ii) In degree one NK |k is the usual field norm.
(iii) Nk|k = idKM? (k).
(iv) If L|K is a further finite extension, then NK |k ◦NL|K =NL|k.
(v) NK |k( jK |k(α)∪β)=α∪NK |k(β) for all α ∈KM? (k) and β ∈KM? (K).
(vi) The compositum NK |k ◦ jK |k : KMn (k)→KMn (k) is multiplication by [K : k].
5.4.10 Proposition. Let n ∈N, let k be a field, let G :=Gal(k) and letM≤Grp(G)i-f be a Mackey system. We
identify the groups in M as fields under the Galois correspondence H ↔ (ks)H . Then the map K 7→KMn (K)
together with the following data define a cohomological Mackey functor KMn :M→Ab:
• conK
M
n
σ,K : K
M
n (K)→ KMn (σK) is for each K ∈Mb and σ ∈G the morphism induced by the corestriction
σ|K : K →σK .
• resK
M
n
L,K := jL|K : KMn (K)→KMn (L) for all K ∈Mb and L ∈Mr(K).
• indK
M
n
K ,L :=NL|K : KMn (L)→KMn (K) for all K ∈Mb and L ∈Mi(K).
Proof. All relations not concerning the norm maps are evident. The cohomologicality relation is 5.4.9(vi),
so it remains to verify the equivariance of the norm maps and the Mackey formula. Both these relations
are precisely [FV93, chapter IX, exercises 3.3 and 3.4].
5.5. Sequential topologies
5.5.1. In this section we will review the Paršin topology on a higher local field introduced by Aleksej Paršin
in his approach to higher local class field theory presented in [Par85].
5.5.2. In 5.1.19 we have seen that in a complete discrete valuation field (k,v) any element x has a unique
representation as the limit of a series
∑
µ∈Z aµtµ, where t is a uniformizer and the aµ are elements of a
complete set of representatives of κv = Ov/mv with aµ = 0 for all sufficiently small µ. Moreover, each such
series is convergent. This is a very important property which is extensively used and therefore it would be
important if this would generalize to higher local fields. A proper generalization of these rank 1 phenomena
to rank n would be to require that in a local field (k,v) of rank n the following two conditions hold:
• If (t1, . . . , tn) is a local system of parameters for k, then any family (aµtµ11 . . . t
µn
n )µ=(µ1,...,µn)∈Ω with elements
aµ ∈ s(κv) is summable51 in the topological group k+ with respect to the topology induced by the rank 1
valuation on k, where s is a section of the quotient morphism Ov → κv = k0 with s(0)= 0 and Ω⊆Zn is an
admissible subset meaning that for every 1≤ l ≤ n and every jl+1, . . . , jn ∈Z there is an i( jl+1, . . . , jn) ∈Z
such that
(i1, . . . , in) ∈Ω and i l+1 = jl+1, . . . , in = jn implies i l ≥ i( jl+1, . . . , jn).
51Confer [Bou07a, chapitre III, §5] for the concept of summability.
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The admissibility of Ω essentially characterizes that the family aµ is obtained by inductive lifts of coeffi-
cients of series expansions in the residue fields as above because the coefficients of such series expansions
vanish for small enough indices and this is the property the admissibility captures. Note that in partic-
ular for n= 1 the admissibility is precisely the property that Ω is bounded from below.
• Any x ∈ k has a unique representation as the sum of family (aµtµ11 . . . t
µn
n )µ=(µ1,...,µn)∈Ω as above.
Unfortunately, this natural generalization does not work. To see this, consider the field k := Fq((T1))((T2)).
The set Ω= {(ν,0) | ν> 0}⊆Z2 is admissible and so the first property would imply that the family (Tν1 )ν>0 is
summable in k with respect to the topology induced by the rank 1 valuation w2 on k. A necessary condition
for summability is that the sequence (Tν1 )ν>0 converges to zero. But w2(T
ν
1 ) = 0 < 1 so that Tν1 ∉ kw2>1 for
all ν and as kw2>1 is an open neighborhood of 0 ∈ k, this sequence does not converge to 0 with respect to w2.
As the rank 2 valuation on k is finer than w2, it also does not converge to 0 with respect to this valuation
which would have been even more natural than convergence with respect to the rank 1 valuation.
This shows that the “valuative” topologies that come with a local field of rank n, namely the topologies
induced by the discrete valuations of ranks 1 and n, do not induce a structure that resembles the structure
of a classical local field, that is, a local field of rank 1. The intuitive explanation for this failure is that
the valuative topologies are not aware of the topologies on the residue fields. But as the representation of
elements as unique limits of sums is of fundamental importance we should not abandon the desire to make
this work. Instead, we should simply abandon the valuative topologies and equip a higher local field with a
suitable topology that takes into account the topologies on the fields in the corresponding stack and makes
all of the above possible. Precisely this was done by Aleksej Paršin. It is remarkable that his topology is
still compatible with the group structure on the additive group but unfortunately the multiplication on the
field is continuous only for n = 1 and is for n > 1 just sequentially continuous. This observation induced a
complete change of perspective because it seems that sequential continuity is the right notion and that we
have just been cosseted by the stronger condition of continuity in rank 1.
5.5.3. The Paršin topology is defined for any higher local field but it is defined differently depending on the
characteristics of the fields in the stack. We will only consider the positive characteristic case and although
this case is significantly easier than the mixed characteristic cases, we can just state the definition and
basic properties of the Paršin topology here. The reader is referred to [Par85, §1] and [MZ95, §1 and §2] for
a detailed exposition and to [Zhu00] for an overview. The first two references seem to be the only detailed
accounts of this theory. Matthew Morrow, a student of Fesenko, started to write an introduction [Mor09]
to higher local fields which, although still in its beginnings, already contains some additional explanations
which are necessary from the author’s point of view.
5.5.4. Let κ be a field equipped with a topology such that the additive group κ+ is a topological group. Let
(k,v) be a complete discrete valuation field with residue field κ of the same characteristic as k. Let pi ∈ Ov
be a prime element and let s : κ→ λ ⊆ Ov be a coefficient field with s(0) = 0 as mentioned in 5.1.19. Then
k=λ((pi)). For a family {Ui}i∈Z of open neighborhoods of 0 ∈ κ with the property Ui = κ for sufficiently large
i we define
U{Ui} :=
{∑
i∈Z
s(ai)pii | ai ∈Ui for all i
}
.
The family of all such sets is a compatible filter basis on the group k+. The resulting topology is called the
Paršin topology on (k,v) with respect to (λ,pi).
5.5.5. Let (k,v) be a local field of rank n and of characteristic p> 0. Let (k,v)∗ = {(ki,wi) | i = 1, . . . ,n} be the
corresponding stack. The Paršin topology on (k,v) is defined as the topology obtained by equipping k0 = κw1
with the discrete topology, then choosing inductively a coefficient field λi of ki and a prime element pii ∈ ki
and then equipping ki with the Paršin topology on ki with respect to (λi,pii) for all i = 1, . . . ,n. This topology
has the following properties:
(i) It is independent of the choice of prime elements and coefficient fields.52
(ii) k+ is a separated and complete topological group with respect to this topology.
(iii) The summability properties discussed in 5.5.2 are satisfied.
52To the author it is not clear why in the literature the Paršin topology is in this case defined without first choosing a coefficient
field because if n > 1 there is not a unique coefficient field due to the imperfectness of the residue field. The independence of the
coefficient field is hidden in the proof concerning the independence of the prime elements given in [Par85, §1]. As this is mentioned
nowhere except at this point, it may be obvious. Our way of first choosing a coefficient field is then at least transferable to an equal
characteristic 0 step and in this situation the Paršin topology indeed depends on the choice of coefficient fields as mentioned in [MZ95,
§1].
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(iv) The multiplication with a fixed element on k is continuous.
(v) If n= 1, then the topology is the valuation topology.
(vi) If n> 1, then the multiplication k×k→ k is not continuous but it is sequentially continuous.
(vii) If n> 1, then the topology is not locally compact.
5.5.6. The desire to present principal units of a local field (k,v) of rank n, that is, elements of U (1)v = 1+mv,
as a limit of a convergent product similar to the situation above led Paršin to also modify the topology on
the multiplicative group k×. We again just sketch its definition in characteristic p> 0 and refer to the above
references for details. Let (t1, . . . , tn) be a system of local parameters for (k,v) and let (k,v)∗ = {(ki,wi)} be the
corresponding stack. Then the sequence 1→ O×v → k× v→Zn → 0 splits with a section of v given by the map
which sends the i-th unit vector to ti. Hence, we have k× = O×v ×〈t1〉× . . .×〈tn〉. Let q : Ov Ov/mv = k0 ∼= Fq
be the quotient morphism. It is easy to see that the sequence 1→U (1)v → O×v
q→ k×0 → 1 is exact. As Own is
complete, the ring Ov is as a closed subring of Own also complete. Now, it follows from [Ser79, chapter II,
§4, proposition 8] that the map q in this sequence admits a section (the Teichmüller map) and therefore
the sequence splits, that is, O×v =U (1)v ×R×, whereR× is the image of this section (the non-zero Teichmüller
representatives). Hence, we have
k× =U (1)v ×R××〈t1〉× . . .×〈tn〉.
The Paršin topology on k× is now defined as the product topology of the topology on U (1)v induced by the
Paršin topology on k and the discrete topology on the remaining factors. This topology has the following
properties:
(i) It is independent of the choice of local parameters.
(ii) Multiplication by a fixed element on k× is continuous.
(iii) The multiplication map k××k×→ k× and the inversion map k×→ k× are sequentially continuous.
(iv) Any element ε ∈U (1)v has a unique presentation as the limit of a product
∏
µ∈Ω(1+θµtµ11 . . . t
µn
n ) with
an admissible subset Ω⊆Zn and elements θµ ∈R.
(v) If n= 1, it coincides with the valuation topology induced on k×.53
(vi) If n≤ 2, then multiplication and inversion are continuous so that k× is a topological group.
5.5.7. The modification of the topology on the multiplicative group motivates that this modification should
be reflected in the Milnor K-groups and due to 5.5.6(iii) the sequential continuity plays a central role in this
modification. Again we can just give an overview and refer the reader to [Fes02, section 4]. To present the
abstract idea behind this, we will first define the topological Milnor K-groups for any pair (k,τ) consisting
of a field k and a topology τ on k×. Let n ∈ N>0 and consider the set Tn(k,τ) of all topologies on KMn (k)
satisfying the following conditions:
(i) The universal symbol {·} : (k×)n →KMn (k) is sequentially continuous with respect to the product topol-
ogy on (k×)n.
(ii) Addition and negation in KMn (k) are sequentially continuous.
The set Tn(k,τ) is non-empty as it contains the indiscrete (weakest) topology. Hence, there exists the
supremum topology supTn(k,τ) on KMn (k) which has
⋃
Tn(k,τ) as a subbase. It is not hard to see that
this topology itself satisfies the above properties and that the intersection Λn(k,τ) of all neighborhoods of
0 ∈KMn (k) with respect to this topology is a closed subgroup of KMn (k). The n-th topological Milnor K-group
of (k,τ) is now defined as the quotient KMn (k,τ) :=KMn (k)/Λn(k,τ) equipped with the quotient topology and
for n = 0 we define KM0 (k,τ) := Z. The sequentially continuous universal symbol {·} : (k×)n → KMn (k,τ) is
universal among sequentially continuous symbols into separated groups.
5.5.8. If τ is T1 and if multiplication and inversion on k× are sequentially continuous, then KM1 (k,τ) =
KM1 (k). This is not explicitly mentioned in the references. To see this, note that the assumption implies
that τ ∈T1(k,τ) as the universal symbol {·} : k×→ k× =KM1 (k) is just the identity and is thus sequentially
continuous. Hence, supT1(k,τ) contains τ. But as τ is T1, the intersection of all neighborhoods of 1 ∈ k× is
equal to {1} and therefore also Λ1(k,τ)= 1.
5.5.9. Let (k,v) be a local field of rank n and let τ be the Paršin topology on k× from 5.5.6. Then we define
ΛPm(k) :=Λm(k,τ) and call KMPm (k) :=KMm(k,τ) the m-th Milnor–Paršin K-group of k.
53Perhaps due to its obviousness, the author could not find this statement in the literature. To see this, let α be a retraction of U(1)v →
O×v , let β be a retraction of O×v → k× and let γ : k×0 → O×v be the Teichmüller map. Then the map U
(1)
v ×R××〈t1〉→ k×, (ε,θ, ti1) 7→ εθti1
is an isomorphism with inverse a 7→ (α(β(a)),γ(q(β(a))), tv(a)1 ). If we equip k× with the valuation topology and U
(1)
v ×R× ×〈t1〉 with
the product topology, where U(1)v is equipped with the topology induced by k× and the remaining factors are equipped with the
discrete topology, then all maps are continuous due to the closed map lemma because Ov is compact and so k× is homeomorphic to
U(1)v ×R××〈t1〉. The assertion follows since the Paršin topology on k coincides with the valuation topology.
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5.5.10. We have to warn the reader about the following: in the definition of topological Milnor K-groups in
[Par85] it is required that the universal symbol is continuous, not only sequentially continuous. The author
does not know about the implications of this difference. As Paršin only discusses the positive characteristic
case, the universal symbol may already be continuous but Fesenko discusses in [Fes92] also just this case
and there only sequential continuity is assumed. We stick to the sequential continuity because in this way
the topological Milnor K-groups are also defined in [Fes02] and this paper is, according to its introduction,
a replacement of the earlier work (including [Fes92], [Fes95], and [Par85]) which “[. . . ] corrects and clarifies
some statements or proofs [. . . ]”. Unfortunately, it is not explained which statements were wrong or were
replaced, only that Paršin’s description of subgroups of the topological Milnor K-groups was wrong. In
[Fes02] the topologies on k+ and k× are defined differently, but the topological Milnor K-groups defined
there coincide with the Milnor–Paršin K-groups defined here according to the remark in [Fes02, section 4].
5.5.11. If (k,v) is a local field of rank n, then it is proven in [Fes02, section 4] that
ΛPm(k)=
⋂
l∈N>0
lKMm(k)
and
KMm(k)/lK
M
m(k)∼=KMPm (k)/lKMPm (k)
for all m, l ∈ N>0. This is an important result because it allows to consider the Milnor–Paršin K-groups
purely algebraically. It seems that the first relation was not known in Fesenko’s first article [Fes92] on
higher local class field theory because there only one inclusion is mentioned.
5.5.12 Proposition. Let (k,v) be a local field of rank n and let m ∈N>0. The following holds:
(i) If K |k is a finite extension, then jK |k(ΛPm(k))⊆ΛPm(K) and NK |k(ΛPm(K))⊆ΛPm(k).
(ii) Let G =Gal(k) and let M≤Grp(G)i-f be a Mackey system. Then the map ΛPm :Mb →Ab, K 7→ΛPm(K),
is a subfunctor of KMm :M→Ab. Hence, KMPm :=KMm/ΛPm :M→Ab is a cohomological Mackey functor.
Proof.
(i) First note that K is canonically a local field of rank n by 5.3.29 so that KPMm (K) is defined. Since
jK |k(lKMm(k))⊆ lKMm(K) and NK |k(lKMm(K))⊆ lKMm(k), the relations are evident by 5.5.11.
(ii) Due to the above relations, it just remains to show that conK
M
m
σ,K (Λ
P
m(K)) ⊆ ΛPm(σK). But this is again
evident because of 5.5.11.
5.5.13. As indicated above, the algebraic presentation of ΛPm(k) in 5.5.11 was probably not available in
[Fes92]. The author does not know how 5.5.12 can be proven without this presentation. This is not men-
tioned in [Fes92].
5.5.14. An important justification of our functorial approach to class field theories is that the functors KMm
and KMPm do not necessarily have Galois descent for m > 1. A counterexample was given by Ivan Fesenko
in [Fes96, §8] for a local field of rank 2 and of characteristic 0. In private communication between Fesenko
and the author, Fesenko explained that also a counterexample in characteristic p > 0 can be obtained by
using an extension k(
p`
pi) of a local field k of rank 2 and of characteristic p> 0 containing a non-trivial `-th
root of unity with a prime number ` 6= p and a uniformizer pi.
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6. Fesenko–Neukirch class field theory for certain types of
discrete valuation fields
In this chapter the material of chapter 5 is used to explain how classical local class field theory and higher
local class field theory are obtained as Fesenko–Neukirch class field theories.
6.1. Local fields
6.1.1. Local class field theory is a Fesenko–Neukirch class field theory for a local field k of arbitrary
characteristic. The modeling of the finite abelian extensions takes place inside the multiplicative group
(ks)× =GL1(ks) of the separable closure of k.
6.1.2 Assumption. Throughout this section (k,v) is a local field and G :=Gal(k). We assume without loss
of generality that v is normalized and for an algebraic extension K |k we denote by vK the normalization
of the unique extension v˜K of v to K . Extensions of k are always assumed to be separable if nothing
else is mentioned. We set q := #κv and identify Gal(κv) with Ẑ via the canonical isomorphism mapping
the Frobenius automorphism Frq to 1 ∈ Ẑ. We set E := Sp(G)f, K := K(E) = K(G)fab, M := Grp(G)f and
GL1(ks)∗ :=H0M(GL1(ks)) ∈Mackc(M,Ab).
6.1.3. We note that GL1(ks) is indeed a discrete Gal(k)-module with the obvious action of automorphisms so
that the above is well-defined. Moreover, due to [Neu99, chapter I, proposition 2.6(iii)] and the definition of
GL1(ks)∗ we have indGL1(k
s)∗
K ,L =NL|K for all K ∈Mb and L ∈Mi(K), where NL|K : L×→K× is the usual field
norm (here we identify the groups inMb as finite separable extensions of k using the Galois correspondence
as mentioned in 3.6).
6.1.4. Let δ := dk : Gal(k) Ẑ be the epimorphism defined in 5.2.6. We always consider 1 ∈ Ẑ as the
canonical topological generator and thus δ induces an abstract ramification theory on G including a notion
of Frobenius elements. To be careful, we first attach a δ in the notation of all notions induced by this
ramifications theory. For example we write e(δ)L|K for the ramification index eGal(K)|Gal(L) defined by δ and
similarly for the inertia index.
Now let K |k and L|k be two extensions with L ⊇ K . Then according to 5.2.7 we have f (δ)L|K = fL|K and so
the δ-inertia indices correspond to the valuation theoretic inertia indices. Moreover, we have I(δ)K = IK
and therefore the δ-inertia subgroups correspond to the valuation theoretic inertia subgroups. Also, L|K
is δ-unramified if and only if L|K is valuation theoretically unramified. As ΓK =Gal(K)/IK ∼=Gal(Kur|K),
the maximal δ-unramified quotient of K corresponds to the maximal valuation theoretically unramified
extension Kur of the henselian field K . We have f (δ)K = fK |k and if fK |k <∞, then we have
δK = 1
f (δ)K
δ|Gal(K) =
1
fK |k
(dk)|Gal(K) = dK |k.
We remark here, that this equality was the reason for writing δ instead of d because dK is also defined but
is different from dK |k as mentioned in 5.2.7.
If K |k is finite, then ϕ(δ)K = (δ′K )−1(1)= (d′K |k)−1(1)=ϕK and this shows that for finite extensions the absolute
Frobenius elements of δ correspond to the valuation theoretic absolute Frobenius automorphisms. If L|K
is finite, then according to 4.1.8 and 5.2.2 we have
e(δ)L|K · f (δ)L|K = [Gal(K) : Gal(L)]= [L : K]= eL|K · fL|K = eL|K · f (δ)L|K
and therefore e(δ)L|K = eL|K . We note that both the abstract and the valuation theoretic ramification theory
provide the notion of ramification indices for infinite extensions but in this situation it is not clear if they
coincide. We summarize, that at least for finite extensions of a finite extension of k, all notions provided by
the abstract ramification theory induced by δ coincide with the valuation theoretic notions.
6.1.5 Proposition. v := {vK |K ∈Mb} ∈ValZ,1d (GL1(ks)∗)⊆Val
Ẑ,1
d (GL1(k
s)∗).
Proof. It follows from 5.2.4 that
vK = eK |k v˜K = eK |k
1
[K : k]
v◦NK |k =
1
fK |k
v◦NK |k =
1
f (δ)K
v◦ indGL1(ks)∗K ,L ,
and therefore
f (δ)K Z= fK |kZ= fK |kv(k×)= fK |k([v˜K (K×) : v(k×)]v˜K (K×))= fK |k eK |k v˜K (K×)= v(ind
GL1(k)∗
K ,L (K
×)).
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Hence, the assertion follows from an application of 4.2.9 to v : GL1(ks)∗(G)= k×→Z.
6.1.6 Theorem. The following holds:
(i) GL1(ks)∗ satisfies the class field axiom for all (H,U) ∈Ecycb .
(ii) If K ∈Mb, then the groups Im(indGL1(k
s)∗
K ,L )⊆ K× with L ∈Ext(E,K) are precisely the open subgroups
of finite index of K× with respect to the topology induced by vK .
Proof. The first assertion is [Neu99, chapter V, theorem 1.1] and the second assertion follows from [FV93,
chapter IV, theorem 6.2].
6.1.7 Corollary. (GL1(ks)∗,v) ∈FND1d(E) and the corresponding Fesenko–Neukirch morphism
Υ :piK→ Ĥ0E(GL1(ks)∗)
is a K-class field theory, called local class field theory.
Proof. This follows from 6.1.6 in combination with 4.4.22.
6.1.8. To make explicit what the content of 6.1.7 is, let K |k be a finite extension and let L|K be a finite
Galois extension, that is, K ∈Mb and L ∈Ext(E,K). The the Fesenko–Neukirch morphism
ΥL|K : Gal(L|K)ab −→K×/NL|K L×
mapping σ mod Coma(Gal(L|K)) to NΣ|K (piΣ) is a canonical isomorphism, where Σ is the fixed field of the
restriction σ˜|Lur of a Frobenius lift σ˜ ∈Gal(K) of σ and piΣ ∈ Σ is a uniformizer. If L|K is unramified, then
ϕL|K := (ϕK )|L ∈Gal(L|K) is a generator and ΥL|K (ϕnL|K )= pinK for all n ∈ Z, where piK ∈ K is a uniformizer.
The assignment L 7→NL|K L× ⊆ K× yields a lattice isomorphism between the lattice of abelian extensions
of K and the lattice of open subgroups of finite index of K×. Finally, the isomorphisms ΥL|K are compatible
with the conjugation, inclusion and norm maps.
6.1.9. In the next few paragraphs we want to sketch how class field theory is used in practice and as an
example we prove the local Kronecker-Weber theorem to present at least one explicit result obtained by
class field theory (although this particular result can also be derived without class field theory).
6.1.10. One general technique of class field theory is to calculate the class field corresponding to an open
subgroupN of finite index of k×, that is, to determine a (due to local class field theory already unique) finite
abelian extension K |k with NK |kK× =N , and to transfer “lattice-theoretic” properties of N to statements
about extensions of k. Consider for example the subgroups 〈pi f 〉 ·U (n)v ≤ k×, where pi ∈ k is a prime element,
f ∈ N>0 and n ∈ N. As U (n)v is open in k×, these groups are open in k×. These groups are also of finite
index in k×. To see this, write an element x ∈ k× as x = pilε with ε ∈ O×v and l ∈ N, and use the fact that
O
×
v /U
(1)
v
∼= κ×v = F×q and U (i)v /U (i+1)v ∼= κv = Fq for all i ∈ N>0 (confer [Neu99, chapter II, proposition 3.10])
implying that a certain power of ε is contained in U (n)v . Now, if N is any open subgroup of finite index of
k×, then it contains some group of the form 〈pi f 〉 ·U (n)v . To see this, note that the U (n)v form a neighborhood
basis of 1 ∈ k× according to 5.1.12 so that U (n)v ⊆N for some n ∈N, and as pi[k
×:N ] ∈N , the assertion follows.
Hence, class field theory implies that any finite abelian extension of k is contained in the class field of one
of the subgroups 〈pi f 〉 ·U (n)v ≤ k×. Therefore the determination of these class fields will provide important
information about abelian extensions. These class fields are determined explicitly by Lubin–Tate theory
(confer [Neu99, chapter V, §5]) and in the next paragraph we will give some first ideas about these class
fields.
6.1.11 Proposition. Let pi ∈ k be a prime element and let f ∈N>0 and let n ∈N. The following holds:
(i) The class field of 〈pi f 〉 ·U (n)v ⊆ k× is equal to the composite of the class field of 〈pi f 〉 ·U (0)v ⊆ k× and the
class field of 〈pi〉 ·U (n)v ⊆ k×.
(ii) The class field of the group 〈pi f 〉 ·U (0)v ⊆ k× is the unramified extension of degree f of k.
(iii) Let p be a prime number and suppose that (k,v)=Qp. Then the class field of the group 〈p〉 ·U (n)v ⊆ k×
is Qp(ζpn ), where ζpn is a primitive pn-th root of unity.
Proof.
(i) This follows immediately from the equality
〈pi f 〉 ·U (n)v = (〈pi f 〉 ·U (0)v )∩ (〈pi〉 ·U (n)v ).
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(ii) Let K be the unramified extension of degree f of k. We have to show that NK |kK× = 〈pi f 〉 ·U (0)v and this
follows immediately from
v(NK |kK×)= fK |kvK (Z)= fZ= v(〈pi f 〉).
(iii) This is [Neu99, chapter V, proposition 1.8].
6.1.12 Corollary. Let p be a prime number. Then every finite abelian extension of Qp is contained in a
field Qp(ζ) for some primitive root of unity ζ. In particular, the maximal abelian extension Qabp of Qp is
equal to Qp({ζn | n ∈N>2}), where ζn is a primitive n-th root of unity.
Proof. Let (k,v)=Qp and let K |k be a finite abelian extension. Let f ∈N>0 and n ∈N such that 〈p f 〉 ·U (n)v ⊆
NK |kK× ⊆ k×. Then according to 6.1.11 the field K is contained in the compositum of Qp(ζpn ) and the
unramified extension of degree f of k which is equal to Q(ζp f −1) by [Neu99, chapter 2, proposition 7.13].
Hence, K ⊆ Qp(ζp f −1,ζpn ) = Qp(ζ(p f −1)pn ). The second assertion follows since any extension Qp(ζn)|Qp is
abelian.
6.1.13. The conductor of a finite abelian extension K |k is defined as fK |k =mnv , where n ∈N is minimal with
the property that U (n)v ⊆ NK |kK×. Note that this is well-defined as NK |kK× ⊆ k× is open and the higher
unit groups U (n)v form a neighborhood basis of 1 ∈ k×. In the next paragraph we will see that the conductor
detects if an extension is unramified and as the conductor can be calculated within k×, this is a hint towards
the deep arithmetic information contained in a class field theory mentioned at the very beginning.
6.1.14 Corollary. A finite abelian extension K |k is unramified if and only if fK |k = 1.
Proof. This is [Neu99, chapter V, proposition 1.7] but we repeat the proof here. If K |k is unramified, then
as (GL1(ks)∗,v) ∈FND1d(E), it follows from 4.4.9(ii) that
U (0)v = O×v =Ker(v)=Ker(vk)=NK |kKer(vK )⊆NK |kK×
and consequently fK |k =m0v = 1. Conversely, suppose that fK |k = 1. Then U (0)v ⊆NK |kK× by definition. Let
n = [k× : NK |kK×] and let pi ∈ k be a uniformizer. Then pin ∈NK |kK× and therefore 〈pin〉 ·U (0)v ⊆NK |kK×. If
M|k is the unramified extension of degree n, then according to 6.1.11 we have
NM|kM× = 〈pin〉 ·U (0)v ⊆NK |kU (0)vK ⊆NK |kK×
and therefore M ⊇K , that is, K |k is unramified.
6.2. Local fields of higher rank and of positive characteristic
6.2.1. In this section we will explain what the input to Fesenko’s higher local class field theory in positive
characteristic is. To get an idea of this theory, let (k,v) be a local field of rank 1. The local class field theory
for (k,v) was obtained as a Fesenko–Neukirch theory with respect to the ramification theory
δ= dk : Gal(k)Gal(kur|k)
∼=→Gal(κv)∼= Ẑ
and with respect to the Fesenko–Neukirch datum (GL1(ks)∗,v) as demonstrated in the previous section.
Now, we can also write GL1(ks)(K) = K× = KM1 (K) and we can consider the valuation v : k× → Z, which
induces the valuation v, as the tame symbol ∂Mv : KM1 (k) → KM0 (κv) = Z by 5.4.9. If we would completely
empty our mind, then we could come up with the idea to consider for a local field (k,v) of rank n with
corresponding stack (k,v)∗ = {(ki,wi)} the ramification theory induced by the composition
δ : Gal(k)=Gal(kn)Gal(kurn |kn)
∼=→Gal(kn−1) . . .
∼=→Gal(k1)Gal(kur1 |k1)
∼=→Gal(k0)= Ẑ,
where kuri denotes the maximal unramified extension with respect to wi, and moreover we could consider
KMn (k) as being the right generalization of k
× to rank n and we could consider as valuation the composition
v˜ : KMn (k)=KMn (kn)
∂Mwn−→KMn−1(kn−1)
∂Mwn−1−→ . . .
∂Mw2−→KM1 (k1)
∂Mw1−→KM0 (k0)=Z.
Surprisingly, this idea indeed nearly works but two modifications are necessary. First, the Milnor K-
groups have to be replaced by the Milnor–Paršin K-groups and second, this approach only works in positive
characteristic. In the following paragraphs we will explain a few additional details so that all what is left
to do to get this class field theory is to verify 4.4.20, although this requires serious work.
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6.2.2 Assumption. Throughout this section (k,v) is a local field of rank n and of characteristic p > 0.
The corresponding stack is (k,v)∗ = {(ki,wi)} and the absolute Galois group is G := Gal(k). Extensions
of k are always assumed to be separable. We set q := #κv and identify Gal(κ0) with Ẑ via the canonical
isomorphism mapping the Frobenius automorphism Frq to 1 ∈ Ẑ. We set E := Sp(G)f, K := K(E) = K(G)fab
and M :=Grp(G)f.
6.2.3. We set up a ramification theory for (k,v) by inductively applying the results of 5.2.6 to the complete
discrete valuation fields (k,wi). For each 1≤ i ≤ n we have the epimorphism dki : Gal(ki)Gal(ki−1) given
by the composition of the quotient morphism Gal(ki) → Gal(kuri |ki) and the isomorphism Gal(kuri |ki) →
Gal(ki−1) as in 5.2.6. Then δi := dk1 ◦ · · · ◦ dki : Gal(ki) Gal(k0) = Ẑ induces a ramification theory on
Gal(ki) for all 1≤ i ≤ n. We set δ := δn : Gal(k) Ẑ.
6.2.4 Convention. All notions concerning ramification which do not carry one of the epimorphisms δi in
their notation, will always refer to the rank 1 valuation.
6.2.5 Proposition. Let L|K be two finite separable extensions of k. Let {(K i,ui)} respectively {(L i, si)} be
the stack corresponding to K respectively L as in 5.3.29. The following holds:
(i) f (δ)L|K = fL1|K1 = [L0 : K0].
(ii) e(δ)L|K =
∏n
i=1 eL i |K i .
Proof.
(i) Since δ is surjective, we have δ(K)= δK1 (K1)= I(δ1)K1 and similarly δ(L)= I
(δ1)
L1
. Now it follows from 6.1.4
that
f (δ)L|K = [δ(K) : δ(L)]= [I
(δ1)
K1
: I(δ1)L1 ]= fL1|K1 = [L0 : K0].
(ii) We prove this by induction on n. According to 6.1.4 the relation holds for n = 1. Now let n > 1. Using
4.1.8 and 5.2.2 we get
fL1|K1 e
(δ)
L|K = f (δ)L|K e(δ)L|K = [L : K]= fL|K eL|K = [Ln−1 : Kn−1] · eL|K
= f (δn−1)Ln−1|Kn−1 · e
(δn−1)
Ln−1|Kn−1 eL|K = fL1|K1 · eL|K ·
n−1∏
i=1
eL i |K i .
6.2.6. A δ-unramified extension L|K is usually called purely unramified in the literature. By the above this
is equivalent to
∏n
i=1 eL i |K i = 1. We note that at least in the higher rank theory it is important to make
precise to which ramification theory the notions belong to because there exist further ramification theories
on a higher local field.
6.2.7. From the presentation of the Milnor–Paršin K-groups in 5.5.11 it follows that the tame symbol ∂M
induces a morphism ∂MP between Milnor–Paršin K-groups. Hence, we can define the composition
v˜ : KMPn (k)=KMPn (kn)
∂MPwn−→KMPn−1(kn−1)
∂MPwn−1−→ . . .
∂MPw2−→KMP1 (k1)
∂MPw1−→KMP0 (k0)=Z.
6.2.8 Proposition. The map v˜ : KMPn (k)→Z satisfies v˜(NK |k(KMPn (K)))= f (δ)K Z for any finite extension K |k
and thus induces according to 4.2.9 a valuation v˜ ∈ValZ,1d (KMPn ).
Proof. We prove this by induction on the rank n. For n = 1 we have v˜ = v : KMPm (k) = k×→ Z according to
5.4.9 and so it follows from the proof of 6.1.5 that the relation holds. Let n> 1 and let {(K i,ui)} be the stack
corresponding to K . The assertion then follows from 6.2.5(i) and the commutativity of the diagram
KMPn (K)
∂MPun //
NK |k

KMPn−1(Kn−1)
NKn−1 |kn−1

KMPn (k)
∂MPvn
// KMPn−1(kn−1)
which was proven in [FV93, chapter IX, theorem 3.7] in the case of the non-topological Milnor-K groups
and so obviously also holds for the topological ones.
6.2.9 Theorem. The pair (KMPn , v˜) satisfies all the properties in 4.4.20 on E. Hence, (KMPn , v˜) ∈ FND1d(E)
and the induced Fesenko–Neukirch morphism Υ :piK→ Ĥ0E(KMPn ) is a K-class field theory.
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Proof. Property 4.4.20(i) (the class field axiom) for unramified extensions follows from [Fes92, theorem
3.3] and for the totally ramified extensions of prime degree it follows from [Fes92, theorems 3.1 and 3.2].
Property 4.4.20(ii) (the Galois descent for unramified extensions) follows from [Fes92, theorem 3.3]. Finally
the injectivity of Υ for totally ramified extensions of prime degree follows from [Fes92, theorem 4.1].
6.2.10. To make explicit what the content of 6.2.9 is, let K |k be a finite extension and let L|K be a finite
Galois extension, that is, K ∈Mb and L ∈Ext(E,K). Then the Fesenko–Neukirch morphism
ΥL|K : Gal(L|K)ab −→KMPn (K)/NL|K KMPn (L)
mapping σ mod Coma(Gal(L|K)) to NΣ|K (piΣ) is a canonical isomorphism, where Σ is the fixed field of
the restriction σ˜|Lpur of a Frobenius lift σ˜ ∈Gal(K) of σ to the maximal purely unramified extension Lpur
and piΣ ∈ Σ is an element with v˜(piΣ) = f (δ)K . The assignment L 7→NL|K L× ⊆ K× yields an injective lattice
morphism from the lattice of abelian extensions of K to the lattice of subgroups of KMPn (K). Moreover, the
isomorphisms ΥL|K are compatible with the conjugation, inclusion and norm maps. Fesenko presents in
[Fes92] also an existence theorem, that is, a description of the image of the map L 7→ NL|K L× ⊆ K×. We
note that this theory is for n = 1 precisely the local class field theory (in positive characteristic) discussed
in 6.1.
6.2.11. Fesenko mentions in [Fes92] that this approach does not work in characteristic 0 because the Galois
descent for unramified extensions does not hold.
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A. Topological groups
In this chapter basic facts about topological groups are collected. In A.1 filters are discussed which are used
in the theory of profinite groups. In A.2 basic facts about general topological groups and in A.3 basic facts
about compact groups are collected. In A.4 some facts about transversals, as the definition of the map κT
which was used in the definition of the transfer map, are collected. Finally, in A.5 and A.6 some properties
of topological abelian groups as the maximal separated abelian quotient are discussed.
A.1. Filters
A.1.1 Definition. A filter on a partially ordered set (A,≤) is a subset F⊆ A satisfying the following condi-
tions:
(i) If y ∈F and a ∈ A such that y≤ a, then a ∈F.
(ii) If y, z ∈F, then there exists x ∈F with x≤ y and x≤ z.
(iii) F 6= A.
A.1.2 Definition. If X is a set, then a filter on (P(X ),⊆) is simply called a filter on X .
A.1.3 Proposition. If X is a set, then a subset F ⊆ P(X ) is a filter on X if and only if it satisfies the
following properties:
(i) If Y ∈F and Z ∈P(X ) such that Y ⊆ Z, then already Z ∈F.
(ii) If Y1,Y2 ∈F, then Y1∩Y2 ∈F.
(iii) F 6= ; and ;∉F.
Proof. This is easy to verify.
A.1.4. It follows immediately from the definition that X ∈F for any filter F on X . In particular, there is no
filter on the empty set.
A.1.5 Proposition. Let X be a set and let S ⊆P(X ). Let
〈S 〉 = {X }∪ {Y |Y ∈P(X ) and there exists S ∈ S˜ such that S ⊆Y },
where
S˜ = {⋂
i∈I
Si | I is a finite non-empty set and Si ∈S }.
Then 〈S 〉 is a filter on X if and only if X 6= ; and S1∩S2 6= ; for all S1,S2 ∈S . In this case, 〈S 〉 is the
smallest filter on X containing S . It is called the filter generated by S .
Proof. It is obvious that the condition is necessary as there is no filter on the empty set and ; cannot be an
element of a filter. So, assume that the condition holds. We have to verify that 〈S 〉 is a filter on X which
contains S . Note that S ⊆ S˜ ⊆ 〈S 〉, so it remains to check that 〈S 〉 is a filter. By definition, X ∈ 〈S 〉
and therefore 〈S 〉 6= ;. Moreover, the condition implies that ; ∉ 〈S 〉. Hence, 〈S 〉 satisfies A.1.3(iii). Let
Y1,Y2 ∈ 〈S 〉. Then there exist S1,S2 ∈ S˜ such that Si ⊆Yi. By definition of S˜ , we have S1∩S2 ∈ S˜ and as
S1∩S2 ⊆Y1∩Y2, it follows that Y1∩Y2 ∈ 〈S 〉. Hence, A.1.3(ii) is satisfied. Condition A.1.3(i) is obviously
satisfied, so 〈S 〉 is a filter on X which contains S .
Finally, let F be a filter on X which contains S . Then it follows from A.1.3(ii) that S˜ ⊆F and then it follows
from A.1.3(i) that 〈S 〉 ⊆F. Hence, 〈S 〉 is the smallest filter on X containing S .
A.1.6 Definition. A subset S of a filter F on a set X is called a generating system of F if 〈S 〉 =F.
A.1.7. If F is a filter on a set X , then 〈F〉 =F, so any filter has a generating system.
A.1.8 Definition. A partially ordered set (A,≤) is called directed if every two elements of A have an upper
bound.
A.1.9 Definition. Let (A,≤) be a partially ordered set. A set B is called cofinal in (A,≤) if B ⊆ A and if for
each a ∈ A there exists b ∈B such that a≤ b.
A.1.10 Proposition. If X is a set and B ⊆P(X ), then (B,⊇) is directed if and only if for all B1,B2 ∈B
there exists B ∈B such that B1∩B2 ⊇B. Moreover,B′ is cofinal in (B,⊇) if and only ifB′ ⊆B and for each
B ∈B there exists B′ ∈B′ such that B⊇B′.
Proof. This is obvious.
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A.1.11 Proposition. Let X be a set and let B ⊆P(X ). The following are equivalent:
(i) B 6= ;, ;∉B and (B,⊇) is directed.
(ii) {Y |Y ∈P(X )∧ (∃B ∈B)(B⊆Y )} is a filter on X .
If B satisfies the above properties, then
〈B〉 = {Y |Y ∈P(X )∧ (∃B ∈B)(B⊆Y )}
and B is called a filter basis on X . If F is a filter on X and B is a filter basis on X such that F= 〈B〉, then
we call B a filter basis of F.
Proof. Both assertions are easy to verify.
A.1.12 Proposition. Let X be a set. The following holds:
(i) Any filter F on X is also a filter basis on X and 〈F〉 =F.
(ii) Let B,B′ be two filter bases on X . Then 〈B〉 ⊆ 〈B′〉 if and only if for each B ∈B there exists B′ ∈B′
such that B′ ⊆B.
(iii) If F is a filter on X , then a subset B ⊆P(X ) is a filter basis of F if and only if B is cofinal in (F,⊇).
Proof. All assertions are straightforward.
A.1.13. Let X be a set. Two filter bases B,B′ on a set X are called equivalent if 〈B〉 = 〈B′〉. This defines
an equivalence relation on the set of all filter bases on X and we denote the equivalence class of a filter
basis B by [B]. The assignment [B] 7→ 〈B〉 defines a bijection between the set of equivalence classes of
filter bases on X and the set of filters on X .
A.1.14 Definition. Let X be a set. A neighborhood system on X is a family {V(x) | x ∈ X } of filters on X
satisfying the following properties:
(i) If x ∈ X and U ∈V(x), then x ∈U .
(ii) If x ∈ X and U ∈V(x), then there exists V ∈V(x) such that U ∈V(y) for each y ∈V .
A.1.15 Proposition. Let X be a set. Then there exists a canonical bijection between the set of topologies
on X and the set of neighborhood systems on X . Moreover, if V = {V(x) | x ∈ X } is a neighborhood system
on X and if τ is the corresponding topology on X , then the following holds:
(i) For each x ∈ X the filter V(x) is the neighborhood filter of the τ-neighborhoods of x.
(ii) A subset A ⊆ X is τ-open if and only if A ∈V(x) for all x ∈ A.
Proof. Confer [Bou07a, chapitre I, §1.2].
A.1.16 Definition. Let X be a topological space. The neighborhood system V on X corresponding to the
topology on X is simply called the neighborhood system of X and for x ∈ X the set V(x) is called the
neighborhood filter of x. A filter basis of V(x) is called a neighborhood basis of x.
A.1.17 Proposition. Let f : X →Y be a map between topological spaces. Then f is continuous in x ∈ X if
and only if there exists a neighborhood basis B(x) of x and a neighborhood basis B( f (x)) of f (x) such that
for each V ∈B( f (x)) there exists U ∈B(x) such that f (U)⊆V .
Proof. This is obvious.
A.1.18 Proposition. Let X be a topological space and let B be a filter basis on X . The following are
equivalent for a point x ∈ X :
(i) V(x)⊆ 〈B〉.
(ii) For every neighborhood basis B(x) of x and every U ∈B(x) there exists B ∈B such that B⊆U .
(iii) There exists a neighborhood basis B(x) of x such that for each U ∈B(x) there exists B ∈B such that
B⊆U .
If these conditions are satisfied, then x ∈ X is called a limit point of B. The set of all limit points of B is
denoted by lim B. If lim B 6= ;, then B is called convergent.
Proof. This follows immediately from A.1.12.
A.1.19 Proposition. Let B be a filter basis on a topological space X . The following are equivalent for a
point x ∈ X :
(i) x ∈ cl(B) for each B ∈B.
(ii) If B(x) is a neighborhood basis of x, then B∩U 6= ; for all B ∈B and U ∈B(x).
(iii) There exists a neighborhood basis B(x) of x such that B∩U 6= ; for all B ∈B and U ∈B(x).
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(iv) There exists a filter basis B′ on X such that B′ ⊇B and x ∈ lim B′.
If these conditions are satisfied, then x is called an accumulation point (or cluster point) of B. The set of
all accumulation points of B is denoted by acc B.
Proof. All assertions are straightforward.
A.1.20 Proposition. Let X be a topological space and let B,B′ be two filter bases on X with B ⊆B′. The
following holds:
(i) lim B ⊆ acc B.
(ii) acc B′ ⊆ acc B and lim B ⊆ lim B′.
(iii) acc B = acc 〈B〉 and lim B = lim 〈B〉.
Proof. All relations are easy to verify.
A.1.21 Proposition. Let B be a filter basis on a separated topological space X such that B contains a
compact subset of X . Then the following are equivalent for x ∈ X :
(i) lim B = x.
(ii)
⋂
B∈BB= {x}.
Proof. This is [HM07, lemma A on page 101].
A.2. Topological groups
A.2.1 Proposition. Let G be a topological group and let V be the neighborhood filter of 1 ∈G. Then the
neighborhood filter of g ∈G is equal to both gV := {gU |U ∈V} and Vg := {U g |U ∈V}. Moreover, if B is
a filter basis of V, then both gB and Bg are filter bases of the neighborhood filter of g ∈G. In particular,
the topology on G is already uniquely determined by B.
Proof. The first assertion is obvious as multiplication by g on G is a homeomorphism. For the second
assertion first note that gB is a filter basis on G as multiplication by G is an isomorphism. Let gU ∈ gV.
Since V= 〈B〉, there exists B ∈B such that B ⊆U . Hence, gB ⊆ gU and therefore gU ∈ 〈gB〉. Conversely,
if Y ∈ 〈gB〉, then there exists B ∈B such that gB⊆Y . In particular, B⊆ g−1Y . Thus, g−1Y ∈ 〈B〉 =V and
therefore Y ∈ gV.
A.2.2 Definition. Let G be a group. A compatible topology on G is a topology on G such that G is a
topological group with respect to this topology.
A.2.3 Definition. A compatible filter basis on a group G is a filter basis B on G satisfying the following
properties:
(i) For each U ∈B there exists V ∈B such that V 2 := {gg′ | g, g′ ∈V }⊆U .
(ii) For each U ∈B there exists V ∈B such that V−1 := {g−1 | g ∈V }⊆U .
(iii) For each g ∈G and each U ∈B there exists V ∈B such that V ⊆ gU g−1.
A.2.4 Proposition. Let G be a group. Then there exists a bijection between the set of equivalence classes
of compatible filter bases on G and the set of compatible topologies on G. Moreover, if B is a compatible
filter basis on G and if τ is the corresponding topology on G, then the following holds:
(i) For each g ∈G the set g〈B〉 is the filter of the τ-neighborhoods of g.
(ii) A subset A ⊆G is τ-open if and only if for each g ∈ A there exists V ∈B such that gV ⊆ A.
(iii) If V ∈B is a subgroup of G, then V is τ-open.
Proof. LetB be a compatible filter basis on G. It is easy to verify that 〈B〉 is also a compatible filter basis.
For g ∈G let V(g)= g〈B〉 and let V= {V(g) | g ∈G}. It follows from the proof of [Bou07a, chapitre III, §1.2,
proposition 1] that V is a neighborhood system on G and that the corresponding topology on G is compati-
ble. This defines a map from the set of compatible filter bases on G to the set of compatible topologies on G
and it is obvious that this map induces a map from the set of equivalence classes of compatible filter bases
on G to the set of compatible topologies on G. We prove that this induced map is a bijection.
LetB1,B2 be two compatible filter bases on G and let τ1, τ2 be the corresponding compatible topologies on
G. If τ1 = τ2, then in particular the corresponding neighborhood filters V1(1) and V2(1) of 1 ∈G coincide.
As Vi(1)= 〈Bi〉 by A.1.15, we have 〈B1〉 = 〈B2〉 and therefore both filter bases are equivalent. This shows
that the assignment is injective.
Let τ be a compatible topology on G. Then it is easy to see that the neighborhood filter V(1) of 1 ∈G is a
compatible filter basis on G. Let τ′ be the compatible topology defined by V(1). By A.1.15 the neighborhood
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filter of 1 ∈G with respect to this topology is equal to V(1) and so it follows from A.2.1 that τ= τ′. Hence,
the assignment is surjective.
It remains to prove the second part of the proposition. Statement (i) follows directly from A.1.15. To prove
(ii), let A ⊆ X . It follows from A.1.15 that A is open if and only if A ∈V(g)= g〈B〉 for all g ∈ A and this is
easily seen to be equivalent to the statement. The last statement is now obvious.
A.2.5 Proposition. Let G be a topological group. Then for each n ∈ Z the n-th power map µn : G → G,
g 7→ gn is continuous.
Proof. This is easy to see.
A.2.6 Proposition. Let G be a topological group. The following holds:
(i) Every open subgroup of G is closed.
(ii) Every closed subgroup of finite index of G is open.
(iii) G is separated if and only if {1} is closed in G.
(iv) If G is quasi-compact, then a subgroup H of G is open if and only if H is closed and [G : H]<∞.
Proof.
(i) This is [Bou07a, chapitre III, §2.1, corollaire de proposition 4].
(ii) Let H be a closed subgroup of finite index of G. Let T be a right transversal of H in G such that 1 ∈ T.
Since G =∐t∈T Ht, we have G \⋃t∈T,t 6=1 Ht = H and since ⋃t∈T,t 6=1 Ht is a finite union of closed subsets of
G, it is closed in G and so its complement H is open.
(iii) This is [Bou07a, chapitre III, §1.3, proposition 2].
(iv) A closed subgroup of finite index of G is open by (ii). Let H be an open subgroup of G. Then H is closed
by (i). Let T be a right transversal of H in G. Then G =∐t∈T Ht is an open cover of G and as G is quasi-
compact, there exists a finite subset T ′ ⊆ T such that G =∐t∈T ′ Ht. Hence, T ′ is also a right transversal of
H in G and therefore [G : H]<∞.
A.2.7 Proposition. Let G be a topological group and let H be a subgroup of G. The following holds:
(i) The quotient map q : G→G/H is open.
(ii) The quotient space G/H is separated if and only if H is closed.
(iii) The quotient space G/H is discrete if and only if H is open.
(iv) If H is a normal subgroup, then G/H is a topological group with respect to the quotient topology.
(v) The closure cl(H) of H is also a subgroup of G. If H is a normal subgroup, then cl(H) is also a normal
subgroup of G.
(vi) Let N be a normal subgroup of G and let q : G→G/N be the quotient morphism. Then the canonical
isomorphism of abstract groups HN/N ∼= q(H) is an isomorphism of topological groups.
(vii) Let H and K be normal subgroups of G such that H ≤K . Then the canonical isomorphism of abstract
groups G/K ∼= (G/H)/(K /H) is an isomorphism of topological groups.
(viii) Let H be normal in G and let q : G →G/H be the quotient morphism. If N is a closed (open) normal
subgroup of G such that N ≥H, then q(N) is a closed (open) normal subgroup of G/H.
Proof.
(i) Let U ⊆G be an open subset. Then
q−1(q(U))= ⋃
h∈H
Uh.
As right multiplication on G is a homeomorphism, each Uh is open in G and therefore q−1(q(U)) is open.
This implies that q(U) is open because q is a quotient map.
(ii) This is [Bou07a, chapitre III, §2.5, proposition 12].
(iii) This is [Bou07a, chapitre III, §2.5, proposition 14].
(iv) This is [Bou07a, chapitre III, §2.6, proposition 16].
(v) This is [Bou07a, chapitre III, §2.1, proposition 1].
(vi) This is [Bou07a, chapitre III, §2.7, proposition 20].
(vii) This is [Bou07a, chapitre III, §2.7, corollaire de proposition 22].
(viii) By (vii) we have a canonical isomorphism
(G/H)/q(N)= (G/H)/(N/H)∼=G/N.
Hence, if N is closed (open) in G, then G/N is separated (discrete) and therefore (G/H)/q(N) is also sepa-
rated (discrete) which implies that q(N) is closed (open) in G/H.
A.2.8 Proposition. Let ϕ : G→G′ be a morphism of topological groups and let N be a normal subgroup of
G such that N ⊆Ker(ϕ). Then the induced morphism ϕ′ : G/N →G′ of abstract groups is continuous.
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Proof. Let q : G → G/N be the quotient morphism. The following is a commutative diagram of abstract
groups
G
ϕ //
q

G′
G/N
ϕ′
<<zzzzzzzz
Since q is a (topological) quotient map and ϕ is continuous, ϕ′ is also continuous.
A.2.9 Definition. A morphism ϕ : G →G′ of topological groups is called strict if the induced isomorphism
ϕ′ : G/Ker(ϕ)→ Im(ϕ) of abstract groups is a homeomorphism.
A.2.10 Proposition. The following are equivalent for a morphism ϕ : G→G′ of topological groups:
(i) ϕ is strict.
(ii) The corestriction ϕ : G→ Im(ϕ) is an open map, that is for any open subset U of G the set ϕ(U) is open
in Im(ϕ).
(iii) For any neighborhood Ω of 1 in G the set ϕ(Ω) is a neighborhood of 1 in Im(ϕ).
Proof. This is [Bou07a, chapitre III, §2.8, proposition 24].
A.3. Quasi-compact and compact groups
A.3.1 Proposition (Closed map lemma). A continuous map f : X → Y from a quasi-compact space X into
a separated space Y is closed. If f is moreover bijective, then f is already a homeomorphism.
Proof. This is [Bou07a, chapitre I, §9.4, corollaire 2].
A.3.2 Proposition. Any morphism from a quasi-compact group into a separated group is strict and has
compact image.
Proof. Let ϕ : G → G′ be a morphism, where G is a quasi-compact group and G′ is a separated group.
Since G′ is separated, {1} is closed in G′ and as ϕ is continuous, Ker(ϕ) = ϕ−1({1}) is a closed subgroup of
G. Hence, the induced isomorphism of abstract groups ϕ′ : G/Ker(ϕ)→ Im(ϕ) is a continuous map from a
compact space into a separated space and therefore already a homeomorphism by the closed map lemma.
Hence, ϕ′ is strict and Im(ϕ) is compact.
A.3.3 Proposition. Let G be a quasi-compact group. The following holds:
(i) Let (X ,⊇) be a directed set of closed subsets of G and let Y be a closed subset of G. Then⋂
X∈X
XY = ( ⋂
X∈X
X ) ·Y .
(ii) Let (H ,⊇) be a directed set of closed subgroups of G, let G′ be a separated group and let ϕ : G→G′ be
a surjective morphism of topological groups. Then
ϕ(
⋂
H∈H
H)= ⋂
H∈H
ϕ(H).
(iii) Let U be an open subset of G. If {Hi | i ∈ I} is a family of closed subgroups of G such that ⋂i∈I Hi ⊆U ,
then there is a finite subset J of I such that
⋂
j∈J H j ⊆U .
Proof.
(i) This is [Wil97, lemma 0.3.1(h)].
(ii)54 Let K :=Ker(ϕ) and let q : G→G/K be the quotient morphism. We will first prove that
q(
⋂
H∈H
(H ·K))= ⋂
H∈H
q(H ·K).
The inclusion ⊆ is evident. To see the converse inclusion, let x ∈ ⋂H∈H q(H ·K) and let x ∈G be a repre-
sentative. Then for each H ∈H we have x ∈ q(H ·K) = (H ·K)/K and so there exists yH ∈ H ·K such that
x≡ yH mod K and consequently
x ∈ yH ·K ⊆ (H ·K) ·K =H ·K .
This shows that x ∈⋂H∈H (H ·K) and therefore x= q(x) ∈ q(⋂H∈H (H ·K)).
54This is essentially the proof of [RZ00, proposition 2.1.4(b)].
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Since G′ is separated, K is a closed subset of G and so we can use the first statement of the proposition to
get ⋂
H∈H
(H ·K)= ( ⋂
H∈H
H) ·K .
Let ϕ′ : G/K → G′ be the isomorphism of abstract groups induced by ϕ. Then using the fact that ϕ′ is
bijective, we get⋂
H∈H
ϕ(H)= ⋂
H∈H
ϕ′ ◦ q(H)=ϕ′( ⋂
H∈H
q(H))=ϕ′( ⋂
H∈H
q(H ·K))=ϕ′(q( ⋂
H∈H
H ·K))
=ϕ′q( ⋂
H∈H
H) ·K))=ϕ′(q( ⋂
H∈H
H))=ϕ( ⋂
H∈H
H).
(iii) Since
⋂
i∈I Hi ⊆U , we get
G \U ⊆G \⋂
i∈I
Hi =
⋃
i∈I
G \ Hi.
Hence, {G \ Hi | i ∈ I} is an open cover of G \U . Because G \U is a closed subset of the quasi-compact space
G, it is also quasi-compact and so there exists a finite subset J of I such that G \U ⊆ ⋃ j∈J G \ H j. This
implies
⋂
j∈J H j ⊆U . .
A.3.4 Proposition. Let G be a compact group and let X ,Y be closed subsets of G. Then the set X ·Y is
closed in G.
Proof. This is [Wil97, lemma 0.3.1(g)].
A.4. Transversals
A.4.1 Definition. Let G be a group and let H be a subgroup of G. A complete set of representatives of the
right cosets of H in G is also called a right transversal of H in G. A right transversal T is called unitary if
1 ∈T. If G is a topological group and H is a closed subgroup of G, then a closed right transversal of H in G
is a right transversal T of H in G such that T is a closed subset of G. A (unitary, closed) left transversal is
defined similarly.
A.4.2. All statements in this section about right transversals hold analogously also for left transversals.
A.4.3 Proposition. Let G be a group, let H be a subgroup of G and let T be a right transversal of H in G.
The following holds:
(i) For each g ∈ G there exist unique elements κT (g) ∈ H and t ∈ T such that g = κT (g)t. The map
κT : G→H, g 7→ κT (g), is called the T-remover.
(ii) For each g ∈G there exists a unique permutation σT,g on T such that tg = κT (tg)σT,g(t) for all t ∈ T.
The permutation σT,g is called the T-permutation for g. If T = {t1, . . . , tn} then we usually identify
σT,g with a permutation on {1, . . . ,n}.
(iii) If g, g′ ∈G, then κT (tgg′)= κT (tg)κT (σT,g(t)g′) and σT,gg′ (t)=σT,g′ (σT,g(t)) for all t ∈T.
(iv) Let q : G→H /G be the quotient morphism. Then q|T : T →H /G is bijective and
s := ι◦ (q|T )−1 : H /G→G
is a set-theoretical section of q, where ι : H →G is the inclusion. Moreover, κT (g)= g(sq(g))−1 for all
g ∈G.
(v) Let T be a unitary right transversal of H in G. Then κT (1) = 1 and κT (hg) = hκT (g) for all h ∈ H,
g ∈G.
Proof.
(i) Since T is a right transversal, we have G =∐t∈T Ht and consequently there exists a unique t ∈ T such
that g ∈ Ht. This shows uniqueness of the element t in the decomposition. Moreover, we can now write
g = κT (g)t for some κT (g) ∈H and if g = ht for another element h ∈H, then g = κT (g)t = ht which implies
κT (g)= h.
(ii) If t ∈ T, then by the above there exists a unique element tg such that tg = κT (tg)tg. The uniqueness
implies that we must have σT,g(t)= tg and we also conclude that the map σT,g : T → T, t 7→ tg, is injective.
To see that it is surjective, note that G = ⋃t∈T Ht and consequently G =G g = ⋃t∈T Htg. Hence, if t′ ∈ T,
then there exists t ∈ T such that t′ ∈ Htg, that is, t′ = htg for some h ∈ H and therefore h−1t′ = tg. This
implies that κT (tg)= h−1 and t′ = tg =σT,g(t) proving the surjectivity of σT,g.
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(iii) We have tg= κT (tg)σT,g(t) and σT,g(t)g′ = κT (σT,g(t)g′)σT,g′ (σT,g(t)). Hence,
t(gg′)= (tg)g′ = (κT (tg)σT,g(t))g′ = κT (tg)(σT,g(t)g′)
= κT (tg)(κT (σT,g(t)g′)σT,g′ (σT,g(t)))= (κT (tg)κT (σT,g(t)g′))σ′T,g(σT,g(t))
and consequently
κT (tgg′)= κT (tg)κT (σT,g(t)g′), σT,gg′ (t)=σT,g′ (σT,g(t)).
(iv) By definition, q|T is bijective and it is obvious that s is a set-theoretical section of q. Now, let g ∈G.
Then g has a unique decomposition g = ht with h ∈ H and t ∈ T. Hence, q(g) = q(ht) = Ht and there-
fore sq(g) = s(Ht) = t by construction of s. It follows that g = ht = h(sq(g)) and we get h = g(sq(g))−1.
Consequently, κT (g)= h= g(sq(g))−1.
(v) Since 1 ∈ T, the equation 1 = 1 · 1 is a decomposition of the form 1 = ht,h ∈ H, t ∈ T and therefore
κT (1)= 1. If g ∈G, then g = κT (g)t for some t ∈ T. Hence, hg = hκT (g)t and as hκT (g) ∈H, it follows that
κT (hg)= hκT (g).
A.4.4. Note that if T is a left transversal of H in G, then we have the relations
κT (g′gt)= κT (g′σT,g(t))κT (gt) and σT,g′g(t)=σT,g′ (σT,g(t)).
A.4.5 Proposition. Let G be a topological group, let H be a subgroup of G. Let KCG such that K ≤H and
let q : G →G/K be the quotient morphism. If T is a right transversal of H in G, then T := q(T) is a right
transversal of H/K in G/K and κT ◦ q= q ◦κT : G→H/K .
Proof. Since G =⋃t∈T Ht, we have
q(G)= q(⋃
t∈T
Ht)= ⋃
t∈T
q(H)q(t)= ⋃
t∈T
(H/K) · t.
To show that this union is disjoint, let g ∈G and suppose that q(g)= q(h)q(t)= q(h′)q(t′) for some h,h′ ∈H
and t, t′ ∈ T. Then q(g) = q(ht) = q(h′t′) and therefore ht = kh′t′ for some k ∈ K . Since K ⊆ H, we have
kh′ ∈ H and thus it follows from the uniqueness in A.4.3 that h = kh′ and t = t′. Consequently, q(h) =
q(kh′)= q(h′) and q(t)= q(t′) and this shows that the decomposition is unique.
If g ∈G, then g= κT (g)t for some t ∈T and therefore q(g)= q(κT (g)) ·q(t) and since T is a right transversal
of H/K in G/K , the uniqueness in A.4.3 implies that q(κT (g))= κT (q(g)). This shows that q◦κT = κT ◦q.
A.4.6 Proposition. Let G be a topological group, let H be a closed subgroup of finite index of G and let T
be a right transversal of H in G. Then κT : G→H is continuous.
Proof. Let q : G → H /G be the quotient morphism. Since H is closed, it follows from A.2.7 that H /G is
separated (note that A.2.7 holds similarly for right coset spaces instead of left coset spaces). Hence, the
restriction q|T : T →H /G is a bijective continuous map from a finite (and hence quasi-compact) space to a
separated space and therefore it is a homeomorphism according the closed map lemma. This implies that
the set-theoretical section s := ι ◦ (q|T )−1 : H /G → G of q, where ι : T → G is the inclusion, is continuous.
As multiplication and inversion on G is continuous, it follows that the map g 7→ g(sq(g))−1 = κT (g) is
continuous.
A.5. Topological abelian groups
A.5.1 Proposition. Let A be a topological abelian group. If Z is equipped with the discrete topology, then
the map Z×A→ A, (n,a) 7→ na, makes A into a topological Z-module.
Proof. It is obvious that the given map makes A into an abstract Z-module. As Z is equipped with the
discrete topology, it thus remains to check that for each n ∈ Z the group morphism µn : A → A, a 7→ na is
continuous. But this follows immediately from A.2.5.
A.5.2 Proposition. Let A be a compact abelian group and let n ∈N>0. The following holds:
(i) The map µn : A→ A, a 7→ na is continuous and nA :=µn(A) is a closed subgroup of A.
(ii) If A has trivial torsion, then µn induces an isomorphism of compact groups µ′n : A→ nA. For a ∈ nA
we define 1n a := (µ′n)−1(a).
Proof. By A.5.1 the group morphism µn is continuous. Due to the closed map lemma µn is a closed map and
therefore nA = µn(A) is a closed subgroup of A. Hence, nA is a compact group. If A has trivial Z-torsion,
then µn is injective and therefore µ′n : A→ nA, a 7→ na, is an isomorphism of compact groups by the closed
map lemma.
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A.6. Abelianization
A.6.1 Definition. Let G be a topological group. The commutator of two elements x, y ∈G is the element
[x, y] := xy(yx)−1 ∈G. The abstract commutator subgroup Coma(G) of G is defined as the subgroup gener-
ated by all commutators, that is,
Coma(G)= 〈[x, y] | x, y ∈G〉.
The topological commutator subgroup Comt(G) of G is defined as the subgroup topologically generated by
all commutators, that is,
Comt(G)= cl(Coma(G)).
A.6.2 Proposition. Let G be a topological group. The following holds:
(i) Comt(G) is a closed normal subgroup of G.
(ii) G is separated and abelian if and only if Comt(G)= 1.
(iii) Gab :=G/Comt(G) is a separated abelian group.
(iv) Let NCc G. Then G/N is a separated abelian group if and only if N ≥Comt(G).
(v) If ϕ : G→G′ is a morphism of topological groups, then ϕ(Comt(G))⊆Comt(G′).
(vi) If ϕ : G→G′ is a closed surjective morphism of topological groups, then ϕ(Comt(G))=Comt(G′).
(vii) The quotient morphism q : G → Gab is universal among morphisms from G into separated abelian
groups, that is, if ϕ : G → A is a morphism into a separated abelian group A, then there exists a
unique morphism of topological groups ϕ′ : Gab → A making the diagram
G
ϕ //
q

A
Gab
ϕ′
>>||||||||
commutative.
(viii) If ϕ : G→G′ is a morphism of topological groups, then there exists a unique morphism of topological
groups ϕab : Gab → (G′)ab making the diagram
G
ϕ //
qG

G′
qG′

Gab
ϕab
// (G′)ab
commutative, where the vertical morphisms are the quotient morphisms.
(ix) The maps
(−)ab :TGrp −→ TAbs
G 7−→ Gab
ϕ : G→G′ 7−→ ϕab : Gab → (G′)ab
define a functor from the category of topological groups to the category of separated abelian groups.
Proof.
(i) Let x, y, g ∈G. Then
[g−1xg, g−1 yg]= ((g−1xg)(g−1 yg))((g−1 yg)(g−1xg))−1 = (g−1xgg−1 yg)(g−1xg)−1(g−1 yg)−1
= (g−1xyg)(g−1x−1 gg−1 y−1 g)= g−1xyx−1 y−1 g= g−1[x, y]g.
This shows that the set of commutators is invariant under conjugation and therefore Coma(G) is a normal
subgroup of G. As Comt(G) is the closure of Coma(G), it follows from proposition A.2.7 that Comt(G) is also
a normal subgroup of G.
(ii) It is evident that G is abelian if and only if Coma(G) = 1. Let G be separated and abelian. Then
Coma(G)= 1 and therefore Comt(G)= cl({1})= 1 by proposition A.2.6. Conversely, if Comt(G)= 1, then G is
abelian because Coma(G)⊆Comt(G). Moreover, since
1=Comt(G)= cl(Coma(G))= cl({1}),
if follows from proposition A.2.6 that G is separated.
(iii) Let x, y ∈ G. Then xy(yx)−1 = [x, y] ∈ Coma(G) so that xy ≡ yx mod Coma(G). Hence, G/Coma(G) is
abelian. Since Coma(G)⊆Comt(G), the quotient group G/Comt(G) is also abelian. Moreover, as Comt(G) is
closed in G, it follows from proposition A.2.7 that G/Comt(G) is separated.
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(iv) If G/N is abelian, then xy≡ yx mod N and so xy(yx)−1 = [x, y] ∈N for all x, y ∈G. Hence, N ≥Coma(G)
and since N is closed, we get N ≥ Comt(G). Conversely, if N ≥ Comt(G) then in particular N ≥ Coma(G).
Thus, if x, y ∈G, then xy(yx)−1 = [x, y] ∈Coma(G)⊆N and therefore xy≡ yx mod N so that G/N is abelian.
(v) Let x, y ∈G. Then
ϕ([x, y])=ϕ(xy(yx)−1)=ϕ(x)ϕ(y)(ϕ(y)ϕ(x))−1 = [ϕ(x),ϕ(y)] ∈Coma(G′)
and therefore ϕ(Coma(G))⊆Coma(G′). Using the continuity of ϕ, we get
ϕ(Comt(G))=ϕ(cl(Coma(G)))⊆ cl(ϕ(Coma(G)))⊆ cl(Coma(G′))=Comt(G′).
(vi) By the above, we have ϕ(Comt(G)) ⊆ Comt(G′), so it remains to show the converse inclusion. Let
x′, y′ ∈G′ and let x, y ∈G such that ϕ(x)= x′, ϕ(y)= y′. Then
ϕ([x, y])=ϕ(xy(yx)−1)= x′ y′(y′x′)−1 = [x′, y′]
and this implies Coma(G′)⊆ϕ(Coma(G)). As ϕ is closed, we get
Comt(G′)= clComa(G′))⊆ cl(ϕ(Coma(G)))⊆ϕ(cl(Coma(G)))=ϕ(Comt(G)).
(vii) If such a morphism ϕ′ exists, then due to the commutativity of the diagram, it is necessarily given by
ϕ′(g mod Comt(G))=ϕ′(G). It remains to verify that this indeed defines a morphism of topological groups.
Since ϕ(Comt(G))⊆Comt(A)= 1, we have Comt(G)⊆Ker(ϕ) and therefore ϕ′ is a well-defined morphism of
abstract groups satisfying ϕ′ ◦ q=ϕ. It follows from A.2.8 that ϕ′ is continuous so that ϕ′ is a morphism of
topological groups.
(viii) The morphism qG′ ◦ϕ : G→ (G′)ab is a morphism into a separated abelian group and so there exists a
unique morphism ϕab : Gab → (G′)ab such that ϕab ◦ qG = qG′ ◦ϕ.
(ix) This follows immediately from the uniqueness of ϕab.
A.6.3 Proposition. Let G be a compact group and let H be a closed subgroup of G. Then
Comt(G/H)=HComt(G)/HCG/H
and there exists a canonical isomorphism
G/HComt(G)∼= (G/H)ab.
Proof. Let q : G → G/H be the quotient morphism. Since H is closed, G/H is separated and therefore q
is closed by the closed map lemma. Hence, we can apply A.6.2(vi) and get Comt(G/H) = q(Comt(G)) =
HComt(G)/H. An application of A.2.7(vii) yields the canonical isomorphism of topological groups
(G/H)ab = (G/H)/Comt(G/H)= (G/H)/(HComt(G)/H)∼=G/HComt(G).
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B. Projective limits of topological groups
In this chapter some basic facts about profinite groups are collected. This chapter mainly emerged from the
author’s considerations about how much from the profinite theory can be generalized to projective limits
of compact groups, leading to the notion of complete proto-C groups for a formation C of compact groups.
In particular, the theory of maximal pro-C quotients as discussed in [RZ00, section 3.4] was generalized to
this setting. The main reference and motivation for the first part of this chapter was [HM07].
B.1. Basic facts
B.1.1 Proposition. The following holds:
(i) The category TGrp of topological groups55 is complete. The product of a family {G i | i ∈ I} of topological
groups is given by the direct product
∏
i∈I G i equipped with the product topology. The pullback of the
diagram formed by two morphisms ϕ : G→G′′ and ϕ′ : G′→G′′ is given by the subgroup P = {(g, g′) ∈
G×G′ |ϕ(g)=ϕ′(g′)} of the product G×G′.
(ii) The pullback of the diagram formed by two coherent coretractions56 ϕ,ϕ′ : G → G′′ in TGrp is also
given by Ker(γ)≤G, where γ : G→G′′, g 7→ϕ(g)ϕ′(g)−1.
(iii) If C is a full subcategory of TGrp consisting of separated groups and which is closed under the
formation of products and passing to closed subgroups, then C is closed under the formation of limits.
In particular, C is complete.
(iv) The full subcategory TGrps (TGrps,cpl, TGrpcom) of TGrp consisting of separated (separated and com-
plete, compact) groups is closed under the formation of limits. In particular, it is a complete category.
Proof.
(i) This is easy to verify.
(ii) We have K :=Ker(γ) = {g ∈G | ϕ(g) = ϕ′(g)}. By (i), the pullback of the diagram formed by ϕ and ϕ′ is
given by P := {(g, g′) ∈G×G |ϕ(g)=ϕ′(g′)}. Consider the map α : K → P, g 7→ (g, g) and let p : G×G→G be
the projection onto the first factor. Both maps are morphisms of topological groups and we have p◦α= idK .
Now, let (g, g′) ∈ P. As ϕ and ϕ′ are coherent coretractions, there exists a morphism r : G′′→G such that
rϕ = rϕ′ = idG . Since (g, g′) ∈ P, we have ϕ(g) = ϕ(g′) and therefore rϕ(g) = rϕ′(g′) which implies g = g′.
Hence,
(g, g′)= (g, g)=α(g)=α◦ p((g, g′))
and so we conclude that α◦ p|P = idP . This shows that α : K → P is an isomorphism of topological groups.
(iii) If ϕ,ϕ′ : G → G′′ are two coherent coretractions in C , then the pullback of the diagram formed by
these morphisms is given by Ker(γ), where γ : G →G′′ is defined as above. As G′′ is separated, Ker(γ) is
a closed subgroup of G and as G ∈C , it follows that Ker(γ) ∈C by assumption. Hence, C is closed under
the formation of products and the passing to intersections of coherent retracts. As TGrp is complete, an
application of [HM07, theorem 1.10(iv)] shows that C is closed under the formation of limits.
(iv) By (iii) it is enough to show that the closed subspaces and products of separated (separated and
complete, compact) spaces are again separated (separated and complete, compact). All this follows from
[Bou07a, chapitre I, §8.2], [Bou07a, chapitre II, §3.5, proposition 10], [Bou07a, chapitre II, §3.4, proposition
8], [Bou07a, chapitre I, §9.5, théorème 2] and [Bou07a, chapitre I, §9.3, proposition 2].
B.1.2 Definition. Any partially ordered set I = (I,≤) can be considered as a category whose objects are the
elements of I and in which for every i, j ∈ I with i ≤ j there exists a unique morphism j → i. We say that
I is a directed set if any two elements of I have an upper bound. A projective system in a category C is a
functor P : I → C , where I is a directed set. We often write P as a family of morphisms P = {ϕi j : X j →
X i | (i, j) ∈ I× I, i ≤ j}, where X i :=P (i) and ϕi j :=P ( j→ i).
B.1.3 Proposition. The limit of a projective system P = {ϕi j : G j →G i | (i, j) ∈ I× I, i ≤ j} in TGrp is given
by the subgroup
{(g i)i∈I ∈
∏
i∈I
G i |ϕi j(g j)= g i for all i ≤ j}≤
∏
i∈I
G i.
Proof. This is easy to verify.
B.2. Approximations
B.2.1 Definition. The category FTGrp of filtered topological groups is defined as follows:
55Not necessarily separated.
56Confer [HM07, definition 1.6] for this notion.
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• The objects are pairs (G,N ), where G is a separated topological group and N is a filter basis on G
consisting of closed normal subgroups of G.
• The morphisms (G,NG)→ (H,NH) are morphisms ϕ : G→H in TGrp satisfying the following proper-
ties:
1. ϕ(N) ∈NH for each N ∈NG .
2. For each M ∈NH there exists N ∈NG such that ϕ(N)⊆M.
• The composition is the composition in TGrp. Note that this is well-defined: Let ϕ1 : (G1,N1) →
(G2,N2) and ϕ2 : (G2,N2)→ (G3,N3) be two morphisms in FTGrp. If N1 ∈N1, then ϕ1(N1) ∈N2 and
so ϕ2 ◦ϕ1(N1) ∈N3. If N3 ∈N3, then there exists N2 ∈N2 such that ϕ2(N2)⊆ N3. Now, there exists
N1 ∈N1 such that ϕ1(N1)⊆N2. Hence, ϕ2 ◦ϕ1(N1)⊆N3 and so ϕ2 ◦ϕ1 is a morphism in FTGrp.
B.2.2 Definition. For (G,N ) ∈FTGrp the projective system G/N in TGrps is defined as follows: The index
set is (N ,⊇), the objects are {G/N |N ∈N }, and the morphisms {G/M →G/N |M ≤N ∈N } are induced by
the quotient morphisms. The limit lim G/N is denoted by GN and is called the approximation of G byN .
B.2.3 Theorem. Let (G,N ) ∈FTGrp. The following holds:
(i) The map γN : G→GN , g 7→ (gN)N∈N is a morphism of topological groups.
(ii) For all N ∈N the diagram
G
γN //
qN !!C
CC
CC
CC
C GN
pN

G/N
commutes, where pN is the canonical morphism and qN is the quotient morphism.
(iii) γN (G) is dense in GN and Ker(γN )=⋂N∈N N.
(iv) The canonical morphisms pN : GN →G/N, N ∈N , are strict surjective. Hence, pN induces an iso-
morphism of topological groups GN /Ker(pN )∼=G/N. Moreover, Ker(pN )= cl(γN (N)).
(v) GN is separated.
(vi) γN is a strict injective morphism (and thus topologically an embedding) if and only if lim N = 1.
(vii) If limN = 1 and ifN contains a complete group, then γN is surjective and hence it is an isomorphism
of topological groups.
(viii) If ϕ : (G,NG)→ (H,NH) is a morphism in FTGrp, then there exists a unique morphism ϕa : GNG →
HNH such that the diagram
GNG
ϕa // HNH
G ϕ
//
γNG
OO
H
γNH
OO
commutes.
(ix) The maps
FTGrp −→ TGrps
(G,N ) 7−→ GN
(G,NG)
ϕ−→ (H,NH) 7−→ GNG
ϕa−−→HNH
define a functor. This functor is called the approximation functor on FTGrp.
Proof.
(i) This is the first part of [HM07, theorem 1.29(i)].
(ii) This is [HM07, theorem 1.29(ii)].
(iii) This is the second part of [HM07, theorem 1.29(i)].
(iv) This is [HM07, theorem 1.29(iii)].
(v) This follows from B.1.1 since all N ∈N are closed in G so that G/N is separated.
(vi) Let γN be a strict injective morphism. Then 1 = Ker(γN ) = ⋂N∈N N and as γN is topologically an
embedding, it follows from [HM07, theorem 1.30] that lim N = 1. Conversely, if lim N = 1, then it follows
from [Bou07a, chapitre III, §7.2, proposition 2] that γN is a strict morphism and⋂
N∈N
N =Ker(γN )= cl({1}).
Since G is separated, we have cl({1})= 1 and so γN is a strict injective morphism.
(vii) By the above, γN is a strict injective morphism. It follows from [Bou07a, chapitre III, §7.2, proposition
2] that γN is surjective and so it is an isomorphism of topological groups.
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(viii) This is [HM07, theorem 1.29(v)].
(ix) This follows from the uniqueness of ϕa.
B.2.4 Definition. The category FTGrp1 is defined as the full subcategory of FTGrp consisting of all (G,N )
such that lim N = 1.
B.2.5 Proposition. Let (G,N ) ∈ FTGrp1. If the quotient G/N is complete for each N ∈N , then G admits
a Hausdorff completion which is given by γN .
Proof. This is [Bou07a, chapitre III, §7.2, corollaire 1 de proposition 2].
B.2.6 Proposition. Let (G,N ) ∈ FTGrp1 such that G is complete and the quotient G/N is complete for
each N ∈N . The following holds for a closed subgroup H of G:
(i) Let HN /N be the projective system in TGrps with index set (N ,⊇), objects {HN/N ≤G/N | N ∈N },
and morphisms induced by the quotient morphisms. Similarly, let cl(HN )/N be the projective system
in TGrps with index set (N ,⊇), objects {cl(HN)/N ≤ G/N | N ∈N }, and morphisms induced by the
quotient morphisms. Then canonically
lim HN /N ⊆ lim cl(HN )/N ⊆ lim G/N =GN .
Moreover,
lim HN /N = lim cl(HN )/N
and the isomorphism γN : G→GN maps H isomorphically onto lim HN /N .
(ii) The set H∩N := {H∩N |N ∈N } is a filter basis on H consisting of closed subgroups and having 1 as
limit point. Moreover,
γH∩N : H→ lim H/H∩N =HH∩N
is an isomorphism.
Proof. This is a slight reformulation of [HM07, theorem 1.34(i)-(ii)] using some details of the proof given
there.57
B.2.7 Proposition. Let (G,N ) ∈ FTGrp1 such that all N ∈ N are compact. Let H be a closed normal
subgroup of G. Let q : G →G/H be the quotient morphism. The set q(N ) := {q(N) |N ∈N } is a filter basis
on G/H consisting of closed normal subgroups of G/H and having 1 as limit point. The morphism
γq(N ) : G/H→ lim (G/H)/q(N )= (G/H)q(N )
is an isomorphism.
Proof. The set q(N ) is obviously non-empty and does not contain the empty set. If q(N), q(N ′) ∈ q(N ), then
there exists N ′′ ∈N such that N ′′ ⊆ N∩N ′ because N is a filter basis on G. Hence, q(N ′′)⊆ q(N)∩ q(N ′)
and this shows that q(N ) is a filter basis on G/H. Since each N ∈N is a compact normal subgroup of G
and q is continuous, each q(N) is a compact (and thus closed) normal subgroup of G/H. Let U be an open
neighborhood of 1 ∈G/H. Then q−1(U) is an open neighborhood of 1 ∈G and since lim N = 1, there exists
N ∈N such that N ⊆ q−1(U). Hence, q(N) ⊆ q(q−1(U)) =U and this shows that lim q(N ) = 1. Hence,
(G/N, q(N )) ∈ FTGrp1 and as q(N ) consists of compact (and thus complete) normal subgroups of G/H, it
follows from B.2.3 that γq(N ) : G/H→ lim (G/H)/q(N ) is an isomorphism.
B.2.8 Theorem. Let P = {ϕi j : G j →G i | (i, j) ∈ I× I, i ≤ j} be a projective system in TGrps, let G := lim P
and let pi : G→G i be the canonical morphism. The following holds:
(i) For each i ∈ I let Vi be the neighborhood filter of 1 ∈G i. Then {p−1i (U) | i ∈ I∧U ∈Vi} is a neighbor-
hood basis of 1 ∈G.
(ii) N := {Ker(pi) | i ∈ I} is a filter basis on G consisting of closed normal subgroups of G and having 1 as
limit point.
57Note that [HM07, theorem 1.34(iii)-(iv)] is false as pointed out by Helge Glöckner. Confer also [HM08].
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(iii) There exists a unique isomorphism ηN : GN →G such that the following diagram commutes for all
i ≤ j in I
GN
ηN
∼=
//
p˜ j

G
p j

G/Ker(p j)
p′j //
qi j

G j
ϕi j

G/Ker(pi)
p′i // G i
where p˜ j is the canonical morphism, qi j is induced by the quotient morphism and the two lower
horizontal morphisms are induced by the canonical morphisms.58 Moreover, ηN ◦γN = idG .
(iv) If N contains a complete group, then ηN is inverse to γN .
(v) Let G′i := cl(pi(G)) for each i ∈ I and let ϕ′i j : G′j →G′i be the morphism induced by ϕi j for each pair
i ≤ j ∈ I.59 Let P ′ = {ϕ′i j : G′j →G′i | (i, j) ∈ I× I, i ≤ j}. Then lim P ∼= lim P ′. Moreover, for each i ∈ I
the canonical morphism lim P ′→G′i is the corestriction of pi and has dense image.
Proof. The first three statements are [HM07, theorem 1.27(i)-(ii)]. The relation ηN ◦γN = idG is shown in
the proof of the theorem. The fourth statement follows from this relation since γN is an isomorphism in
this case. The last statement is [HM07, theorem 1.27(iv)].
B.2.9 Definition. A projective system P : I → TGrp is called surjective (strict surjective) if P ( j → i) is
surjective (strict surjective) for all i ≤ j ∈ I. It is called universally surjective (universally strict surjective)
if the canonical morphism lim P →P (i) is surjective (strict surjective) for all i ∈ I.
B.2.10 Proposition. Let P : I →TGrps be a projective system. The following holds:
(i) If P is universally surjective (universally strict surjective), then P is surjective (strict surjective).
(ii) If P is strict surjective and universally surjective, then P is universally strict surjective.
(iii) If P is surjective and all morphisms in P have compact kernel, then P is universally surjective. In
this case, all canonical morphisms lim P →P (i) also have compact kernel.
Proof.
(i) Let G i :=P (i), ϕi j :=P ( j→ i) and let pi : lim P →G i be the canonical morphism. The diagram
lim P
p j
||xx
xx
xx
xx
x
pi
""F
FF
FF
FF
FF
G j
ϕi j // G i
commutes by definition. If P is universally surjective, then both pi and p j are surjective and therefore ϕi j
is also surjective. Now, assume that P is universally strict surjective. Then P is in particular universally
surjective and therefore surjective by the above. It remains to show that ϕi j is strict and since ϕi j is
surjective, this amounts to proving that ϕi j is open. So, let U be an open subset of G j. Since both pi and p j
are surjective, it follows that ϕi j(U)= pi(p−1j (U)). In fact, if x ∈U , then we can choose y ∈ p−1j (x)⊆ p−1j (U)
and get ϕi j(x)=ϕi j(p j(y))= pi(x) ∈ pi(p−1j (U)). Conversely, we have pi(p−1j (U))=ϕi j ◦ p j(p−1j (U))⊆ϕi j(U).
Since p j is continuous, the preimage p−1j (U) is open in lim P and as pi is a strict surjective morphism, it
is open and so ϕi j(U)= pi(p−1i (U)) is open. Hence, ϕi j is strict surjective.
(ii) This is [HM07, proposition 1.27(iii)].
(iii) This is the second part of [HM07, proposition 1.22].
B.2.11 Definition. For a subclass C ⊆TGrps the following full subcategories of TGrps are defined:
• pro-C (spro-C , uspro-C , sspro-C , usspro-C ) consists of all topological groups which are isomorphic to
the limit of an arbitrary (surjective, universally surjective, strict surjective, universally strict surjec-
tive) projective system P : I →TGrp such that P (i) ∈C for all i ∈ I.
• proto-C (cplproto-C ) consists of all separated (separated and complete) topological groups G for which
there exists a filter basis N on G consisting of closed normal subgroups of G such that lim N = 1
and G/N ∈C for each N ∈N .
58Note that qi j is well-defined since pi =ϕi j p j and therefore Ker(p j)⊆Ker(pi).
59This is well-defined: Since ϕi j : G j →G i is continuous, we have ϕi j(G′j)=ϕi j(cl(p j(G)))⊆ cl(ϕi j ◦ p j(G))= cl(pi(G))=G′i .
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B.2.12 Definition. We introduce the following list of properties a subclass C ⊆TGrps might satisfy:
(C0) C 6= ; and if G ∈TGrp is isomorphic to a group in C , then G is already contained in C .60
(C1) If G ∈C and H ≤c G, then H ∈C .
(C2) If G ∈C and NCc G, then G/N ∈C .
(C3) If n ∈N and G1, . . . ,Gn ∈C , then ∏ni=1 G i ∈C .
B.2.13 Proposition. Let C ⊆TGrps. The following holds:
(i) If C ′ ⊆C , then ?pro-C ′ ⊆?pro-C for ? ∈ {;,s,us,ss,uss} and ?proto-C ′ ⊆?proto-C for ? ∈ {;,cpl}.
(ii) There exist the following inclusions of full subcategories of TGrps, where the dashed inclusion with
label C0 only holds if C satisfies C0 and where the dashed arrow with label cpl∧C0 symbolizes that
the converse inclusion holds if C satisfies C0 and consists of complete and separated groups:
pro-C
spro-C
uspro-C
iiiiiiiiiiiii
proto-C sspro-C

usspro-C
C0
T T T T T T

hhhhhhhhhhhhh
cpl∧C0pp
y
t
njecplproto-C
jjjjjjjjjj
C
Proof.
(i) This is obvious.
(ii) The inclusions cplproto-C ⊆ proto-C , C ⊆ usspro-C , usspro-C ⊆ uspro-C , sspro-C ⊆ spro-C and spro-C ⊆
pro-C are obvious. The inclusions usspro-C ⊆ sspro-C , uspro-C ⊆ spro-C follow from B.2.10.
Let G ∈ cplproto-C . By definition, G is a complete and separated group and there exists a filter basis N
on G consisting of closed normal subgroups such that G/N ∈C for each N ∈N and lim N = 1. Since each
N ∈N is closed in G and since G is complete, each N ∈N is also complete by [Bou07a, chapitre II, §3.4,
proposition 8]. Hence, γN : G → GN is an isomorphism by B.2.3 and GN ∈ usspro-C . This shows that
G ∈ usspro-C and therefore cplproto-C ⊆ usspro-C .
Let G ∈ usspro-C and suppose that C satisfies C0. Then there exists a universally strict surjective pro-
jective system P : I → TGrp such that P (i) ∈ C for all i ∈ I and G ∼= lim P . We can assume without loss
of generality that G = lim P . Since C consists of separated groups, G is also separated by B.1.1. Let
G i := P (i), ϕi j := P ( j → i) and let pi : G → G i be the canonical morphism. According to B.2.8 the set
N := {Ker(pi) | i ∈ I} is a filter basis on G consisting of closed normal subgroups and having 1 as limit
point. Since P is universally strict surjective, pi is strict surjective and thus induces an isomorphism of
topological groups G/Ker(pi) ∼= G i. As G i ∈ C and C satisfies C0, this shows that G/Ker(pi) ∈ C and so
G ∈ proto-C . Hence, usspro-C ⊆ proto-C if C satisfies C0. Moreover, if C consists of complete and sepa-
rated groups, then G = lim P is also complete and separated by B.1.1. Hence, usspro-C ⊆ cplproto-C if C
satisfies C0 and consists of complete and separated groups.
B.3. Complete proto-C groups for classes of compact groups
B.3.1 Proposition. Let C be a C0-class of compact groups. There exist the following inclusions and equal-
ities of full subcategories of TGrps, where the dashed arrow with label C1 symbolizes that the converse
inclusion holds if C satisfies C1:
pro-C
C1

2


cplproto-C = usspro-C = sspro-C = uspro-C = spro-C
C
60This property is well-defined due to our assumptions on the set theory.
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Proof. Since compact groups are complete, the equality cplproto-C = usspro-C follows from B.2.13. The
inclusion usspro-C ⊆ sspro-C is also part of B.2.13. To prove the converse inclusion, let G ∈ sspro-C . We
can assume without loss of generality that G = lim P , where P is a strict surjective projective system
in TGrp whose objects are contained in C . The projective system P is in particular surjective and as C
consists of compact groups, the morphisms in P have compact kernel. Hence, it follows from B.2.10 that
P is universally surjective. Now, P is a strict surjective and universally surjective projective system and
so an application of B.2.10 shows that P is universally strict surjective. Hence, G ∈ usspro-C .
The inclusion uspro-C ⊆ spro-C is part of B.2.13. To prove the converse inclusion, let G ∈ spro-C . We can
assume without loss of generality that G = lim P , where P is a surjective projective system in TGrp whose
objects are contained in C . Since C consists of compact groups, all morphisms in P have compact kernel
and so it follows from B.2.10 that P is universally surjective. Hence, G ∈ uspro-C .
So far we have proven that cplproto-C = usspro-C = sspro-C and uspro-C = spro-C . The inclusion sspro-C ⊆
spro-C is obvious and the converse inclusion follows from the fact that C consists of compact groups and
the fact that morphisms of compact groups are strict by A.3.2.
Finally, let G ∈ pro-C and assume that C also satisfies C1. We can assume without loss of generality that
G = lim P , where P = {ϕi j : G j →G i | (i, j) ∈ I × I, i ≤ j} is a projective system in TGrp such that G i ∈ C
for all i ∈ I. Let pi : G → G i be the canonical morphism. Let P ′ = {ϕ′i j : G′j → G′i | (i, j) ∈ I × I, i ≤ j} be
the modification of P as described in B.2.8(v), that is, G′i := cl(pi(G)) ≤c G i and ϕ′i j : G′j → G′i is induced
by ϕi j. Then G = lim P ∼= lim P ′ and the canonical morphism p′i : lim P →G′i has dense image for each
i ∈ I by B.2.8. As G is the limit of a projective system of compact groups, G is also compact by B.1.1.
Hence, lim P ′ is compact and so the canonical morphism p′i : lim P
′→G′i ≤c G i is closed by the closed map
lemma. This implies that G′i = cl(Im(p′i)) = Im(p′i) and therefore P ′ is a universally surjective projective
system. Moreover, as C satisfies C1 and G′i ≤c G i, the objects of P ′ are contained in C . This shows that
G is isomorphic to the limit of a universally projective system whose objects are contained in C , that is,
G ∈ uspro-C .
B.3.2 Definition. For a class C of compact groups we introduce the following additional property:
(C4) 1 ∈C and if G is a compact group and N1, N2Cc G such that G/N1,G/N2 ∈C , then G/N1∩N2 ∈C .
B.3.3 Proposition. For a class C of compact groups there exist the following implications:
(i) C0∧C1∧C3=⇒C4.
(ii) C0∧C4=⇒C3.
(iii) C0∧C4=⇒ for any compact group G the set E t
C
(G) := {N |NCc G∧G/N ∈C } is a filter basis on G.
Proof.
(i) Since C satisfies C0, there exists G ∈C . As G is separated, 1 is a closed subgroup of G and so it follows
from C1 that 1 ∈ C . Now, let G be a compact group and let N1, N2Cc G such that G/N1, G/N2 ∈ C . The
quotient morphism qi : G →G/Ni induces a continuous morphism q′i : G/N1∩N2 →G/Ni and so we get a
continuous morphism ι : G/N1∩N2 →G/N1×G/N2. As G is compact, the quotient G/N1∩N2 is also compact
and as G/Ni is separated, the product G/N1×G/N2 is also separated. Hence, ι is a continuous map from
a compact space to a separated space and therefore it is a closed map. Moreover, ι is also injective and
so ι induces an isomorphism of topological groups G/N1 ∩N2 ∼= Im(ι). Now, G/N1 ×G/N2 ∈ C by C3 and
since ι is closed, Im(ι) is a closed subgroup of G/N1×G/N2 and so we get Im(ι) ∈ C by C1. Finally, we get
G/N1∩N2 ∈C by C0.
(ii) Let G1,G2 ∈C . Let G :=G1×G2 and let pi : G →G i be the projection for i ∈ {1,2}. As pi is continuous
and G i is separated, Ni :=Ker(pi) is a closed normal subgroup of G. Moreover, as pi is surjective and as G
and G i are compact, pi is strict and so the induced morphism G/Ni →G i is an isomorphism of topological
groups. This implies that G/N1,G/N2 ∈C because C satisfies C0 and as C satisfies C4, we conclude that
G/N1∩N2 ∈ C . Since N1∩N2 = {1}× {1}, we have G/N1∩N2 ∼=G and therefore G =G1×G2 ∈ C . It now
follows by induction that C is closed under finite direct products, that is, C satisfies C3.
(iii) By C4, we have 1 ∈ C so that G ∈ E t
C
(G) and therefore E t
C
(G) 6= ;. Moreover, we obviously have
;∉ E t
C
(G). The fact that C satisfies C4 also implies that E t
C
(G) is closed under finite intersections. Hence,
E t
C
(G) is a filter basis on G.
B.3.4 Definition. A class C of compact groups is called a formation if it satisfies C0,C2 and C4. It is called
a variety if it is a formation and satisfies C1.
B.3.5 Proposition. Let C be a C0-class of compact groups. The following are equivalent for a topological
group G:
(i) G ∈ cplproto-C =?pro-C for ? ∈ {uss,ss,us,s}.
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(ii) G is compact and there exists a filter basis N on G consisting of closed normal subgroups of G such
that
⋂
N∈N N = 1 and G/N ∈C for all N ∈N .
If C satisfies C1, then (i) is also equivalent to:
(iii) G ∈ pro-C .
If C satisfies C4, then (i) is also equivalent to:
(iv) G is compact and
⋂
N∈E t
C
(G) N = 1.
If C satisfies C1 and C4, then (i) is also equivalent to:
(v) G is isomorphic to a closed subgroup of a direct product of groups contained in C .
Proof.
(i) ⇒ (ii): Let G ∈ cplproto-C . Since cplproto-C ⊆ pro-C by B.2.13, there exists an isomorphism G ∼= lim P ,
where P is a projective system whose objects are contained in C . As C consists of compact groups, B.1.1
implies that G is compact. As G is a proto-C group, there exists a filter basis N on G consisting of closed
normal subgroups of G such that lim N = 1 and G/N ∈C for each N ∈N . As G is compact and all N ∈N
are closed in G, the filter basis N consists of compact sets and so it follows from A.1.21 that
⋂
N∈N N = 1.
(ii) ⇒ (i): It follows from A.1.21 that lim N = 1. Hence, G is a compact proto-C group so that in particular
G ∈ cplproto-C .
(i) ⇔ (iii): This follows from the equality cplproto-C = pro-C which is part of B.3.1.
(ii) ⇒ (iv): This always holds due to 1=⋂N∈N N ⊇⋂ NCcG
G/N∈C
N.
(iv) ⇒ (ii): This holds because E t
C
(G) is a filter basis on G by B.3.3.
(i) ⇒ (v): This always holds due to B.1.3.
(v) ⇒ (i): By assumption there exists an isomorphism G →G′ onto a closed subgroup G′ ≤c X :=∏i∈I G i,
where G i ∈C for each i ∈ I. Let pi : X →G i be the projection. As all G i are compact, X is also compact. In
particular, K i :=Ker(pi) is a closed normal subgroup of X and so Ni :=G′∩K i is a closed normal subgroup
of G′. As
⋂
i∈I K i = 1, we also have ⋂i∈I Ni = 1. The projection pi : X →G i is a strict surjective morphism
by A.3.2 because X is compact and therefore pi induces an isomorphism X /K i ∼= G i ∈ C . Moreover, the
composition of the inclusion G′ X composed with the quotient morphism X → X /K i gives a morphism
G′→ X /K i with kernel equal to G′∩K i =Ni. As G′/Ni is compact, the induced morphism G′/Ni X /K i is
strict injective by A.3.2 and therefore G′/Ni is isomorphic to a closed subgroup of X /K i. The assumption
that C satisfies C0 and C1 thus implies that G′/Ni ∈C . Hence, 1 =⋂i∈I Ni ⊇⋂ NCcG′
G′/N∈C
N and therefore G′
satisfies (iii). Now, as C also satisfies C4, the direction (iii)⇒ (i) holds so that G′ ∈ cplproto-C and as G′ ∼=G
we can finally conclude that G ∈ cplproto-C .
B.3.6 Proposition. Let C be a C0-class of compact groups. The following holds:
(i) If C satisfies C1 (C2), then cplproto-C also satisfies C1 (C2).
(ii) If C satisfies C1 and C4, then the full subcategory cplproto-C of TGrp is closed under the formation
of limits. In particular, it is a complete category.
Proof.
(i) Let G ∈ cplproto-C and let N be a filter basis on G consisting of closed normal subgroups such that
lim N = 1 and G/N ∈ C for all N ∈N . Suppose that C satisfies C1 and let H be a closed subgroup of
G. It follows from B.2.6 that γH∩N : H → lim H/H∩N =HH∩N is an isomorphism. For each N ∈N , the
composition of the inclusion HG with the quotient morphism G→G/N gives a morphism H→G/N with
kernel equal to H∩N. The induced morphism H/H∩NG/N is strict injective by A.3.2 and therefore
H/H∩N is isomorphic to a closed subgroup of G/N. Since C satisfies C0 and C1, it follows that H/H∩N ∈C
and this proves that H ∼=HH∩N ∈ usspro-C = cplproto-C .
Now, assume that C satisfies C2 and let H be a closed normal subgroup of G. Let q : G →G/H be the quo-
tient morphism. It follows from B.2.7 that γq(N ) : G/H → lim (G/H)/q(N ) = (G/H)q(N ) is an isomorphism.
Let N ∈N . The quotient morphism qN : G→G/N is closed by the closed map lemma and therefore qN (H)
is a closed normal subgroup of G/N. As G/N ∈ C and as C satisfies C2, it follows that (G/N)/qN (H) ∈ C .
By A.2.7 we have the following isomorphisms
(G/H)/q(N)∼=G/HN ∼= (G/N)/qN (H)
and as C satisfies C0, we conclude that (G/H)/q(N) ∈C . Hence, G/H ∼= (G/H)q(N ) ∈ usspro-C = cplproto-C .
(ii) According to B.1.1 it is enough to show that cplproto-C is closed under the formation of products and
passing to closed subgroups. As cplproto-C satisfies C1 by the above, it remains to show that cplproto-C is
closed under the formation of products. So, let {G i | i ∈ I} be a family in cplproto-C . Since C satisfies C1
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and C4, it follows from B.3.5 that for each i ∈ I there exists a family {G i j | j ∈ Ji} in C and an isomorphism
ϕi : G i →G′i onto a closed subgroup G′i ≤c
∏
j∈Ji G i j. These isomorphisms induce an isomorphism
∏
i∈I G i
ϕ:=∏i∈iϕi // ∏i∈I G′i.
Since G′i is closed in
∏
j∈Ji G i j, it follows that
∏
i∈I G′i is closed in
∏
i∈I
∏
j∈Ji G i j.
61 Hence, ϕ is an isomor-
phism from
∏
i∈I G i onto a closed subgroup of a direct product of groups in C and as C satisfies C1 and C4,
this implies that
∏
i∈I G i ∈ cplproto-C .
B.3.7 Proposition. Let G be a compact group and let C be a formation of compact groups. The following
holds:
(i) Let E t(G) := {N | NCc G}. Then E tC (G) = {N | NCc G∧G/N ∈ C } is a filter on (E t(G),⊆). Moreover,
E t
C
(G) it is a lattice with respect to intersections and products.
(ii) RC (G) :=⋂N∈E t
C
(G) N is a closed normal subgroup of G. It is called the C -radical of G.
(iii) If ϕ : G → G′ is a surjective morphism of compact groups, then ϕ(E t
C
(G)) = E t
C
(G′) and ϕ(RC (G)) =
RC (G′).
(iv) G is a complete proto-C group if and only if RC (G)= 1.
(v) The group piC (G) := G/RC (G) is the maximal complete proto-C quotient of G, that is, piC (G) is a
complete proto-C group and if H is a closed normal subgroup of G, then G/H is a complete proto-C
group if and only if H ≥RC (G).
Proof.
(i) By B.3.3, the set E t
C
(G) is a filter basis on G. So, to prove that it is a filter on (E t(G),⊆), it remains to
show that for N ∈ E t
C
(G) and M ∈ E t(G) such that N ⊆M we also have M ∈ E t
C
(G). The quotient morphism
q : G →G/N is closed by the closed map lemma and consequently q(M)Cc G/N. As C satisfies C2 and as
G/N ∈C , we conclude that (G/N)/q(M) ∈C . By A.2.7 we have an isomorphism
G/M ∼= (G/N)/(M/N)= (G/N)/q(M) ∈C
and therefore G/M ∈C , that is, M ∈ E t
C
(G). Hence, E t
C
(G) is a filter on (E t(G),⊆).
To prove the second assertion, it is enough to show that E t
C
(G) is closed under finite intersections and
products because the set of all normal subgroups of G is already a lattice with respect to these operations.
By the above, E t
C
(G) is closed under finite intersections. If N1, N2 ∈ E tC (G), then N1 ·N2 is a closed normal
subgroup of G by A.3.4. Since N1 ·N2 ≥N1 and since E tC (G) is a filter on (E t(G),⊆), it follows that N1 ·N2 ∈
E t
C
(G).
(ii) This is obvious.
(iii) Let N ∈ E t
C
(G). Then ϕ(N) is a closed normal subgroup of G′ as ϕ is closed by the closed map lemma.
The composition of ϕ with the quotient morphism G′→G′/ϕ(N) is a strict surjective morphism with kernel
N ·Ker(ϕ). Hence, G/(N ·Ker(ϕ))∼=G′/ϕ(N). As N ·Ker(ϕ) is closed, moreover N ∈ E tC (G) and N ·Ker(ϕ)≥N,
it follows that N ·Ker(ϕ) ∈ E t
C
(G). Consequently, G/(N ·Ker(ϕ)) ∈C which implies G′/ϕ(N) ∈C and therefore
ϕ(N) ∈ E t
C
(G′). This shows that ϕ(E t
C
(G)) ⊆ E t
C
(G′). Conversely, let N ∈ E t
C
(G′). Then ϕ−1(N) is a closed
normal subgroup of G and the composition of ϕ with the quotient morphism G′→G′/N is a strict surjective
morphism having kernel ϕ−1(N) ·Ker(ϕ). Hence, G/(ϕ−1(N) ·Ker(ϕ)) ∼=G′/N ∈ C and so we conclude that
ϕ−1(N) ·Ker(ϕ) ∈ E t
C
(G). Now, ϕ(ϕ−1(N) ·Ker(ϕ))=N and this shows that E t
C
(G′)⊆ϕ(E t
C
(G)).
As E t
C
(G) is a filter basis on G, we can apply A.3.3 to get
ϕ(RC (G))=ϕ(
⋂
N∈E t
C
(G)
N)= ⋂
N∈E t
C
(G)
ϕ(N)= ⋂
N∈E t
C
(G′)
N =RC (G′).
(iv) This follows immediately from B.3.5.
(v) First, we prove that G/RC (G) is a complete proto-C group. This group is obviously compact as G is
compact and RC (G)Cc G. Let q : G→G/RC (G) be the quotient morphism. By the above, we have⋂
N∈E t
C
(G/RC (G))
N =RC (G/RC (G))= q(RC (G))= 1.
As C satisfies C4, it follows from B.3.5 that G/RC (G) is a complete proto-C group.
61In general, if {X i | i ∈ I} is a family of topological spaces and Yi is a closed subspace of X i for each i ∈ I, then
∏
i∈I Yi is a closed
subspace of X :=∏i∈I X i because ∏i∈I Yi =⋂i∈I p−1i (Yi), where pi : X → X i is the projection.
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Now, let H be a closed normal subgroup of G such that G/H is a complete proto-C group. By B.3.5 we have
RC (G/H)=
⋂
N∈E t
C
(G/H)
N = 1.
Let q : G →G/H be the quotient morphism. By the above, we have 1=RC (G/H)= q(RC (G)) and therefore
RC (G)≤H. On the other hand, let H be a closed normal subgroup of G such that RC (G)≤H. Let q : G →
G/H be the quotient morphism. The group G/H is compact and we have RC (G/H)= q(RC (G))= 1 and so it
follows from B.3.5 that G/H is a complete proto-C group.
B.3.8 Proposition. Let C be a variety of compact groups. The following holds:
(i) If ϕ : G→G′ is a morphism of compact groups, then ϕ(RC (G))≤RC (G′).
(ii) If G is a compact group, then the quotient morphism q : G→G/RC (G) is universal among morphisms
into complete proto-C groups, that is, if ϕ : G →G′ is a morphism into a complete proto-C group G′,
then there exists a unique morphism ϕ′ : G/RC (G)→G′ making the diagram
G
ϕ //
q

G′
G/RC (G)
ϕ′
::vvvvvvvvv
commutative.
(iii) If ϕ : G→G′ is a morphism of compact groups, then there exists a unique morphism piC (ϕ) :piC (G)→
piC (G′) making the following diagram commutative
G
ϕ //

G′

piC (G)
piC (ϕ)
// piC (G′)
where the vertical morphisms are the quotient morphisms.
(iv) The maps
TGrpcom −→ cplproto-C
G 7−→ piC (G)
G
ϕ−→G′ 7−→ piC (G) piC (ϕ)−→ piC (G′)
define a functor.
Proof.
(i) The map ϕ is closed according to the closed map lemma and therefore B := ϕ(G) is a closed subgroup
of G′. As G′ is compact, it follows that B is also compact. The morphism ψ obtained by composing the
canonical inclusion BG′ with the quotient morphism G′→G′/RC (G′) has kernel B∩RC (G′)Cc B. The
induced morphism ψ′ : B/(B∩RC (G′)) → G′/RC (G′) is closed and strict injective so that B/(B∩RC (G′)) is
isomorphic to a closed subgroup of G′/RC (G′). Since C satisfies C1, it follows from B.3.6 that cplproto-C
also satisfies C1 and so we conclude that B/(B∩RC (G′)) is a complete proto-C group. Now, B is a compact
group and B∩RC (G′) is a closed normal subgroup of B such that B/(B∩RC (G′)) is a complete proto-C
group. Thus, B.3.7 implies that B∩RC (G′) ≥ RC (B). The corestriction ϕ′ : G → B = Im(ϕ) is a surjective
morphism of compact groups and so it follows from B.3.7 that ϕ′(RC (G))=RC (B). Altogether, we have
RC (G′)≥B∩RC (G′)≥RC (B)=ϕ′(RC (G))=ϕ(RC (G)).
(ii) Since G′ is a complete proto-C group, we have RC (G′) = 1 and by the above we have ϕ(RC (G)) ⊆
RC (G′)= 1, that is, RC (G)⊆Ker(ϕ). Hence, it follows from A.2.8 that ϕ induces a morphism of topological
groups ϕ′ : G/RC (G)→G′ such that ϕ′ ◦q=ϕ. This shows existence of such a morphism. The uniqueness is
evident.
(iii) Let q : G → piC (G) and q′ : G′ → piC (G′) be the quotient morphisms. Then q′ ◦ϕ : G → piC (G′) is a
morphism of compact groups and so we have q′ ◦ϕ(RC (G))≤RC (piC (G′))= 1 by the above. Hence, RC (G)≤
Ker(q′ ◦ϕ) and therefore q′ ◦ϕ induces a morphism piC (ϕ) :piC (G)→piC (G′) making the diagram
G
ϕ //
q

G′
q′ // piC (G′)
piC (G)
piC (ϕ)
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commutative. This shows existence of such a morphism. The uniqueness is evident.
(iv) This follows immediately from the uniqueness of piC (ϕ).
B.3.9 Proposition. Let G be a compact group, let H be a closed normal subgroup of G and let C be a
variety of compact groups. Then
RC (G/H)=HRC (G)/HCG/H
and there exists a canonical isomorphism
G/HRC (G)∼=piC (G/H).
Proof. Let q : G→G/H be the quotient morphism. An application of B.3.7(iii) yields HRC (G)/H = q(RC (G))=
RC (G/H). Hence, using A.2.7(vii), we have a canonical isomorphism
piC (G/H)= (G/H)/RC (G/H)= (G/H)/(HRC (G)/H)∼=G/HRC (G).
B.3.10 Proposition. The following holds:
(i) The class Abcom of compact abelian groups is a variety.
(ii) If G is a compact group, then Comt(G)=RAbcom (G).
(iii) The functors (−)ab and piAbcom coincide on TGrpcom.
Proof.
(i) It is evident that Abcom satisfies C0−C3 and therefore it also satisfies C4, that is, Abcom is a variety.
(ii) The quotient G/Comt(G) is a compact abelian group and therefore it is in particular a complete proto-
Abcom group. Hence, it follows from B.3.7 that Comt(G)≥RAbcom (G). Conversely, let N be a closed normal
subgroup of G such that G/N ∈Abcom. Then G/N is in particular a separated abelian group and therefore
N ≥Comt(G). Hence,
RAbcom (G)=
⋂
NCcG
G/N∈Abcom
N ≥Comt(G).
(iii) This is now obvious.
B.4. Profinite groups
B.4.1 Convention. A class C of finite groups is always considered as a subclass of TGrps with respect to
the discrete topology.
B.4.2 Definition. For a class C of finite groups we introduce the following additional properties that C
might satisfy:
(C4’) If G is a finite group and N1, N2CG with G/N1,G/N2 ∈C , then also G/N1∩N2 ∈C .
(C4”) If G is a group and N1, N2CG with G/N1,G/N2 ∈C , then also G/N1∩N2 ∈C .
B.4.3 Proposition. For a class C of finite groups there exist the following equivalences:
(i) C0∧C4′⇐⇒C0∧C4′′.
(ii) C0∧C2∧C4⇐⇒C0∧C2∧C4′.
In particular, the definition of a formation (variety) of finite groups given in [RZ00] coincides with the
definition given in B.3.4.
Proof.
(i) Suppose that C0∧C4′ holds and let G, N1, N2 as in C4′′. Let G′ :=G/(N1∩N2) and Ni :=Ni/(N1∩N2)CG′.
Since G/Ni ∈C and since C is a class of finite groups, we have
|G′| = [G : N1∩N2]≤ [G : N1] · [G : N2]<∞.
As G′/N ′i
∼=G/Ni ∈C , it follows from C0 that G′/N ′i ∈C and now it follows from C4′ and C0 that
C 3G′/N ′1∩N ′2 =G′/{1}∼=G′ =G/N1∩N2 =⇒G/N1∩N2 ∈C .
Hence, C4′′ is satisfied. The converse implication is obvious.
(ii) The implication =⇒ is obvious, so suppose that C0∧C2∧C4′ holds. It follows from the above that
C0∧C2∧C4′′ holds and then it remains to show that 1 ∈C . Since C satisfies C0, there exists G ∈C and
according to C2 we have 1∼=G/G ∈C .
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B.4.4 Proposition. The following holds:
(i) The class Grpf of finite groups is a variety. A pro-Grpf group is called a profinite group.
(ii) For a set of prime numbers P the class C of finite P-groups is a variety. A pro-C group is called a
pro-P group.
Proof. This is obvious.
B.4.5 Proposition. For a locally compact group G the following are equivalent:
(i) There exists a filter basis of 1 ∈G consisting of open subgroups.
(ii) G is totally disconnected.
If moreover G is compact, then the above is also equivalent to:
(iii) There exists a filter basis of 1 ∈G consisting of open normal subgroups.
(iv) G is a profinite group.
Proof. This is [HM06, theorem 1.34] (note that instead of (iv) it is stated that G ∈ spro-Grpf but as Grpf
satisfies C1 we know that spro-Grpf = pro-Grpf).
B.4.6 Proposition. The following holds:
(i) Let G be a quasi-compact group and let U be an open subset of G. If {Hi | i ∈ I} is a family of closed
subgroups of G such that
⋂
i∈I Hi ⊆U , then there is a finite subset J of I such that ⋂ j∈J H j ⊆U .
(ii) If G is compact and if {Ui | i ∈ I} is a filter basis on G which consists of open subgroups of G such that⋂
i∈I Ui = 1, then
U = {⋂
j∈J
U j | J ⊆ I∧Card(J)<∞}
is a filter basis of 1 ∈G.
Proof.
(i) Since
⋂
i∈I Hi ⊆U , we get
G \U ⊆G \⋂
i∈I
Hi =
⋃
i∈I
G \ Hi.
Hence, {G \ Hi | i ∈ I} is an open cover of G \U . Because G \U is a closed subset of the quasi-compact space
G, it is also quasi-compact and so there exists a finite subset J of I such that G \U ⊆ ⋃ j∈J G \ H j. This
implies
⋂
j∈J H j ⊆U .
(ii) LetΩ be a neighborhood of 1 ∈G. ThenΩ contains an open subset U ⊆G with 1 ∈U . Since ⋂i∈I Ui = 1⊆
U , the statement above implies the existence of a finite subset J of I such that
⋂
j∈J Ui ⊆U . As ⋂ j∈J Ui ∈U ,
this shows that for each neighborhood Ω of 1 ∈G there exists some U ∈U with U ⊆Ω. Hence, U is a filter
basis of 1 ∈G.
B.4.7 Proposition. Let C be a C0-class of finite groups. The following are equivalent for a topological
group G:
(i) G ∈ cplproto-C =?pro-C for ? ∈ {uss,ss,us,s}.
(ii) G is compact and there exists a filter basis U of 1 ∈G consisting of open normal subgroups of G such
that G/U ∈U for each U ∈U .
If C satisfies C1, then (i) is also equivalent to
(iii) G ∈ pro-C .
If C satisfies C2, then (i) is also equivalent to
(iv) G is a compact totally disconnected group and G/U ∈C for each open normal subgroup U of G.
If C satisfies C4, then (i) is also equivalent to
(v) G is compact and
⋂
U∈E f
C
(G) U = 1.
If C satisfies C1 and C4, then (i) is also equivalent to
(vi) G is isomorphic to a closed subgroup of a direct product of groups contained in C .
Proof.
(i) ⇒ (ii): It follows from B.3.5(i) ⇒ B.3.5(ii) that G is compact and that there exists a filter basis U on G
consisting of closed normal subgroups of G such that
⋂
U∈U U = 1 and G/U ∈ C for each U ∈U . Since C
consists of finite groups, we conclude that each U ∈U is open in G. As U is a filter basis, it is closed under
finite intersections and so it follows from B.4.6 that U is a filter basis of 1 ∈G.
(ii) ⇒ (i): Since U is a filter basis of 1 ∈ G, we have 〈U 〉 = V(1) and therefore lim U = limV(1) = {1}.
According to A.1.21 this implies
⋂
U∈U U = 1. Now the statement follows immediately from B.3.5(ii) ⇒
B.3.5(i).
(i) ⇔ (iii): This is B.3.5(i) ⇔ B.3.5(iii).
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(ii) ⇒ (iv): It follows from B.4.5(iii) ⇒ B.4.5(ii) that G is totally disconnected. Let U be an open normal
subgroup of G. Since U is a filter basis of 1 ∈G, there exists V ∈U with V ≤U . By assumption G/V ∈C
and as G/U ∼= (G/V )/(U /V ), it follows from C0 and C2 that G/U ∈C .
(iv) ⇒ (ii): It follows from B.4.5(ii) ⇒ B.4.5(iii) that there exists a filter basis U of 1 ∈G consisting of open
normal subgroups of G. By assumption we have G/U ∈C for each U ∈U .
(i) ⇔ (v): Since G is compact and C consists of finite groups, we have E f
C
(G) = E f
C
(G) and therefore the
statement follows from B.3.5(i) ⇔ B.3.5(iv).
(i) ⇔ (vi): This is B.3.5(i) ⇔ B.3.5(v).
B.4.8 Corollary. The following are equivalent for a topological group G:
(i) G ∈ cplproto-Grpf =?pro-Grpf for ? ∈ {;,uss,ss,us,s}.
(ii) G is compact and there exists a filter basis of 1 ∈G consisting of open normal subgroups of G.
(iii) G is compact and totally disconnected.
(iv) G is compact and
⋂
UCoG U = 1.
(v) G is isomorphic to a closed subgroup of a direct product of finite groups.
Proof. This is obvious.
B.4.9 Proposition. The category pro-Grpf is complete.
Proof. This is an application of B.3.6.
B.5. Procyclic groups
B.5.1 Proposition. The class Grpf,cyc of all finite cyclic groups satisfies C0, C1 and C2 but not C4. In
particular, Grpf,cyc is not a formation. A pro-Grpf,cyc group is called a procyclic group.62
Proof. It is obvious that C satisfies C0, C1 and C2. To see that C does not satisfy C4, consider the following
counter-example: Let G = C2×C2 and N1 = C2× {1}, N2 = {1}×C2. Then G/N1 and G/N2 are finite cyclic
groups but G/N1∩N2 =G/{1}∼=G is non-cyclic.
B.5.2 Proposition. The following holds:
(i) The quotient of a procyclic group by a closed subgroup is again procyclic.
(ii) A closed subgroup of a procyclic group is again procyclic.
Proof. This is an application of B.3.6.
B.5.3 Definition. Let G be a topological group. A subset X ⊆G is said to topologically generate G, if the
abstract group 〈X 〉 generated by X is dense in G, that is, 〈X 〉c := cl(〈X 〉)=G.
B.5.4 Proposition. Let P be a surjective projective system of compact groups with index set I, objects G i
and morphisms ϕi j : G j →G i, i ≤ j. Let G = lim P and let pi : G →G i be the canonical morphism. Then a
subset X ⊆G topologically generates G if and only if pi(X ) topologically generates G i for each i ∈ I.
Proof. Let X topologically generate G. Since P is a surjective projective system of compact groups, it
follows from B.2.10 that P is already universally surjective, that is, pi is surjective for each i ∈ I. As pi is
a morphism of compact groups, it is closed by the closed map lemma and therefore we get
G i = pi(G)= pi(cl(〈X 〉))= cl(pi(〈X 〉))= cl(〈pi(X )〉).
Hence, pi(X ) topologically generates G i for each i ∈ I. Conversely, let pi(X ) topologically generate G i for
each i ∈ I. Let Y := cl(〈X 〉)〉. Since pi is closed, we have
pi(Y )= pi(cl(〈X 〉))= cl(pi(〈X 〉))= cl(〈pi(X )〉)=G i.
Hence, an application of [RZ00, proposition 1.1.8] yields
Y = cl(Y )= lim P =G
and therefore X topologically generates G.
B.5.5 Proposition. Let ϕ : G → H be a surjective morphism of compact groups. If X ⊆ G topologically
generates G, then ϕ(X ) topologically generates H.
62More precisely it should be called a pro-(finite cyclic) group.
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Proof. Since ϕ is continuous and (due to the closed map lemma) closed, we have
H =ϕ(G)=ϕ(cl(〈X 〉))= cl(ϕ(〈X 〉))= cl(〈ϕ(X )〉).
B.5.6 Proposition. For a topological group G the following are equivalent:
(i) G is procyclic.
(ii) G is compact, totally disconnected and topologically generated by one element.
(iii) There exists an isomorphism
G ∼=
∏
p∈P
H(p),
where P is a set of prime numbers and each H(p) is a procyclic pro-p group.
Proof.
(i) ⇒ (ii): An application of B.4.7 shows that G is compact and totally disconnected. As Grpf,cyc satisfies C1,
there exists an isomorphism G ∼= lim P where P is a surjective projective system in TGrps whose objects
are finite cyclic groups. We can assume without loss of generality that G is equal to such a projective limit.
Let P have index set (I,≤), objects Hi and morphisms ϕi j : H j → Hi for i ≤ j. For each i ∈ I let X i be the
set of all elements of Hi which generate Hi. As Hi is cyclic, X i is non-empty. Since ϕi j is surjective, ϕi j
maps generators of H j to generators of Hi, that is, ϕi j(X j)⊆ X i. Hence, we can define a projective system
P ′ with index set (I,≤), objects X i and morphisms ϕi j|X j : X j → X i. As each Hi is finite, X i is also finite
and so it follows from proposition [RZ00, proposition 1.1.4] that X := lim P ′ is non-empty. By definition,
the diagram
X
p′j
~~}}
}}
}}
} p′i
  A
AA
AA
AA
A
X j
ϕi j |X j
//

ι j

X i
ιi

H j ϕi j
// Hi
commutes for all i ≤ j ∈ I, where p′i is the canonical morphism and ιi is the inclusion. Hence, the family
{ιi ◦ p′i | i ∈ I} induces a morphism η : X →G making the diagram
X
η //
ιi◦p′i &&NN
NNN
NNN
NNN
NN G
pi

Hi
commutative for each i ∈ I. Now, since X 6= ;, we can choose an element x ∈ X and by the commutativity of
the diagram above this element satisfies
pi ◦η(x)= ιi ◦ p′i(η(x)) ∈ X i
for each i ∈ I. Thus, pi ◦η(x) is a generator of Hi and so it follows from B.5.4 that η(x) is a topological
generator of G.
(ii)⇒ (i): It follows from B.4.8 that there exists a filter basisU of 1 ∈G consisting of open normal subgroups
of G. Then G ∼= lim G/U and it follows from B.5.4 that qU (x) topologically generates G/U for each U ∈U .
As each U ∈U is open in G, the quotient G/U is discrete and therefore already G/U = 〈qU (x)〉. Thus, G/U
is a finite cyclic group for each U ∈U and this shows that G is procyclic.
(i) ⇒ (iii): If G is procyclic, then G is in particular pronilpotent and so by [Wil97, proposition 2.4.3] there
exists an isomorphism G ∼=∏p Gp, where Gp is the p-Sylow subgroup of G. The group Gp is a pro-p group
and as Gp is a closed subgroup of G, it is procyclic by B.5.2. Hence, G is isomorphic to a product of procyclic
pro-p groups for different prime numbers p.
(iii) ⇒ (i): As each H(p) is compact, the group G is also compact. Let
U := {∏
p∈P
U(p) |U(p)Co H(p)∧Card({p |U(p) 6=H(p)})<∞}.
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Since H(p) is profinite, it follows from B.4.8 that
⋂
UCoH(p) U = 1 for each p ∈ P. Hence,
⋂
U∈U U = 1 and
as U is closed under finite intersections, an application of B.4.6 shows that U is a filter basis of 1 ∈G. If
U =∏p∈P U(p) ∈U , then
G/U ∼=
∏
p∈P
H(p)/U(p).
This product is finite since U(p) = H(p) for almost all p. Moreover, as H(p) is a procyclic pro-p group, it
follows that H(p)/U(p) is a finite cyclic p-group. Hence, G/U is a finite product of finite cyclic p-groups for
pairwise different prime numbers p and therefore G/U is a finite cyclic group by the Chinese remainder
theorem. Thus, G is procyclic by proposition B.4.7.
B.5.7 Proposition. Let p be a prime number and let n ∈N∪ {∞}.63 The following holds:
(i) Up to isomorphism there exists a unique procyclic group Cpn of order pn, namely Cpn ∼= Z/pnZ if
n<∞ and Cpn ∼=Zp if n=∞.
(ii) The group Zp has a unique closed subgroup H of index pn, namely H = pnZ if n <∞ and H = 1 if
n=∞.
Proof. This is part of [RZ00, theorem 2.7.1].
B.5.8 Theorem. For each supernatural number n = ∏p pn(p), there exists up to isomorphism a unique
procyclic group Cn of order n, namely Cn :=∏p Cpn(p) .
Proof. Let n=∏p pn(p). By B.5.6 the group ∏p Cpn(p) is procyclic and by [RZ00, proposition 2.3.2] the order
of this group is equal to ∏
p
#Cpn(p) =
∏
p
pn(p) = n.
This proves existence of a procyclic group of order n. To prove uniqueness, let Ω be a procyclic group of
order n. By proposition B.5.6 there exists an isomorphism Ω ∼=∏p H(p), where H(p) is a procyclic pro-p
group. In particular ∏
p
pn(p) = n= #Ω=∏
p
#H(p).
As H(p) is a pro-p group, its order is a (supernatural) power of p by [RZ00, proposition 2.3.2]. So, the
equation above implies that #H(p)= pn(p) and therefore H(p)∼=Cpn(p) by B.5.7. Hence,
Ω∼=
∏
p
Cpn(p)
and this proves uniqueness.
B.5.9 Proposition. Let Ω be a compact abelian group with topological generator ω. If n ∈N>0, then Ωn is
an open subgroup of Ω with [Ω :Ωn] | n and Ωn = 〈ωn〉c.
Proof. It follows from A.5.2 that Ωn is a closed subgroup of Ω. Let q :Ω→Ω/Ωn be the quotient morphism.
Then
Ω/Ωn = q(Ω)= q(〈ω〉c)= 〈q(ω)〉c.
As ωn ∈Ωn, it follows that 〈q(ω)〉 is finite and since Ω/Ωn is separated, we can conclude that
〈q(ω)〉 = 〈q(ω)〉c =Ω/Ωn
is finite. Hence, Ωn is open and [Ω :Ωn]=Ord(q(ω)) | n.
Since the map µn :Ω→Ω, x 7→ xn, is continuous and closed, it follows that
Ωn =µn(Ω)=µn(cl(〈ω〉))= cl(µn(〈ω〉))= cl(〈µn(ω)〉)= cl(〈ωn〉).
B.5.10 Theorem. Let Ω be a procyclic group and let ∆(Ω) be the set of supernatural divisors of #Ω. The
following holds:
(i) There exists a bijection between the set of closed subgroups of Ω and ∆(Ω), given by H 7→ [Ω : H].
(ii) The above bijection induces a bijection between the set of open subgroups of Ω and ∆(Ω)∩N.
(iii) If n ∈∆(Ω)∩N, then the open subgroup of index n of Ω is equal to Ωn.
Proof.
63Confer [RZ00, chapter 2.3] for a discussion of supernatural numbers.
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(i) Let H be a closed subgroup of Ω. By [RZ00, proposition 2.3.2] we have
#Ω= [Ω : 1]= [Ω : H] · [H : 1]= [Ω : H] ·#H
and consequently [Ω : H] ∈∆(Ω) so that the map is well-defined.
To show that the map is injective, we prove that H is the only closed subgroup of Ω of index n = [Ω : H].
We can assume that Ω=∏p Cpm(p) . Then H is procyclic according to B.5.2 and so it follows from B.5.6 that
H =∏p H(p), where H(p) is the p-Sylow subgroup subgroup of H. The group H(p) is then necessarily a
closed subgroup of Cpm(p) . Since∏
p
pn(p) = n= [Ω : H]= #(Ω/H)= #(∏
p
Cpm(p) /H(p))=
∏
p
#(Cpm(p) /H(p))
it follows that [Cpm(p) : H(p)] = pn(p). Hence, H(p) is the unique subgroup of index pn(p) of Cpm(p) and
therefore H is unique.
To show that the map is surjective, let n =∏p pn(p) ∈∆(Ω). As #Ω=∏p pm(p), it follows that pn(p) divides
pm(p) for each prime number p. Let H(p) be the closed subgroup of index pn(p) of Cpm(p) . Then H :=
∏
p H(p)
is a closed subgroup of Ω and similar to the above one can show that [Ω : H]= n.
(ii) This is evident since Ω is compact.
(iii) Let H be the open subgroup of index n of Ω. Let ω be a topological generator of Ω. As Ω/H is discrete,
it follows that Ω/H = 〈ω mod H〉. As #(Ω/H) = n, we conclude that ωn ∈ H and therefore Ωn = 〈ωn〉c ≤ H.
Hence,
n= [Ω : H]≤ [Ω :Ωn]≤ n
and this implies that H =Ωn.
B.5.11 Proposition. For a topological group G the following are equivalent:
(i) G is a Z-torsion-free procyclic group.
(ii) G is isomorphic to a group of the form ZP :=∏p∈P Zp where P is a set of prime numbers.
Proof. Let G be a Z-torsion-free procyclic group. Then G is isomorphic to
∏
p∈P Cpn(p) , where P is a set
of prime numbers and n(p) ∈N>0∪ {∞}. As G is Z-torsion-free, each Cpn(p) is Z-torsion-free and therefore
n(p) = ∞ for all p ∈ P. In particular, Cpn(p) ∼= Zp for each p ∈ P and therefore G ∼= ZP . Conversely, it is
evident that ZP is a Z-torsion-free procyclic group.
B.5.12 Lemma. Let P be a set of prime numbers. For a supernatural number n=∏p pn(p) let
P(n) := ∏
p∈P
pn(p)
and
P ′(n) := ∏
p∉P
pn(p).
Then n= P(n) ·P ′(n), P(nm)= P(n) ·P(m) and P ′(nm)= P ′(n) ·P ′(m) for all supernatural numbers n, m.
Proof. This is evident.
B.5.13 Proposition. Let P be a set of prime numbers and let Ω∼=ZP . Then [Ω :Ωn]= P(n) for all n ∈N>0.
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that Ω = ZP . First suppose that P = {p} for a prime
number p. The ring Zp is local with maximal ideal (p). Hence, if q is a prime number different from p,
then q ∈Z×p and consequently qZp =Zp. As n= P(n) ·P ′(n)= pn(p) ·P ′(n), it follows that nZp = P(n)Zp and
an application of B.5.7 now shows that [Zp : P(n)Zp]= P(n). This proves the claim in the case P = {p}. Now
let P be arbitrary and let n=∏p pn(p). Since nZP =∏p∈P nZp, it follows from the above that
[ZP : nZP ]=
∏
p∈P
[Zp : nZp]=
∏
p∈P
p(n)= ∏
p∈P
pn(p) = n.
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C. Miscellaneous
In this chapter miscellaneous results are collected.
C.1. Category theory
C.1.1 Proposition. Let C be a category and let f : X →Y be a morphism in C having a kernel k : K → X .64
The following holds:
(i) If f is a monomorphism, then k= 0.
(ii) If C is preadditive and k= 0, then f is a monomorphism.
Proof.
(i) By definition of the kernel, the diagram
K
k // X
f //
0
// Y
commutes. Hence, we have f ◦k= 0◦k= 0= f ◦0 and as f is a monomorphism, this implies that k= 0.
(ii) Let
X ′
g1 //
g2
// X
f // Y
be a commutative diagram in C . Since C is preadditive, we get
f ◦ g1 = f ◦ g2 =⇒ f ◦ g1− f ◦ g2 = 0=⇒ f ◦ (g1− g2)= 0.
Hence, the diagram
X ′
g1−g2 //
  A
A
A
A X
f //
0
// Y
K
k
OO
commutes, where the dashed arrow is induced by the universal property of k. As k = 0, we get g1− g2 = 0,
that is, g1 = g2 and so f is a monomorphism.
C.2. Double cosets
C.2.1 Definition. Let G be a group and let U ,V be subgroups of G. A (U ,V )-double coset in G is an
equivalence class of the equivalence relation ∼ on G defined by
g∼ g′⇐⇒ (∃u ∈U ,v ∈V )(g′ = ugv).
The set of all equivalence classes is denoted by U /G/V .
C.2.2 Proposition. Let G be a group and let U ,V be subgroups of G. The following holds:
(i) The equivalence class of g ∈G with respect to ∼ is equal to U gV .
(ii) A subset R ⊆G is a complete set of representatives of the (U ,V )-double cosets if and only if
G = ∐
g∈R
U gV .
(iii) The set U /G/V is the orbit space of the right action of V on U /G defined by U /G ×V → U /G,
(U g,v) 7→U gv. Similarly it is the orbit space of the left action of U on G/V defined by U×G/V →G/V ,
(u, gV ) 7→ ugV .65
(iv) |U /G/V | ≤min{|U /G|, |G/V |}.
Proof. Let E be the equivalence class of g. If u ∈U and v ∈ V , then by definition ugv ∼ g and therefore
U gV ⊆E. On the other hand, if g′ ∈E, then g′ ∼ g and so there exist u ∈U ,v ∈V such that g′ = ugv ∈U gV .
Hence, E ⊆U gV . The remaining assertions are now obvious.
C.2.3 Proposition. Let G be a group and let U ,V be subgroups of G. The following holds:
64This implies of course that C has a zero object.
65This also explains the notation U /G/V .
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(i) Suppose that U g ≤V for each g ∈G. If R is a complete set of representatives of G/V , then R is also a
complete set of representatives of U /G/V .
(ii) Suppose that gV ≤U for each g ∈G. If R is a complete set of representatives of U /G, then R is also
a complete set of representatives of U /G/V .
Proof. We only prove the first statement, the second is proven similarly. By assumption we have a de-
composition G = ∐g∈R gV and therefore G = ⋃g∈G U gV . It remains to show that this union is disjoint.
So, let g ∈U g1V ∩U g2V for some g1, g2 ∈ R. Then g = u1 g1v1 = u2 g2v2 for some u1,u2 ∈U ,v1,v2 ∈ V .
Since U g ≤ V for all g ∈ G, we can write ui g i = g iv′i for some v′i ∈ V . Now, u1 g1v1 = u2 g2v2, therefore
g1v′1v1 = g2v′2v2 and consequently g−12 g1 = (v′2v2)(v′1v1)−1 ∈V . Hence, g1 = g2.
C.2.4 Proposition. Let G be a group and let U ,V be subgroups of G. Let R be a complete set of represen-
tatives of the (U ,V ) double cosets in G. The following holds:
(i) For each ρ ∈R let Tρ be a right transversal of Uρ ∩V in V . Then T = {ρt | ρ ∈R and t ∈ Tρ} is a right
transversal of U in G.
(ii) For each ρ ∈ R let ρT be a left transversal of U ∩ ρV in U . Then T = {tρ | ρ ∈ R and t ∈ ρT} is a left
transversal of V in G.
Proof. Let g ∈G. Since we have a decomposition G =∐ρ∈R UρV , we can write g = uρv for some ρ ∈ R,u ∈
U ,v ∈V . As Tρ is a right transversal of Uρ ∩V in V , we have a decomposition V =∐t∈Tρ (Uρ ∩V )t and so
we can write v=wt for some w ∈Uρ ∩V , t ∈Tρ . Now, we have
g= uρv= uρwt= uρw(ρ−1ρ)t= (uρwρ−1)ρt.
As uρwρ−1 ∈U · ρ(Uρ ∩V )=U · (U ∩ ρV )⊆U and ρt ∈ T, this implies that g ∈UT. Hence, G =⋃τ∈T Uτ. It
remains to show that this union is disjoint. For this, let τ1,τ2 ∈ T and g ∈Uτ1∩Uτ2. Then g = u1ρ1t1 =
u2ρ2t2 for some ui ∈U and ρ i ∈ R, ti ∈ Tρ i with τi = ρ i ti. In particular, g ∈Uρ1V ∩Uρ2V and therefore
ρ1 = ρ2 =: ρ. Moreover,
u1ρt1 = u2ρt2 =⇒ ρ−1u−12 u1ρ = t2t−11 ∈V
and because u−12 u1 ∈U , we get t2t−11 ∈Uρ , so t2t−11 ∈Uρ ∩V . Since t1, t2 ∈ Tρ , this implies t1 = t2 and
consequently τ1 = τ2. The second assertion is proven in the same way.
C.3. G-modules
C.3.1 Proposition. Let G be a topological group and let A be an abstract G-module. The following are
equivalent:
(i) A is a topological G-module with respect to the discrete topology on A.
(ii) For each a ∈ A the stabilizer subgroup Ga = {g ∈G | ga= a} is open in G.
(iii) A =⋃U∈U AU , where U is the set of open subgroups of G.
Proof. Let µ : G×A→ A be the map defining the abstract G-module structure on A.
(i) ⇒ (ii): By assumption, µ is continuous with respect to the discrete topology on A and so is its restriction
to the open subset G× {a} of G×A. Hence, µ|−1G×{a}({a})=Ga× {a} is open in G× {a} and therefore Ga is open
in G.
(ii) ⇒ (iii): As a ∈ AGa for each a ∈ A, this is obvious.
(iii) ⇒ (i) Let g ∈ G, a ∈ A and a′ = µ(g,a). By assumption, there is an open subgroup U ⊆ G such that
a ∈ AU . Hence, gU × {a} is an open neighborhood of (g,a) ∈G× A mapped to a′ by µ. This shows that µ is
continuous.
C.3.2 Proposition. Let G be a topological group and let (N ,⊇) be a filter basis on G consisting of open
normal subgroups of G. Let I be an inductive system in Ab with index set (N ,⊇), objects AU ∈ Ab and
morphisms ϕV ,U : AU → AV for U ⊇V ∈N . The following holds:
(i) If each AU , U ∈N , has the structure of an abstract G/U-module and if each morphism ϕV ,U , U ⊇
V ∈N is G/V -equivariant, then the abelian group colim I admits a unique structure of a discrete
G-module such that for each U ∈N and g ∈G the diagram
colim I
µg // colim I
AU
ιU
OO
µU ,g
// AU
ιU
OO
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commutes, where µU ,g denotes the action of (g mod U) on AU , µg denotes the action of g on colim I
and ιU denotes the canonical map.
(ii) Let I , I ′ be two inductive systems as in (i) having the same index set (N ,⊇) and let ψU : AU →
A′U ,U ∈N be G/U-module morphisms such that for each pair U ⊇V in N the diagram
AU
ψU //
ϕV ,U

A′U
ϕ′V ,U

AV ψV
// A′V
commutes. Then there exists a unique G-module morphism ψ : colim I → colim I ′ with respect to
the unique G-module structure on the inductive limits such that for each U ⊇V ∈N the diagram
colim I
ψ // colim I ′
AU
ιU
OO
ψU
// A′U
ιU
OO
commutes.
Proof.
(i) The colimit A := colim I obviously exists in Ab. We use the standard presentation of the inductive limit
having as underlying set a quotient of
∐
U∈N AU and denote the equivalence class of a ∈ AU in A by [U ,a].
Any element of A is of the form [U ,a] for some U ∈N , a ∈ AU . If A admits a structure of an abstract
G-module such that the diagram above commutes, then the G-action is necessarily given by
g[U ,a]= [U , (g mod U)a]. (C.1)
This proves uniqueness of such a G-module structure. It remains to prove that the above indeed defines
a discrete G-module structure on A. First, we have to check that it is independent of the choice of a
representative of an element [U ,a] ∈ A. If [U ,a]= [V ,b] ∈ A, then there exists W ∈N such that W ⊆U ∩V
and ϕW ,U (a)=ϕW ,V (b). Hence,
(g mod W)ϕW ,U (a)= (g mod W)ϕW ,V (b)=⇒ϕW ,U ((g mod U)a)=ϕW ,V ((g mod V )b)
=⇒ [U , (g mod U)a]= [V , (g mod V )b].
Obviously, 1[U ,a] = [U ,a] and (g′g)[U ,a] = g′(g[U ,a]) for all [U ,a] ∈ A and g, g′ ∈ G. If [U ,a], [V ,b] ∈ A,
then [U ,a]+ [V ,b]= [W ,ϕW ,U (a)+ϕW ,V (b)] for any W ∈N with W ⊆U ∩V . Hence,
g([U ,a]+ [V ,b])= g[W ,ϕW ,U (a)+ϕW ,V (b)]= [W , (g mod W)(ϕW ,U (a)+ϕW ,V (b))]
= [W , (g mod W)ϕW ,U (a)+ (g mod W)ϕW ,V (b)]= [W ,ϕW ,U ((g mod U)a)+ϕW ,V ((g mod V )b)]
= [U , (g mod U)a]+ [V , (g mod V )b]= g[U ,a]+ g[V ,b].
This shows that the G-action given by equation C.1 defines an abstract G-module structure on A. If
[U ,a] ∈ A is any element, then g[U ,a]= [U ,a] for all g ∈U and therefore [U ,a] ∈ AU . Hence, A is indeed a
discrete G-module by C.3.1.
(ii) Let A = colim I and A′ = colim I ′. By the commutativity assumption, ψ is necessarily given by
ψ([U ,a])= [U ,ψU (a)]
for each [U ,a] ∈ A. It remains to verify that this indeed defines a G-module morphism. If [U ,a], [V ,b] ∈ A,
then [U ,a]+ [V ,b]= [W ,ϕW ,U (a)+ϕW ,V (b)] for any W ∈N with W ≤U ∩V and therefore
ψ([U ,a]+ [V ,b])=ψ([W ,ϕW ,U (a)+ϕW ,V (b)])= [W ,ψW (ϕW ,U (a)+ϕW ,V (b))]
[W ,ψW (ϕW ,U (a))+ψW (ϕW ,V (b))]= [W ,ϕ′W ,U (ψU (a))+ϕ′W ,V (ψV (b))]
= [U ,ψU (a)]+ [V ,ψV (b)]=ψ([U ,a])+ψ([V ,b]).
Finally, for each g ∈G,
gψ([U ,a])= g[U ,ψU (a)]= [U , (g mod U)ψU (a)]= [U ,ψU ((g mod U)a)]
ψ([U , (g mod U)a])=ψ(g[U ,a]),
so ψ is G-equivariant.
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C.4. Normal cores
C.4.1 Proposition. Let G be a group and let H be a subgroup of G. The normal core of H in G is defined
as
NCG(H) :=
⋂
g∈G
Hg.
The following holds:
(i) NCG(H) is the largest normal subgroup of G that is contained in H.
(ii) If T is a right transversal of H in G, then NCG(H)=⋂t∈T H t.
(iii) If [G : H]<∞, then also [G : NCG(H)]<∞.
(iv) If G is quasi-compact and H is an open subgroup of G, then NCG(H) is also an open subgroup of G.
Proof.
(i) It is obvious that NCG(H)≤H and since
NCG(H)g
′ = (⋂
g∈G
Hg)g
′ = ⋂
g∈G
Hgg
′ = ⋂
g∈G
Hg =NCG(H)
for any g′ ∈G it follows that NCG(H)CG. If NCG such that N ≤ H, then N = N g ≤ Hg for all g ∈G and
therefore N ≤NCG(H).
(ii) If g ∈G, then g = κT (g)t for some t ∈ T and therefore Hg =HκT (g)t = (HκT (g))t =H t. Hence, NCG(H)=⋂
g∈G Hg =⋂t∈T H t.
(iii) Let T be a right transversal of H in G. Since T is finite, we have
[G : NCG(H)]= [G :
⋂
t∈T
H t]≤∏
t∈T
[G : H t]<∞.
(iv) Let T be a right transversal of H in G. Since H is open and G is quasi-compact, T is finite and so
NCG(H) is a finite intersection of open subgroups of G which is again open in G.
C.5. The compact-open topology
C.5.1 Proposition. Let X be a set and let B ⊆P(X ). The following holds:
(i) Let T (B) be the set of all topologies on X which contain B. Then
〈B〉 := ⋂
τ∈T (B)
τ
is the smallest topology on X which contains B. It is called the topology on X generated by B.
(ii) The topology 〈B〉 has the following explicit description:
〈B〉 = {X ,;}∪ {⋃
i∈I
⋂
j∈Ji
Ui j | I ∈ Set∧ (∀i ∈ I)(Ji ⊆ I∧ Ji 6= ;∧|Ji| <∞∧ {Ui j}i∈I, j∈Ji ⊆B)}.
(iii) If τ is a topology on X , then 〈τ〉 = τ.
Proof.
(i) The set T (B) is non-empty because it contains the discrete topology and then it follows immediately
that 〈B〉 is a topology on X . It is also evident that it is the smallest topology on X containing B.
(ii) Let S be the set on the right-hand side of the equation. Since 〈B〉 is a topology containing B, it is
obvious that 〈B〉 ⊇S . Conversely, it is easy to verify that S is a topology on X which contains B and this
implies 〈B〉 ⊆S .
(iii) This is evident.
C.5.2 Definition. A subbase for a topological space (X ,τ) is a subset B ⊆P(X ) such that 〈B〉 = τ.
C.5.3 Definition. Let X and Y be topological spaces and let y ∈ Y . The function cyY ,X ∈ HomTop(X ,Y )
defined by cyY ,X (x)= y for all x ∈ X is called the constant function with value y.66
C.5.4 Proposition. Let X and Y be topological spaces. For subsets A ⊆ X and B⊆Y we define
T(A,B)= { f ∈HomTop(X ,Y ) | f (A)⊆B}.
The following holds:
66Note that cYY ,X is also defined for X =;. In this case c
y
Y ,X =;.
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(i) If B⊆Y , then T(;,B)=HomTop(X ,Y ).
(ii) If A ⊆ X and A 6= ;, then T(A,;)=;.
(iii) If A ⊆ X and B⊆Y , B 6= ;, then cbY ,X ∈T(A,B) for all b ∈B. In particular, T(A,B) 6= ;.
(iv) If A′ ⊆ A ⊆ X and B′ ⊆B⊆Y , then T(A,B′)⊆T(A′,B).
(v) If A1, A2 ⊆ X and B⊆Y , then T(A1∪A2,B)=T(A1,B)∩T(A2,B).
(vi) If A ⊆ X and B1,B2 ⊆Y , then T(A,B1∩B2)=T(A,B1)∩T(A,B2).
Proof. All statements are easy to verify.
C.5.5 Definition. Let X and Y be topological spaces. The compact-open topology on HomTop(X ,Y ) is the
topology generated by
{T(K ,U) |K ⊆ X compact∧U ⊆Y open}.
C.5.6 Convention. If nothing else is mentioned, then HomTop(X ,Y ) is always considered with the compact-
open topology and any subset H ⊆HomTop(X ,Y ) is considered with the subspace topology which is then
called the compact-open topology on H.
C.5.7 Proposition. Let X and Y be topological spaces. If Y is separated, then HomTop(X ,Y ) is also
separated.
Proof. This is [Bou07b, chapitre X, §3.4, remarque 1].
C.5.8 Proposition. Let X be a compact space and let Y be a discrete space. Then HomTop(X ,Y ) is discrete.
Proof. If X =; and Y ∈ Set, then HomTop(X ,Y )= {;} is discrete. If X 6= ; and Y =;, then HomTop(X ,Y )=
; is also discrete. Now, assume that both X and Y are non-empty. Let f ∈HomTop(X ,Y ). For each y ∈ Y
the set {y} is closed in Y because Y is discrete and since f is continuous, K y = f −1(y) is a closed subset of X
which implies that K y is compact. As {y} is also open in Y and f (K y)⊆ {y}, we conclude that f ∈T(K y, {y}).
Now,
X = f −1(Y )= ⋃
y∈Y
f −1(y)= ⋃
y∈Y
K y.
Since X is compact and non-empty, we can find y1, . . . , yn ∈ Y such that X = ⋃ni=1 K yi and K yi 6= ; for all
i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. Let V =⋂ni=1 T(K yi , {yi}). Since f ∈T(K y, {y}) for all y ∈Y , we have in particular f ∈V . If g ∈V
is another element, then g ∈ T(K yi , {yi}) and as K yi 6= ;, we thus have g(K yi )= {yi} for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. But
as K yi = f −1(yi), this implies f = g on K yi , and as X =
⋃n
i=1 K yi we can conclude that f = g. Hence, V = { f }
and since V is a finite intersection of elements of the subbase given in C.5.5, it is open. This shows that { f }
is open for each f ∈HomTop(X ,Y ) and therefore HomTop(X ,Y ) is discrete.
C.5.9 Proposition. Let X ,Y and Z be topological spaces and let Y be locally compact. Then the map
HomTop(X ,Y )×HomTop(Y , Z) −→ HomTop(X , Z)
(u,v) 7−→ u ◦v
is continuous.
Proof. This is [Bou07b, chapitre X, §3.4, proposition 9].
C.5.10 Proposition. The following holds:
(i) Let X be a topological space and let G be a topological group whose left and right uniform structures
coincide (confer [Bou07a, chapitre III, §1]). Then HomTop(X ,G) is a topological group with respect to
pointwise multiplication.
(ii) Let G be a topological group and let A be an abelian topological group. Then HomTGrp(G, A) is a
topological group.
Proof.
(i) It follows from [Bou07b, chapitre X, §1.4, corollaire 2] that HomSet(X ,G) is a topological group with
respect to the topology of compact convergence and so the subgroup HomTop(X ,G) ⊆ HomSet(X ,G) is a
topological group with respect to the topology of compact convergence. Since G is a uniform space, it follows
from [Bou07b, chapitre X, §3.4, théorème 2] that the topology of compact convergence on HomTop(X ,G)
coincides with the compact-open topology. Consequently, HomTop(X ,G) is a topological group with respect
to the compact-open topology.
(ii) As A is abelian, the left and right uniform structures on A coincide and therefore HomTop(G, A) is a
topological group by (i). Hence, the subgroup HomTGrp(G, A) of HomTop(G, A) is also a topological group.
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C.5.11 Proposition. Let A be an abelian topological group and consider Z as a topological group with
respect to the discrete topology. Then the map
Φ : HomTGrp(Z, A) −→ A
f 7−→ f (1)
is an isomorphism of topological groups.
Proof. It is easy to verify that Φ is an isomorphism of abstract groups and so it remains to verify that Φ is
a homeomorphism. For k ∈ Z the k-th power map µk : A → A is continuous by A.2.5. Let K be a compact
subset of Z and let U be an open subset of A. Since Z is discrete, we have K = {x1, . . . , xn}. Then
T(K ,U)∩HomTGrp(Z, A)= { f | f ∈HomTGrp(Z, A)∧ (∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,n})( f (xi) ∈U)}
=
n⋂
i=1
{ f | f ∈HomTGrp(Z, A)∧ f (xi) ∈U}=
n⋂
i=1
{ f | f ∈HomTGrp(Z, A)∧µxi ( f (1)) ∈U}
n⋂
i=1
{ f | f ∈HomTGrp(Z, A)∧ f (1) ∈µ−1xi (U)}
and therefore
Φ(T(K ,U)∩HomTGrp(Z, A))=
n⋂
i=1
µ−1xi (U).
As µk is continuous for all k ∈ Z, the sets ⋂ni=1µ−1xi (U) are open in A and as T(K ,U)∩HomTGrp(Z, A) is a
general element of the subbase of the compact-open topology on HomTGrp(Z, A), we conclude that Φ is an
open map. But choosing K = {1}, we also get
Φ(T({1},U)∩HomTGrp(Z, A))=µ−11 (U)=U
and therefore
Φ−1(U)=T({1},U)∩HomTGrp(Z, A)
showing that Φ is continuous. Hence, Φ is a homeomorphism.
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